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Preface
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QUIRES PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT
OWNER "

For the past several years, the English Department at Michigan State
University has conducted summer workshops for English teachers, in part
as a way of filling the void created by the demise of federally sponsored
summer programs. This year the English Teaching Workshop, "Toward a
Humanistic Curriculum in English," was held 'on the campus in East Lansing
June 20-July 25. Fifty-seven teachers participated in the program--a
large group--thanks to the cosponsorship of the Workshop by the Michigan
Council of Teachers of English and the National Council, whose publicity
helped considerably in the recruitment of participants.

Prom the first day of the program, Workshop staff members were
excited about the quality of the group. The participants brought with
them a rich and diverse range of experiences and ideas, and they were
clearly ready to talk about new ideas and new issues; they didn't spend
time discussing such shopworn topics as "Which grammar shall I teach?" or
"Should Moby Dick be required of all students or just the honors tract?",
but instead plunged directly into substantive issues: drama and personal
growth, the nature of adolescents in 1973, language and culture, English
in 1984 and 2001.

In succeeding weeks, they talked and debated and wrote about a broad
range of theoretical and practical topics. It became'clear that the par-
ticipants were producing some unusually valuable materials, and wanting to
make these available to other teachers, the staff and participants decided
to develop this publication. The printing costs have been underwritten by
the Workshop members themselves (with supplementary funding by the MSU
English Department), and any proceeds from the project will be used to
support activities for a follow-up program for 1973-74 (which some are
calling "Son of a Humanistic Curriculum in English").

Particular thanks are due to Christopher Walczak, who sifted through
the accumulated manuscripts, placed them in a usable order, and supervised
the printing proLess.

Stephen N. Judy
ETW Director



Foreword

The 1973 Michigan State University English Teaching Workshop
"Toward A Humanistic Curriculum in English," co-bponsored by the National
Council of the Teachers of English and the Michigan Council of the
Teachers of English was an unusually successful sumrer session from at
least two standpoints.

First, it brought together over fifty of some of the most enthu-
siastic, innovative, and youthful (regardless of actual age) participants
ever assembled from a wide geographical area. Working in conjunction with
a dynamic, well-informed, and open-minded staff, this group would be hard
to duplicate in terms of resourcefulness.

Secondly, in terms of production, the Workshop produced so much in
less than six weeks time that this volume does not really do justice to
the output. In the words of the Workshop Director, Dr. Stephen Judy, this
was to contain the "shareable aspects" of the work of the participants,
and I think this book does an adequate job of conveying those aspects of
the projects of the Workshop that could be reduced to print. Unfortunately,
there is little here that even suggests the impact of the film and slides
produced by the Media Workshop, the improvisations and general atmosphere
of the Composition Workshop, the literal roomful of resources produced by
the Literature Workshop, or the depth of insight into language processes
gained by the Reading and TESOL Workshops.

In preparing these Workshop papers for publication, I saw my role
as less that of an editor than that of a compiler. I attempted wherever
possible to include rather than exclude au individual's contribution, as
well as to retain the contribution in the form submitted. I attempted to
give the book an overall structure, while allowing the individual offerings
to be independently structured within the volume. In general, the only
material deleted was that which appeared to infringe on copyright laws
or presented insoluable graphic problems.

My original plan for the book assumed that the projects would either
correspond to the traditional categories in the English curriculum (i.e.
Composition, Literature, Grammar, etc.) or to the course titles of the
specialty workshops offered during this summer session. That organi-
zational plan had to be modified, because so many projects cut across
these all too artificial dividing lines. Thus, while eight topical sections
did appear (in my mind at least) I rather suspect that the title for
Section C - Humanistic Curriculum Guides & Guideposts is probably the
most descriptive and most inclusive of all the material submitted.

I think a word on the use of this book is appropriate, especially
to those users who did not directly participate in the Workshop. I

am sure that I speak for all the participants when I affirm that nothing
in here is offered as THE ANSWER to any of the problems confronting
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English teachers today. Some of the material presented here has worked
in some places. Some of it is experimental. Some of it is conjectural,
If all of it is any one thing, I would say that it is all very hopeful.

Certainly the Workshop did not reach a consensus on every topic
that it took up. Divergent views, of grading, approaches to reading and
writing, the future of English, the relationship of teachers to students,
and many other subjects appeared. This volume shows that. At the same
time, there was, I believe, general agreement on the need for increased
student involvement and for increased growth on the part of both teachers
and students, And this book reflects that agreement, and suggests ways
of achieving both goals.

Not everything in here will please everyone that reads it. I would
be less than truthful if I said that I intended to rush to my classroom
and try everything in here just as soon as I could. On the other hand,
what I would reject would no doubt be eagerly snatched up by another.
I do not think that the merit of this volume or the full value of the
Workshop will ever be realized unless the ideas offered here, and ideas
li%e them are given consideration and enthusiastic trial.

The Workshop participants would be eager to receive feedback from
the users of this book. An appendix of their names and current teaching
assignments has been provided to facilitate communication.

I wish to express my appreciation to the Workshop staff in the
prepatation of this book - Dennis Pace, James Stalker, Paul Munsell,
Patrick Courts, and Jay Ludwig. I owe special thanks to Steve Judy,
Workshop Director, for affording me my first opportunity in the area
of editorship, and for his support of the concept of the book. But I
owe the most to my fellow Workshop participants, whose work it was my
privilege to bind together.

East Lansing, Michigan Christopher S. Walczak
6 August 1973
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The English Teaching Workshop

Program Design

The English Teaching Workshop program was developed with four basic
objectives in mind. It was intended that participants should have oppor-
tunities to:

1. Discuss so- called "basic issues" in English and the language arts,
with a view to refining and developing their own philosophies or theories
of instruction.

2. Engage in detailed study of at least one specialized area in
teadhing English; e.g., teaching literature, reading, composition, English
as a second language.

3. Develop curriculum materials and resources with the.specific aim
of using those materials during the 1973-74 school year.

4. Share with other teachers the results of their own teaching
experiences--problems, failures, successes, new ideas, practical teChniques,
bibliographies, course and curriculum designs, etc.

A fifth objective, one that will be xealized during the 1973 -74 school
year, is to provide participants with the opportunity to:

5. MeeL during the regular school year to share and discuss teaching
experiences, gain mutual support, and explore additional new teadhi7l'ideas.

With these general goals in view, the program was divided into three
"Phases":

Phase I. Discussion of Basic Issues. During the first three days of
the Workshop, participants divided into six small groups, and supported by
reading materials collected by the staff, engaged in discussion of the
following topics:

Drama and Personal Growth

Language and Culture

Media and Popular Culture

Students as People

"Standards" in English

English in 1984 and 2001

Each group formulated some "topic sentences" or basic assertions about the
area it had reviewed, and made a presentation of its "findings" to the Work-
shop as a whole. As a result of these sessions a number of basic issues
and questions arose: Should we still "teach" English? What are the needs
of today's kids? What do we want the English classroom to be like ten years
from now? What are language "standards" and how should they be used?



The answers, even though tentative, helped to provide a common philosophiCal
background for the Workshop participants.

Phase II. For the next four weeks, each participant joined one of five
"specialty" workshops:

1. "Problems in Reading and Writing." This group investigated
the psycho-linguistics of the reading process with an aim
toward discovering techniques and strategies which the En-
glish teacher can use to help students draw on their intrinsic
strengths as readers.

2. "Teaching English as a Second Language." Beginning with a
discussion of the cultural backgrounds of non-native speakers
of English, this group went on to discuss and'explore ways
and means of helping students learn a second language (or a
second'dialect).

3. "Composition Workshop." This group did a great deal of
writing--personal, creative, expository--which was discussed
at length by the members of the group; eventually these per-
sonal writing experiences were translated into classroom
teaching strategies.

4. "Media Workshop." The participants in this workshop explored
the media--making films, slide shows, tapes, still photos,
and print layouts--as well as discussing the implications of
using media in the secondary school.

5. "Approaches to Literature." After discussing the concept of
"response to literature," the members of this group went on to
create "Jackdaws" (multi-media reading activity kits developed
along thematic lines).

In addition, all members of the Workshop were enrolled in a Curriculum
Workshop that met weekly, with participants divided by grade levels. This
workshop provided time for sharing and informal discussion of common prob-
lems, as well as opportunities to develop materials.

The projects which evolved in both the Specialty Workshops and the
Curriculum Workshop are the contents of this volume.

Phase III. Sharing, Dissemination, Follow-Up. At this writing
(August 1973), Phase III has just begun. The summer program ended with
a day of presentations and discussions led by the participants. in the
specialty workshops as a way of'describing to all the others present the
"basics" of what had transpired in their small groups. In addition to
the publication and dissemination of this document, forty-five members of
the group will join a follow-up program, meeting on Saturday mornings in
September, November, January, and March, and gathering, hopefully with
other interested teachers, for a three-day retreat in late April.

SNJ
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B. A Listingof Peripheral Activities

I. Speakers

1. Dr. Ken Macrorie 6-27-73
Western Michigan U.

2, Delores Minor 7-5-73
Detroit Public Schools

MSU).

Free Writing, Teaching "The
Third Way," Publication of
student writing.

Teaching English in the Inner
City; De-Centralization of
schools; Curriculum construction.

3. Dwight Smith 7-11-73 Accountability; SBE mandated
State Board of Education (Mich.) objectives for English and

language arts.

4, Dr, Frank McTeague 7-18-73
Borough of York Schools,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

English education in Canada;
Canadian authors; theory of
language study and possible
programs; reading approaches.

II, Film Suppliers & Book Exhibitors,

Film Images, Inc.
1034 Lake Street
Oak Park, Illinois 60301
(312-386-4826)

Pyramid Films, Inc.
Box 104 8

Santa Monica, California 90406
(213-828-7577)

McGraw-Hill/Contemporary Films
P.O. Box 590
Hightstown, New Jersey

International Film Bureau
332 South Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60604
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Houghton-Mifflin
1973 Pennington-Hopewell Rd.
Hopewell, N.J. 08525







To is Sentences from the Basic Issue Study Group on
Alternatives and Possibilities for 1984 and 2001

--Don't believe that old rubric about children needing "consistency,"
especially if that is equated in your mind or in your school as strict
adherence to u,n patterns, whether of time, seating or sequences.
Students must learn not to be threatened by a new room arrangement, or a
spelling test on Wednesday instead of Friday. Be unpredictable. Be a
teacher whose students peek around the door and ask "Well, what have you
cooked up for today? rather than one whose pupils ALWAYS know what to
expect. Although that may be comforting to many, it is boring for some,
and not a realistic view of the world for any.

Talk about the future and its uncertainties. Encourage pupils to
speculate and dream about what the world might be like in 10 years, or 20. (IUI)

- -Have students set some writing in the future. They generally
write about the past, sometimes about the present. Based on what they
know now, have them write papers on "What I Will Be Doing 5 (10, 20)
Years Prom Today," "What iLy Parents (Brother, Teacher) Will Be Like
5 (10, 20) Years From Today," or "What This School (City, Country) Will
Be Like 5 (10, 20) Years From Now."

--Study Science Fiction not as a novelty change of pace or as
fantasy, but as imaginative blue-prints for the future. Good Sci Fi
writers are knowledgeable in the fields of science, medicine, industry,
etc., and their predictions are generally based on present actualities. (MU)

--The present trend toward an emphasis on Vocational Education should
be seriously questioned. If it continues, teachers must at least be sure
that students are told that many futurists believe that 1) up to 50% of
the jobs we are now training students for will be obsolete in 20 years
2) as many as 85% of the jobs that these students will hold in 20 years
have never been heard of today and 3) the average worker should be
prepared to be coMpletely re-trained for a different job 2 to 3 times in
his life time It is dishonest for schools to tell students that the
training they are receiving now will assure them of jobs now or in
the future.

--English teachers must welcome and use electronic or other non-print
devices, not as toys or diversions in the classroom, but as bona fide
teaching tools.

--Futures are the products of people--their values, ambitions, plans,
and ideals. The future is seldom a matter of chance, even though its
Precise shape can seldom be visualized.

--Political, social, and economic revolutions must preceed major
Utopian changes in American education. (RC)

--It is difficult to predict the future of education. Historical
events, economic viscissitudes, governmental policy, technological
breakthroughs have, and will have great impact. Exhibits at recent
World's Fairs and Exhibitions have shown what is possible, but it is
apparently difficult to predict liklihoods. We are now only beginning
to understand what impact the launching of Sputnik I had on American
education; what effect will the Indo-China involvement, Watergate,
and falling birth rates have?

Not long ago, a master plan for the MU campus was on display in a
downtown Lansing Bank. It envisioned among other things three
gigantic graduate dormatories like Owen on the other side of the
railroad tincks. Currently existing buildings were built through bonds;



it is becoming difficult to pay them off, due to falling enrollments
and changes in life style of young people. Host of the beads were
twenty-year issues: apparently even that relatively short space of time
defies adequate prediction. How naive are current educational predictions?

--It is becoming increasingly apparent that teachers and students
need some basic grounding in computer usage. This would dispel some of
the rather notorious computer mythology, increase the awareness of how
much of what is currently "English" could beat be handled by machine, and
free teachers to do those tasks which can only be accomplished through
human to human contact.

In the development of artificial languages for computers, great
insight has been gained into natural languages and communication
processes. (CW)

--It seems only logical to assume that if the government is going
to be called upon for more and more financial support, that the government
will feel justified in demanding more accountability for those funds,
in demanding equal educational treatment for its citizens, in setting
educational standards, and in general, demanding more control over
educational processes. The turning to electronic and mechanical.devices
to accomplish these demands will appear to be the only course available.

--The involvement of major U.S. Corporations in the educational
process is acknowledged fact. It is likely that they will continue to
fish in pedagogical waters with profit and expansionist motives in
mind; particularly since their futures are in some ways dependent on the

u4 products of the educational system. The identification of interests
pp with regard to education between business and government will put

basic, factual, education in their electronic/technological grasp. (CW)
--It is possible that those opponed to bussing and long distance

ice transportation of students, may see increased at-home education as the
g: solution, not only to that problem, but to rising taxes for school
a support. (CW)

--Teachers need to take a far more active role in deckLitm their
destinies. We cannot allow a repetition of the late sixties - early

001 seventies when the accountability movement was thrust on.teachers
without discussion, forcing them into a defeatist stance of either
acceptance or trivial rebellion. (SNJ)

--Teachers need to find, recognize, and act on their professional
power,. While this can be done through existing unions, this exercise of
power must be oriented toward curriculum, not just salary and working
conditions. Why not a strike or protest or petition against a school or
state which imposes poor curriculum techniques and methods on an English
class? (SNJ)

--Teachers need a clearer sense of vision about their aims and
purposes. Instead of dismissing "theoretical' ideas as "idealistic,"
teachers should cultivate their sense of realistic idealism, always
letting their best dreams run five to fifty years ahead of the present,
and never letting their vision of the future be distorted by present-day
realities, no matter how depressing. (SNJ)

--Teachers need to become Public Relations experts, dramatically
publicizieg the best of their efforts to administration and the public.(SNJ)

--Teachers and Institutions must broaden the principles under which
the! operate to become more receptive to diversity and more CiFigieTar--
adapting to change, while at the same time liesELNLenough of a philoso-
phicel direction to what they are that "diversity' does not bum,
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unarlasufs with "chaos" or "mindlessness." (SNJ)

--School systems should and must provide alternatives for students
who are presently being "turned off" by the classical-traditionalist
curriculum. (HG)

--Teachers must teach students to cope with transcience of all
kinds, including short-term human relationships, mobility, automation,
and technology. (HG)

--Since it is predicted that 85% of the jobs which exist today will
be obsolete in the future, teachers should be teaching students to
accept and adapt to changes in the occupational outlook. (HG)

--Teachers should create student-centered learning environments
where the students also share in planning, as opposed to the teacher-
centered classroom. (HG)

--Teachers should focus their efforts on teaching students how
to learn by using problem-solving activities, encouraging inquiry, and by
providing learning experiences designed to elicit creative thinking. (HG)

--Teachers should encourage students to identify their own
values, then to verbalize, diecuss, and test them. (HG)

--School buildings should be planned carefully, in connultation with
teachers and civic leaders, to ensure that they will be functional and
a stimulating setting for learning. (HG)

--The classroom of the seventies, on the whole, is in dire need
of being re-examined, and revised, in order to keep pace with the modern
world around it. There is a large gap between what the student is
taught, "will help him to lead a better life," and the actual type
of life he is now living or will live in the future. (NF)

--"Teachers must be trained for the future rather than the present.
In many colleges and universities teacher-training programs include many
out-dated methods of teaching that were incorporated into the system
years ago. Unfortunately many teachers rely heavily on their earlier
training, and their teaching styles often reflect their undergraduate
training. If teachers are not prepared to think in a futuristic way,
they will only be locking in an old system of teaching. (NF)

--Students must be cushioned to the idea of change. As shown in
the book, Future Shock, our society is becoming more and more transient
and changeable, and students must be able to adapt, and re-adapt to
many situations. As teachers we must instill flexibility into our
teaching methods so that students will learn the importance of coping
with their world in many different ways. (NF)

--The emphasis for education of our young in the future must be
placed on learning as a continued experience, rather than school as a
system. Students must see that growth does not end with the last bell,
but is a way of life. If we move from the rigid set up of 50 minute
classes, compulsory education, and required classes, the student may
begin to feel that his education is not a 'piecemeal process."
Inter-departmental teaching, and instruction outside the classroom,
will also help the students see a difference between learning and school. (NF)

--To be effective teachers in the years to come we must admit to
the idea of a very modern and progressive future, near at hand, and we must

handle the future as an inevitable challenge or mystery, and not as a
technological is nster trying to make robots out of the entire society. (NIP)

--Schools must provide students with the capability to think
abstractly, make decisions, act effectively, and succeed in interpersonal



relationships, 'for these attributes will become increasingly important
in the world of the future. (SW)

--Schools must stay personalized. Use of machines as "teachers"
should be restricted, and public education should steer away from the
"students-as-numbers" idea. (SW)

- -Education must become total. Learning should become community-
wide, and the definition of student should cross age boundaries.
"Life" (the "real" world) and "education" should not be separated, for
life is the best education, as well as the situation where education
must be used. (SW)

--Change in today's world is rapid and immoderate. Education will
not be exempted from reflecting this. (GK)

- -Teehnology will produce many, many new means for teaching.
This will be welcomed by teachers who admit that learning is individual
and we need more ways to teach than there are ways to learn. (GK)

--Technology will produce de-humanized teaching (a relative concept
at best) only if allowed to by teachers. In attempting to avert this,
however,- we will do well not to become ruthless in admitting to narrow
and singular philosophies--no matter how new. (GK)

--Forcing students to stay in educational institutions until they
are sixteen does not work. In the future we might make them see that

'formal education is a privilege for those who "want" it. Perhaps then,
more of them would want it Students could be given at least three
choices: a formal education (on an individual level), vocational school
for those inclined, and for those who refused the above there could
be a fair-wage work force until 18 years. Uany civic improvements
could be accomplished by this third choice, plus perhaps some improved
attitudes.

-.7-
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Let's allow the past hour on this clock to stand for the time man has had access
to writing systems. The hour would represent something like 3000 years and
each minute 60 years On this scale, there were no significant media changes

until about 9 minutes ago. At that time, the printing press came into use
in Western Culture, About 3 minutes ago, the telegraphand photo-
graph arrived. Two minutes ago: the telephone, rotary press,
motion pictures, and radii). One minute ago, the talking
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Topic Sentence Presentation from the Basic Issue Study
Group on Popular Culture English and the Classics

1. The communications experiences of students are dramaticially different
from those of 10-20 years ago.

2. We should direct ourselves toward providing a multi -media "literacy."

3. Some common elements working across the media spectrum are perception,
orgainization, logic, which although functioning differently within
each medium, draw on the same abilities and processes within the
student.

4. There are different expressions of "intelligence" which are a function
of the communication/media background of the student. We should be
prepared to identify, acknowledge, and encourage "intelligent" ex-
pression in any media.

5. If the media have sensitised students to different forms of commun-
ication, they have also led them to be passive receptors of the
media-socialization process. Some problems here: students sure
do like to be entertained - "don't talk so much" say some, "you call
that crummy filmstrip media" say others. Also the possibility of
"media bores" - not unusual that students should show apathy toward
the classroomAnteraction when they are apathetic about Cambodia
and Watergate;

6. If what we are ultimately (and most profitably) teaching is awareness /
discrimination, this can and must be taught within the context of
all media.

7. Students are more willing to work within and explore their own
culture (popular) beyond the established/linear/print-oriented
cultural artifacts often taught in the schools. Students must learn
what is of value to themselves and would best do the discovering
themselveu as well.

8. The role of the teacher in this post-print age is different: a
facilitator/resource person/guide/fellow learner, as opposed to a
producer/director/disseminator of knowledge.

9. The use of popular culture materials in the English classroom often
lends itself to a broad thematic or task-oriented approach.

10. The media are not an end in.themselves (although some teachers
would think they are - "let's play rock records all hour and soak
up the groovey lyrics"). They are tools - vehicles of expression -
and must always return to the human/societal elements.and perceptions
from which they grew.

11. The classics can and must be re-packaged for this post-print age,
if indeed they do have anytliing to tell it. When a "classic"
becomes a struggle for a class it's perhaps best to forget it.'
Also provide a choice over a "range" of classical literature.

-9-



12. Students must DO must PRODUCE if they are to understand the media,
the messages they carry, and the messages they give.

13. WE HAVE GOT TO KEEP CURRENT with the students pop culture scene or
at least get classroom input from the students. (Upon sec;ng Paul
McCartney on a Beatles poster, one eighth grade student exclaims:
"I know that guy bu who are those other guys and what are they
doing with him?")

14. Open students up to the world of pop culture around them: their
friends/family/relatives/neighborhood are all full of pop cultural
artifacts.



POP CULTUREJMEDIA IDEAS FOR SOME MONDAY MORNIN9

POPULAR CULTURE IN THE coin=

1. Begin a unit on folklore or mythology by having students explore the
folklore or myths of their neighborhood. They could interview friends,
family, or neighbors with notebooks or casswe recorders. They report
back to compare findings. Perhaps a group pAlect.

6 For a writing class; send itudents on a field trip to any populous place
(shopping mall, downtown, airport). Have them stay for at least an hour
and observe keep journals in notebook, also verbal/visual journals in
vide;711117n cassette tape, Discuss their perceptions/selections, what
is important/interesting? How is "seeing" different with various media?
Can video and audio tape help us write?

In teaching the Iliad let the students make up a newspaper of ancient
Greece 1250 B.C. Sports/News/Want ads (For Sale 2 new chariot wheels)
/Dear Athena/Beauty Hints.

4. "Suggest" a scrapbook by passing out 30 quotations from Ralph Waldo
Emerson such eat "Be yourself; every heart vibrates to that iron string."
They will turn in pictures, or slides, or cutouts to illustrate each
saying.

Students can answer pen-pal letters on tape cassettes or in print and ask
pen-pal partner to reply in the same medium,. Video-tape could also be used.

Students can make, puzzles and ditto copies for the entire class to solve.
These puzzles will help extend vocabulary and review ideas developed in
study of a literature selection, such as Great Expectations.

7. Students can find end make a tape of Tennessee Ernie Ford's comical take-
off on "Romeo and Juliet" to use as an introduction to a study of this play.

8. In a study of a poetry unit, students could findpoems on a series of
topics related to everyday life, such as "Telephones," "Pets," "Friends,"
etc. and put these poems on tape. Slides could be made of scenes from
daily life illustrating each poem and a slide show could be presented
to the class with the accompanying tape of poetry to narrate the scenes.

9. Stage a "happening" between yourself and another student. Without letting
the students discuss, what they think happened, have a few or all of them
pantomime one of you and discuss the results. (If possible, have
someone videotape the "happening" and the pantomimes.)

10. Slide show production - Tell students to pick theme, emotion, etc. Have
them buy film (or get money to buy film). Let them use their own insta-
matic cameras. Collect film yourself, get it developed (20 slides about
$1.19). Save a few days for presentation. Use records if they desire.

11. Divide the class into groups letting them choose to be in a Western,
Science Fiction, News, Soap Opera, Radio shows. Ass ign the groups to
do at least 2 commercials and sound effects in the shows.



12. Poetry: Contrast Robert Frost's "Design" with Cat Stevens' "In White."
Discuss added dimension of music,

13. Political cartoons: (I like Oliphant and Mauldin). Change captions from
national scene to fit classroom scene. (Purpose: Learning how to debunk
sacred cows in the classroom.)

14. To teach characterization, have kids pick their favorite comic strip
person, follow the strip for several weeks, and then write a charac-
terization sketch using specific strips for examples.

15. Write a play, short story, comic strip, or puppet play (make your own
puppets) placing a hero in a traditional situation or in a situation
to which he is unaccustomed.

16. Study America's "Good Life" by closely analyzing television commereials.
To whom do the commerdials appeal? Would they be acceptable:at different
time periods?

17. Let the students experiment with an 8mm camera. Develop the various
films, show them to the class and then have-the students create scripts
for the-films (sound-music and/or dialogue, etc.)

18. If students are intimidated when speaking in front of a class, let them
record their speech at home or in another room, and play it for the class.
This will hopefully instill more self- confidence in the student.

19. Videotape specials, spectaculars, soap operas, and series-anything, even
though you have to come back to the school at night. Take advantage of
these expensively produced classroom materials.

-1 2-



To is Sentences from the Basic IssutBuily10221
Standards n English

The two questions below reflect the two areas we were the.most concerned
with. The two answers provide in the most general terms our conclusions.

1. How does English fit into a humanistic experience?

. A humanistic approach fulfills simultaneously intellectual, societal,
moral, physical, and emotional needs. Language and communication are
integrally involved and related to satisfying these humanistic needs
and form the substance of English.

2. How do we set standards for students in English?

A variety of language experiences should be provided in English to
enable the student to make intelligent choices appropriate to cultural
varieties of language and communication purposes so that pupils will
become socially, emotionally, intellectually, and morally proficient
individuals in an ever-changing society. In such a situation standards
are neither absolute nor vaguely relative. They are based rather on
the purposes and the audience of the pupil and the extent to which he
accomplished his purpose.

Questions or comments:



Topic Sentences from the Basic Issue Study Group on Improvi-
sation and Personal Growth

"I've been bent out of shape by society's pliers and sent to sing in the
rat-race choir." ----Bob Dylan

We have spent three days of talking, reading, and writing in an attempt to work
through the jargon of educational psychology and the "new" English so that we
might clarify for ourselves and you the relationship between personal growth
and the English class. We have reached some of the following conclusions:

1. The English class (all classes?) should concern itself, first and foremost,
with the experience (past, present, and future) of the students in the class.

2. The English class should be a place of action wherein students read, write,
talk, pantomime, act out, draw, etc.; these activities should focus on the
lives of the students, their relationship to the world they live in and the
people who surround them, their happies and their sads.

3. Healthy personal growth suggests people who are not afraid to involve
themselves in new and different activities or thought processes, even though
they may "fail" at the new activity or be made somewhat uncomfortable by the
new ideas. It suggests people who have enough self-confidence to give vent to
their emotions and who avoid operating in terms of false dualisms (mind or
intellect vs. soul or feeling). It suggests people who have respect for their
own and others' selves.

4. We believe that our ends might be achieved through the following pro-
cesses: students should be encouraged to write and talk about themselves --
their ideas, feelings, opinions, biases, and confusions. This writing and
talk should take place in both large groups and small groups and its purpose
is to help students qualify and modify their perceptions in terms of other
people's perceptions, and possibly more important, to realize that they are
not alone in this world, that other people have the same fears and loves
as they.

Literature is not a body waiting to be dissected by either the student
or the teacher; it is, instead, the narrative of our humanneis. It is you
and me and our students living in this world, acting out the joy and bitterness
of life. Students should read literature because it is fun, because it is a
way to learn about ourselves and others, because it gives us the opportunity
to invest ourselves in other realities, and because it can contribute to the
reader's personal growth. There is no one book that all students should read.
Literature is good or bad (in terms of the teacher-learner, not in terms of
the literary critic) depending on how much it broadens the reader's under-
standing of his own and other's experience. In the learning process, the
work of art is relative to the perceiver.

Improvisations offer students a way to act out their joys, fears, and
confusions. They can also offer the teacher an opportunity to find out what
things the students .ire interested in, what issues and conflicts are at the



center of their lives, what things a student-centered class should center
on. Our group also agreed that although there is nothing more painful than
a "bad" improvisation, the real value of improvisations is in the talk and
planning that precedes them and the writing and reading activities which
might grow out of them.

5-
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The "Free School" School

by Mary Lou Meerson

It is the year 1984. As Alvin Toffler argued in Future Shock, the
world, in 1970, was not heading toward the Orwellian nightmare of lock-
Step thinking and constant surveillance, but toward a new flowering of
individuality and diversity.

Although school attendance is still compulsory through the age of
16, students may attend any school they select from the hundreds available
in each community. All parents must do is to indicate, on their annual
income tax return, which school or schools each child attended, and
for how long. The national government then remits the proper amount of
money to each school, based on a per day attendance, with the same per
pupil expenditure for all schools in the U.S.

The Free School System is the only public school system in the United
States. Many of the new schools have taken over some of the smaller of
the old-fashioned elementary school buildings. All the larger buildings,
except for 1 senior high school in each city, have been sold to industry
as factories, or razed. Uany schools meet in newly constructed buildings
of various designs. The new buildings were designed and sometimes built
by the Student-Parent-Teacher Councils of each school. 110 student body
is over 200, and the ratio of students to teachers averages 10 to 1.

The role of the Central Administration has been greatly altered and
minimized. Its major function now is that of financial accounting,
ordering and distributing supplies and other clerical duties. There
is a very small corps of highly-trained consultants maintained by each
state, whose members are available to any school upon request.

The actual buildings are so different--from the traditional egg-box
to geodesic domesthat-they would be difficult to describe physically.
They do share many common elements, however.

The use and arrangement of space and facilities, both indoors and
out, are decided by the local Councils. These uses and arrangements
change often, depending on local circumstances. The daily time schedule
is also very flexible and locally determined.

School is 'open," or available, 5 days per week throughout the entire
year. Each student and teacher may take up to 4 weeks of vacation time
each year, at their own convenience.

Each school is well-equipped with basic teaching tools, including
many audio-visual devices. There is a definite accent on non-print media.
One senior high school in each community has been maintained and the
specialized equipment updated and upgradc4 in such areas as home
economics, science laboratories, auditorioums, gymnasiums, mechanical,
electrical and auto shops and special sports facilities. Any teacher
may take students there to use these facilities by simply making a
phone call for reservations.

Students are very active, physically, and are transient both inside
the schools and between schools. Students choose their own courses of
study and make plans for its pursuit several times per year. They may
change schools at any time, provided only that there is room for them at
the new school.

The role of the teacher has become that of a facilitator and a
trained human resource, available to any student fie a source of aid.

-16-



Building principals have been replaced by Head Teachers, who are
available as teachers at least half the day and spend the rest of their
time as ombudsman and trouble-shooter for parents, teachers and students
who request help with problems.

Since the great Degree Disaster of the early 1970's, society has
finally given up on its love affair with the diploma. We discovered
back then that not only were Ph.D.'s among the unemployed, but that many
students with high school diplomas were functional illiterates. We do
not grant high school diplomas. There is no such thing as high school
"graduation."

Anytime after his 16th birthday students may discontinue attending
school. At, the age of 16 students are also eligible to take the entrance
exams for any college, university or trade school they wish to attend,
The general content of these exams is readily available so that students
may shape their educational experiences in the direction they choose.

In our society, industry and business base job qualifications on
skills. If you want a particular job, you arrange to learn the skills
necessary. Of course, this is true throughout all the school years.
You learn the skills you feel you need, at the time you need them.

These basic skills, including reading, arithmetic, the mechanics of
composition and spelling are available to all students at any time.
Grades azeconsidered inhuman and useless. We don't use them.

Other than the basics, most schools take a social studies approach.
Present happenings are used as the basis upon which to build knowledge

.of history, literature, politics, anthropology, etc. Great emphasis is
laid on social skills such as getting along with other people and
communicating clearly.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
"The De-Schooled School"

by Nancy Fahner

It is now the year 2,000 and we are looking at a new and progressive
town in the United States, Holt, California. One is very apt to see
many people enjoying their leisure time due to the fact that the large
computerized systems have taken over the tasks of the mundane world,
and work is no longer based entirely on the Protestant ethic, but has
been broadened to include various forms of studying, special services,
and social work.

There are no "schools" as physical objects to be seen, or even
movable partitions left over from the free school days, because the
concept of the school is considered obsolete, and unrealistic to a
changeable and innovative society. Don't misunderstand this idea. This
community, and many others like it, is very learning oriented, interested,
and concerned with the welfare of their child population. Their children
are part of a "deschooled world" in which such things as three story
brick structures, and compulsory laws for education are non-existant.
These lays are no lodger needed. They were abandoned in the 1990's
as people began to see that everyone seemed to be interested in some
area of pursuit, and there was little corelation between this interest
and compelled attendance. Those people who have difficulty choosing
an area of interest are not pushed, since it is realized that ;hen the



immediacy of learning a specific skill or form of knowledge is needed,
then it will be accomplished because it is necessary, and the attention
will be concentrated.

Space and time are also irrelevant to this type of learning. It
is naturally understood that learning can occur in many given areas, and
the time is dependent totally on the specific situation.

All members of the community are considered as teachers, since
the idea of this educational system is that everyday of your life is
a learning situation, and there are many people very expertise in their
fields that could demonstrate various skills, and share their ideas.
There is usually at least one central community area in which information
is kept on all members of the community who have some shareable knowledge
that they would like to offer. There are thousands of areas of interest
because due to the ease of transportation, individuals can easily be
brought in from surrounding or distant states. Grants are.provided
by the government to furnish any needed supplies and materials. A
salary is also equated to those teaching individuals based on their
involvement.

There still are your elitist professional educators, but the almighty
degree they once held has been replaced by a liscense, which they may
acquire for their own self-satisfaction. These professionals also serve
as consultors for those people still a little hesitant about so many
"floating teachers.'

The degree or diploma has become obsolete since the learning
situation is no longer a competitive race for knowledge in order to
earn a living. A mastery skill's liscense has replaced this, and is
usually used only if it is demanded by certain industrial and business
organizations. The government provides the funds for educational
facilities. Since it is no longer necessary to construct $2,000,000
buildings, or pay individuals holding doctorate degrees, money can be used
in the communities for open and educative facilities such as libraries,
museums, and cultural centers that will benefit all.

The sense of relaxation, the removal of tension and pressure in
becoming "schooled,' the end of discrimination of one group against
another in the race for higher learning, and the removal of the
individual burden of financing an education, has brought about a much
more alert, more involved, and more receptive community. Accountability
and individual growth and responsibility have gone hand in hand.

The"deschooled" world is not a piecemeal or artificial world where
learning can only be accomplished at a certain time and place. Neither
does it prepare one for the real world out there, because children
are alreE.dy a part of this world and gain their information over the
time span of an entire day, with the guide and direction of many
involved people who can aid in their learning.
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281Aatt9i""41001".
by Steve Judy

BEST COPY -AVAILABLE

By the year 2001 the battle over accountability and the writing
of behavioral objectives had been fought . . . . and won. A series of
taxpayer revolts in the late 1970's, coupled with rising inflation and
growing rates of unemployment, threatened the very existence of the
schools. As a way of curtailing expenses and satisfying belligerent

parents, administrators more and more turned to the concept of account-
ability, a move which took responsibility off their shoulders and placed
it on the teachers'. Pressure to eliminate "frills" and to get back
to -fundamentals" led to the dominance--in the 80's and 90's--of "basic
skills" courses in all areas.

-o-

The B. F. Skinner Behaviorally Objectivized High School opened its
doors in September of 2001. Entering students were subjected to four
weeks of testing in the basic skills of reading and writing, visual
literacy, mathematics, computer science, physics, astronomy, and psycho-
cybernetics. Electronic answer sheets were evaluated instantly by
computers and the test scores sent to the State Department for comparison
with norms developed through the thirty-first annual State Assessment
Program. Students whose scores were deficient were programmed into the
Pavlov Remedial Wing of Skinner Nigh, and their former junior high
school teachers were sent telegrams announcing termination of their
employment by the school district.

Those students who met or exceeded State norms for their age, race,
sex, religious upbringing, and state of health, were scheduled into a
series of sequential, incremental, skill-objectivized learning booths,
each booth run by a teacher--selected from among thousands of applicants--
for his or her particular skill at teaching one single behavioral
objective, say:

"The student shall master the dative absolute construction
such that he or she will be able to properly identify eight of
ten such structures from a selected passage from the King James
Version of the Bible."

Students progressed at their own rates through their prescribed
booth sequence, but the elapsed time of booth occupancy and skill
mastery was monitored and compared to the State Department Norms for
Teacher Instructional Effeciency. Teachers whose students had
habitually long booth occupancy times were promptly replaced by new
teachers, who had been waiting in one of the Bull Pens eseablished by
the teacher training institutions, where they kept themselves warmed
up and in shape by teaching each other abstruse and sophisticated skills
of medieval Latin.

r1 9-



,......4croftstrkiltvitreornlimm973 Revisited" (A Portion of a U.S.
History mi

by Helen Gamulue

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Schools in the U.S. were suffering financial woes due to intense
participation of the U.S. government in war production.for Vietnam'. The
country was rocked by the biggest political scandal of the century,
linking every red-blooded Republican, alive or dead, to the Watergate
bugging of 1972. These factors intensified individual feelings of
helplessness opefiepethe future and inculcated a general feeling of
apathy among both students and teachers.

The World War II baby boom produced a bumper crop of college
graduates who found themselves unemployed. Engineers dug ditches,
teachers became bank tellers, psychology majors painted houses. People
felt that they were not unlike cogs in a giant clock.

School buildings of the time ranged from decadent red-brick
cubicles to sprawling, impractical white elephants.

Teachers of the era often felt they ware engaged in meaningless
administrative tasks rathar than directing the, actual learning process.
Many teacher's creativity was hampered by local school boards which
considered tightening the local money belt their top priority.

This seemed to be the era of educational fads that were neither
tested for their validity nor their performance results. One case in
point was the standardized tests that wore given in Michigan for the
basic academic disciplines of the time. In effect, these tests were
anachronistic in that they neither reflected the thoughts of the best
people in the subject areas nor knowledge that would be of use to
students in the future.

As a result of many of these trends, students from many liberal-
oriented, middle-class homes revolted and joined the free school move-
ment. At the time, the success of the fres school had not been proven:1

There ware, however, various attempts to improve the curriculum.
One of these was introducing the elective system into the secondary
schools and attempting to give students some choice in educational
alternatives. Other noteworthy innovations were cooperative education,
learning centers, community involvement, advanced placement courses,
and open education.

With technology and automation in full swing, educators of the 1970's
finally realized a truism that effected sweeping changes in the 1980's
and 90's: the real illiterate person is not one who can not read or
write but one who has not learned how to learn and to cope with change.

'See Chapt. 10, "The Free School ovement,"
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The Funky Robot

by Ruth Dunstone
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Way back in the year 1973 the ''Funky Robot" was a new dance with
a jerky, mechanical movement that was individual to each person doing
their own thing. But now, in the year 2001, each individual and hie
whole pattern of life fits the Funky Robot syndrome, The Performance-
Contracted Schools are a good example of this syndrome.

The Performance-Contracted System has evolved to take all quest
and significance away from bath teacher and student. 1, don't mean
that all performance is shown in the same robot way. Bach path may
be different but the results are the same. The teacher has to answer
for results of her teaching under the threat of being fired or even
imprisoned. Thus, her movements are mechanical as to presenting the
material expected and receiving the answers taught. She allows jerky
"free" movement within her classroom, but all results must be the same.
She presents a contract to her students requiring a certain performance
from them under threat of exile. Exploration and creativity are
discouraged for it wastes time and does not further the purpose.
Questions only delay factual results. The students turned out by
this system are like funky robots. The arm jerks up and a required
answer shoots forth. The legs move and the body goes to the place
required. % can't help wondering what happened to the world of :symbols.
Students today don't know what a symbol ie. All they adhere to now
is the universal motto: it's not yours to ask why, it's yours to do.

At Breakfast / A Morning in 2001

by Chris Walczak

Dad: Chuck, I just got your January Summary Evaluation in the mail
yesterday. You've really slipped in math and communication
skills . The report indicates that you are way behind in your
sequences. You haven't been sick--why haven't you been
dialing in?

Chuck: Well--

Susie: He's been down at the Social-Athletic Center every afternoon
for the past three weeks!

Chuck: Not every afternoon.

Susie: Well, most of them anyway. You don't see me down there that
often.

Dad: That's enough of that. Chuck, as soon as you're through eating,
I want you to dial in and make-up those lessons. Ho son of mine
is going to be allowed to have evaluations like this!

* * *



As soon as Chuck had finished his Soy-Boy Flakes, Tang, and Milk
Substitute, he reluctantly went to the livingroom. He sat down in
front of a device that a person living in the 1950's or later would have
thought was a television set, but at a touch of a button, a typewriter
like console emerged from beneath the screen from behind French
Provincial panels which folded out of the way. At the, upper right
was a telephone handset with Touch Tone buttons. cA

Chuck then punched in his Socinl Security-number, then 17, the weA

numeric code for English/Communication sequences. The screen then lit eq
)up; the lesson was based on "The Ransom of Rol Chief." .4
.4

In the hour that followed, Chuck alternately saw text and three-
dimensional pictures, animated drawings and film; answered multiple
choice and true/false questions with a light pen which was used to
point to the answers felt to be correct on till surface of the screen

lesglass. At times, Chuck also drew with the lic!it pen. During this
stage of his development what he drew were simple illustrations based
on the book or story being read, but later on in life he would draw
geometric figures, diagrams of cells, and other structures.

While Chuck alternately watched end mrked on the screen in the
livingroom of his home in Muncie, Indiana an instantaneous record wee
being made of his answers and progress at the Region VII-c Educational
Monitoring Center in Dayton, Ohio by an HAL 8600 Ed-Computer. From
time to time personalized feedback would be given to Chuck about his
answers, the quality of his drawing, on his understanding of the story.
The computer had even chided Chuck when he first dialed in--the first
message on the screen had been "Hi Chuck; Long Time, No See, Hm?"
At the end of the lesson a series of code numbers appeared which
corresponded to further recommended reading, and sometimes remedial
lessons. All families had a set of multi-volume loose-leaf binders of
book codes, thus just about everyone had access to a library many times
of the old Library of Congress (which has since been converted into a
Holiday Inn.)

When Chuck finally completed 1is lessons, he would walk to a
near-by youth center to talk, dance, swim, or play basketball with his
friends. Many of these centers were converted school buildings operated
by the Board of Recreational and Cultural Development. Meanwhile,
back in Dayton, the Ed-Computer would be evaluating the lesson, setting
up the one to follow based on the results, and integrating the results
with Chuck's other lessons. Once a month a suTmary evaluation was
prepared for his parents, the Regional Boric Education Superintendents.
Reports would also be prepared for Vocational and Trade schools, and
for colleges, should Chuck go on beyond basic education.

* * *

What had led to this electronic basic education was the economic-
political situation in the late 1970's - 1980's. Coupled with several
technological refinements, electronic basic education rapidly evolved.
Let us explore these factors.

1) Computer technology already well-advanced by 1975 was greatly
accelerated by new semi-co.!.luctorn or "chips" in which thousands of
components could be contained in a pine° of plastic no larger than a



shirt button. Improved time sharing allowed thousands of terminals
to share a main computer bank located hundreds, even thousanda of miles
away. Computer terminals, buffer modules, sound and video cassettes
became within the purchasing range of even lower middle class families.
Low interest government educational loans were available also, and used
consoles were quickly sold. Imported Japanese consoles were frequently
featured at K -harts and other discount stores under flashing blue
lights.

2) Several major U.S. Industries which had been forming conglomerate
enterprises accelerated their efforts. The federal government, because
of weakened effectiveness especially in the executive branch, and because
of great dependence on the business community allowed such companies
such as Bell System,GTE,Sylvania, General Cable Television, Remington-
Rand, Smith-Corona, ITT, GE, RCA, and numerous others to join in
"Cooperative Trade Development Consortiums" under the Wilson-Arbogast
Act of 1903. The result was a mass linking up of telephones, television
and computers.

3) Local, state, and federal government disgusted with the
ineffectiveness of revenue-sharing, millage, formulas and other forms
of aid, finally solved the problem of basic education by bidding out
regional basic education contracts to the consortiums. These regions
generally corresponded to Internal Revenue Service Regions. indeed,
many of the Ed-Computer Centers are located in IRS Buildings.

4) Sky-rocketing costa prevented local boards from hiring any
new teachers--new attempts at massive state and federal aid having failed.
Existing teachers became discouraged with the inadequate salaries and
class loads; with the writing of instructional behavotial objectives
no one could understand or agree on; and with demands for accountability
when they were given less and less control over what went on in their
classrooms. Some teachers were hired by the computer companies to
write lessons and prepare information for computer storage. Others
became coaches and leaders at the Youth Centers, the more incompetent-
among them parking lot attendants, meter maids, wire-tappers, or
registration personnel at major state univcrsiti es. Those who could
not adjust lectured and wrote books about the good old school days or
committed suicide.

Under the Uniform Basic School Code, ratified by all the states
except Utah and the Virgin Islands as the 32nd Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution in 1)88, a student is allowed twenty years from birth to
complete the basic units. Regular reports are furnished to parents
and other educational personnel and agencies. High acheiving students
may enroll at colleges and vocational schools for the few jobs and
positions that require advanced training. The government retained
emergency authority to draft people of ability into college if personnel
and bureaucratic shortages occured, and if advertising agencies were
unable to supply the demand.

ost citizens though, after completing the basic units went on the
General Welfare Payroll, receiving an allotment of Beef Flavor Bouillion
Cubes (the dollar long ago having been devalued into nothing) depending
on their marital status, children (limited to two per couple) and
educational development.

The Overall Educational Basic Program is now under the Secretary of
Education, a Cabinet Officer under the President. Other governmental,
ethnic, civil, and religious organizations review the content of the



data banks to guard against inaccurate or discriminatory information;
programs are continously up-dated. Strict routines against the data
banks being used as propaganda devices are incorporated.

The Cybernetics or Systems School

by Sue Lyman

In the year of our Churchman 2001, man has recognized and used his
vast knowledge of technology. This recognition has been reflected
throughout the society. The government has become less bureaucratic and
by utilizing the systems approach, much more efficient. The poor social
and economic state of the human being has been aleviated as man has
realized and implemented his technology for the good of the whole society.

Perhaps the area of society that was most radically affected was
education and the concept of "Schools." The inadequacies and inef-
ficiencies that were present in the systems of the 1970's and '80's
are now looked back upon with shame, embarassment and much disgust.
Educators, administrators and the like are no longer concerned with
whose fault it is that a system does not work--the era of the scape-
goat for accountability is thankfully ended. Instead, vast amounts of
previously wasted human energies are now being utilized to determine
exactly what the dynamics of the system are and what forces are at
work within it.

The school systems real objectives have now been identified and all
components of the system now strive for implementation of this objective.

For those who have forgotten the dynamics involved in a systems
approach, here are a few characteristics:

1. The schools are now more human or student oriented.
2. The systems real objective (I cannot stress the word "real"

enough due to the appalling experiences of identifying objectives and
trying to state them behaviorally during the 70's when economics seemed
the only one) is now jointly identified by all components of the systems
such as the policy formation, the administration, the instructors,
and the students.

3. The environment in which the school or system operates, such
as the physical, economic, social, political and cultural aspects,
is now evaluated as to its effect on the system and the systems obj -.
ective and is dealt with accordingly.

4. The policy formation component consists of the community,
the board of education (not to be confused with the previous body by
the same,name), the administration, the instructors and the students.

5. The administration is responsible for the implementation of
the policies identified by the policy formation component.

6. The instructors are responsible for the actual methods (i.e.,
curriculum) utilized for the attainment of the real objective of the
system.

7. The students, or the output of the system are measured against
the original objective of the system.

8. There is a constant process of evaluating the adequacy of the
resources such as the policy formation against the objective of the
system, the performance of the administration against the policies
and the objective of the system, the performance of instruction against
the policies and objective and the output quality (students) measured
against the original objective.



9. The system, including the objective and all components, have
continual re-input for system improvement.

Looking buck, the only sad part of the whole systems approach
to education and man, is that had man back in the 1970's and '80's
been more open minded with regard to systems, he would have not had his
great traumatic experiences of the late '70's and '80's. Or, as our
Goodman once said in the early 1970's, "the systems approach is not a
bad idea.'

The K-Ph.D. Life-Long Learning Community'School

by Rita Conley & Burt Cox

Because of the total political debacle during the early 1970's,
by the bicentennial celebration of the American Revolution in 1976,
the office of the President was dissolved and replaced by a computer-
run government--controlled and advised by an elected board of human
consultants.

By 1980, the power had been wrested from the hands of the remnant
exploitative military-industrial complex, so that the mid-century
national priorities of the war-time economy had been replaced by the
priorities of the learning cultists.

The priorities of the learning cultists included:

1. A redefinition of the word "student." A student is any person
of any age, any sex, or of any inherent intelligence who desires to
learn any theoretical or practical skill, leisure activity . . . or
who is selected by the computer for behavior modification.

2. Guided by the input of the learning cultists, the computer
decided by mid-decade in the 80's that the present geographical divisions
of the U.S. were now inoperative. As a result, the nation was divined
into seven sections, each having as its center a megalopolis (i.e.,
N.Y., L.A., Chicago, Dallas).

3. The trend started at the beginning of the 20th century to
de-emphasize the importance of the nuclear family-structure neared
completion by the turn of the 21st century. Having realized that the
biological mothers and fathers were not necessarily the most beneficial
people to raise Children, the computer devised a system for guiding
the maturation of the nation's young people. Having fulfilled his or
her physical, psychic, and emotional maturation, the individual is
encouraged to remain a life long student, and to both employ his skill
or skills and further his education, whether alternatively or simultan-
eously. This has been the reason for the founding . . . and continued
existence of the K-Ph.D. Life Long Community Schools.

Each of the seven geographical divisions of the United States
was subdivided into twelve learning cultist educational centers--
SPE ( Something for Everyone) student cities of several hundred thousand
resident students with as many as 1.5 million commuter students.'

The luxurious Chicago student city located five miles out on Lake
Michigan was made entirely of recycled materials in an attempt to solve
the human waste problem of that area.



Since Washington, D.C. had become obsolete in the second American
Revolution, it was redeveloped as the Baltimore-Arlington student
city. Harlem which had been leveled in the mid 70's as the site for
the bicentennial World's Fair was rebuilt in 1984 as the high rise
student quarter for New York.

Tuscon's domed climate-controlled student city was built on the
desert.. Seattle leased land in Canada to join in a Seattle-Alaska
student city - - -the envy of the less-progressive Canadian Provincials.

A flotilla of ships from the discontinued U.S. Navy houses San Francisco's
student center temporarily until its permanent center is complete . .

Plans to build a student city in the Grand Canyon, however, have been
discarded.

The movement begun during the decade of the 60's toward a pursuit
of Eastern mysticism and philosophies culminated in the learning
cultists' decision to employ as consultants various yogis, priests, high
lamas, and gurus of certain eastern religious sects in an effort to
guide the nation, as individuals and as a group, toward a greater
spiritual consciousness, communion, and self-knowledge. Ultimately
there will be no physical computer. The computer is, among other
things, presently engaged in the process of self-actualization, the
end result of which will be its absorption into the tmersonian Over
Soul. The electronic impulses generated by the minds of the people
are ever-increasingly determining the decision-making and policy-guiding
functions of the computer, so that the government will eventually and
truly be of, by, and for the people.

"The Human Quest School"

by Gayle Koan

In the year 1984 the Human Quest Schools are actually doing what eleven. years
before most schools only claimed to be doing--that is, turning out
enlightened individuals capable of acting intelligently rather than
turning out mechanical people with varying degrees of skill mastery.
It is done simply by shifting the emphasis. Human quests are pursued
in this order:

1. Personal inquiry is the primary quest. Students are helped to
mull over thoughts, feelings and performances; set their own personal
goals, plan strategies and decide when to bring the experience to a
close.

2. Group investigation is next and here individuals are guided
to function in groups in ways that help them to develop common causes,
stimulate each other and deal with differences. The group learns to
transact business with its environment to see how it will respond.

The 3rd quest, reflective -- action group experiences, are those
which are provided to show students how a group transacts business with
the environment for the purpose of changing it and they learn the skills
and insights required.
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The 4th and least important quest is that for skill mastery.
This is recognized as important only to the degree that it facilitates
attaining the first 3 quests. The teaching is done by many means
(eleetronic, for example), but learning skills is relegated to its
rightful position as subsidary to real inquiry.

The changes which produced this Human Quest School were minimum
in terms of cost as use is still made of school plants and personnel
as well as community resources. The major effort to effect the change
was simply to reeducate everyone from teacher and student to politician.
This reeducation involved such things as striking across discipline
lines to produce an interdisciplinary structure and providing the
-freedom from skill mastery to seek answers to real human quests.

The Coping with Future Shock School

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
by Sally Williams

In the year 2001, people are still striving for racial equality
and universal personal freedom. The world is changing more rapidly
than ever before, and those who cannot adjust to problems and come up
with solutions cannot survive. But the quest for these objectives has
now been directed into the schools. How have curriculums and methods
changed to achieve these goals?

To begin with, schools are no longer prison-like institutions.
Students are people with rights, administrators merely supply necessary
coherence. Young people are given a great deal of freedom concerning
what they will study. And when they enter a classroom, they have
entered a place of inquiry, thought, and discussion. Students are
respected now as human beings who have ideas which are valuable to society
and the school has become a laboratory where the development of these
ideas is encouraged. This has become necessary because of the pace
of change in.the world which requires individuals who can think and
make decisions on every level. The guiding objective of the educational
system has become the definition and exploration of the "problems which
threaten the continuation of a civilized existence for man." This
kind of education is necessary for all students even though they may
be judged as "non-college-bound" or "lower-track."

In order to achieve this thoughtful education, studies have become
interdisciplinary. History classes have turned into studies of the
economic, social and political factors which led to historically
undesirable situations, and how their re-occurrence can be avoided.
Literature classes implement this by providing an in-depth look at
the culture surrounding the situation through relevant literary works.
Steps are being taken toward racial acceptance through the use of ethnic
history and literature which has been freely incorporated into humanistic
curriculums.

Group discussions are used to provide opportunities for free
human interaction and a chance for the development of respect for the
opinions and feelings of others.



As a result, the schools of 2001 are turning out individuals who
are able to cope effectively with change, decision-making, and personal
interaction.
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"If We Don't Someone Else Will" - Behavioral 06 eeti4es
for the English Curriculum at the J.P, Kennedy Hie Sc °oil
Taylor Michigan

by Gayle E. Koan & Vera Osadchuk
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

AS OUR. PROJECT FOR THE 1973 M.S.U. N.O.T.E. WORKSHOP, WE HAVE UNDER
TAKEN THE WRITING OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR THE ENGLISH CURRICULUM AT THE
(.1,, F. KENNEDY HIGH SCHOOL IN TAYLOR, MICHIGAN. THE PURPOSE FOR OUR ENDEAVOR
18 THAT IN 1974 OUR HIGH SOHOOL WILL BE UP FOR ITS FIRST REEXAMINATION BY
THE NORTH CENTRAL ACCREDITING ASSOCIATION.

AFTER THE INITIAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE REACOREDITATION WAS MADE AND A
MODERATOR SELECTED, VARIOUS WORKING COMMITTEES WERE SET UP TO EXAMINE, CLARIFY,
AND RESTATE THE EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHIES OF THE SCHOOL AND ITS RESPECTIVE
DEPARTMENTS. OTHER COMMITTEES WERE TO REVIEW THE SCHOOL PLANT, THE SCHOOL
COMMUNITY, ADMINISTRATION..FACULTY, STUDENTSCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS, (TO. ALL
TEACHERS WERE ACTIVELY INVOLVED. SEVERAL OF THOSE NEWER TEACHERS WHO HAO NOT
EXPERIENCED AN ACCREDITING PROCESS WERE GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE ON TEAMS
WITH QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS TO OBSERVE ACCREDITATION IN ACTION; THE OTHER
TEACHERS BEGAN PREPARING MENTALLY FOR THE ANTICIPATED SELFREVIEW CHECK SHEETS
AND THE ACTUAL WRITING UP OF INDIVIDUAL COURSE CESCRIPTIONS, FOR THE SAKE OF
UNITY, THE MODERATOR REQUESTED THAT THESE BE DONE IN THE FORM OF WBEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVES." TO ASSIST THE FACULTY, HE PRESENTED A LIST OF SUITABLE TERMI.,
NOLOOY WHICH COULD, SE UTILIZED AND ALSO THOSE WORDS WHICH WERE NOT CONSIDERED
*APPROPRIATE.* TEACHERS WHO HAD BECOME FAMILIAR WITH BEHAVIORISTIC LANGUAGE
IN EDUCATION CLASSES ALSO OFFERED THEIR ASSISTANCE. EACH DEPARTMENT WORKED
INDEPENDENTLY OF THE OTHERS,

OUR ENGLISH DEPARTMENT IS THE LARGEST IN THE SCHOOL AND, BECAUSE or oven.
CROWDING CONDITIONS WHICH RESULTED IN SPLIT SESSIONS, IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE TO
MEET AS A GROUP TO FORMALIZE OUR COURSE STUDIES. THEREFORE, THE TEACHERS
WORKED ON THEIR OWN OR IN SMALL GROUPS. THIS WAS A MOST FRUSTRATING EXPERIENCE
FOR ALL. ENGLISH 18 MAINLY AN ELEOTIVE PROGRAM OF ONtaiSEMESTER 'COURSES WHICH
STUDENTS SELECT ON THE BASIS OF THEIR OWN INTERESTS; ONLY ONESEMESTER EACH OF
SPEECH, COMPOSITION, AND AMERICAN LITERATURE ARE REQUIRED. WITH SOME COURSES
WHERE CONTENT IS CLEARLY DEFINED, THE DESCRIPTIONS OID NOT PRESENT ANY UMW
MOUNTABLE DIFFICULTY. BUT IN THOSE PARTICULARLY LITERATURE WHERE THE MAIN
OBJECTIVE 18 TO EXPOSE STUDENTS TO VARIOUS BOOKS AND HOPE THAT THEIR LOVE FOR
OR ENJOYMENT OF READING WILL INCREASE, THE WRITEUPS WERE MUCH MORE olirrlouLT
How CAN LOVE AND ENJOYMENT SE MEASURED? HOW CAN INDIVIDUAL TEACHER AND STUDENT
DIFFERENCES AND INTERESTS BE CORRELATED? HOW CAN FUTURE IMPAOTS SE PREDICTED?
THERE WERE MANY QUESTIONS BUT NOT ENOUGH ANSWERS. MANY TEACHERS BEGAN TAKING
SECOND LOOKS.AT THEIR TEACHING HABITS AND RECOGNIZING THE NEED FOR bEING SPECIFIC
IN THEIR OBJECTIVES; A FEW BELIEVED THAT THE WRITING OF DESCRIPTIONS IN BED
HAVIORAL TERMS WAS JUST MANIPULATION OF WORDS, OR FELT THREATENED AND RESENTFUL
OF WHAT THEY BELIEVED WOULD BE FUTURE INTIMIDATING AND AUTHORITARIAN INTERFERENCE.
NONETHELESS THEY HAD TO BE DONE,

WHEN WE WERE NOTIFIED THAT WE HAD BEEN MIMEO TO ATTENO THE WORKSHOP
WHEREIN A HUMANISTIC APPROACH TO ENGLISH CURRICULUM WOULD BE EXPLORED, WE
OFFERED TO REWRITE ALL THE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS IN THE PROPOSED MANNER RASED
ON THE INFORMATION FURNISHED TO US FOR THE INDIVIDUAL CLASSES.



BEST COPY
AVAILABLE

At EXPLORED THE WRITING OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES AND FOUND MANY VIEWPOINTS
ANO VERY LITTLE CONCLUSIVE DIRECTION. REPRESENTATIVE OF THIS WIOE RANGE OF
ATTITUDES ARE APPARENT IN THE FOLLOWING EXCERPTS FROM OUR READINGS!

1. "WHAT- I SEE AS NEGATIVE IN THE FORMULATION OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
FOR ENGLISH CONCERNS THREE AREABI THE INADEQUACY OF SUCH FORMULATION TO DO
JUSTICE TO THE GOALS OF ENGLISH; THE UNINTENDED MISCHIEF THAT WILL ALMOST
SURELY RESULT FROM PUBLISHING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES AND THE imp PRECEDENT
SET FOR FUTURE RELATIONS BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATION.°

2. *MISSING FROM THE PURELY BEHAVIORISTIC APPROACH TO EDUCATION IS
ACCEPTANCE THAT SOME THINGS DIFFICULT TO IDENTIFY, MUCH LESS TO NAME ANO
MEASURE, ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE SATISFYING LIFE AND, ir THE EDUCATIONAL
PROCESS IS TO HAVE ANY CONNECTION TO LIFE, ESSENTIAL TO THE EDUCATIONAL
PROCESS AS WELL....ONCE THE MISSION IS IDENTIFIEg AND THE TASK DESIGNED,
WHATEVER FALLS OUTSIDE IS LIKELY TO BE IGNORED.*

3. DONALD SEYBOLD STATESI *DANGERS IN AND LIMITATIONS OF A BEHAVIORAL
FORMULATION OF OBJECTIVES THERE CERTAINLY ARE AND CARE MUST BE TAKEN IN
THEIR WRITING ..6.

A. THE RANGE AND LIMITS OF RESPONSES THAT ARE DEFINED AS BEHAVIORAL
NEED TO BE EXAMINED, DISCUSSED, AND EXPANDED AS PART OF THE WORK
OF THIS PROJECT (TRIUNIVERSITY BOE PROJECT), ESPECIALLY AS SUCH
DEFINITIONS OF BEHAVIOR AFFECT THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

0. OUR OBJECTIVES MUST AVOID THE TRIVIAL ASPECTS OF OUR DISCIPLINE
THAT ARE LIKELY TO BE STATED IN BEHAVIORAL TEAMS SIMPLY BECAUSE
THEY ARE EASY TO FORMULATE.

O. WE MUST ALWAYS CONCENTRATE ON THE MOST VALID AND SIONIFICAIT
OUTCOMES OF INSTRUCTION EVEN THOUGH THE OBJECTIVES THAT WILL
HELP US ARRIVE AT SUCH OUTCOMES MAY BE EXTREMELY OIFFICULTTO
FORMULATE.

Do THE OBJECTIVES MUST NOT BE DERIVED FROM, OR BE CENTERED ON,
EVALUATIOW..ESPECIAT AS EVALUATION IS TRADITIONALLY AND
NARROWLY CONCEIVED."

HE ALSO STATESI

*At HAVE ALL TOO OFTEN RETREATED INTO THE WARM WOMB Of HUMANISM TO
ESCAPE DEMANDS FOR SPECIFICITY* AND WE ARE TOO LOUDLY PROTESTING AGAINST
THE NON - MIXABILITY OF HUMANITY AND OBJECTIVITY BECAUSE THEY ARE IN FACT
MIXABLE.

BUT THAT

*IF WE AB ENGLISH TEACHERS 00 NOT DO OUR OWN THINKING ANO WRITING ABOUT
'BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES ANO 00 IT IN TERMS THAT ALLOW HONEST WORKING PRODUCTS,
THAT THE JOB WILL BE DONE BY OUTSIDERS TO THE FIELD OF ENGLISH AND THEN
REALLY WILL BE SADDLED WITH NARROW, TRIVIAL, NON-HUMANISTIC OBJECTIVES.*



4. HUMANISTIC AND BEHAVIORAL OpJECTIVES ARE COMPATIBLES INDEED, BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVES SIMPLY ARE TECHNIQUES.°

5. *CAN WE REALLY ACHIEVE AN INTEGRITY SOMEWHERE BETWEEN THE UNSYSTEM
ATIZEO INSIGHTS or LAWRENCE'S FANTASIA OF THE UNCONSCIOUS AND THE SYSTEM
ATIZCO OBSERVATIONS OF THE QUANTIFYING BEHAVIORISTIMT

6. LANNY MOREAU STATES THAT THERE ARE MANY MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVES AND DISPELLS ROME OF THEM BEFORE GOING ON TO SHOW HOW THE OBJEC-
TIVES CAN BE FORMULATED.

FINALLY, WE REACHED TWO CONCLUSIONS:

1. ENGLISH GOALS MUST OF COURSE BE HUMANISTIC, AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
POORLY WRITTEN ANO MISUSED WILL NOT PRODUCE THAT KIND OF GOAL, BUT WE
CAN SE GUIDED IN THEIR FORMULATION AND use; AND

2. ALONG WITH DONALD SEYBOLO, WE TOO FEEL THAT IF WE DO NOT ADDRESS OUR
SELVES TO THE TASK OF WRITING OUR OWN OBJECTIVES, SOMEONE ELSE WILL
00 IT FOR US AND THEN WE WILL NIXED BE °SADDLE° WITH NARROW, TRIVIAL,
NONHUMANISTIC OBJECTIVES.°

OUR READINGS PROVIOE0 SOME DIRECTION BUT ALSO COME CONFUSION IN WRITING THE
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS BECAUSE OF THE VARIOUS METHODS WHICH WERE SUGGESTEO.
THEREFORE, WE APPROACHED THE TASK BY REVIEWING A COURSE WE WERE MOST FAMILIAR
WITH COMPOSITION. THE MICHIGAN DEPT. OF EDUCATION FORMAT WAS MOST APPROPRIATE
FOR THE CONTENT OF OUR COURSE AND WE PROCEEDED TO PARAPHRASE THOSE OBJECTIVES
TO FIT OUR CLASSES. WHEN MR. DWIGHT SMITH OF THE MICH. DEPT. OF ED. ANNOUNCtO
THAT THEIR OBJECTIVES HAD BEEN ADOPTED, WE FELT FREE TO USE THE SAME PHRASES
ANO AUGMENT THEM AS DEEMED NECESSARY. WE rouno. HOWEVER, THAT TIME 010 NOT
PERMIT US TO SE AS THOROUGH AS SUGGESTED SY ROBERT F. MAGER IN PREPARING
OBJECTIVES FOR PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION, FOR INSTANCE IN STATING THE CRITERION
FOR EVALUATION, EVEN FOR OUR OWN CLASSES. IT WAS DIFFICULT ENOUGH TO TRY TO
UNDERSTAND WHAT THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES WERE FROM SOME OF THE CLASS OESCRIP0
T1ONS WE RECEIVED.

WE ARE INCLUDING A FEW OF OUR COURSE DESCRIPTIONS. IT WILL BE AN EASY
TASK TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THOSE WHERE THE OBJECTIVES ARE CLEARLY sumo AND
THOSE WHERE THEY ARE NOT. MAY WE STRESS THAT IT WAS NOT OUR INTENT OR
DIRECTION TO CHANGE THE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS IN ANY WAY ONLY TO UNIFY THEM
WITH PROPER PHRASEOLOGY. WHERE THE MEANING WAS NOT CLEAR TO US, WE HAD TO
RETAIN THE PHRASES AS WRITTEN. WE ANTICIPATE THAT WHEN ALL THE COURSE
OESOAIPTIONS ARE PRESENTED TO THE FACULTY, THAT SOME QUERIES MAY RESULT
IN THIS AREA.

WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT THIS PROJECT EVEN WITH ITS LIMITATIONS AND
INADEQUACIES 18 THE FIRST STEP IN OUR SCHOOL FOR TEACHER ACCOUNTABILITY.
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FOOTNOTES:

1. JAMES MOrFATT. "MISSEHAVIORIST ENCLISHI A POSITiON PAPER," ON WRITING
BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR ENGLISH, COS. JOHN MAXWELL AND ANTHONY TOVATT
(NOTE 1970).

2. ROBERT F. HOCAN. "ON HUNTING AND FISHING AND BEHAVIORISM." ON WRITING.
BEHAVIORALJIIBJECTLVES pry ENGLISH, CDS. JOHU MAXWELL AND ANTHONY TOVATT
(NOTE 1970).

3. DONALD SEYOOLO. "A RESPONSE TO IMISBEHAVIOR/ST EN0LISH.1" ON WRITING
BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR ENGLISH. EDS. JOHN MAXWELL AND ANTHONY TOVATT
TOTE 1970.

4. DONALD SEYBOLO, "OBJECTIVES AND HUMANISTIC BEHAVIOR; A PROGRESS REPORT
AND PHKOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVE FROM THE TRI+UNIVERSITY PROJECT," ACCOUNTABILITY
AND THE TEACHING or ENGLISH, £0. HENRY MALONEY (NOTE 1972).

5. SeveoLo, "OBJECTIVES AND HUMANISTIC BEHAVIOR..."

6. ISABEL BECK. "TOWARDS HUMANISTIC GOALS THROUGH BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES."
ON WRITING BEHAVIORAL OSJECTIVCS FOR ENGLISH, EDS. JOHN MAXWELL AND ANTHONY
TOVATT (NOTE 1970).

7. GEOFFREY SummEnricLo, "BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES; SOME INQUIRIES,"
ON:10%111NC BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR ENGLISH, Cos, JOHN MAXWELL AND ANTHONY
TOVATT (NOTE 1970).

S. LANNY MOREAU. "BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES; ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION,"
ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE TRACKING OF ENCIOSH, ED. HENRY MALONEY (NOTE 1972).

PI AVAILABLE
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Advanced Effective Reading Course Description

I. Objectives:

A. The student will increase his/her rate of speed.
B. The student will demonstrate improvement in reading comprehension.
C. The student will develop his/her vocabulary.
D. The student will develop the idea of reading for a specified

purpose.
1. Entertainment
2. Details
3. Main idea, etc.

II. Activities

A. Increase rate of speed
I. Recognition exercises
2. Sight words: common errors
3. Phrase reading exercises - eye span
4. Cessation of regressive movements - controlled reader

B. Improve reading comprehension
1. Word meaning exercises
2. Phrase meaning exercises
3. Sentence meaning exercises
4. Idea reading exercises
5. Novel (in class)

a. main idea-plot development
b. details - sequence of events

6. Textbook - SQR3 (choice of book determined by class registration)
a. formulate questions
b. read to answer specific question (purpose)

7. Magazine articles
a. determine number of words
b. speed read (timed)
c. formulate questions
d. exchange articles - answer specific questions

8. Various selected ohapters and articles from text in class.

C, Vocabulary Development
1. Dictionary usage

a. multiple meanings
b. phonetic respelling
04 pronunciation key
d. guide words

2. Use of struotural analysis
a. prefixex - suffixes.
b. syllabication
c. root words

3. Use of context clues
a. explanation clues
b. definition clues
o. synonym clues
d. antonym clues
e. general meaning of the passage

4. Notebook
a. sentences confirming comprehension of new word (required)
b. pictures, graphs, etc. (optional).
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D. Specify Purpose:
1. Skimming
2. Scanning
3. Studying

III. Materials::

A. Miller, Lyle; Developing Reading Efficient

B. Miller, Lyle; Increasing Reading Efficiency

C. Witty, Paul; How to Become a Better Reader

D. Witty, Paul; How to Improve Your Reading

E. Nelson - Denny Tests, Forms A and B

F. Magazines - Ludington News

G. Textbooks for other classes

H. Novels (Library, paperbacks)

I. Controlled Reader (EDL)

J. Witty, Paul; Developing Your Vocabulary.

IV. Evaluation

A. Nelson-Denny pretest, Form A, to determine comprehension and
rate of students at beginning of semester.

B. Periodic tests:
1. Syllabication
2. prefixes - suffixes
3. vocabulary

a. definition
b. spelling

4. SQR3

C. Daily Journal Lovitheets to measure rate of reading; number of
pages per fifteen minute times session.

D. Book review form sheets to measure comprehension.

E. Record book of timed exercises in sequence maintained by each student.

F. Nelson-Denny post test, Form B, is to determine improvement of
comprehension and rate of students at conclusion of semester
activities

G. Weekly testing on assigned vocabulary.
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ADVANCED EFFECTIVEADER 3. 4,

COURSE OBJECTIVES AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS:

1. SY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL OV ABLE TO INCREASE THEIR RATES Or
SPEED IN READING, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVESftREFERENCCO
TEST.

1.1 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE WORDS AND PHRASES WITH INCREASED
SPEED GIVEN EXERCISES USING RECOGNITION PHRASES.

1.2 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE COMMON WORDS ACCURATELY SY SIGHT.

1.3 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO INCREASE EVE SPAN THROUGH PHRASE READING
EXERCISES.

1.4 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO CEASE REGRESSIVE EYE MOVEMENTS THROUGH
GIVEN EXERCISES ON THE CONTROLLED READER.

2, BY THE ENO OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE IMPROVEMENT
IN READING COMPREHENSION, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OSINOTIVES
REFERENCED TEST.

2.1 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO SELECT CORRSOT OYNONVMS'OR ANTONYMS AND FILL
IN CORRECT ANSWERS GIVEN WORDMEANING EXERCISES.

2.2 STUDENTS WILL St ABLE TO SELECT CORRECT SYNONYMS OR ANTONYMS AND FILL
IN CORREOT ANSWERS GIVEN PHRASE.MtANING EXERCISES.

2.3 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO SELECT CORRECT RESPONSES GIVEN SENTENCE
MEANING EXERCISES.

2.4 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO PRODUCE CORRECT RESPONSES GIVEN IDEA.
READING EXERCISES.

2.5 STUOTNTS WILL BE ABLE TO POINT OUT MAIN IDEAS, PLOT DEVELOPMENT AND
DETAILS GIVEN NOVEL - READING IN CLASS.

2.6 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO USE THE TECHNIQUE TO FORMULATE AN)
ANSWER SPECIFIC QUESTIONS USING VARIOU:471TBOOK EXERCISES.

2.7 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO DETERMINE NUMBER OF WORDS IN AN ARTICLE,
FORMULATE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, AND ADJUST RATE TO PURPOSE GIVEN
MAGAZINE ARTICLES TO READ.

3. BY THE END or THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL St ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE INCREASED
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT, AB MEASURED BY MINIMUM ORITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVES
REFERENCED TEST.

3.1 STUDENTS WILL BC ABLE TO POINT OUT MULTIPLE MEANINGS, PHONETIC
RESPELLING, PRONUNOIATION KEY AND GUIDE WORDS GIVEN EXERCISES IN
DICTIONARY USAGE.

3.2 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY AND USE PREFIXES, SUFFIXES,
SYLLABIOATION AND ROOT WORDS GIVEN EXERCISES IN STRUOTURAL ANALYSIS.
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3,3 STUDENTS WILL et ABLE YO USE EXPLANATION, DEFINITION, SYNONYM,
ANTONYM AND GENERAL MEANING or THE PASSAGE CLUES GIVEN EXERCISES IN
CONTEXT CLUES.

3.4 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO PRODUCE A NOTEBOOK WITH SENTENCES coirlamIN0
COMPREHENSION OF MEW WORDS, (PICTURES, GRAPHS, ETO., ARE OPTIONAL).

4. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, ST00ENTS WILL SE ABLE TO SPECIFY THE PURPOSE
FOR WHICH THEY READ, AS MEASURED SY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVES
NoltagNcto TEST.

40 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO APPLY THE TECHNIQUE OF SKIMMING WHERE
AOYANTAOLOUS.

4.2 STUDENTS WILL. SE MILE TO APPLY THE TECHNIQUE OF SCANNING WHERE
ADVANTAGEOUS.

4.3 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO APPLY STUDY TECHNIQUES WHERE ADVANTAGEOUS.

MATERIALS UTILIZED:

DEVELOPING READING EFFICIENCY
INCREASING READING EFFICIENCY
HOW TO BECOME A BETTER READER
How TO IMPROVE YOUR READING
DEVELOPING YOUR VOCABULARY
NELSONENNY TESTS (FORMS A AND B)
MAGAZINES
TEXTBOOKS FOR OTHER CLASSES
NOVELS
CONTROLLED READER

EVALUATION:

BEST COPY. AVAILABLE

EVALUATION WILL SC DONE OBJECTIVELY THROUGH USE OF NELSONDENNV PRE AND
POST TESTS, PERIODIC TESTS ON SYLLABICATION, PREFIXES, SUFFIXES, VOCABULARY
DEFINITION AND SPELLING, SQR3 TECHNIQUE MASTERY AND RECORDS OF RATE INCREASES,'
AND SUBJECTIVELY THROUGH BOOK REVIEW FORMS.
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Composition -- Phase 4 (Revised)

Objectives:

1. 1. The student will apply rules of correct usage.
2. The student will demonstrate increased vocabulary in preparation for

college level demands.
3. The student will distinguish between sub-standard, standard and

scholarly language, between oral and written communication and will
use effectively standard and scholarly language and written communication.

4. The student will demonstrate the ability to write clear sentences
and well organized, logically developed paragraphs.

5. The student is able to identify types of writing--description,
narration and exposition.

6. The student will construct well developed expository themes. (Exposition
is understood to include argumentative and critical essays.)

7. The student will construct a term paper that is structurally correct.

Activities:

1. The teacher will provide models of correct usage, the student will do
exercises and discussions will ensue.

2. The teacher will introduce word structure and new words and the student
will use the words in exercises that will facilitate his mastery of them.

3. The teacher will provide models of the levels of language and types of
communication, will help the student recognize the differences and will
help him incorporate this understanding into his writing.

4. The teacher will provide models and instruction pertinent to teack4ng
sentence and paragraph structure and the student will practice
construction of them.

5. The teacher will provide models and instruction in types of writing
and students will write appropriate kinds of paragraphs.

6. The teacher will provide models and instruction in the composition of
the expository essays and students are required to write essays in all
areas.

7. The teacher will provide instruction in:
a) Selection of topic
b) Proper researching

1) Locating material
2) Careful note taking BEST COPY AVAILABLE

o) Organization--outlining
d) Utilization of style manual(s)

1) Footnoting
2) Bibliography

Evaluation:

1. Exercises will be graded on accuracy.
2. Objective tests will be used to appraise growth in vocabulary.
3. The teacher.will check written assignments and point out weaknesses.
4. through 7. The teacher will subjectively grade papers on content

and/or mechanics to determine student's progress and success.

Materials:

1. Conlin-Herman Texts
2. Warriner Texts
3. Supplementary materialsEssays, Term Paper Manuals, Vocabulary Books,

Dictionaries Thesauri



COMPOSITION, PHASE 4.

COURSE OBJECTIVES ANO INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS:

BEST
COPY A1/411ABLif

1. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO WRITE IN RESPONSE TO
STATED CONDITIONS, AB MEASURED SY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OSJECTIVESREFERENCE0
TEST.

161 GIVEN A SAMPLE APPLICATION FORM FOR EMPLOYMENT, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE
TO COMPLETE THE FORM, SUPPLYING THE REQUISITE PERSONAL DATA.

1.2 GIVEN A SAMPLE APPLICATION BLANK FOR A DRIVER'S LICENSE IN THE STATE
OF MICHIGAN, STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO COMPLETE THE FORM, SUPPLYING THE
NECESSARY INFORMATION.

1.3 GIVEN A SAMPLE UNITED STATES CENSUS FORM, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO
WRITE THEIR RESPONSES TO THE INQUIRIES.

1.4 GIVEN FOUR CARTOONS OR PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING PEOPLE IN UNUSUAL OR
HUMOROUS SITUATIONS, STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO WRITE A CAPTION FOR EACH
PICTURE.

26 BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO WRITE COMPILATIONS OF
FAMILIAR INFORMATION, AS MEASURED SY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVES+
REFERENCED TEST.

2.1 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO WRITE A RESUMI OF THEIR OWNLIFE, EDUCATION,
APTITUDES ANO INTERESTS AS PANT OF AN APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT*

2.2 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO WRITE A SET OF INSTRUCTIONS, DIRECTING SOME+
ONE FROM ONE LOCATION TO ANOTHER.

2.3 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO WRITE A CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT USING
FIFTEEN WORDS OR LESS OFFERING FOR SALE AN OLD BICYCLE OR OTHER UNWANTED
POSSESSION*

2.4 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO WRITE A LETTER or INQUIRY TO A MAIL ORDER
HOUSE ASKINI FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT A CATALOG ITEM:

3. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO WRITE FUNCTIONAL
SELECTIONS, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AM OBJECTIVES+REFERENCED TEST.

3.1 GIVEN A HYPOTHETICAL SITUATION WHEREIN THE STUDENTS' CONGRESSMAN HAS
ANNOUNCED THAT ME FAVORS YEAR+AROUND SCHOOLING FOR ALL STUDENTS, STUDENTS
WILL Se ABLE TO WRITE THE CONGRESSMAN A LETTER GIVING THEIR OPINIONS.

3.2 GIVEN A HYPOTHETICAL SITUATION WHEREIN A FRIEND MA8 HAD OONS1DERABLI
TROUBLE WITH HIS NEW 1974 SUPER *ABEL WHICH HIS LOCAL DEALER HAS REFUSED
TO Fox UNDER THE WARRANTY, STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO WRITE TO THE PRESIDENT
or AtABEL MOTORS MARINO A FORMAL COMPLAINT.

3.3 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO WRITE AN ESSAY, GIVING THEIR OPINION(S) ABOUT
AN ISSUE WHICH IS or CONVERN TO MANY PEOPLE.. (E.G., BUSING, INFLATION, THE
GENERATION GAP, DISHONESTY IN GOVERNMENT, THE EOUCATIONAL SYSTEM, co.)



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4. By THE ENO OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO WRITE SOOIAL AND PERSONAL
SELECTIONS, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN ondcomcg.ncrencrogo TEST.

4.1 STUOENTS WILL BE ABLE TO WRITE TO A FRIEND IN A DISTANT CITY, TELLING
HIM OR HER ABOUT CURRENT PERSONAL EVENTS OR IDEAS,

4,2 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO WRITE ABOUT PERSONAL FEELINGS (LOVE, NATE,
ENVY, Fun, GREED, ANGER, ETON) USINWANY MODE or EXPRESSION THEY WWI
POEM, ESSAY, SONG, STORY, LETTER, ETC.

403 STUDENT. WILL SE ABLE TO WRITE A LETTER TO A RELATIVE ASKING FOR
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE,

4.4 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO WRITE AN EXAMPLE OF A JOURNAL ENTRY, mum.
ABOUT SOMETHINO SPECIAL, UNUSUAL OR INTERESTING THAT HAS HAPPENED WITHIN
THE PAST PEW WEEKS.

5. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO SELECT AN IDEA AND
DEVELOP IT INTO A sngotrico MODE OF DISCOURSE, AS MEASURED OV MINIMUM CRITERIA
ON AN OBJESTIVESREFERENCEO TEST,

5,1 BTooc NTS WILL SE ABLE TO WRITE THEIR IDEAS IN SEQUENCE (TEMPORAL,
SPACIAL, EMPHATIC, EPISODIC),

54 STUDENTS WILL SC ABLE TO WRITE A SELECTION WITH INTRODUCTION, BODY
AND SUMMARY:

5.3 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE'TO USE ILLUSTRATIONS, DETAILS, ANECDOTES OR
EXAMPLES TO SUPPORT THEIR MAJOR IDEAS,

3;4 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO DEVELOP A RESEARCH PAPER ACCORDING TO PRE
SORISED STANDARDS (E.G., SELECTION OF TOPIC, PROPER RESEARCHING ORGANIEA
TION, OUTLINING, UTILIZATION OF STYLE MANUALS),

6. BY THE END or THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO UTILIZE APPROPRIATE
CAPITALIZATION IN THEIR OWN WRITING, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN
0114ECTIVESAtrERENCED TEST.

7. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO PUNOTUATE THEIR OWN
WRITING AS AN AID TO MEANING, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN
OBOCOTIVESREFCRENCED TEST,

S. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL OE ABLE TO PROOFREAD THEIR OWN
WRITINS AND IDENTIFY PUNCTUATION ERRORS, CAPITALIZATION ERRORS, AND mtg.
SPELLINGS, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN 084ECTIVESmAEPERENCED TEST,

9. BY THE ENO OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO EMPLOY STANDARD ASPECTS
or USAGE IN FORMAL WRITING (g.o..sug4cor.vgn AGREEMENT, PRONOUNANTECEOENT
AGREEMENT, VERO AND ADVERBIAL FORMS), AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN
OOJECTIVES.REFERENCED TEST,

10. BY THE END OF THt COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO EMPLOY THE LEVEL OF
USAGE APPROPRIATE TO A NONwPORMAL AUDIENCE SITUATION (E.Gas'NOTES. DIRECTION),
AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN ondeoTsvcsncrengHoto TEST.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

11, BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO COMMUNICATE WITH
PRECISION IN WRITING (FREE OF AMBIGUITY, REOUNOANCE, UNNECESSARY LANGUAGE),
AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVESREFERENCED TEST.

12. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO WRITE WITH A RANGE AND
VARIETY OF SENTENCE STRUCTURES APPROPRIATE TO A SPECIFIED AUDIENCE AND SITUATION,
AS MEASURED SY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVES...REFERENCED TEST.

43. BY THE ENO OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO AMPLIFY AND CLARIFY
MEANING BY USING EXPRESSIVE AND FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE IN THEIR WRITING, AS
MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVES..REFERENCED TEST.

13.1 STUDENTS WILL HAVE INCREASED THEIR WRITING VOCABULARIES.

14. BY THE END or THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL VALUE CLARITY IN THEIR OWN AND
OTHERSI.WRITING, AS MEASUREO BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVES...REFERENCED
TEST.

14.1 STUDENTS WILL VOLUNTARILY ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE THEIR WRITING SKILLS.

14.2' STUDENTS WILL SOLICIT REACTIONS TO THEIR WRITING.

0.3 STUDENTS WILL VOLUNTARILY PARTICIPATE IN DISCUSSIONS OF ALTERNATE
WAYS OF WRITTEN EXPRESSION.

14.4 STUDENTS WILL VOLUNTARILY PARTICIPATE IN DEFINING CRITERIA FOR
EVALUATING WRITING.

15. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL VALUE USING WRITTEN LANGUAGE, AS
MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OSJECTIVES*REFERENCED TEST,

15.1 STUDENTS WILL WAITE AS A VOLUNTARY, SELF-INITIATED ACTIVITY.

15.2 STUDENTS WILL VOLUNTARILY SHARE THEIR WRITINGS WITH OTHERS.

15.3 STUDENTS WILL EXPERIMENT WITH DIFFERENT FORMS AND MODES OF EXPRESSION,
E.G., PUZZLES, PUNS, POETRY.

46. BY THE END or THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL VALUE THEIR PERSONAL WRITINGS AS
A MEANS OF SELF UNDERSTANDING, AB MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN
OBJEOTIVES.AILFERENCED TEST.

16.1 STUDENTS WILL USE WRITING AS A METHOD OF CLARIFYING THEIR IDEAS
AND FEELINGS.

16.2 STUDENTS WILL USE WRITING TO COMMUNICATE WITH THEMSELVES, E.G.,
DIARIES, PERSONAL LOGS, JOURNALS, PUBLIC OR PRIVATE REACTIONS TO ISSUCS.

16.3 STUDENTS WILL FEEL GRATIFICATION AT THE ACCEPTANCE AND AccoGNITIom
or THEIR WRITTEN EFFORTS.



MATERIALS UTILIZED:

1, DONLINHERMAN AND WARRINER TexTboolo

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

2, SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS ESSAYS, TERM PAPER MANUALS, VOCABULARY BOOKS,
DICTIONARIES, THESAURI

EVALUATION:

EVALUATION WILL BE DONE OBJECTIVELY THROUGH QUIZZES ON MATERIAL COVERED
AND SUBJECTIVELY ON THE COMPLETENESS AND QUALITY or WRITING ASSIGNMENTS,
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Humanities

Objectives:

Humanities are generally defined as those branches of learning concerned

with human thought (as distinguished from the sciences): literature,

philosophy, the performing and fine arts. The aim (or goal) of

humanities is to center attention on the total life of man, to liberate

and cultivate man in the total arts of living, and to distinguish with

some degree of sharpness--between man and nature. At present less than

one-fourth of each work-week is spent in actual work (i.e. his paying

vocation). The humanities address themselves to the total of man's life- -

in order for it to have more significance to him and relevance to that

world of which he is a part.

Activities and Materials:

We will use resources both in and outside of school to afford students

opportunity to gain personal acquaintance with the various arts. Field

trips to museums and galleries and theatres and visits by persons

actively engaged in music, writing, art and/or architecture.

Books: Homes's Iliad, Arts and Ideas; Jung's Modern Man in Search of

a Soul, Greek Art; The Paideia; recordings and film strips also art

and music teachers participate in this class.

Evaluation:

Evaluation is based on free classroom discussion and one written

in-depth paper and thought journal.

Note: Phase 4 students only.

010
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HUMANITIES PHASE 4

COURSE OBJECTIVES ANO INSTRUCTIONAL METHOOBI

BEST
COPY

AVAILABLE

ie By THE END or THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL. BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE THE INTER-
RELATEDNESS or PHILOSOPHY, LITERATURE, AND THE PERFORMING AND FINE ARTS, AS
MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OSJECTIVESREFIERENOCO TEST.

2. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE THE TOTAL LIFE
OF MAN, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM ORITERIA ON AN OSJECTIWSREFICRENCE0 TEST,

3. BY THE ENO or THE COURSE, sruotmTs WILL BE LIBERATED AND CULTIVATED IN THE
ART OF ;DIVING, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVESREFERENCED TEST,

4. By THE END or THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN MAN
AND NATURE, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVeSREFERENCED TEST,

5. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO HAVE MORE MEANING ANO
VALUE IN THEIR LIVES, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVES
REFERENCED TEST.

6, By THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS *ILL BE ABLE TO RELATE TO THE WORLD IN
WHICH THEY LIVE. AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN os4coTiveswertatNeco
TEST.

7. By THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL HAVE PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE WITH
THE VARIOUS ARTS THROUGH FIELD TRIPS TO GALLERIES, MUSEUMS, THEATRES, AND THROUGH
VISITS BY PERSONS ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN CREATING MUSIC, LITERATURE, ANT AND/OR
ARCHITEOTURE, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJEOTIVES0PREFERENCED TEST,

MATERIALS UTILIZED:

THE 'LIAO HOMEA
MODERN MAN IN SEARCH OF A SOUL JUNG
THE Pi AIOt A

MOVIES AND FILMSTRIPS AND RECORDINGS
THE EXPERTISE OF ART AND MUSIC TEACHERS

EVALUATION:

EVALUATION WILL BE DONE SUBJECTIVELY ON GENERAL CLASSROOM DISCUSSION,
STUDENT-LEO DISCUSS.ON, ONE IN-DEPTH PAPER, AND A *THOUGHT. JOURNAL.
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Mass Communications: Filming & Broadcasting Activities

Purpose: An elective designed to provide students interested in filming
and broadcasting with a learning experience throuqh an activity
in either radio or television.

Mass Communications--discusses the following points:
1. The nature of broadcasting media; 2. The dimensions of
television and radio; 3. What television and radio convey to
the American people; 4. Their effects on us and our way of
doing things.

Activities: 1. Radio--an opportunity to visit WHUR--Carrier Current,
which serves Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor area.
2. Television--an opportunity to participate in television
productions on WSDA-TV, a campus closed-circuit TV station
which telecasts for two hours each week.
3. Research--an opportunity to assist in broadcasting research

Text 1. Roger Larson and Ellen Meade, Young Filmakers, (E.P. Dutton & Co.,
Inc., New York, 1969, 3rd Edition, Feb. 1971)

2. Edward Stashoff and Rudy Bretz, The Television Program, (New York,
Hill & Wang, 1968, 4th Edition)

3. Media & Methods, Exploration In Education.
Course Requirements:

1. Each student muse engage in at least three lab assignments.
2. At least one hour must be devoted to an activity each week.
3. Each Friday, you MUST turn in an activity form describing the

work you have done during the preceding week. These forms
should be signed by the appropriate student supervisor and are
to be turned in to Mr. Gorski for television activities or
for radio activities. No credit will be given if these
activity sheets are not in on time. THIS IS YOUR RESHMSIBILITY.

4. Although these will be formal class meetings and examinations
your semester grade will be based on both the quality and
quantity of work done during the term.

5. This is a laboratory course. . .you are expected to conduct
yourself in a professional manner.

Grading:
Quizzes: 10%
Exams: 40%
Final Film Project: 50%

This course is designed for junior and senior students, phases 2-4

44-



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

MASS COMMUNICATIONS* FILmINa AND BROADCASTING ACTIVITIES PHASES 2. 3. 4.

COURSE OBJECTIVES AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS:

1. BY THE END OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE THE NATURE
OF SROADCASTING,AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVES - REFERENCED
TEST.

1.1 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO VISIT STATION WHUAm...CARRIER CURRENT.

1.2 STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS ON
STATION WSOA.TV.

1.3 STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO ASSIST IN BROADCASTING RESEARCH.

2. BY THE END Or THE COURSE. STUDENTS WILL SE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE THE DIMEN..
BIONB OF TELEVISION AND RADIO, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN
OBJECTIVES- REFERENCED TEST.

3. BY THE ENO OF THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL.BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE WHAT TELE-
VISION AND RADIO CONVEY TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, AS MEASURED BY MINIMUM
CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVES- REFERENCED TEST.

4. By THE END Or THE COURSE, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO DISTINGUISH THE
EFFECTS OF TELEVISION AND RADIO ON US AND OUR WAY OF DOING THINGS, AS MEASURED
BY MINIMUM CRITERIA ON AN OBJECTIVES - REFERENCED TEST.

MATERIALS UTILIZED:

Youms FILM MAKERS
THE TELEVISION PROGRAM
MEDIA ANO METHODS

EVALUATION:

EVALUATION WILL SE DONE OBJECTIVELY THROUGH QUIZZES AND EXAMINATIONS.
AND SUBJECTIVELY ON THE BASIS Or A FINAL FILM PROJECT.
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Lesson Plans for a Humanities Based Curriculum

by Sarah M. Williams

The courses which I have produced in this project are,
of necessity, extremely idealistic. Since I am not currently
involved in teaching, I am planning without the restraints
of budget limitations, curriculum supervisors, and administra-
tive or parental pressure. The courses have never been tried
out in a class, so I have no idea that they would be Accepted
with any enthusiasm by students. I am planning purely on
the basis of what I, as a student only one year away from

. high school, would have found interesting; with a firm idea
in mind of what I, as a future educator, should strive to
achieve in my classrooms.

I have learned an incredible amount this summer. I

have also questioned priorities and come a long way toward
the development of my own "philosophy of education." The
basic problem which I have encountered is this: What is a
teacher's responsibility to her students? Is it to make
sure that they can write a correct sentence and quote the
appropriate Shakespeare for any occasion? Is it to see
that they have read the "right" books, regardless of how
interesting or valuable they might be? Or is it to try to
help today's young people diacover some sense of who they
are and what their place in the world will be? In the
classrooms of today, the latter objective is by far the most
important.

The courses which I have developed this summer reveal
the two areas in which I feel that the need for this type of
study is the most pressing. The first explores the world of
'The Future and is planned to help the student begin to think
in terms of tomorrow. The second is entitled'Understanding
Mans Diversity and Similarity and attempts to promote racial
acceptance through cultural study.

Students have been drilled in grammar since the first
grade and there is ample time for the discovery of Shakespeare.
The thing for which there is not ample time is the achieve-
ment of self-awareness. Shakespeare is not a prerequisite
for effective adulthood, but knowledge of self is. And the
ability to work with other people is. And the capacity to
function in the world of tomorrow is.

Resting on this premise, then, I present my courses,
however imperfect. I hope that someday I will have the chance
to try them out on.a group of students.



THE FUTURE BEST COPY AVAILABLE

This is a course which is designed to help the student
look toward tomorrow and become a person who can cope with
"Future Shock" and all of its implications. The unit looks
first at the blunt reality of tomorrow, largely from a
social science viewpoint. Then the course turns to views of
tomorrow as expressed through literature and art.

Using Alvin Toffler's idea, science fiction is used to
initiate the course. The focus then turns to a study of the
social problems which the world must solve if there is to be
a tomorrow.

The second section takes a more optimistfo turn, as the
direction shifts to modern art, music, and literature. The
theme of Utopia will be discussed in each of these genres.

The lesson plans cited here are for one quarter, or
eight weeks of study. The first section of "The Future"
could be taught at almost any level, of high school. However
the literature which is used in the second seotion steers it
towards a higher track student, but this could be easily
varied without changing the focus.

Perhaps the most valuable resource which is available for
a course of this nature is the Scholastic Literature Unit
Tomorrows Science Fiotion, and the Future (Alan L. Madsen!
New York: Scholastic Book Services, 1973). This kit oontains
an anthology of science fiotion short stories, a student log
containing excellent composition and discussion ideas, copies
of 15 full length books of science fiction, (including pga,
by George Orwell; Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley; an
2.9,011_,Lactsle.Oc_Lum., by Arthur C. Clarke), a complete
teacher's notebook of lesson plans, posters, and a set of
Ditto Masters.

"Ehglish 342": The Future

WEEK Introduction to the future through science fiction.
texts Tomorrow:Soience Fiotion and the Future (from
Scholastic kit) StucriaWiiiaTZT4177377?, and 23
from kit for writing and disoussion. Allow studer+s
to help prepare a course reading list to use for lxl.ra
credit.

WEEK II: Assignments Read one of the books on the reading
list, then find a.factual or supplementary article
which corresponds to it. The purpose of this is to
show that the future confronts us every day, so
science fiction will not be thought of as merely
good stories. supplementary texts: Chapter 5, Man
th M th-Maker (W.T. Jewkes and Northrop Frye; New
York: arcourt, Brace, and Jovanovich, Inc., 1973);
Chapter 5, Awoithoim_.,,ldElso._1/10.,tics_ (W.T.Jewkes and
Northrop Fryes New Yorks Harcourt, Brace, and
Jovanovich,/no., 1973)



WEEKS III and IV: .The problems of today which will help
determine the future. Filmstrips: "Alienation and
Mass Society", "Food: Will there be Enough?", "The
Power and Energy Crisis: Technological Challenge
of the Future", "People in Motions The Transportation
Dilemma", "Where we Live: Regional Planning and the
Housing Crisis", "Air Pollution", "Water Pollution",
(the last two are multi-media sets), "Organ Replace-
ments", "Computer Revolution", (Scott Education);
and "Overpopulation" (Society for Visual Education,
Inc.)

WEEK V: Modern Art and Music:. Mechanization and Social
Realism as expresoed in painting and sculpture;
The 12-tone system and computerized music, the
environment as music. Illustration with prints and
recordings. Films:"Meaning in Modern Painting" I
and II (Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation)

WEEK VI: Modern poetry. recordings: "An Album of Modern Poetry"
Vols. I,II, and III. (Listening Library) Students
asked to bring in current song lyrics which express
views about the world of tomorrow.

WEEK VII: The theme of Utopia as it has appeared in the arts
studied in the class. Reading and discussion of
"Waiting For Godot" by Samuel Becket. What does
the future hold? Can Man afford to be optimistic?
Will Man survive?

WEEK VIII: Introduction to the principles of Future Shook.
What kind of people must we become in order to cope?
Discussion questions from Scholastic kit: "What
do you think about most when you think about the
future?" "Do you dread the future?" Extensive
writing and discussion.

8E5
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UNDERSTANDING MAN:DIVERSITY AND SIMILARITY

This course is designed primarily to create in the 4a.0students a greater awareness and appreoiation of cultural A
dl7ersity as it Is found in this country. The curriculum 1,

.01;has three major points of focus' diversity in the world, 33
similarity within diversity, and my place in a diversified ITO
world. ro

116

The first section of the unit looks at as much
diversity as possible- at music and art, systems of thought
and language, - the cultures of American Indians, American
Blacks, Chicanos, Southern Appalachians, as well as "ordinary"
people in the United States. In addition, study is included
of the major mythological systems of the world.

Incorporated into this study is an especially intensive
unit on the culture of Southern Appalachia, an inclusion
which deserves further explanation. My home is in the
foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains in northern Georgia.
We are only about an hour's drive away from the school where
"Foxfire" was written, from the river where the film
"Deliverance was made, in short, from the richness of the
Appalachian culture. But I have been shocked to discover
over the past two or three years the number of people living
with me in this area who know nothing of the lives of the
people living so close to them. Therefore, an intensive
unit about this area has been built into this course, in an
attempt to increase the students' awareness about their home.

The second focus of this course attempts to bring
everything back together in a study of the similarities of
man. This will be developed on the basis of themes . common
views of life and death, love, war, and immortality as
expressed in mythology, art, and music. Social problems
of this country will be explored with the hslp of audiovisual
media.

The third,and perhaps the most important section of the
course concerns itself with the question "who am I and what is
my place in this world?" Students will be encouraged through
writing, discussion, and projects to discover some sense of
their own identity, and their place in the midst of the
diversity which they have just studied.

The resources which are available for this course are
endless, therefore my list is not by any means complete.
But one resource has not been overlooked- that of the student
himself. This applies especially to the unit on Black Americans.
The blaok students in the olass will be consulted during the
specific planning of those two weeks of-study, and to a large
extent, they will teaoh the class during that time. As the
course is designed to promote cultural appreciation, these
students Are the ones who must decide what things should
be ohosv ,o represent their way of life. As far as possible,



other students will be consulted in this way throughout these
units, for those who have lived in a culture are the ones who
are most capable of describing it.

This then is "English 458": Understanding Mans Diversity
and Similnrity. The course is planned on an intermediate
high school level, and I believe that it could be used
effectively in a non-tracked class. It is planned for a
sixteen-week semester,which allows time for necessary
administrative tasks, assemblies, and an examination period.

WEEK I: Introduction and over view of the course; Mythologies-
text: Man the Myth-Maker ( W.T. Jewkes and Northrop
Frye; new York: Harcourt, Brace, and Jovanovioh, Inc.,
1973) recording: "Heroes, Gods, and Monsters of the
Greek Myths" (text by Bernard Evslin: Spoken Arts)

WEEK II: Continuation of above. Additional texts: Chapter 2,
A World Elsewhere: Romance (W.T. Jewkes and Northrop
Frye; New York: Harcourt, Brace, and Jovanovioh, Inc.,
1973). and Chapters 5 and 6, Wish and N htmar
(Hope Arnott Lee and Alvin A. Lee! New ork: Harcourt,
Brace, and Jovanovioh, Inc., 1973)

WEEK III: Chapter 4, A World Elsewhere: Romance to lead into
discussion of archetypes and the hero in literature.
Also: Chapter 3, ,A World Elsewhere) Romance, and
Chapter 7, Wish and Nightmare

WEEK IV: Begin cultural study of American Indian. Review of
the history of the Cherokee and Creek Indian tribes
in Georgia. Students read and discuss Bury My Heart
At Wounded Knee (Dee Brown; New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., 1971) filmstrips "The Cherokee
Nation of Oklahoma" (Society for Visual Education, Inc.)
picture-story study prints: "Indians of the Southeast"
(SVE)

WEEK VI Presentation (by black students) on life among Black
Americans. Available resources: "Black Contributors
to American Culture", "The Black Man's Struggle",
"Folk Songs of South Africa", (SVE recordings);
"Poems from Black Africa" (recording,Caedmon) "Beyond
the Blues: American Negro Poetry" (Argo recording),
"Black Pioneers in American History"(Caedmon recording),
Filmstrips: "The Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.",
"Black Folk Music in America", "Discovering Black
Africa", "Black People in the New South", "Atlanta,
Georgia: Progress and Problems" (SVE) and "The Glory
of Negro History" (Folkways recording).



WEEK VI, Continuation of above. Study of Black English.
texts: dialect sections, Tht_652211mEng101, Vols.
5 and 6 (Joseph Fletcher LrEtell, ed.; Evanston,
Ill.: McDougal and Littell, 1971); Chapter 10, raj
Dynamics of Language,' Vol. 2; (Allan A. Glatthon,
Charles W. Kreidler, Ernest J. Heiman; Lexington,
Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1971); Discovering American

fADialects, (Roger Shuy; NCTE, 1967); recording: .4
"Americans Speaking" (John Muri and Raven MoDavid; s
NCTE, 1967

11.

WEEK VII: Discussion of life among the poor. Filmstrips:
"Portrait of a Minority: Spanish-speaking Americans" 1%,

(Scott Education), "The Boots of Our Urban Problems", la
"The Housing Crisis", "People in Poverty", "The
Spanish-Americans of New Mexico", "California
Conflict: Migrant Farm Workers", "Cuba and Its
Refugees" (SVE)

WEEK VIII: Continuation of above. Discussion of common problems
of the poor. Topics for writing and discussion:
Institutional DiJorimination, Forced Sterilization*
Welfare. Illustrate with current magazine articles.

WEEK IX: Study of Southern Appalachia. Project requirement:
Reproduce something from The Foxfire Book or Foxfire
2.* Filmetript"Southern Appalachia: An Area.Left
Behind" (SVE) Basic aspects of the culture, and
historical backgrounds.

WEEK X: Specific aspects of the culture: Folk songs, classes on
Mountain Square Dance and Buck-Danoe. Begin project
presentation. Poetry of Byron Herbert Reese.

WEEK Field trip to mountains. Visit Rabun Gap. Find
shops which sell mountain crafts. If possible,
organize a cultural fair for the school to display
projects and authentic crafts, with poetry readings,
song and dance demonstrations.

WEEK XII: The culture of Suburbia. Read and discuss The
Graduate. Begin a discussion of values.

WEEK XIII:Continuation of discussion of values.. Filmstrips:
"Our Elders: A Generation Neglected", "Alienation and
Mass Society" (Scott Education)

WEEK XIV: Where do I fit in? filmstrip: "The Changing Role Of
Women" (Scott Education) Disbussion of changing roles
in society.

WEEK XV AND XVI: Presentation of my "Who Am I?" box and
assignment of theirs. Devoted to writing and
discussion of problems students have encountered,
and what the future holds for them.

.rfrr---rfirgrr----gtoresbyEltVitGardenCity,N.Y.s Doubleday and Co.,
Inc., 1972 and 1973
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SOME INNOVATIVE, HUMANISTIC WAYS
OF LOOKING AT ENGLISH TEACHING

Success in the classroom today is predicated, in a large
measure, upon the extent to which the teaoher is willing to
generate humanism. Some novel ways of approaching the teaoh-
ing of English appear below.

I. Use the photographio essay to launch a writing unit or
to launch a unit of oral language activities.

You will need a few oameras and film. (Note. The
youngsters will be eager to use their own cameras,
If your school does not have dark room facilities,
the parents will see to it that their youngsters get
their film developed in the community.)

Decide on individual themes or group themes. After
you have thoroughly prepared your class relative to
the purpose and nature of photographic essays, your .

energetic, imaginative youngsters will have no trouble
coming up with suitable themes.

Work in groups or individually, after school or on
weekends. Take shots of interesting scenes, people,
sights, animals, fowl, etc.

Group photographs on poster board around theme. Let
the imagination. soar! (Mount photographs in a sequen-
tial way so that they readily tell the story. One photo-
graph may be intentionally left out of the sequence to
evoke discussion, etc. The youngsters may be permitted
to write or talk about their artistic creations.) The
student who has almost always felt defeated in English
will experience success in this projeot. Think of the
change in a youngster's self-ooneept that oan.be trig-
gered by the ego-building aspect inherent in such an as-
signment!

By photographing doors (a door being a very unlikely object
to photograph) I developed a photographic essay and launched a
writing unit of unimaginable magnitude. I foresaw the essay as
one giving focus to a variety of olass discussions: the many
types of doors people are likely to pass through during their life-
time, how doors are like peoplesome lively and receptive, some
drab and depressing (the barred doors) and uninviting, some appre-
hensively inviting (the doctor's office. door bearing the bold "come
in" sign, etc. I photographed a home door,,a supermarket door, a
bank door, a department store door, a funeral parlor door, and a
church door.

Upon the completion of the essay, I posed several questions
for discussion in a junior high sohool classroom. A poem I created
spoke to the state of society that makes barred doors a necessity.
(A take-toff in the direotion of sociological and psychological im-
plications could be done with older youngsters.)



II. Make your classroom less teacher-centered and more pupil-
centered and activity-centered by grouping. You the
teacherget on the sideline and serve as consultant only.
(Note. Of course you will do the final evaluation.) Let
the students take the lead. Give them a ohanoef

Before setting up your groups of five or seven youngsters,
discuss with them the duties and responsibilities of a
group chairman. Believe it or not, they will immediately
start to look around with their mind's eye for those in
their midst who meet the qualifications. (If you don't
believe they can make good choices, let ,each youngster
Put his two choices of leaders on a slip of paper; com-
pare their choices with your own.)

My teaohing of a media class really lent itself to group-
ing. These ninth graders were able to explore, in a very
significant way, eight forms of media. This could have
never been done effectively in the allotted time, using
the whole-class approach.

Two forms were drawn up-ene form for reporting group Prog-
ress and one form for the final evaluationboth of which
proved to be of unlimited value. The group Progress re-
port form was used by the group chairman. Enough copies
of this form were made so that each group chairman had a
fresh form to use each day. The chairman's utilization
of the daily progress report form made his group members
feel the need for some daily group input. Through the
submitting of the dailY evaluations by the group chairmen,
the instructor was able to (in conjunction with her ()beer
vations of the grouPs) monitor the progress of each group
member and subsequently each group. A chairman who ex-
perienced difficulty relative to individual participation
within his group met with the teacher after school or at
another feasible time for suggestions relative to more ef-
fective group involvement. The teacher's final evaluation
of each group was made on the basis of the daily progress
reports coupled with the grouP'S presentation. The teacher
Permitted the groups to assemble at a date following the
last group PreOentation. The purpose of this coming-te-
gether was to share the "fruits of the labor," for each
group member's grade appeared on the group evaluation form.
Also, comments to the group from the teacher appeared on the
back of the form. In many cases these were comments of
praise or comments in the form of constructive criticism.

Generate humanism in Your classroom by employing grouping
that grasps. Sample forms tor the effective utilization
of groups follow. These forma can be modified to fit
various needs.



GROUP PROGRESS REPORT FORM

GROUP #,

CHAIRMAN

RECORDER

DATE

TOPIC:

1.

2.

4.

5

NAMES

umber 1 represents the greatest contra-
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INSTRUCTOR'S GROUP EVALUATION FORM

GROUP #

CHAIRMAN:

TOPIC:

DATE:

GROUP PERFORMANCE

Performance of Duties by Chairman: 1 2 EVAL.

Introduces topio to be
dismissed 1

Introduces Arm members

Keeps discussion moving
s122thi,X_. .

IMNIM.....

K .., O s

Summarizes after final
sDeker

Opens discussion to the
class for larger group
Iiiittiranalisu3 .....__

Other Group Members r-I
O
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III. Try introducing a poetry unit with music.

Let your next entry into poetry be through music. The
heads of thirteen and fourteen year-olds house a repertoire
of musio from their teen world from whioh you can dron in
moving into that poetry unit you have for so long dreaded
to tackle. They will never stop talking about your class
period in which they were permitted to listen to their fa-
vorite song sung by their favorite recording artist. Dupli-
oats, for example, the lyrics to "Bridge Over Troubled Water"
and put a copy into the hand of each youngster; turn on the
record player and let them listen to Aretha Franklin sing
the lyr-s. Breathe a sigh of relief, for you have just turned
your youngsters on to poetry' You can now do all that you've
always wanted to do with poetry but never had the nerve to
try because of all the less-than-complimentary charges that
teenagers have brought to bear on poetry. Do a take-off now
on how lyrio poetry expresses the poet's feelings, emotions,
hopes, fears, etc. Let them give you the titles of songs that
put them is a certain mood. Permit them to play some of these
songs. You have their attention now! You have their interests!
Move! Move! Move! Move into all kinds of poetry directions,

IV. Do you have those few youngsters in your class who alwaYs
manage to whiz through the most difficult aosignment and then
stare anxiously at you with a glaring expression which, inter-
preted, says "Now teacher, what am I to do while the others
are finishing up?"

Give each of these students a WI index. card to which you
have affixed to one side "It Pays to Enrich Your Word Power"
and to the other side "Answers to It Pays to Enrich Your' Word
Power" from Reader's Ulat. The students will increase their
storehouse of words and at the same time. get from the back of
the card a kind of reinforcement that is so often needed for
effective learning. Make sets of these aids (15 or more) so
the youngsters will have a variety from which to choose.
They are exoellent! The youngsters love them!



V. In kinl of meaningful hay ol.n your vourT.stor,_
to the novel real ? Tr: this :!'ir13tiok Cur fietlIr.

ADS C FQ FIC ON

WHAT WAS THE SUBJECTMATTER CONTENT?
1. Where, and in what period, does the story take

place?
2. Who are the central characters?
). What is the plot about?
4. What are the main sources Of interest in this

story? (Character development? Setting? The
events described? The theme--or central ideas?)

WHAT WERE THE MAIN IDEAS?
1. Does the author, through his characters and plot,

make any notable observations about how human
beings think and act?

2. Row does the author feel about his characters?'
(Does he like or admire them? /Vs*, for what
reasons? Does he condemn them? It so, why?)
What view of life does the author seem to have?
(Optimistic? IdealistierRealistie Peseimistio?
Disillusioned?) Explain your answer.
For what reasons do you think the author thought
this story was worth telling? (To point out a
moral? To increase your understanding of other
places, other people? Simply to entertain you?
To make you think about a probjem that st:1oertis
him?)

HOW WELL DID THE AUTHOR DO WHAT HE SET OUT TO DO?
1. Did the author make you feel that his characters

oould have lived--that his events could have
happened?. (Was his story true to life?)

2. Did the author sustain your interest throughout- -
so that you were always eager to know what was
going to happen next?
Was the author's choice of words vivid and ef-
fective? (Did his descriptions make you feel,
hear, or see what he was describing?)

WHAT DID THIS READING EXPERIENCE MEAN TO YOU?
1. Did the characters you met help you to under-

stand other people.and yourselfbetter?
2. Did the ideas expressed in the story leave you

with "food for thought"? If so, explain.
3. As a result of reading this story have you picked

up any interests that you would like to investigate
further? (Examples: nareers, historical periods,
personages, countries, social groups.)
After reading this story, would you be interested in
reading other works by the same author?

-KA»



VI. To study literature is to study life--to understand how
people aot in and react to situations encountered in
living. Literature, in practically all of its forms,
requires reading. Let's not deny twelve, thirteen, and.
fourteen year-olds the vicarious experiences in literature.
Many youngsters have to struggleyes, literally struggle
through the reading of an adventure story. We can remedy
the situation. Here's howl We can conduct a guided rtad-

0 P 1.0 R A U 1 *1 L

I. Create the setting.

A. Establish a background.
B. Get set for the task purpose.

II. Stage, oral and writing activity.

A. Write words or phrases on the board as they
are used orally.

B. Have students say the new words.
C. Have students use words orally in sentences.

III. Do silent reading for a purpose.

A. Give several questions for use in guided read-
Inge.

B. Move about room giving vocabulary assistance as
it is needed by individual students.

TV. .Discuss material read silently for correct interpre-
tation.

A. When necessary have students read certain pas-
sages to assure answers and questions.

B. Recheck vocabulary understanding.

V. Write brief answers to a few pertinent questions.

VI. Apply or use what WAS read.

Suggest extended reading.

-
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VII. For centuries we have, been aware of style in writing,
style in sneaking, and style in dress. Can we afford to
ignore style in learning? If your students have trouble
understanding the story you Live them to read or dif-
ficulty interpreting the chart in the textbook, it might
be because they understand better through pictures and
objects rather than through words and charts. They have
a unique or different learning style.

Learn all you can about your students for maximum teaching
effectiveness. Use the informal inventory below to deter-
mine cleat) of your nupile ittirAltigfityle.

DETERMINE YOUR LEARNING STYLE
On each of the lines below is a pair of adjectives or

expressions which represents opposites in describing the
Senges, Methods, and Materials through which you learn best.
On each line, circle the adjectives, etc., that apply to you.

A

visual based aural based

pictures, objects words, charts

films books

physical-manipulative objects verbal-reading
material

content-centered form- centered

concrete-thinking abstract-thinking

externally oriented introspective

problem, application- centered theoretical,
abstract- centered

inductive deductive

short attention span long attention span

active involvement passive involvement

present oriented future oriented

success in learning is very important....success in learn-
ing is not so im-
portant



VIII. Humanism is partly "feeling with* your pupils -- "walking

around in their shoesg-and discovering the nature of the
burden under which they labor. Find out what's ou the

mind of the apathetio youngster in the third row. How

does he feel about himself? About you--his teacher?,
About his peers? About the world? Let him get his feel-
ings about people, things, and situations out into the

open. Give him and others this informal interest-measuring

device.

CTIONSs Complete the following sentences to express
how you really feel. There are no right or
wrong answers. Put down what first comes in-
to your mind.

1. Today I feel,

2. When I have to read,

3. I get angry when

4. My idea of a good time is

5. School is,

6. I can't understand why

7. I feel bad when

8. I wish teaohers

9. I wish my mother,

10. Going to college

11. To me, books

12. People think I

13. I like to read about

14. On weekends, I

15. I don't know how to,

16. To me, homework is,

17. I hope I'll never,

18. When 'I finish high school,

19. When I take my report card home

20. I'd rather read than
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21. I like to read when

22. When I read math

23. I often worry about

24. Heading soienoe

25. I wish someone would help me

26. I read better than,

27. The last book I read was

28. The last time I visited the publio library wee

411.0110.11116



WHAT THE PSYCHOLINGUIST HAS TO SAY
TO THE ENGLISH TEACHER

The psyoholinguist speaks to the English teacher through a
body of data--psycholinguistios-hich focuses on how individuals
learn and manipulate their language. The psyoholinguist does not
propose his discipline to be an approach to teaching, but a theory
from which the teacher can draw when he (the teaoher) seeks to dis-
cover what goes on in the head of a youngster while he is reading.
A knowledge of the payoholinguistio theory will make the English
teacher more adept in teaching youngsters to manipulate their lan-
guage in a variety of ways. Each student will come to the English
olassroem with an innate leiguage capacity with which he was born;
on the basis of this °spec:410y, the teacher will constantly build
and rebuild systems of language manipulatory experiences for the
students,

This writer views the following information about language
as having sharable significance for other secondary teachers of
English and inserts it here as LANGUAGE GEMS, This information
merely approaches a birdseye view of what the psyoholinguist has
to say to the English teacher.

1. Language is one of the ways by which we organize our think-
ing.

2. Oral language input is very important to learning. The
teacher should encourage students to manipulate their
language orally; students learn much from speaking and
listening. Taking in information from a variety of sources
nill result in greater language produotivity for the students.

3. Each student has a competence grammar and several perfor-
menoe grammars. The competence grammar...that grammar which
everyone has embedded somewhere in his head --is a set of
rules composed of sub components (phrase structure, lexioal,.
transformational, semantic, and phonological components);
each rule moves from a general level to a more specific
level. Performance grammar is the grammar of the moment.
It is the overt manifestation of the student's competence
grammar. The performance grammar can be affected by fatigue,
fear, anger, hostility, etc. This grammar is never perfect,
When a teacher teaches, he or she is affecting the student's
performance grammar, not competence grammar. The teacher
is attempting to move the student's performanoe grammar closer
to his competence grammar.

4. When a student is reading orally, he is decoding print. He
decodes print into oral language and oral language into mean-
ing. In oral reading, as well as in silent reading, the
reader must process the syntax to the deep structure of lan-
guage.
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5. Deep structure involves the phrase structure rules and the
lexical component. When this is interpreted phonologically.
it takes on surface structure. The transformational, se-
mantic, and phonological components are brought to bear on
the surface structure of language.

6. Language'can be divided roughly into receptive control and pro-
duotive control. The receptive control is more sophisticated
and more well-developed than the productive control. A youngs-
ter cannot carry out productive control if he does not have
an understanding of language. In the receptive control, the
youngster is constantly predicting.

Students should be given the opportunity to read silently as
much as.possible. They should be encouraged to speed up their
reading. The faster one reads the less attention he pays to
details. Since much of the details is redundancy, the reader's
comprehension goes up.

8. If a youngster wants to read something, the difficulty of the
language becomes very minor.

9. The English teacher has a role in helping students arrive at
a self-awareness, an analysis of the world--how it is affecting
them, and an analysis of the language is which the world is
presented to them, The teacher must be aware of the fact that
in order for the students to find out and to know who they are,
they must find out and know who other people are, The students
should understand that everything one puts around hirm in an ex-
tension of him--a kind of world he builds around himself, hie
own idio-culture box.

If the major reason for reading is for self-protection'and self-
awareness, it stands to reason why the English teacher is overly con-
cerned; of all the influences on one's life, it is possibly the English
teacher who exerts the greatest on the ultimate, emerged "self,',
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THE HMI.HEADINC MISCUE INVENTORY

The Heading Miscue Inventory is a linguistio analysis pro-
cess founded on the assumptions that each reader brings to the
reading process his unique, oral language system; that he approaches
each reading task with a sum total of his past experiences; that the
language patterns and past experiences of the author are reflected
in reading materials written by the author; and that reading is an
active language process through which the reader and the text con-
stantly interact.

The teacher, through the ANTI, is able to get to the source of
much of a student's language difficulty. As the student processes
language orally in this individualized performance, the teacher
sits and listens, refraining from giving the student help of any
kind. Following the reading, the teacher asks the student for a
retelling of the story. This is the teacher's way of arriving at
the student's assessment of plot and theme. The focus of the teach-
er must always be on what the student got out of the story, not on
what the teacher thinks he should have gotten. The teacher learns
to what extent the student's processing of surface structure is
moving him to the deep structure of language. The teacher uses the
Reading Miscue Inventory Coding Sheet and the Reading Miscue Inven-
tory Header Pt'ofile to, among other things, get a picture of the
comprehending score or comprehending ability of the student. The
student's strengths and/or weaknesses in the nine categories on the
coding sheet will be revealed to the teacher. (For full interpre-
tation of the rimi see i iig Misoua Inventory ranual: ?roe
for Diagnosis tni Evaluatjan by Yetta Goodman and Carolyn Burke.
SriTal a revelation will be useful for future instructional purposes;
the teacher will know exactly in what language area the student
needs help and to what extent help is needed.

The materials the teacher chooses for HMI can be determined
partly on the basis of the teacher's knowledge of the interest of
the student. The reading materials should be within the student's
experiencesomething the student knows something about. Difficulty
of vocabulary can be taken care of by using material one grade higher
than the student's reading score.



SUMMARY

If young people are assisted in their growth towards self-
actualizat.oncontrol of their own lives so that they can make
appropriate choicesand if through the reading materials andtheir manipulatory experiences with the language the studentsgrow in experiences relative to social, emotional, intellectual,and moral needs; then the total project from which these excerptsCOO, will have fulfilled its purpose.

In view of the educational change that is upon us and inview of the extent of existing language research and experimen-tation, this writer reflects on the massive jots of English teach-ers across the country and echoes the words of rest emancipatorof human concerns; for as English teachers, "...we have proTisosto keep...and promises to keep...and promises to keep...
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Bader, Lois A. "Preparing Future Secondary Teachers in Reading,"
in Journal lc Reading, Number 7, April 1972, Pp. 492-495.

Mrs. Bader, who is an instructor at Miohigan State University,
is discussing a program at MSU which is geared to producing content
area teacherfA who will not see reading instruction as an added bur-
den or as a remedial chore, but will see it as en integral part of
their effectiveness as instructors. The strategy involved is to
teach the future teachers about reading and to give them an oppor-
tunity to apply their skills in the field. The University reading
specialist, the field instructor, and the school personnel work to-
.Ither. The specialist provides instruction to the field instructor

and school personnel on
1. identification of reading-reasoning skills required by

content areas.
2. analysis of reading materials.
3. demonstration of a guided reading sequence.
4. administration and interpretation of R group rntrliva

inventory.
5. demonstration of a guider) study LeovencP.
6. application of instructional procedures differentiated

by level and skill.
7. application of instructional strategies for reluctant

readers.
8. application of instructional strategies for poor readers.

After the directed field experience, the student teacher returns
to the University campus for a three-week seminar in secondary
reading to refine and extend his skills. At the end of the student
teacher's term, the field instructor and the University reading
specialist meet to evaluate the program. The project is called the
TTT ProjectTraining of Teachers of Teachers Project.

Carter, Homely L. J. and Dorothy J. McGinnis. Dieknosig gni ant-
gien thl Disabled Readpr. Toronto, Ontario: The Macmillan
Co., 1970.

This book is designed to help principals and teachers identity
and select children with reading difficultiesto determine those
who can profit from instruction in the classroom, those who require
temporary treatment by the reading therapist, and those in need of
clinical study. By reading this book, the classroom teacher can
gather much regarding the factors affecting reading performance--
physiological, psychological, social, and educational factors. New
light will be shed on the problem as the teacher understands a
youngster's experiential background, his immediate goals, his way
of life. Teaching will then become a greater challenge.
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Chall, Jeanne S. Learning 11 React: Thl Gkeat Debate. New York:
McGraw Hill Book Co., 1967.

The author of this book became concerned about the seemingly
ineffectiveness of the various methods of teaching children to read
that were being used in this country. She obtained a Carnegie
Foundation grant and Proceeded to oritloally analyze the existing
research on the various "beginning reading approaches". She was
mainly concerned with the "how" of beginning reading instruction.
The great question which underlies the very nucleus of the book or
the debatable question is Do children learn better with a begin-
ning method that stresses meaning or with a method that stresses
learning the code? Mrs. Chall examined thoroughly twenty-two
approaches to reading that were widely discussed and experimented
with from 1962-1963. Naturally many other approaches have appeared
since her study, but Mrs. Chall's conclusions have something to
say to the classroom teacher today:

1. A researcher can never escape from the influence of the
times. As goals change, so mutt theory, research, and
practice in beginning reading instruction.

2. We still have much to learn about the process of learning
to read.

3. One has to have a method, even if it serves only as a
point of departure.

4. Many classroom teachers have developed methods of their
own that are far superior to any that have been investi-
gated and commercially published. In their quiet, unas-
suming way, classroom teachers are getting results.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Decamp, David. "Dimensions of English Usage," in Contemoorary
English, edited by David L. Shores.. J.B. Lippincott Co., 1972.

DeGamp's view of English teaching is likened unto the work of
the surveyor where none of the measurements ever come out exactly
right. The English teacher deals in abstractions. The teacher must
say this word is better than that one under these circumstances rather
than this one la better than that one. The linguist, according to
DeCamp, sees language as neopie talking and writing -ma complicated
profusion of people and circumstances and social mores and sounds
and marks on caper. Three nresent attitudes toward usage which ap-
pear simultaneously, according to DeCamp, are absolute, strict usage,
the now popular scale that is prevalent in the olassroom, and Kenyon's
two - dimensional scale, distinguishing functional varieties from ouldm.
tural levels. DeCamp thinks that we need six dimensions of usage:

1. functional variety or style
2. geographical
). time
4. age
5. sex
6. cultural level
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DeCamp, David. "Dimensions of English Usage" (Cont.)

Each of the six dimensions is discussed at length. Dialect cannot
be evaluated and compared in terms of logic, but in terms of what
is appropriate to the situation. We cannot and must not condemn
ain't as a word, only its use in circumstances where it will evoke
social disapproval. We should make "Johnny" bidialeotal, able to
travel in the country club set without linguistic handicap, yet
able to return to his home and friends without alienating them with
pretentious manners and speech. We should help "Johnny" olimb
socially without becoming a snob. In other words, we should mini-
mize the cultural confliot which results from social mobility.
The student will inevitably adopt whatever English usage gives him
the most status among his peers. The goal of the English teacher,
then, is to make the student linguistically aware of.himself and
of society, When his life produces a need for him to associate with
people outside his group, he will make the adjustment in social usage
providing the teacher has given him (beforehand) some understanding
of the usage problem.

Fasold, Ralph and Walter Wolfram. "Some Linguistic Features of
Negro Dialect," in Co14211potpry English, edited by David L.
Shores. Lippincott, 1972.

According to these authors, there are two kinds of differences
between standard English and Negro dialect: 1. Differences in pro.
nunoiation systems of two kinds of American English: then -den;
He walk - He walked 2. Lifferenoes that are grammatical in
nature: He go - He goes

Rationale: Standard English words ending in a consonant oluster or
blend often have the final member of the cluster absent
in Negro dialect.

Suffix -e is not part of the grammar of the dialect.

The is absent' from the auxiliary don't in the present
tense, third person singular.

The absence of the =11, suffix in Negro dialect oauses a real problem
in language learning when Negre dialect speakers come in contact wit
standard English speakers. They notice that the standard.speakers
have L on some present tense verbs. They (Negro speakers) use the
L with subjects other than third person singular. Therefore thy
and up with I walks, You walks, The children walks. The Negro dialeo
operates under rules. A000rding to the grammatical rule of his dia-
lect, the Negro speaker says H ; this is correct according to th
grammatical rule of hfts dialect. He uses walk, with subjeots like
I not because his grammar calls for this form, but'because of a
partial learning of the grammar mules of a different dialect.

40*
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Goodman, Kenneth S. and others. Choosing MatertQlp Awl
Reading. Wayne State University Press, 1966.

This book summarizes some basic principles (psychological,
sociocultural, educational, linguistic, literary) that are sig-
nificant for the person who must judge reading materials or for
the person who directly or indirectly affects students' reading.
According to Goodman, there is a relationship between patterns
of human development and reading ability. The social environment
in which a child is reared and the behavior patterns shaped by it
are significant in determining his self-concept and his attitudes
toward the world. Language is a result of social influences. A
child learns the language patterns of the primary groupthe family.
Predominant values and attitudes of a given social class are trans-
mitted by the parent. Values develop as individuals interact with
their environment. The variety of experiences that a youngster
has shapes and molds his value structure. Quality of experience
is far more important than quantity, Writing requires aesthetic
value and artistic use of language before it is considered literature.
Literature should be considered for its content and artistic quality.

Smith, Frank. Psvobolinguistiom la Reading. New Yorks Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1973.

Smith feels that there should be a far greater concentration
on understanding the reading process than on technology in order
to teach reeding. Amassing large quantities of materials is
secondary to an understanding of the inter-relationships between
language and the thought processes. Smith is not advocating that
the classroom teacher discard the methods and practices that might
well be termed "old" in tight of current researoh. But he does
advocate that the teacher gain some insight into the reasons why
those methods proved effective--that is to say some insight into
the nature of language and the way children learn and manipulate
language. The twelve easy ways to make learning to read difficult
that Frank Smith sets forth will immediately amuse effective English
teachers, for they will see them as a part of their list of "dohlts"
that for years characterized their classroom teaching.

* Goodman, Yetta M. and Carolyn L. Burke. BARAIng Miscue Inventory
Manual: Procediir t2r Diagneais fini Evaluation, New Yorks
The Macmillan Company, 1972.

This 133-page manual is an excellent coverage of the RMI and
the reading process, the use of the RMI, and interpretation of the
reader profile. It contains an annotated bibliography and a use-
ful appendix,

, ReadinK MiscUe Inventory &Aid= La Taping,:
Progedure ta Diagnosis Ini Evaluation.

In this 58-page booklet are 11 reading selections geared to arange of interests and diffioulty relative to grammatical structureand vocabulary.
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Stalker, James. C. Lecture. Michigan State University English
Department, Summer 1973.

Dr. Stalker, a distinguished linguist on the English faculty
of MSU, conducted lectures that were informative, interesting, and
invigorating. They revealed the depth and breadth of his research
and study in the area of psycholinguistics. Much of this writer's
knowledge of psycholinguistics--understanding of language theories
and models--is due to Dr. Stalker,

Stalker, James C. "Reading Is Non-linear," Article.

In this article the author refers to language as a collection
of subsystems, with the language user relying on all subsystems to
send or receive his message. The language user uses data from one
subsystem to verify or reject a postulation about another system.
in order to extract meaning from language, the user makes use of
three clues syntactic, phonic, and semanticall of which offer
roughly the same interpretation. When a child approaohes reading
he already has a great portion of the language he will encounter
in reading in his language model. He samples, the language data on
the printed page and compares it with the model he already possesses.
He uses subsystems to arrive at his meaning, The teacher, through
the use of an informal or formal test, can find out which subsystem
he is using to arrive at the meaning on the printed page.

Stalker, James C. "The Poetic Dialect: Syntactic Ambiguity," Article.

This article speaks to the major reasons why students have
difficulty interpreting poetry. Many students who are faced with
the interpretation of poetry have limited vocabularies, limited
experience, lack of maturity, dialectal difficulties and dialectal
differences from the poet's, and simply cannot understand the
language of the poem. The reason that possibly stands at the head
of the list is the metaphoric as well as the syntactic manipulation
of the language by the poet. If one fails to understand 6 metaphor,
he fails to get the meaning. Metaphors, markers of various kinds,
structure of sentences, ate., are blookers of the surface structure
for students--the surface meaning. They will never get the deep
meaning of the poem until they have mastered the surface meaning.
A poet controls his language structure. The syntactic ambiguity and
the semantic ambiguity that ere so often a part of his poem are very
often deliberate and intentional components of the poem's structure,

Wardhaugh, honald. A LinicUistio Perspective.
Harcourt, Brace World, Inc., '1969.

This book focuses on recent developments in linguistics, with
specific emphasis on the generative-tranaformationalistss view. The
good teacher of reading will learn far more by teaching than by di-
gesting research studies. The. book offus the teacher a perspective
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Preparing the Student for the World of siOrk

by Alberta Clement

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
. .

A Mumanistio Approach

I. Purpose
1. This course will offer the student many opportunities

to interact and share experienoes with group* of different
backgrounds while studying our rich multioultural society.

2. It will also create an educational environment which
fosters the development of,
a. greater self awareness,
b. greatwr awareness of the world around him and an

appreciation of many oulturesy
0. moral character and a strong sense of responsibility

.
to himself and his fellowman;

A. effeotive communication skills.

II. Justifioation of the Curriculum
From time to time, men in every society are poesedsod

with the fear that their way of life or their very existence
is being threatened by the progress of another group. This
fear could be lessened if people would not separate or isolate
themselves into labeled groups (minority, majority, culturally
deprived, etc.). Many of us tend to be certain of our heritage
but are suspicious and laok knowledge of the heritage of others.
This void often causes disrespect and conflict among groups with

cultural differences.

In order to help the student to remain proud of his own
heritage but at the same time broaden his knowledge of the
heritage of other groups, the teacher must introduce materials
which will stress these attitudes,

1. racial understanding,
2, religious acceptance and understanding,
3. ethnic understanding and equality,
4. understanding of geographioal differences and mores,
5. belief in the dignity andequality of all men.

The student must also understand that culture is not only
personal refinement (art, music, literature, philosophy,
eto,).but it also includes man's contributions to his
environment. Therefore, the curriculum should be designed
in a fashion which encourages individual creativity. The
products of the student's oreativeness may be displayed so
that his peers, his school, and general community may share
and grow as a result of his produotivity.
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Thirdly, the simdent must be made aware of the need
and importance of sooial controls in a society. A unit
on moral responsibility will afford an opportunity for the
student to see the need for social controls. The student
must alao be encouraged to realize that man is responsible
for his choices in life. These choices are based upon
approximately three factors'

1. the individual self'
2. the sooial environments
3. the stand of value.

The products ofIhthes interaction involves
1. man as the center of decision making;
2. the environmental field which structures the occasion

for this moral values
3. the standard of value utilized to justify this decision.

All students should experience the process of making moral choices
and seeing through their commitments.

III. Statement of Themes,
A. There is a need for the student to have a strong sense

of self worth.
B.. The student must have an appreciation and understanding

of cultural differences.
C. Why is the quality of good citizenship needed?
D. Why is acceptance necessary?
B. How oan conflict be resolved?

IV. Objeotivess
A. Attitudes

1. To recognize the often conflicting attitudes
between the different levels of socio-economic
groups and between the different ethnio groups.

2. To attempt to guide the student in his alteration
of attitudes toward himself and others in a positive
direction.

B. Skills
1. To develop and increase the student's ability to

mond sore oritically.
2. To improve the student's ability to express himself

oreatively through oral_ and written performances.

Curriculum

I. Phase One
A. Orientation - to let the student know that the teacher

is sensitive to th6 individual student's needs.
1. Prepare a friendly introduotion of self
2. Introduction game -

a. Place the students into teams of two's.
b. Instruct each team to converse for about five

minutes.
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o. Instruct each team member to introduce his
partner to the class.

(Notes The student will not be forced to partioipate.)

Introduce an overview of the curriculum
a. Solicit the students' response to the curriculum -

both oral and written responses.
b. Accept students' suggestions as an additionkto

the tenative curriculum.
4. Present the school's disciplinary code.

a. Give eaoh student a oopy.
b. atouss andanalyze each entry with the students.
0., The students will be enoouraged to see the **Mo-

und its analysis as positive measures to set the
climate ter their educational growth.

5. Ixtreviourriculum activities
a, The parents and students will be invited to a social

hour.
1. .Features of the curriculum and disciplinary

code'will be disoussed.
2. Parehts will be invited to offer suggestions

for the curriculum and the disciplinary code.
b. A room library will be presented at the social hour.

(1) Students will be encouraged to take books home
to read or read them during their opened lab
sessions.

(2) There will be several student librarians
**looted by each olass to manage the room library.

(3) Students will be encouraged to loan some of
their personal books to the library.

B. Give a general communication skills pretest - oral and written.

II. Phase Two
A. Specific objectives- to instill self awareness and self prouds

Individual lessons will be planned which will'fouse an a
bread view of the cultural groups.

B. Suggested activities
1. Regular student-teacher conferenoes will be planned.
2. Role playing which will initiate school spirit and

student participation in academic and non-aoademio
activities,

3. Self awareness through group dynamics - simulation games.
4. Plan projects which will provide a feeling of self

worth on the part of allmembers of the groups
a. Projects for school improvements

(1) Cultural festivals (long range)plans)
(2) Rap sessions - appropriate topics

b. Student role day
(1) Students assume thorphieoitstaiffmmmhboss.
(2) Staff and parents assume the role of the students.



Notes The studentsrole be planned by the English
olass but the entire school's oeoperation is needed
for a successful pro sot.

5. Student profile aotivitiess
a. Instruct each student to complete three sentences

beginning with the verde, I am proud that ------
*b. Each sentence should be completed with a true

statement about the individual student.

3. Dra
your

greater
41%000114

in life

co concernconcern
areas of the
personal

Draw two
things you
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C. Materials'
1. Self` wareness Through Group Dramice by Riokaid Reichert
11. :=-' fl .11. CI s b s v opt =s o se

C assr9og .y Jeffrey So ran
3. F lm strip with records on self indentity
4. Dpoigings A_ Leader's Guide by Gelatt, Varenhorst and

Carey.

III. Phase T * The student will be exposed to an awareness of
cultural& ilitterenoss.
A. Outside readings Will be studied in conjunction with

the Major textbooks! eg. "The Lottery" by Shirley Jackson,
"The Rooking=Horse Winner" by Laurence, goohe, by Villarreal,
Cane by Toomer, etc.

B. Poetry writing reflecting different backgrounds and feelings

C. De and improvisations with appropriate themes
far

willbi*

-oultural presentations.

Material.
1. Xesiirdav'syeople by Weller
2, Wha Prejudice? - Cassette tape with student follow-along

sheet
3. Film - 4111 Cosby On Prejudice (expresses just about every

prejitee thought or spoken by a bigot, 23 minutes
4. W by Steinbeok - novels tape! a movie

adap ed rom e novel's theme dramatizing the trageo
lives OtAmerica's eastern mountain people. i

5. Tape * Ike tragedy of Montezuma (a study of th0 Spanish
conqmest of the Aztec nations by Cortez) 27 minutes

6. Record and film strip - Courts, Tombs and Dragon - China
9cet Word - The poetry of Langston Hughes read by Ruby Lee

and Casio Davis
8, Record ft Spoon River by Edgar Lee Masters
9. Yearmi (Mexican American Literature) edited by Albert

liC. Ch z
:.0 10. People Poetry - Macmillian Gateway English (people

from all backgrounds)
11. o by Ludwig and Perry
12. - Haroourt Brace Javanich, inc.

New world issues - poems, drama, and fiction! a good
representation of all people.)

LV. Phase Four The student will also be exposed to international
. music and poetry.
A. The students will_producepresentations comparing the

theme at the international music.
B. The students will listen to and prepare follow-up

activities to contrast andcompare the literary works.
C. The students will present performances to other classes.



D. The combined English classes will:
1. .Prepare a multi-cultural program;
2. Present the program to their school,
3. Present it to a neighboring school.

Materials:
1. dIrt_l_aft edited by Virginia Baron (Young poets telling

what is like tobbe Black, Puerto Rican, Indian, Eskimo,
Cuban, Japanese, Chinese, and American.)

tgisaRruggAgrectiggeg htvia C. Boulton

The Favorite Melodies of Stephen Foster
5 Classical music for People who hate Classical music: Boston

Pope
6. Irish Immigration through songs and Ballads
7. Folk Music of Japan
8. Music of India: Tratitional and Classical
9. Children Poll Songs of Germany

10. Anthems of all Nations
11. Negro Folk Songs
12. Best Loved Songs ofFrance
13. Mexican Folk Songs
14. The American Musical Theater - 2LPs and book

V. Phase Fives The student will master the art of communioation..
A. The student will practice the mechanics ofmaking a simple

speech.
B. In teams of two's, the students will develop the skills

of simple interviewing (role playing).
C. Students will develop socialization skills through

group discussions, debating, simulation games and
informal reporting.

Materials:
1. e and Lana :.e by Henry.I. Christ
2. 0

y Jef rey
The :Is of uage 4
The NjowAmetIcan peeok by

5. EtOLIAMMftal.I.9.-§2212h by

o ran
by Glatthorn and Heiman
ffedde, Briganoe, and Powell
Hanks and Andersen

VI, Phase Six The student will be provided with the basic
skills of effective written communication.
A. Each student will write a pretest theme, eesay,eto.

(Followed by activities to strengthen his individual
weaknesses indicated ry the pretest, These individual
neods will be drilled on in the open tab sessions and
student- teacher oonferences.)

B. Creative writing projeata will be initiated:
1. Poems 4, Plays written from themes
2. Music . of children's stories
3. Children's stories 5. Students' choice
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Eneourage pen-pal relationships (with students at another
school, state, and other countries.)
Encourage the students to write a business letter to a local,
state, or federal official requesting an improvement in
their communities.

Materials,
1. Word Attikok Manup1 by Josphine Rudd
2. o by lewis
3. e 01 by Dragon (A collection of literary works and

exercises favorable to a multicultural curriculum.)
4. EmAtrApharAeltaft by Kathleen E. Sullivan
5. PA: Co..osi i.t - Warriner
6. W. . f..: 4 by J. N. 'rook

- G Com os t_o, by Conlin and Herman7.
8. Rbcordings,

a. How to Write an Effective Composition, Narrative and
Descriptive Wrillitig-Or ginizing and Writing Essays
Folkways Record FL 9106 from "the Anatomy of Language"
by Morris Schreiber

b. Haiku - Writing Haiku and other Short Form ofPoetry
by William Browne,M. A. and Adele Harris, M. A.

c. Creative Writing by Morris Schreiber

VII. Phase Seven - The studentLwill be exposed to a climate
which will eimpurage the development of good citizenship
and responsibility.
A. Offer the privilege of contractual agreement to each student,

1. incourages budgeting of time,
2. Mncourages commitment fulfillment.

B. The student will bring the necessary equipment to class
each day.

C. The student will hive the opportunity to plan and present
assembly programs and video tape productions&
1. which will enable other students to watch their

campaign forgood citizenship in a subtle way (use of
music, poetry, improvisations, etc. - both serious and
humorous performances).

2. enable the students to prepare and-pposeaC political
conventions for the student government - based on the
two party system.

D. Literary reading materials will be presented which embody
the theme of good citizenship.

Materials, Current events

---General---

The student will be exposed to a variety ofilistructional me*hods;
1, Films
2. Field trips
3. Outside speakers
4. Special trips to the municipal areas
5. A study of nature in the parks
6r. A study of various residential communities - varied backgrounds

-79-
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General textbooks and materialss
1. Space Age Dictionary by MaoLauglin
2. New World Spanish- lish and EnglishSpanish Dictionary
3. Coleman, aktng Mov es - student films to features

- _t f by Prater andabssunas
5. ,47TATITTMAIIMMITIM = e - Harcourt Brace and World, ins.6. Ami_m.atn = - Harcourt Brace and World inc
7. poetry, drama, fiction, and

non-fictt on by acm an terary Heritage
8. man (in the dsamatic , poetio, fictional and expository mode)

by Modo4gal, Littell

As a final note, I will re-emphasise two major points. The
students must feel that the tsaaher has a wholesome humane
feeling toward,alt pioOkstand strives to generate a similar
feeling within her students. Secondly, the curriculum must reflect
the contributions of many cultures. Therefore, I support the
philosophy that ethnic studies must not be taught separately but
totally integrated within a meaningful multi-cultural curriculum.

EnglishiII - Second semeatss (The course will be divided into twee
main divisions.)

I. Media Literacy
Argumentation and Debate

III. Drama

Notss The philosophy of a multi-cultural curriculum
stressed in English I will be also observed in
English II.
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Short Story and Speech and Drama: A Course of Study for
Junior High

by Susan M. Mull

When some educators speak of junior high school students, they shudder.

They say, "They're just too immature, they do not say meaningful things."

After working with eighth and ninth graders, I've found a creative fountain

of youth.

The Writing of my ninth graders amazed me. After working with the short

story and stereotyping for four weeks, I picked one of my student's papers up

to read. It frustrated me because the boy had written a mystery using all the

usual stereotypes: the thunderstorm, the murder, the knife, the smart detective,

the butler, etc. I was taken off guard when the boy finished the story with

this:

"That," he said, "has got to be the most stereotyped book

I've ever read!"

A Note To The Reader From The Author:

I do hope that this story was well sumMed up by the last

paragraph, for that was the point of the whole story. The

names, the old man telling the story, the knife, the two-fold

motive, both revenge and wealth, the precise details, the fif-

teen year old witness, etc. are all to add to the authenticity

of stereotism.

My point is that stereotism is often overused, whether in

a mystery, sports story, or fiction, yet is a necessity of any

good writer to be used in the right proportions. Poe, Long-

fellow, and Shakespeare all used it to a certain extent, in

order to familiarize the reader with setting and with plot.

However, excessive or uncontrolled stereotism is a suicidal

PC: in the itin: of fiction."

Fourteen years old but this student knew the score. Either he planned

this from the start or after many stabs wrote the stereotype, and then the

explanation, Anyway you look at it, it's a pretty strong ending. I now use

the boy's story to teach the concept of a stereotype.

I like to teach a unit on the short story by taking a story apart and see-

ing what makes it tick. This could and has been done in a very boring manner.

A short story lives if handled correctly. I study setting, plot, characters,
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and dialogue with my eighth and ninth graders. I usually only touch on the

point of view, or point out examples of points of view in excerpts of stories.

The students complained that they couldn't describe well. They said that wri-

ting was too boring. After working a week with a boy who couldn't describe,

this is what he handed ins

The lockerroom is filled with laughter and singing.. The

air is uncomfortably hot, the odor wanders in and out of the

endless rows of gray lockers and hard benches. The sound of

slamming lockers ends, and the last shower trickles to a stop.

The lights are turned out, and the room is cold and dark, yet

scattered around the quiet emptyness is the warm feeling of

winning and the soft somberness of losing, accumulated over

years of exalting events, yet the beet memories are left be-

hind to haunt and add to the history of emotion.

He told me that he didn't think a desoription of a lockerroom would be

good enough. Many students have a number of fears. One boy had me read the

following passage because he didn't know if he should use its

Another scene flashed into my mind. I could not fig-

ure it out. I had not seen it before but yet it was no very

real. A large arena filled with people, these people had hea-

vy loads on their backs, loads of sin. And all of these peo-

ple's hands were bound tight, and there was a huge open arch-

way leading through the walls of the arena and every so often

someone would get pushed through the archway falling into an

everlasting life of anguish. It was the road to hell.

'Alright you the reader says don't you have any failures. Yes, I do get

my number of trite love stories, and I get some of the six week half page pro-

jects. So far, these are in the minority. The following are suggestion/3 that

have helped me to teach the short story.

When dealing with the short story, I take from four to six weeks. I pro-

mise may students that if they keep a notebook and do the paragraphs I assign,

they will all write a short story.

Characterization

A. Character role taking skits

1. Cut up about fifty names. Take from Mickey Mouse, to Batman
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to Richard Nixon. Have the students pick partners before the

names are chosen.

a. The teams will get very diverse characters. The assign-.

ment is to become that character by dressing up, saying some

of the phrases the character is known for, certain manner-

isms the character uses.

b. A short dialogue should be written where the characters

inter-act about some situation.

B. By doing this the student can put himself into another role. This

adds to their ability to write good characters. (The best skit I've

seen was Marshall Dillon and Robinson Crusoe.)

C. Take the stereotyped character.. butler, teacher, maid, doctor,

nurse, sherrif, etc.

a. Once the student has chosen the character, reverse roles.

The man with the old tattered gray suitcoat and stubbly

face stumbled into the room and exclaimed, "Is the patient

ready for the operation, I'm young Dr.' Malone."

Many times this exceroise has opened up an idea for a

unique story.

Have the student observe a person outside of the olaseroom.

a. Using decription try to describe this person so that we

can picture him. You can use the family or maybe even some -

body you see while shopping.

b. You can make a name up for your character if you like.

Set. t

A. Take a camera and snap slides of scones that interest you.(Either

the teacher can do this or the students can. First year I did it,

second year they did it with equal results.)

a. Get some interesting music. For soft nature shots-soft folk

music, for scenes of traffic or people get livelier music.

(Quiet - "Variations on a Theme" by Blood, Sweat, & Tears or

most rock music for chaos.)

D. Cut scenic pictures out of magazines, travel brochures, sports

magazines, and mount them on colored pieces of paper and let the stu-

dents describe. (I would suggest this for the student who has a dif-

ficult time with writing.)

C. Tape sound effects dealing with certain scenes. (I took a battery
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Plot

cassette to a carnival, a stream, a school, and an intersection etc.)

It's fun to imagine a scene using sound.

A. Mount pictures on pieces of paper. Have kids combine the pic-

tures and add action.

B. Arrange between a teacher and a student to create a scene. Then

ask the students what just happened.

C. Read the introduction to a story and let the students write the

action. Then compare with the actual plot or write a different end-

ing to a story. (My students have liked changing the ending of "Old

Yeller" and "The Birds".)

D. Try to find a picture of two people, group shots, or animals.

Have the students give the different points of view expressed by the

different people. I found a picture of an older man and a bunch of

hippies and got this:

Mans I just hope a riot breaks out. Then I'll have an excuse to

bust a couple of these punk's heads. I can't wait.

Kids Some old mrs throwing rocks at those kids. What are the kids

doing? Duckingll Everyone calls us kids wild and warlike,

they should look at themselves.

Polices Some kids yelling and screaming at a decent citizen. Well,

that's those hippies for you.

The class got into quite a discussion, and the idea of prejudice and

stereotism came up again.

Dialogue

A. Be careful of the he saids, she wads, etc. (I found a hideous

story in a book that had the problem mentioned above.)

1. The kids said the idea of the story was goOd but improved the

dialogue. (The students started to become critics.)

B. FXplain the dialogue mechanics. Man/ don't know that a new par-

agraph is started with each new speaker.

C. Explain the use of dialect. Some students want to experiment

with accents. It's best to work with this few individually. (Other

students tend to get confused.)

The End Results

1. The students have now compiled two or three paragraphs for each
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mentioned area. Many times these: individual parts lead to a story or may be

combined to create a story.

2. Some will disregard what they've written to this point to begin a

new idea. Some will write from personal experience and some will go complete-

ly imagination. I don't think one of these is better than the other.

3. I have gotten from one page to twenty-five pages. If the student

uses the previously mentioned parts of a short story, he will normally get a

B or better. Sometimes grammar and spelling isn't real good, but content is

great. You might give two grades. (One for content and c9e for mechanics.)

4. The notebook should be collected at the end with the short story in-

side. .!oomment on material and return. Have the atndents mark the Material

that they think is the best. Not everything has to be read. Some notebooks

will have more things in than others. Some students just aren't as turned on

as others. You will usually get some material for each person.

5. I did have a serious problem when I worked with remedial English

students. I couldn't even make some of their writing out, and they were too

embarrassed to write. The slide part of the assignment helped, and I shorten-

ed the assignment for these students. I also was very careful to point out all

of their strong points. I think that the confidence some of these people came

up with was as important as the assignment.

SPEECH & DRAMA

After this short story unit, I go into a speech and drama unit. Many

people have asked about this. I am truthfully going to tell of the limita-

tions and problems you might face. I wouldn't suggest this unit until either

the end of the first semester or even the end of the year. This unit will de-

pend on trust between your students and you. Some classes may not be able to

do this unit. Remember this is not to be used as a bunch of gimmicks. Speak-

ing and the building of confidence is as important as writing. It's true that

you write a job application, but many times the job is won because of how one

controlls himself in an interview.

A. I start out with a structured speech. It can be a demonstration, per-

miasive, or an informative sx)ech. My people like to use notes and feel more

prepared then to go full steam into an improvisation. It's also easier to get

reedhack on a structured speech. Many of the students don't even know Lhat

they speak too fast, dance around, shake the' hair out of their eyes, keep

smoothing their hair,1tc. It's fun to talk about these things. I might give



them a pep talk. I also do an introduction speech using many of the above pro-

blems, I let the students criticize me for awhile. In this way the ice can be

broken.

B. I go to a story telling game after the structured speech. All of the

students have a story to tell. This is the procedure?

1. Tell one completely true story.

2. Tell one completely false story.

3. Before starting write down which story is true. Tell the stories.

Now the class has a chance to ask questions trying to trip the story

teller up. Then take a vote and see if the student was able to fool

the class.

4. What's the use? The student is creating a story and using many act-

ing techniques to escape the questioning of the olass. (You as the

teacher might start off.)

C. Charades and Pantomime

1. This is something that has been used many times. It still is a won-

derful way of getting into pantomime. Do not force students to get

up.

a. Can do television titles book titles, reeord titles, etc.

2. Do a short pantomime unit.

a. Come up with situations that can be imitated. Remember

everything is done silently. You might even want to pantomime

one character such as an old man, a little leaguer, a baker, etc.

(If you can get a strobe light, do it. This gives the effect of

a silent film. You might also try to get a silent film because

this is pantomime.)

D. Improvisation

1. To me this is a pantomime with words. It is done right off the top

of the head. I usually will give a situation such as: You are the pas-

senger in a plane. Deeide who you want to be, and those who want to go

take your positions. If noone gets up we usually try to think some-

thing else up. The airplane routine was really well done. We had a

hijacker, scared pilot, sick passenger. The other well done one was

where a girl was eloping. We started out with three people: The girl

the boyfriend, and the girl's father. We ended up with about twelve

people involved. I usually say that if a person in the audience thinks

he can add to the improvisation, just walk up and break in. Thin puts

the pressure on because the students really have to be sharp. I've
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noticed that many of the remedial studentS really shine-in this unit.

D. Radio Show

1. I have never had a student who hasn't joined in by now. I put these

headings on the boards l.Western 2. News 3. Science Fiction L. Mystery

and possibly a soap opera depending on the class.

a. I let them pick their own groups up to a point. If I notice too

many cliques staying together, I might split them up. (The first

year I didn't and I had one group have a terrible time.)

b. They must come up with a radio show that includes at least two

commercials and sound effects. I don't care if the commercials are

original or parodies, but real products names cannot be used. Each

group appoints a chairman, and this is the only person I come into

contact with. The chairman must divide the work, solve problems,

and make sure that everybody is there the day the tape is made. The

taping is done in another room, and I am not allowed. Grading is

easy. If the assignment is fulfilled an A or 13 is granted. (I do

claim the right to road scripts and to question if its needed, but

I'll talk about this later.)

E. Television Show

1. I did this the first year, but I didn't have time last year. The

students were just supposed to do the shows up in fron of the class.

The shows were very much like the radio except that these were done

in front of the class a play. It ended up that one boy brought

lighting equipment. I had to get the gym, a girl brought an old port-

able organ, and the students brought some old flats from downstairs

and made sets. The requirements were really similar to the ones

above, but this assignment was visual. Costumes were included.

F. Plays . .

1. In an English class it is hard to do justice to a play. It's

better to tangle with excerpts or maybe a scholastic magazine play.

This all sounds fine and good. To be truthful there can be problems.

i attempted to do a new project this year. I wanted to make a movie, but had

to forget it because there wasn't time. I also didn't have the equipment. I

decided to try a slide show idea. I must admit that I tried this in 4 speech

and drama class. I divided the class into teams of two. They were to come

up with an idea or theme. Then they were to illustrate it by showing their

slides and by using appropriate music. Actually everything went very well
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until it came time to bring the film in. The students got the film in pretty

much on time. I brought it to a large store and then total choas. The film

just dribbled back in. I think it took about three. weeks to finally get it

back. Some people got the wrong kind of film and ended up with a bunch of

pictures. I wouldn't suggest doing this in class unless it is maybe a four

week extra credit assignment. Many of the projects were excellent. In fact

I let one girl go to different classes to present her show.

I've had to constantly keep track of what my people were doing. I was

very truthful with them. The question of censorship was always in my mind. I

don't like the idsa of censorship, but I also enjoy the thought of keeping M1

job. If my students don't like my explanation about why I don't think some-

thing should be done, I feel they're entitled to an answer. I told two of my

girls to talk to the principal, and they did. This class does so much for the

student's confidence.

Parents have always been very interested so at conferences I explain what

I'm up to. I leave an open invitation for the parents to come into my room.

I've had a few take me up on it. In fact one mother enjoyed herself so much

that she' volunteered her services in the make-up area for our junior high play.

I rarely give below a B for this unit, and feel I can justify this point to any-

one who questions it.

I haven't footnoted because these were ideas that I have practiced. I'm

sure many of them have been used before. I can say that to teach these units

you must be totally enthusiastic. In fact I usually did the speech first so

became part of the class. If you aren't sold, they won't be either. A sense

of humor becomes a very valuable asset. Also, the students don't like the

teacher to butt in all the time. One teacher tried radio shows but didn't

think the student's work was good enough. Then'she wondered why noone really

cared. Next year I hope to gain the use of a video tape machine. This

brings up another warning. Do not surprise your students by taping them. This

brings trouble and,tenda.to shatter trust.'

If you have a speech and drama instructor, tell her what you're doing

and'ask her some questions. She may be able to refer resource people. This

is how I managed to get a make-up specialist in. Check on whether or not

your community has a civic theater., Many times these people will come and

talk. If you don't have costumes, have a clothes drive or even go down to the

salvation army. 'We built a respectable costume department.

Oh, you might also have trouble getting the stage at your school if you
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have one. Physical Education naturally has priority. I did most of my work

right in the classroom. It can be fun to bring spotlights into the classroom

if you have them. It can be hard.without a stage, but nothing is impossible.

The biggest problem is that at first the students will think everything

is dumb or stupid. You'll hear things like, "I don't want to make a fool out

of myself." If this attitude doesn't change within two weeks, then don't do

any more. You must also remember that during this unit there will be noise.

The students will be. talking and working in the room.

The last problem is the time element. Some of the material can't be

covered, and sometimes you can do even more. I usually only take about four

to six weeks. Each one of the ideas mentioned beforehand could take up to a

week. This means you must, of course, be selective. Some of the television

shows didn't get done the first year, and some of the students wanted to come

back after school had ended to finish. They are very interested in what each

group comes up with. This is when you know that something positive is hap-

pening. I hope that some of these ideas will prove to be useful.
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e Arts Cut:vim:Wm Guide for Adult Weetion - for the
Lansin i an Shoo District

by Anne DeRose BEST COPY MUM

Continuing Adult Education is a unique program serving many people
within the surrounding area. ItOCAU80 Adult Education has an unpredictable
enrollment every year, a "Commercial Campaign" is undertaken to make the
program successful and to promote an enrollment growth.

A classroom teacher has no idea what the student's interests or needs
are or what his educational background has been. Its must find out these
things during the first few days of class without testing eitclusively, as
this is a threat to many of these students' and they would not return. As
most of the Adult tducation students have previously dropped out of school
for various reasOns, teachers must keep in mind that they have exercised
a great deal of courage to enroll in courses leading to a diploma or a
G.E.D. certificate. The teacher must project his curriculum to fit the
student's needs and wishes. Therefore, it becomes essential that the

. teacher have access to a variety of materials, tools and information to
keep the clais unified, motivated and returning.

The 1972-73 school year offered two - fifteenyeek semesters. The
1973-74 school calendar will consist of three - eleven week periods.

The 1972-73 Language Arts Department offered:

English Skills I

English Skills II

English Skills III

Journalism

Grammar, sentences, spelling, vocabulary,
simple writings, choice of two paperbacks.
Paragraphing, compositions, literature,
book reports, choice' of four paperbacks.
Oral Communication--speeches, T.V. plays,
Parliamentary Procedure.
Study of Journalism technique's and actual
production of a High School paper.

Realizing and taking into consideration all the obstacles and hardships
these adults face trying to obtain an education'a special approach to the
Language Arts Department curriculum and its students has been developed.
ituch time and many hours have been spent trying to improve the Lanpuage
Arts curriculum specifically for adults. Thus, the 1973-74 curriculum
has been greatly expanded with a long range view of classes to he offered
over the next several years Which will result in broadening student course
selections and development of favorable attitudes toward English.
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The goals for this project are:
1. To individualize material so students will have a custom-made
English course to fit their needs.
2. To try to arouse the student's creativity and interest by
beginning where the student happens to be accademically and move
him forward as fast as his individual ability allows.
3. To incorporate General Education Development and English
Skills I into a flexible course.
4. To extablish a standardized curriculum so that when a student
leaves "day-school" English for "night-school" English, he would
be using thc. same materials and could continue his intellectual
growth where he left off.
5, To increase the number of students receiving credit at the end
of the term.

(Over 50% of students enrolled in classes last year dropped out
and did not complete their requirements in order to receive credit.
A goal to raise the percentage of students vho receive credit at the
ead of the year will be an additional 25%.)

The objectives for the students are:
1. To make students aware of language as communication.
2. To make students aware of the appropriateness of various

levels of usage in various situations.
3. To stimulate students to have ideas and to express them.
4. To assist students in developing skill in reading for

main ideas.
5. To assist students in developing skill in summarizing

what they read.
6. To develop in students the kinds of practical writing skills

necessary in life today.
7. To develop student skill in the use of the dictionary.
8. To develop student skill in spelling commonly misspelled words',
9. To develop student competency in oral lenguar,,e.

10. To create an appreciation of "self" as a useful citizen.
11. To help students fulfill requirements to receive a high

school diploma.
12. To assist students in developing GED skills in order to

pass the GED tests.
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FLEXIBILITY

Flexibility could be built into the present Adult High School Com-
pletion Division Language Arts Curriculum in several ways.

1. The GED tapes and workbooks would allow some students to pro-
gress at their own speed. Video-tape players could be used for the
sixty tapes for which the Lansing School District has access for the
GED courses. The English teachers as well as the Independent Study
teachers should receive instruction on how to set them up and use them.

2. Programmed texts could be used for some courses. The student
would be able to take these home as well as use them in the classroom
and upon completion of the texts and their quizzes they would receive
a credit.

3. The tapes from "Project Listen" could be utilized for home use
as well as class use. After students have completed a course and taken
the tests following the tapes, they would receive a credit and move on
to another course.

4. At present, the American School offers their Independent Studies
through Lansing Adult Enrichment and fees for these courses are paid for
by the High School Completion Department. Teachers could be hired to set
up Adult Education's own nnipace for the Language Arts Courses. They
would select the textbooks, workbooks, write the unipacs tests, and keep
records of individual student progress files.

Video-tapes as well as cassette tapes could be made to keep on file
for some oral explanation. This individualizing of material using High
School Completion teachers, would be less expensive over a period of time
rather than paying the tuition fee to the American Schools for courses,
because materials would be permanent parts of the system and not repurchased
for each new student upon enrollment.

5. Special three hour courses could be reserved to start later in
the term running for 7 1/2 weeks.

6. Fridays could be utilized for seminars that run for the full year
Example: Three weeks could be spent on each of ten novels. Anyone reading
or completing seven of the novels could receive a credit...These mini-units
'would be utilized very well for late enrollees to substitute for classes
they have missed.

A current events class lends itself to Friday discussions. 24 hour
seminars would be equal to one credit.

7. Survey of the classics: Students could attend any number of plays,
movies, lectures, And then discuss them together. Forty Five hours
would equal a credit. This tally could be added from one year to another,
if necessary. Records could be kept for accumulating total over a long period
of time-possibly several years.
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8. Several of our graduates run a church library. They would be very
willing to train a student or two each semester in a library program.
Anyone putting in 45 hours and meeting the course objectives could
receive a credit. This class could begin or end any time and raft through
the summer. Planning time of an Independent Study teacher could be used
to cover the supervision.

9. Students might enroll in the same Humanities course at both Everett
and Eastern High Schools. If the two units covered by the course were re-
versed, one credit could be earned in half the time. This would free some
for deer hunting season, Florida vacations, to have new babies or enter
late.

10. Course offerings could be coordinated so that a student can use the
weeks put into a class earlier with what Is offered during a present term.

Example: The Humanities programs could cover two countries per credit.
A student who took the first six weeks of a fall term and had a grade in
"Chinese Literature" could combine it later with a 6-week unit in "Russian
Literature" given spring term. In other courses, if defined, teachers
could keep records on individual students and call them in during succeeding
terms when the class offers the subject or objectives missed by a student.
This method would require planning time, but the total number of students
reaching success in the program would increase as the dropouts are brought
back into the program. Several students per term have remarked that they
would have returned after sOlving a problem but they didn't see anyway to
make up all the things that they had missed. Some have had as many as six
weeks of work given up. Many of these would have returned for another five
later had they had the chance. The planning time put into this effort should
result in higher fourth Friday counts.
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FUNDAMENTAL ENGLISH TECHNinUES

Upon the first meeting of this class, the students will be told about
the various programs and materials to which they will have access.

Each student will meet during class time with the teacher to "set up"
a special English course to fit his needs and interests. A contract will
be negotiated that will meet both the teacher's and student's npproval
For the eleven week, twenty-two day period. A file folder to record each
students progress will be kept.

The class will be of an "open enrlIment" type, thus enabline students
to enter the class nt anytime and rece,ve as many credits as they are able
by completing the course requirements it their own rate.

A system of contacting students who missed classes would be insti-
gated. Cards will be mailed, phone calls will be made, and a buddy system
worked out where a fellow classmate will try to locate the missing student.
This system will be undertaken as a means to encoura^e the students to re-
turn and a meth6d to determine if they need a special "home-study" course
for a time. Hopefully, this will help to keep the enrollment' stabilized
within the class.

Each student will write a "Resume", a history of what the student
has achieved since last attending school, This "Resume" will he sub-
mitted by the student (if he wishes) to the school counselor for evalua-
tion of credits to he written into the student's transcript,

Students will also he asked to keep a daily journal. The constant
practice of putting down thoughts on paper improves writinr,.. in keeping
a journal, the students will bet

1. Allowed to express any idea they wish,
2. Granted the privilege not to have their journals corrected

for spelling, punctuation, paragraphing, grammar.
3. Praised by written remarks in the margins of their journals.
4. Given the opportunity to hive the journals read thoroughly

or skimmed over by the teacher, taking turns to read thoroughly
those that were skimmed over previously.

All students will be involved in an interaction within the classroom
environment. This will help the class to retain its uniqueness, friend-
liness, and concern for each other that Adult Education classes usually
radiate. Those students who wish to study for the ru.n. program will also
benefit by partaking in written and oral exercises during the classes--
something they have not been able to do in the past.

The students will be able to transfer from "day school" to "night
school" without any difficulty. All the Fundamental English classes
will have the same equipment and materials, and curriculum guide, and the
student will be able to transfer from one class to another Airy time and
continue where he left off by taking his progress file folder with him.

The "Project Listen" cassette tapes could be taken home and studied
and would he helpful for those that are unable to attend a regular Class
routinely.
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Giving the students so many choices should help to reduce the drop-
out rate, make the English classes a "learning with fun" experience, and
should enable any person interested in learning to achieve his coal.

CAlt 100.



MATERIALS TO BE USED FOR FUNDAMENTAL ENGLISH
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

0.E.D.'

Adult Education review workbook in English/Mathematics, Youth Education
Systems, Inc., Stamford, Connecticut 06904, 1972.
Farley, Eugene J. and Farley, Alice 11, Hig >h School Equivalency Examinatio_n_s

in Social Studies, Science and Literature, Barrons Educational Series, Inc.,
Woodbury, New York, 1972.
Rockwitz, Murray, Bi.hScltsxioolEuivalenCEninationinGrammargsae
Spelling;, Vocabulary, Barrons Educational Series, Inc., Woodbury, New York,
1972.
Sixty Video Tapes for G.E.D. from Lansing School District.

Programmed Texts (to be taken ,home)

Blumenthal, Joseph, English 2600, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., N.Y.' 1972.
Blumenthal, Joseph,- English 3200, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., N.Y. 1972.

Programmed Instruction (to be used in class)

Hook, Dr. J.N and Evans, Dr. William, Individualized English Programmed
Instruction "Set H for Senior High School Students", Follett, N.Y., 1973.
Tincher, Ethel, Hadgett, Naomi L., Maloney, Henry ., Success in Language
and Literature/B, Follett, Chicago, Ill., 1973.
Tincher, Ethel, Ross, Prank, Reynolds, Shirley, Simpkins, Edward, Success
in Language and Literature/A, Follett, Chicago, 111., 1973.
Tincher, Ethel, Maloney, Henry B., Bachner, Saul, Minor, Delores, Success

mIaaeerzlinLat, Chicago, 111., 1973.

Readers Digest Adult Reading's Kit

Project Listen Cassette Tapes Programmed for English and Literature

Interaction
Mofett, James, A Student Centered Language Arts and,Reading Program,
"Level 3 and 4", Houghton Mifflin, NeW York, 1973.

Spelling and Vocabulary
3, 140 Imortant Words, Follett, Chicago, Ill., 1966.
1,620 Power Words, Follett, Chicago, Ill., 1966.
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ENGLISH SKILLS T

I. Fundamentals

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A. Basic EngliSh Pall Winter SN-inp,
1.. Language

All seventeen lessons in (ED Book for:
Vocabulary .

Spelling
Sentences
(Missed lessons to be made up by video -tape)
Resume - Written for credits.
Daily journal kept.

2. Literature
Reading lessons in GED numbering 1-15.
Movie - MacBeth

'Comprehension Skills
GED Book - Lessons 16 27.
How to read and comprehends
Social Studies
Science
Literature
wile folder kept to record progress of each student.

B. Independent Study Fall Winter Sprtnr!

(Directed Studies)
1, 60 video-tapes form Lansing School District.
2, Project Listen-Model Cities cassette tapes,

(About 15 lessons would be equal to one credit.)
3. Programmed Texts.

C. Reading Improvement Fall Winter Sprins;
1. SRA Reading Labs
2. EDL Controlled Reader Program
3. Craig Readers
4. Readers Digest Adult Readings Unit
5. Choice of paperbacks
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ENGLISH SKILLS II

I. WRITING

A. ,Style Fall, Winter, Spring

Sentences
Clauses
Transitions
Simile
Metaphors
Thesaurus (How to use)
Letters.----social, thank you, business
Job application and resume for job
Autobiography
Journal (Writing daily)
Outlining
Propaganda

B. Composition Fall, Winter, Spring

Paragraph construction,
Wariner's section on paragraphs, unit four, Fleming, Harold,
Glatthorn, Allan A., g2E22Rition: Models and Exercised, Harcourt,
Brace and World Inc., New York, 1965

Reasoning
Outlining

Wariner, John E. Griffith, Francis, English Grammar and Composition,
Harcourt, Brace and World Inc., New York, 1965

C. Journalism Fall, Winter, Spring

Publish Newspaper
(Learn about stylusesT-stencils, background plates, borders, cartoon
packages, light board)

Materials: Newspapers from around the country and world
(Huston, Orv'tle C.,41sUchool Journjlism)

D. Creative Writing Winter

Short Stories
Poetry

E. Research Paper Spring

Library --unipak kit
Essays
Critical thinking
Reports



ENGLISH SKILLS II

II. LITERATURE

(G.E.D. literature is offered under the Fundamentals of English Skills I)

A. Elements of Fiction Fall, Winter, Spring

A basic course that incorporates methods of the short story
covering the character, plot, setting, theme, point of view, con-
flict, protagonist, antagonist, etc.

B. Individualized Study Fall, Winter, Spring

Using the programmed texts from Harcourt, Brace and World Inc.,
will cover Romeo'and Juliet, Our Town, Macbeth and assorted poetry.

English teachers could spend time in August making up unipaks
and pre-tests along with final tests for various materials.

A number of short obvious questions covering chapters of books
that tell whether a student has read them could also be worked up.
A "credit-no credit" grading system would allow expansion for this
course to several credits.

Spick, Barry; Spack,,Fatricia Fenwick, Joseph; Gurney, A. R. Holland,
Norman N.; Fanger, David, Bteps to ReadinaLiterature Book I, Harcourt,
Brace and World, Inc., New York, 1964.

Brooks, Cleanth, Reid, James M., Ciardi, John, Berrine, Lawrence, Gurney,
A. R. Jr., SlmtleAleldipliiterature, Book Is, Harcourt, Brace and
World, Inc., New York, 1964.

Potell, Herbert, Speck, George D., Vittetoc, Craig B., Davis, Bill A.,
Holland, Norman N.$ Alocian, David A., Steps to Betkestlalknol_2,
Harcourt Brace and World, Inc., 1964.

C. Survey of .Types of Literature Fall

1. Biography 8. The Western
2. Historical novel 9. Best sellers
3. Children's literature M. Mysteries
4. Poetry - read write, enjoy 11. Sports
5. Fiction 12. Romance
6. Non-fiction 13. Comedy
7. Science Fiction 14. Journalistic

D. Survey by Cultures (See Humanities approach) Winter, Spring

American Literature
English Literature
World Literature
Mexican and South American Literature
Survey of Literature of various countries throughout the world
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ENGLISH SKILLS III

I. Communications

A. Basics of Speech Fall and Spring

Manners
Job Interviews

Individual speechesdemonstrations, extemporaneous, interpretative,
explanation, directions, etc.

Telephone usage
Conversations
Non verbal actions
Semantics

B.. Group Dynamics Winter

Discussion
Panels
Debates
Role playing
Parliamentary Procedure

C. Drama -- active Fall

Classes from Eastern, Everett, Harry Hill and the Education
center could all do one one-act play for an "evening of the artp"
at the end of the semester for all adult: students, teachers and
their families and friends.

Drama--passive Fall, Winter and Spring

A file folder will be kept on each student. When he has attended
10-15 classic presentations, (plays, ballets, classic movies) he may
receive a credit upon written summation of each activity attended.

Video tapes could be produced of drahas so that students could
view these during periods that no local live performances are
available. Simple tests or seminars would he held to discuss
main points.

Mass Media

A. Newspapers Pall

Smith, Ruth B. and Michalak, How to Read Your Newsaaaftr,
Harcourt Brace Janovich, Inc. N.Y.

B. Magazines Winter

C. Radio and Television Spring



HUMANITIES

The concept of grouping English and Social Studies together for
inter-relating the influences of one on the other.

(This course could offer a flexibility by running three hours---
eight weeks for late comers and provide classes for displaced teachers.)

UNITED STATES HUMANITIES Fall, Winter, Spring 1974
(Any two units could be grouped together for a credit.)

Some suggestions:

Past

Future
Regions
Progress
Geography (Travelogues)
Toreign Policy
Current Events
Political Structure

WORLD HUMANITIES

History and Literature of: Pall, Winter Spring 1974

Russia
France
Germany
Mexico
South America
China
India
Africa
Ancient Mediteranean (Greek Myths)
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BRIEF COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Fundamental English (English Skills I)

This course covers the basic knowledge in the fields of grammar,
literature, comprehension and writing experience to enable the student to pass
the G.E.D. test. Individual progress or passage of the G.E.D. test would
allow him to obtain credits at his own progress.

Independent Study of Fundamentals

By use of video-tapes and related materials, the student will cover.
the points of Fundamental English by himself, with supervision of his
teacher if assistance is necessary.

Reading Improvement

This course is geared for practice to improve reading skills and
comprehension on the student's part.

Writing (English Skills II)

This course offers insight into the methods used to create a style of
writing. It covers the writing of letters, memorandums and organization
of material.

Composition

A continuation course using skills involving writing and methods of
paragraph construction, outlining logical reasoning and how to write a
precis.

Creative Writing

This course involves the elements of fiction, short story and poetry
geared to the individual's background and talent.

Journalism

A course set up to inform the student how to publish a paper and
actual production of a newspaper will be a creative project.

Research Paper

A course in using library skills to produce informative, factual
reports.

Elements of Fiction

A course that uses short stories to cover the ingredients that
make up fiction.

Individualized Literature

A course using a programmed text from Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc.
covering MacBeth, Julius Ceasar and Our Town allowing students to progress
at their own rate.
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Survey of types of Literature

A course covering fourteen areas that readers enjoy and in which
authors specialize.

Survey of Literature by Cultures

A course that touches upon literature and cultures of the world:

American Literature, English Literature, World Literature,
Mexican and South American Literature, Minority American
History and examination of various cultures.

Communications (English Skills III)

Basics of Speech

This course covers the types of speeches and situation in which a
student might need to write and give a particular speech.

Group Dynamics

A course covering speaking situations that would involve a group,
including Panels, Discuesion, Debates, Parliamentary Procedure.

Drama-Active

A course that helps a student to learn about plays from actual self
involvement in play production.

Theatre-Passive

A course that teaches how to review plays with critical evaluation.

Mass Media

A survey course for an overlook of the newspaper, magazine, radio,
and television world.

Humanities

U.S. Humanities

A course combining history and literature of the United States.

World Humanities'

A course combining history and literature of other countries of the
world.



Examples of Course Descriptions to appear in first handbook.

BASIC OF SPEECH

The Basics of Speech is a course designed for students who would
like to acquire self-confidence in expressing themselves. Emphasis will
be placed on communicating with others while at the same time students
will be encouraged to develop-skills in organization, structure, research,
and delivery necessary in public speaking. Students will have the oppor-
tunity to develop their thoughts, express.feelings and attitudes, and
Topically combine these elements into effective messages.

Coals:

To acquire the skills of speech by actual.involvement in speeches.

Objectives:
1. Provide environment to promote individual thinking and logical
organization on various subjects of interest to students.
2. To provide practical experiences that acquaint the student with
some background in speech making and develop self-confidence in
speaking situations.
3. To acquaint the student with listening and evaluating skills.
4. To develop students ability to communicate effectively.
5. To prepare students for living during a time when the spoken
word is very important.

Materials:
Many supplemental materials available in the classroom for reference

and example. Included: films, audio visual materials, speech models and
examples, others.

FUNDAMENTAL ENGLISH

This course covers the basic knowledge in the fiels of grammar,
literature, comprehension and writing skills. A student can
concentrate on studying to pass the G.E.D. test or a student can work
on individual weaknesses and interests and obtain credits at his own
pace.

Objectives:
1. Increase ability to follow directions.
2. Increase reading comprehension of material.
3. Increase understanding of grammar.
4. Foster ability to transfer study skills and habits and

acquired knowledge to pass M.D. test.
5. To increase spelling and vocabulary skills.
6. To develop practical writing skills.

Materials:
C.E.D. Textbooks, Programmed Texts, Spelling and Vocabulary nooks,
Readers Digest Adult Reading Series, Project Listen Cassette Tapes.
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THE WORLD OF RESEARCH

This is a course for students who plan to attend college which will
cover the use of resource materials and procedure involving organization
by outlining, use of note cards, footnotes, bibliography, Students may
choose subject matter to be used as topics for papers. Students will
become familiar with the various libraries in the area and how to use
them.

Materialst

Preparing the Research Paper (Collega Entrance Publication)
How to Write a Term Paper
Supplementary notes

CREATIVE WRITING

Creative writing is a course for those'who wish to express themselves
creatively and imaginatively in such literary forms as the short story,
poem, creative essay and one-act play. Reading will be encouraged as
sources of ideas for expression. Techniques, insofar as they might
assist the student in expressing himself artistically, will be studied.

Major Emphasis:
Rather titan teaching the student how to write, the emphasis will

be on teaching the student how to teach himself to write.

Objectives:
1. Provide an outlet for the individual who has something to say
and desires to say it creatively.
2. To encourage the student to master certain writing techniques
which might aid him in writing effectively and artistically.
3. To foster the reading of all types of literary expression, not
only as sources for ideas, but as models of literary expression.
4. To develop within the student a greater sensitivity to his
surroundings.
5. To establish criteria by which the student can more objectively
evaluate the work done by himself and his peers.
6. To encourage an interest in revision as a integral part of the
writing process.
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PHOTOJOURNALISM

Photojournalism is a new field in which a student learns to express
himself through the medium of a picture. When used properly, the camera
is an important tool for communication. It influences and shapes today's
student continually. Students will take pictures to fulfill specific
assignments in newspaper and magazine writing.

Objectives:
1. To encourage an awareness of people and places through the lens
of a camera.
2. To improve composition through writing captions, journalistic
stories, and essays.
3. To gain experience in speaking by meeting and interviewing people
to fulfill assignments.

Materials:

Kodak, How to Make Good Pictures; various bulletins from the
Photographic Society of America and Eastman Kodak; and such films as
How to Operate a Camcra, Kodak.

INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM

This course will introduce students to the theory, purposes and
techniques of journalism, especially as they apply to the newspaper.
The class will study the elements of news and the qualities of a
reporter as well as practice the basic principles of reporting,
writing, and presenting the news to the public.

Materials:

Newspaper, films, sound filmstrips, and books in all areas relevant
to the study of journalism will be used.
Huston, Orville, High School Journalism.



READING 1t4PROVEMENT

An individualized course to help the student build vocabulary skills
and develop his reading ability by improving speed and understanding, The
emphasis will be on individual reading improvement rather than a pre-
determined achievement level.

Goals;

To acquire desirable reading behavior at home as well as in school.

Objectives:
1. Increase comprehension 25% of raw score of Diagnostic Reading Test.
2. Increase interest in reading for pleasure.
3. Increase speed 50% or more and he able to adjust speed according
to reading purpose.

?Materials:

E.D.L. Controlled Reader Program, SRA Reading Labs, extensive use of
paperbacks, Craig Readers and various developmental reading materials available
in the room.
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ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANCUACE
ENTRY LEVEL I
CATEGORY I

Name
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Date

LanguaRe

Previous education

Previous experience in English:

+=rims. ry11.110101.11.....Milak

111...............0..............
Entry Level: -English script

-Formal greetings

-Alphabet

-

....*

-Literacy level (SORT) moil.......

myrrIpin SKILLft
CRITERION,SCATIE

PHONOLOGY SOUNDS 0F.T0t4, NCUAGE

1. Short vowel discrimination ,

minimal pairs: 90% accuracy

,
.

.

-- --
2. Long vowel discrimination

minimal pairs: 90% accuracy

3. Consonant discrimination:
90% accuracy

4. Consonant discrimination,
special difficulties (1-r; s-sh;
etc.): 90% accuracy

----

5. Declarative-interrogative
discrimination by intonation
(He is going. He is going?)
90% accuracy

.

6. Stress: record-record; present-
present: 90% accuracy
-------

7. Vowel (diphthong)discrimination
(moan-moon; tone-tune): 90% accuracy

......-4
S. flit: inguish vovols; :.rom consonants:

300 % accuracy

-
--
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LISTENING SKILLS cont'd

Morphology (Changes in forms of words)
Present date Post-testtdalt__

Ir -

I. Distinguish common singular and
plural forms: 90% accuracy 4

2. Distinguish present and past tense
forms of common regular verbs: 90% accuracy

....-.

3. Distinguish present & past tense forms of
common irregular verbs: 90% accuracy

4. Subject pronoun recognitipn:90% accuracy

S.

.

(Sentence Structure)
Present date Post -test, date

..5.1ptax

1. Survival English: 100% accuracy

2. Word use by word order (subject,
verb, object): 80% accuracy

3. Interrogative word order:
90% accuracy

Vocabulary.
Present date Post-testi date

1. Vocabulary substitution:
90% accuracy

2. Word associations: 90Y: accuracy

3. 50 word vocabulary
read aloud; can answer questions:
90 % accuracy

4. 500 word vocabulary story, read
aloud; can answer questions:
90 % accuracy

__---

A8) v - 73 - 2

am...N.V-row.*'.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Exploring Drama through Improvisations A Course of Study.

by Valjoan Myers

SCOPE OF THE COURSE: A study of several modern dramas through
the medium of improvisation in a ten week elective Language
Arts class, Lake Orion High School, 1973-74.

OBJECTIVES: The students will

1. increase language skills through interaction in
speaking, writing, and role playing activities.

2. grow in ability to function as a member of a group.

3. develop criteria for selecting plays for small group
study and improvisation;

4. view improvisation as a way of interpreting,
analyzing, and enjoying a drama rather than as
an end product for performance.

5. arrive at the meaning and structure of a play by
exploring the protagonist(s) complication, climax,
and resolution in improvisations.

6. grow in sensitivity, imagination, and creativity.

7. grow in their ability to order their own experiences
and to cope with new situations by toying with new
social roles in improvisations.

8. experience the creative process of drama.

APPROACHES:

I. Introduce the students to the medium of improvisation by
asking volunteers to create "scenes"'based on their own
experiences.

II. Study THE GLASS MENAGERIE by Tennesse Williams as a model.
Lead the class through the following stages so that subse-
quently each small group can select, adapt, and improvise
autonomously.

A. Storytelling narrate the events Plot
chronologically

B. Public Interview volunteers who Motivating
role play are questioned force of
about their values Characters
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C. Improvisations

1. Translate the
characterls
motivating force
into action focusing
on parts of the
play paraphrasing or
writing original
dialogue

groups of 3 or 4 may prepare
two or more of the following

2. Depart from the play
itself to improvise
scenes only referred
to by the playwright
or to establish a new
confrontation

D. Evaluate the experience

1. Focus on a statement
of plot that will
allow each student to
state the theme in a
single sentence.

2. Compare and contrast
statements.

III. Incorporate written
or specific assignments.

A. Personal responses
improvisations, or

B. Character sketches, or

C. Dialogues, or

EXPOSITION

COMPLICATION

CLIMAX

DENOUEMENT

STRUCTURE

INTERPRE-
TATION

NATURE OF
CHARACTERS + THEME
NATURE OF
CONFLICT +
OUTCOME

language activites as journal entries

to the plays, characters, or

D. A critical analysis after the improvisations, or

E. A scripted improvisation. (Students in the small
groups will prepare individual scripts; the group
may then select or compile a single script for
presentation.)

IV. Involve the students in structuring the course and
evaluating themselves.

A. Selecting plays

B. Formulating groups



Performing for the class or a wider audience if
the small groups chose to do so.

D. Preparing recommended grades for self-evaluation.

MATERIALS:

I. Libraries. High school, local, and State of Michigan.

Group sets available in the classroom:

THE CRUCIBLE THE BAD SEED MIRACLE WORKER
CHALK GARDEN PYGMALION RAISIN IN THE SUN
OUR TOWN DEATH OF A SALESMAN DIARY OF ANNE FRANK

II. Audio-visuals. Consider recording, video-taping, or
filming as small group projects.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

Dixon, John. GROWTH THROUGH ENGLISH. London: Oxford
University Press, NATE, 1967.

Graham, M. Robert. "Talk-Drama as an Alternative to the
Lecture," in LECTURE ALTERNATIVES IN TEACHING ENGLISH,
Stephen Judy, editor. MCTE, 1971. Pp. 25-37.

Moffett, James.A STUDENT-CENTERED LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM,
GRADES K-13: A HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS. Bof3ton: Houghton
Mifflin Co, 1973. Pp. 45-66.

. DRAMA: WHAT IS HAPPENING. NOTE, 1967. Or,
-----gFePo-Trattts TEACHING THE UNIVERSE OF DISCOURSE, chpt.

3. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co 1968.

Olvin, Laurence, "Improvisation," in A COURSE GUIDE IN THE
THEATRE ARTS AT THE SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVEL. New York:
Amer. Educational Theatre Assn. Inc, 1968. Pp 82-87.

Secondary School Theatre Conference Committee. "Exploring
a Drama Through Improvisation," in COURSE GUIDE IN THE
THEATRE ARTS. Pp. 33-49.

Simon, Howe, and Kirschenbaum. VALUES CLAFIRICATION. A
HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL STRATEGIES FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.
New York: Hart Pub. Co., 1972. See numbers 12, 14, and 30.

Welsh, Willard. "A New Approach to Play Analysis in the Class-
room," in COURSE GUIDE IN THE THEATRE ARTS. Pp. 98-102.



"THE FIASCO"

An Improvisation by

Valjoan Myers a

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

THE SCENE:

RUBICAM BUSINESS COLLEGE

Referred to by the "ventriloquist"
of THE GLASS MENAGERIE,

Tennessee Williams

Suggested as an improvisation
by Willard Welsh

of Northern Illinois University

With special credit to
Southwestern Publishing Co.

TWENTIETH CENTURY TYPING (1967)
Pages 25 and 26

THE "STAGE ":

Square rows in the
harshly lit classroom.
Imaginary upright
typewriters and
imaginary typing books,
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THE CHARACTERS:

Laura Wingfield

Miss Hastings

several students



BEST COPY MAILABLE

EDDIE: (Pushing his slightly thick glasses back into
place with a slightly plump hand)

Did you say type each line twice, Miss Hastings?

PAM: (The college director's daughter who clings to an
image of the teacher's helper)

Three times, Eddie. Can't you read? Right at the
top of page 25, it'says..t..

PAULA: (Brightreyed) Page 25? But I thought...

MISS HASTINGS: Class, please. Everyone stop typing. I'll
review the direotiond again. Begin with the
conditioning practice Part A, of Lesson 7 on
page 25. Type each line three times. Continua
on to the reinforcement practice. Remember to
curve the fingers and keep the wrists low.
After this warm up period, we will do the
stroking checkup as your first timed writing.

Begin typing.,

(Miss Hastings slips around the room, checking
for curved fingers. Laura begins, deeply
concentrating, but her hands are shaking.)

PAULA: (Chanting as she types) ',Zoe Clay just packed my
box with five grown quails',

(To Laura) Don't you just love that sentence?

LAURA: Why I.."' guess I do, but I can tstyping the
PV, is rather."

PAM:. You just haven't practiced enough.

GWEN: (The quiet, capable one) Try to move.the little
finger without moving your hand or...

HASTINGS: Young Ladies.,.....(peering over her glasses)

PAM: We were just trying to help her.

HASTINGS: Thank you, but I am the instructor hers.

(Coming to the center. Speaking down at Laura.)

Now, just what is the problem?

LAURA: (Shrinking) I just can't seem to reach...the words
Zoe Clays,",
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HASTINGS: If you had concentrated on learning the techniques
for each letter as we progressed through the first
six units, that sentence would offer no difficulty
Now, begin again. Concentrate.

(Laura inserts new paper.)

EDDIE: How many times should we type each line in part two?

HASTINGS:

PAULA:

HASTINGS:

PAM:

GWEN:

HASTINGS:

EDDIE:

HASTINGS:

EDDIE:

Since practice makes perfect, perhaps, young man,
you should practice listening. The instructions
were to type each line three times,.

Miss Hastings, since I've completed both parts,
could I be excused to see Mr. Johnson so I could
pay him the rest of my $50 tuition?

(Pam sits up straighter.)

My dear girl, secretaries won't be excused for
personal errands. No one can expect to hold a
job if personal problems interfere.

(Paula is undaunted) but Laura reacts. She
repositions her legs. Her neck muscles tighten.
She rubs her neck. Besides, her mother has
already paid her tuition.)

Tuition should have been paid last week.

Maybe he'll be in his office after class.

Maybe you all need additional practice. Busy
minds need busy hands.

(The class accepts the chastisement; typing is
resumed, but Laura only stares at the machine.)

Young lady, we're waiting. A typing class is a
typing group.,

(Laura wills herself to type.)

Miss Hastings, should we practice the paragraph in
Part D?

Certainly, to prepare for the speed test.

(Quoting from page 26 as he types)

"What should come next? If you quit now you
can have some skill to use, of course, but if you
keep on) you can learn to type well; then you
will have a skill to use and one to be prized."



(During Eddiets recitation, Laura falters again
in her attempts t o t ype with shaking hands. She
massages the knot in the baok of her neck, but
she can't reach the knot in her stomach.)

HASTINGS: Attention, class. Please stop typing. Triple
spaoe down. Prepare to begin the speed test. If
you have cohsciontiously applied yourself to the
first six units, you will find that you will be
able to achieve an average of thirty words a
minute. After the time writings, we will
determine gross words a minute.

(short and choppy enuciation)

Remember, type with accuracy. Emphasize the
continuity of stroking. Strike the keys in
rhythm without looking up., Ready?

Begin typing.,

(The sounds emitting from Miss Hastings slap Laura
she hes no point of focus. The internal quivering
reaches a peak as she tries, but the keys jam.
She is jammed. Her hand covers her mouth as
dizziness and stomach upset engulf her.)

LAURA: (Only a slight cry) Oh.

GWEN: Paula, come on., Help.

PAULA: Oh dear, what's the matter? Are you sick?

(Only Paula and Gwen have jumped up to assist
Laura out of the room.)

(Miss Hastings reacts from the front of the room.
Her first timed writing has been interrupted.)

EDDIE: Will we begin again, Miss Hastings?

HASTINGS: Yes, Edward, we will have to begin again.



"And Hope for a Laetias Affair"

by Harriet Stoloroir
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

One of the greatest stumbling blocks to objective
discourse on the subject of student-initiated curricula
is the notion that its advocates argue for a non-
structured classroom wherein each student does his thing
without guidance or planning. The truth is that a
student-initiated curriculum does require planning, and
it most certainly requires structure. It also demands
a teacher's resourcefulness, imagination, flexibility
and dedication to the premise that every student wants
to learn something. By "something" I do not mean
"anything," for I believe sincerely that students not
only know what they Effil to learn, they also know what
they nels1 to learn. -Regardless of media that &sliver
packaged information via sound and picture, the student
finds himself operating in a society that charges him
early on with the responsibility of knowing how to read
and write. College freshmen are aware sometimes to
the point of panic -. of what they need to know.

College freshmen are also aware that reading and
writing are not something "out there," exercises, very
often in futility, that one performs in English class
and nowhere else. Unfortunately, the words "meaning-
ful" and "relevant" have been misused, abused, and,
finally, refused on the grounds that they are no more
than a cover-up for classroom playtime, but, in fact,
if the student indicates that he wants to read about
and write about This and That he has initiated a
search for knowledge that is to him. Given
this. information it is up to the teacher to provide
reasonable guidelines and the practical containment
that we call "structure" in order to help the student
achieve a goal that he himself can measure.

In all truthfulness I cannot say that my curricu-
lum is unreservedly student-initiated, but I do make a
conscious, effort toward that end. Several attempts
that culminated in Success came about as a result of
listening, intuition and luck.

Being responsible to the chairman of the depart-
'lent, the dean, the vice-president in charge of cur.
riculum and the soon-to-be-unannounced accountability
man, I feel obliged by the goals-and-objectives state-
ments of our department to focus on expository writing.
My original struggle with Rhetoric Is All was disastrous
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so X quickly switched to a thematic approach. With a far-
reaching theme and free-wheeling methods I manage rather
decently to get results in rhetoric.

One successful experience evolved from a unit on
aggressivehbohavior. The theme that I had originally
chosen for the semester was "Man and Society: Tradition,
Alienation and Change." Our jumping-off point was the
section that bore the title in M d rn Age, first
edition, by Leonard Lief and James P. L g t-THolte Rine.
hart and Winston, Inc.). The section included good
essays (exposition and argument), short stories, drama
and poetry. We were going along pleasantly enotgh, the
students' writing seemed to be improving fewer lofty
abstractions, more specific examples, better organiza-
tion of material. And then, one day, a behavioral sci-
entist from a nearby university gave a talk attour col-
lege under the aegis of the psychology department. Thu
dynamic speaker and his fascinating subject, aggressive
behavior, generated the kind of student response that
every teacher droves of. When my classes convened the
next day and I discovered that the students were still
discussing the scientist's talk, I impulsively asked
them if they would be interested in researching a unit
on aggression. The majority were enthusiastically
affirmative. (I wish I could say the vote was unani-
mous, but is it, ever?) A few skeptics growled, "Whatta
we hafta do?" and were less than reassured by my answer,
"1 don't know. We'll have to figure something out."
The teacher in me won one decision: the unit must cul-
minate in some kind of research paper. We talked
about various approaches to the subject: psychological,
sociological, political, literary, etc. We discussed
the necessity for each student to narrow the large
topic to one manageable aspect. Then I turned them
loose in the library where I too, spent many hours
researching aggressive behavior.

At the end of the first week I suggested that the
due date for the big paper should be in two more weeks.
Politely, but adamantly they insisted that they needed
three more weeks. We finished the unit at the end of
the fifth week. Those were busy weeks. Some students
preferred working in.small groupa, others wereiloners.
We made time for small-group discussions, olas0 dis-
cussions and a review of footnote and bibliography pro-
cedures. My job was to help them with an outlin4 and
technical problems. Vany of them helped each other, a
method which I encouraged but did not demand. A small
number of students did a combined paper (not more than
three students in each group). Meanwhile, found poems,
stories, and a play to read and talk about in class,
thereby varying the tempo of research articles and essays.
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The play was particularly intriguing: Tennessee Williams'
Suddenly bast Summer (lots of aggression there!). An
interesting corollary to this project was the students'
complaint that their research had entailed much serious,
contemplative and unhappy reading. Couldn't we finish
the semester on a lighter note? O.K., so we did a unit
on humor in America, and the big bonus turned out to be
the discovery that our "best" humor is basically aggres-
sive!

Another fairly successful (and unorthodox) project
was making a film strip for the librarian to use in her
freshman orientation library lecture. One day, after her
film was shown in my classes one wise guy declared that
it could substitute for anaesthesia. "We could make a
better one " said another, and the class chorused "Yeah,
we could make a better one," So we did. And it was
better -- well, livelier anyway. We added a corny
story-line and still to include all of the lib-
rary paraphernalia that was necessary for freshman
orientation, Unfortunately, the project took nine weeks
(including three Sundays for rehearsal and shooting film
in the library from 5:00 p.m, to midnight). Alsoe.the
student participation was too uneven; some students
worked very hard while others contributed very little.
The librarian now uses "our" film strip. She is a
kind lady.

The latest project sprang from a unit on awareness.
We had been using the textbook A Survival Kit, edited by
the Humanities Team of Moorpark COMFTSan Francisco,
Canfield Press, 1971). When we finished this excellent
book I asked the class if they felt they had become more
aware of life around them; were they the "Awakening Man"
described in the book? A student replied that one thing
he had become aware of was that when I asked a question
like that I was getting ready to hit them with a test.
I answered, "Suppose you were the teacher and you wanted
to know how much learning has been going on in here.
How would you conclude this unit?" One statement led to
another and the concensus was that the best way to illus-
trate their heightened awareness would be to go into the
community and, in the form of a project, report what they
had discovered,

049 boy walked for miles along an abandoned rail-
road track and brought back slides of what his "new"
eyes had seen: patterns in railroad ties, the underside
of a viaduct, etc. He also displayed a collection of
old bottles, license plates and other artifacts that may
be valuable collectors' items. Two students hitchiked
to Ann Arbor and back and made a log of the conversations
that took place during the twelve rides they picked up.
A girl gave an hilarious lecture on body language as a
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result of her own observations. Another student mounted
a magnificent photo essay on Jackson's derelicts. Three
very talented boys put together a media show that included
slides, two movies going at once and synchronized music
tapes. Their topic was "What Jacksonians Do in Their
Leisure Time." As one student succinctly put it, "Xt was
a gas,"

Once, in a literature course the professor said,
"The teacher can only arrange the rendezvous and hope for
a lasting affair." Xf the teacher really believes that
students want to learn, if she trusts her students --
and herself -- enough to make the rendezvous mutually
pleasurable and mutually educational, there is no reason
not to hope for a lasting-177777
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Systeme Technology in Educations The Need for Humalietic_Intat

by Busse Levan

Last spring, with the threat of having to write behavioral
objectives for the State Board of Education, our principal en-
gaged a "Systems and Objectives expert" to spend an in-service
day with the teachers so that we would learn to write behavioral
objectives. My initial reaction to the whole idea was fear.
Fear, that I would not be able to master the fine art of writing
such objectives. Fear that perhaps I really didn't,have any
clear goals and objectives to defend my teaching methods with.
Fear, that if I wrote behavioral objectives I would constantly
be evaluated by the administration on the basis of them. Fear,
that I would limit my students in what they would learn by using
such objectives. I felt threatened as a teacher and as, a human
being.

During the course of that afternoon we were taught the core
root form for stating behavioral objectives and we examined
excellent "models" of them. I grew excited by the whole prem.
tation. It was as if the "expert" was a coach and we were all
the team members receiving the pep talk before we set out to play
the game. I felt challenged; I was ready to play the game and
wint

My'team, myself and the other three members of our English
department, sat at a table, game equipment in hand (pencil and
paper), ready for action. Ready, begin... Ready, begin...
Somehow our team just coulAn't get it together. We sat around
trying to figure a game strategy, but to no avail. We came
up with some great goals, but they unfortunately for us turned
out to be humanistic goals. An example of one was: "To help
the student communicate with other human beings." A beautiful,
noble goal, but how could it be stated as a behavioral objective
so that it would be measureable? Our attempts at that became
increasingly absurd. For example, the following was suggested:
"If a student is asked a question by another person, he will
answer that question 9 out of 10 times;" or another: "If in a
given instance a student is asked to contribute in a class dis-
cussion he will respond at least 80% of the time." It was all
very humorous at first, but as the afternoon progressed we still
didn't have one behaviorally stated objective. Our team was
losing and badly at that. The morale became so low that we lost
a couple of team members. I was discouraged, but the desire
to fight was still there.

After a few more futile shots I called the coach over to
our table for e time out. I explained to him that the morale
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was low and that we had tried to follow all the game plans, but
somehow we were failing. He smiled reassuringly at me and
explained that he understood our problems.

"Behavioral objectives are very difficult to write," he said,
"but keep trying and I know you will win."

"But coach," I insisted shoving our list of goals at him,
"we have tried but can't seem to get past our goals."

Brow furrowed, he methodically studied our goals. "Excel-
lent job," he mid, "very well written."

I beamed, but then remembered the problem at hand. "Thanks
coach, but how do we state such goals in behavioral terms so
they will please the athletic director (the State Board of Edu-
cation)?

"Yes," he said, "its's a long, trying process that takes
careful planning and wording on your part." "Perhaps you could
confer with another team, the math team over there has done an
excellent job of stating their objectives and you might get some
good pointers from them."

"But coach," I protested, "their goals aren't the same kind
as ours so how can they help?"

"Well..., yes, but they do have the form down pat and they're
winning the game."

"Coach, are you sure we can measure humanistic goals behavi-
orally?"

"Definitely," he said "it just takes time and you must
think and use the forms and models I gave you."

"Maybe you're right, coach, but could you give us an example
of a behavioral objective from our goal?"

"I certainly can," he said, looking briefly again at our
goals. Clearing his throat he said, "Well, I must go on row and
help the other teams before our time is up, but I'll be back."

"But coach...just one example please, I know we could do
it if you give us just one example."

"I'd really like to but there isn't enough time right now,
but I'll be back later."

"Please, coach..." But it was too late, he was gone. He
never came beak and all attempts to gain back his help failed.
He avoided our team. We hal been deserted and defeated.

30*******************

The preceding episode actually happened and its occurance
has brought me to my present position of total confusion. In an
age when systems approaches have become the panacea for impart.
ing rationality to any human endeavor it was only natural that
the field of education should be destined to also reap its "bene-
fits." Using such jargon as "behavioral objectives," educators
have grasped systems approach concepts viewing education as a
system with a definable mission and identifiable goals which can
be gauged for success against performance standards, much like
NASA designs a flight to the moon or the Defense Department
deploys military stategy. Yet education as a system differs in
many important respects from a moon flight or the logistics of
an invasion. The mission of education involves intricate hum-
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anistic relationships with the very essence of human beings,
attempting to shape consciousness and foster growth and develop
ment; an objective, a task, involving complexities reaching the
very limits of present concepts of tangibility and certainly
exceeding the state of the art necessary for trips to the moon.
It is debatable whether systems science and its tool, "behavioral
objectives," are equal to the task demanded by education at their
present levels of sophistication.

It would seem then, that if systems approaches and behavioral
objectives cause me such disconcertion, I would ignore them and
hope that someone else would take care of them. But that's the
point that bothers me most, eventually someone else will take
care of them and I will have to live with what they decide. That
fate I fear worse than my struggle to understand them. If systems
approaches and behavioral objectives are going to hold me "accoun-
table," I had better be actively involved when they are formulated
or I will become another victim of the system.

It is a very noble gesture on my part, but first I must know
and at least basically understand what systems approaches and
behavioral objectives are if I am to have any chance of being
part of their formulation.

That poiribbrIngs me back once again to my present position
of confusion. I have read books and articles about systems
approaches and behavioral objectives stating the pros, cons and
the maybe's. I understand that a systems approach basically
entails the studying and identifying of all the interacting and
interdependent elements of a system, such as a. school system
or a curriculum system. I am able also to idgptify the environ-
ment in which a system operates, i.e., the social, political,
economic, cultural and physical aspects. By means of a flow
chart (a schematic diagram), I am able to graphically plot what
I believe to be the present state of my own system in question,
and how the components, instruction, administration, students,
board of education, etc., interact with each other.*

Yet, can an educational system be adequately defined in
terms of neat little boxes, denoting its various components
with the forces of interaction and interdependence depicted by
arrows? Likewise, can the sum total of how and what a student
).,earns within a system be predestined by goal statements or mea-
sured by neat sentences known as behavioral objectives? Based
upon present experience with systems approaches to education my
answers to both questions must be no. However, reviewing the
theoretical basis for systems approaches revealsthat the defici-
ency may not lie in a systems approach to education, but rather
in the methods by which it is presently being applied. Due to.

rn-VIZZE thurchman in his book, nil systems Apprgach, presents a
nontechnical study of systems approaches and their application to
business, government and human problems. Churchman briefly des-
cribes the systems perspective as an attempt to characterize the
nature of a system in such a way that decision-making can take
place in a logical and coherent fashion. Furthermore, measures
can be developed revealing infordt.tion describing the performance
of the system.
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a lack of sophistication, inadequate technology and pure laziness
on the part of consultants a warped view of the potential systems
approaches hold for education may be emerging.

But this lack of sophistication is not justification on my
part or the part of educators to dismiss the whole idea of systems
approaches and behavioral objectives. If as educators we plan
to intelligibly deal with "systems experts" and "behavioral
objectives experts," we must be informed and understand exactly
what is involved in such approaches. This becomes even more
pressing when advocates of such approaches sell the ideas to
administrators, communities and the taxpayers. To most of them,
it provides a 'quick remedy" for the failures that are occuring
in the school systems. Suddenly, the school system can be "vis-
ualized" the problems can be "seen" and if there is failure on
the part of students, the teachers can and will be held accoun-
table. This word I fear will cause great turmoil and even dia-
ster within the next few years unless we, as educators, unite
to inform ourselves and other people of our own school system
about systems approaches and behavioral objectives. In this
process it will be essential to point out the dehumanization
that is occuring with the present state of such approaches,
and how such approaches in and of themselves cannot solve the
current problems that exist without a deeper sensitivity to human
needs, This process of informing other teachers of inherent
human traps of the present systems approaches can begin by
helping them to understand what systems approaches, including
behavioral objectives, mean to us as educators and Malian beings.

can talk about how and if people can fit into a systems
approach. In short, we should involve people. This can be
pursued in the teachers' lounge, in hallways, in education
association meetings, in departmental meetings or anywhere you
can talk to another teacher. It sounds a bit evangelistic, but
the process must start somewhere if we are to inform'and educate
ourselves for the future demands that systems approaches will
warrant.

Stopping at this point though would prove as diasterous as
dismissing the whole systems approach and behavioral objectives
without being informed about them. It is easy to criticize,
find fault and tear down, but it is extremely difficult to offer
alternative methods or answers for dealing with the present
problems that really do exist. This is where our responsibility
as educators really begins. If we are to fight the accountability
battle and have a chance of winning, we must play the game in
their terms. This does not mean that we should wave the white
flag and surrender to their narrow concept of systems approaches.
Rather, we must use systems thinking to beat them at their own
game.

The real chance to promote humanism in our school systems
begins here. If we as. teachers are to he held accountable for
the failures or successes of the students in our systems then
we must have the opportunity to be active participants in policy
formation, curriculum planning and identification of school system's
objectives. if not, then we cannot be held accountable for



programs and objectives of which we had no part in formulating.
Likewise, if students will he measured against the success or
failure of formulated policies and objectives then they too must
have a hand in the formulation of policies and objectives. Fur-
ther, since the community has a vested interest in the school
system, both monetarily and through their own children, then they
also must be active in the formulation of policies and objectives
for that system.

Obviously, the answer to our present accountability battle
does not lie in the dismissing of systems approaches and behavioral
objectives, nor in fact does it lie in jumping on the band wagon
in blind support of such approaches. True adherence to a systems
approach to education dictates that accountability does not lie
exclusively with teachers for they are but one component of the
total system and have responsibility for only part of the system's
performance. Accordingly, future success lies in the identification
of present systems in which we operate and the careful examina.
tion of the system as a whole to determine whether it is capable
of dealing with present problematic conditions. I am confident
that such examination will reveal that the whole system is not
merely the sum total of all its parts or components. The changes
that will make the difference in our future as educators do not
simply involve changing or altering a part here and there, but
rather a systema tic approach to changing the whole system as
it presently exists, making it less mechanical and more human-
istically oriented by involving the real humans that are inter-
acting and interdependent within the system. If we are to
prevent the years 1984 and 2001 from being devasting for all
people concerned with education, the time is now to be active
reformers and advocates of humanistic systems approaches to the
educational dilemmas at hand.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

SYSTEMS, SYSTEMS APPROACHES
AND

THEIR EFFECT ON EDUCATORS

Arnstein, George E. "Sohoolmen: Son't Boggle at the Systems
Concept.-You've flrobably Been Using It by a Different Name,"
Nation's Sghools 80 (October, 1967), pp. 76-77.

Arnstein identifies the two phases of systems approachest 1)
systems analysis which includes the stating of the problem,
the searching for and determining of the cost of alternative
solutions and the determining of the advantages and disadvantages
of each solution; and, 2) systems approaches involve the imple-
menting of the agreed-upon solution. According to Arnstein,
systems approaches allocate resources and values according to
an overall plan, they favor the administration and place a pre-
mium on planning at the expense of awareness.

Churchman, C. Nest, MR Dystems o Dell Publishing Co.,
Inc., New York, 1968:-1243 pages

C. West Churchman in his book presents a nontechanical study of
systems approaches and their application to business, govern-
ment and schools. Churchman briefly describes the systems per'
spective as an attempt to characterize the nature of a system
in such a way that decision-making can take place in a logical
and coherent fashion. Furthermore, measures can be developed
revealing information describing the performance of the system.
He readily admits, however, that systems approaches have a
long way to go in helping human problems.

Guba, Egon. G. "The Failure of Educational Evaluation," Educa-
tional Technology 9, (May, 1969), pp 29-38.

In this article, Guba brings out the failures that are present
in our current mode of evaluation in systems approaches. He
criticizes the over-emphasis placed on developing objectives
and the absurdities that result from insisting that they be
stated and measured behaviorally.

Hoetker, James, ultgal, ApproAches, Ihg Igahgt,
National Council ofTeachefsof-English, Urbana, Illinois,
1972. (54 pages)

This book explains systems and systems approaches in education
in very simple, easily understood terminology. As educators
we will have to be aware of systems eoproaches, especially
when it comes to the accountability battle. It helps you to
identify the components of your own school system which are
at work in determining your future as educators.
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Husmann, Fred, "Learning Systems and the Teaching of En lishs
Mechanizing or Humanizing?" Ile NaV.onal Elepentav
49, (February, 1970), pp. 18--22;

Husmann purports that "English as it is now taught should be
abolished" and that "systems approaches as they are now conceived

iwill not improve the teaching of English." He vies for the
humanistic systems approach to teaching and offers some ways
to begin the humanization process.

Maloney, Henry B. Mgopntabllity AnA
edited by the National Council of TifiachersIlAigfil,Iffitie:
Illinois, 1972. (164 pages)

This book is a collection of essays written by various educators
of English about objectives, systems approaches and accounta-
bility in the teaching of English. Of particular interest are
the essays written by Forehand, who focuses on the evaluation
process involved in curriculum development; Morreau, who airs
the misconceptions surrounding behavioral objectives and institutes
procedure for teacher application of behavioral objectives;
Seybold, who presents "performance objectives" as a substitute
for behavioral objectives and "shows" how these can work toward
the advantage of teacher and student; and Squire, who examines
the question plaguing most "humanistic teachers": What are the
humanistic goals in teaching English? He trys to objectively
examine behavioral objectives in an attempt to utilize the basic
concepts in formulating humanistic goals in English.

Parsegian, V. L., Ihla CYbernetic 42asi bign,
E th S stem Doubleday and Co., Inc., Garden Cftititi f12,

pages)

V. L. Parsegian introduces cybernetics ( a form of systems
approach) by giving an historical context which dates such
approaches back to Plato. Of particular interest to educators
are: chapter 2, which explains systems, their structure, func-
tion, interrelationships and open vs. closed systems; chapter 8,
which brings systems approaches perception and learning together

iand in the process shows their interrelationships and effects
upon each other; and Chapter 11, which shows how cybernetics
(systems approaches) can and are being applied to sociocultural
relationships in order to identify the real challenges that face
all people, and especially educators, in the future.
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by Myrtle W. Turner
BEST COPY AVMUIRE

Title: "Humanistic Approaches to Motivating Reading and Media Study

/7
in the Junior High Oohool"

PART I - Approaohes'for the Deficient and Reluotant Reader

A. Introduction

B. Theoretical Justification for These Approaohes

C. What I Can Do in My Present Program

PART II '. Approaohes for the Fluent Reader

A. Introduotion

B. Annotated Bibliography . Baokground for Developing More
Effeotive and Creative Approaches to Literature & Media

C. Classroom Applioation

PART III . Evaluation

PART IV - Bibliography

Editor's Note - Myrtle Turner's project also included an extensive
appendix of materials, games, sources, forma, reports,
and activities that was truly impressive and which dra-
matized much of what is here. Regrettably, space limi-

tations and graphic problem's prevented its reproduction.
I urge those interested in this project to communicate
with has- obis the vim:Uri:1K

mamplpa or thlm malarial.
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ART I - Approaches for the Defioient and Reluotant Reader
A. Introduction

Part of the frustration in our olassrocms today exists because our kids
don't know what they are or are going to be, and they are bugging their
teachers to help them find out. One way we oan help them achieve this self-
awareness is to teach them to read literature which will help them find out
who they are and what they must do to fit into the sooiety in which they
must live. What we've done so far is approach this task as if it has no re-,
tion to life. If students can attaoh their reading to some experiences they
have already had, they can tie it in. Wardhaugh states that the child must
learn to react to the orthography, and ideally the subject matter he is asked
to read about should touch something within his expevienoe or be relevant to
that experience in some way. Given these conditions, he will find the task
of reading to be a meaningful one. Because of the vast differences among our
students on the basis of subculture and other factors, we are going to have.
to have more individualized instruction to eatisfy individual differences
and systems. This project is an attempt, on my part, to learn how to indi-
Odualize instruction more effectively and set up techniques and reading that
will be relevant for both the defioient or reluctant and the fluent reader.

B. Theoretical Justification for These Approaches

Payoholinguistio techniques show that the type of information a child re.
quires is not beat represented in the form of stereotyped classroom or text
book rules and exercises. Rather a child learning to road seems to need the
opportunity to examine a large sample of language, to generate hypotheSee
about the regularities underlying it, and to test and modify these hypotheses
on the basis of feedbaok that is appropriate to the unspoken rules that he
happens to be testing. He needs written language that is both interesting
and comprehensible, and teachers who understand language-learning and whO ap-
preciate his competence as a language-learner.

Linguistic analysis shows that language has two levels - a surfaoe.struot-
ure, iounde or written representation of language - and a deep structure,
meaning. As the reader strives to recreate the message, he utilizes his ex-
periential conceptual background to create a meaning context. If the reader
laoke relevant knowledge, he cannot supply this semantic component and oan!..
not read. Therefore the teacher has the monumental task of selecting olass-
room experiences for their utility in meeting real life needs and interests

. of studentd. The teacher is the key to the process as builder of programs,
.provider of'time to read, initiator of activities, and the sparkplug who
chows )ihildren his own enthusiasm for literature as a joyous and rewarding
form of experienoe.

'0.,What.I Can Do within My PreBent Program

64'4,

fs Na MISCUE INVENTORY:

The Major purpose of the RNI is to analyze the oral reading of individ-
Aalstudents in order to plan a specific reading program for each one, or
for, a group who reveal similar patterns. Using the results from the Read-
er Profile, the teacher presents strategy lessons on a "needs" basis and
theri aide the student in making direct application to natural reading eit-
uatione. The procedure for gathering the necessary information is given in
deikl-dn'Reading Xieoue Inventory: Manual Procedure for D./woe/8 and

4 irsauation by Yetta Qoodman and Carolyn Burke.
; .
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The theoretical basis for this approach is that all the relponass UAW:
graphic display are oaused and are not aooidental or oaprioious. In every
aot of reading the reader draws on the sum total of prior experience and
learning. Ay comparing the ways these misoues differ from the exPeoted re-
sponses we get direct insight into how the reading process is funotioning in
a particular reader at a partioular time. The phenomena to be dealt with will
be called miscues, rather than errors, to avoid the implication that good g4od
reading does not inolude miscues.
Learning to read is a oomplex and delicate task in which the child must look

for.the knowledge and skills that he needs only in the process of reading.
Therefore, the only way to faoilitate their learning to read its to make read
ing easy for them. This means continuously making oritioal and insightful des.
oisions not forcing a child to read for words when he is, or should be read-
ing for meaning; not foroing him to slow down when he should speed up; not re

firing caution when he should be taking chances; not worrying about speech
(ouch as dialect) when the topic is reading; not discouraging errors when the
child must test his hypotheses in order to learn. Learning to read is a prob
lem for the child to solve. The motivation and direotion of learning to read
can only come from the child.

2. NEWSPAPER READING:

Local newspaper is better if a ohoioe has to be made. The following are pos-
sible activities:
a. Paragraph summary of lead story on front page
b. Letter responding to a controversy in "Letters to the Editor" column
o. Questions asked about a number of brief articles in Sport's pages (Puzzle

could be used. also.)

3. MAGAZINE READING:

The following are kinds of magazines Jr. High readers likes

a. Car & soientifios massif KAzumi, P polar soieen,
b. Sports: pallatjkia, Sports Illustrated
o. Pioturel log, Ebony, goa. Jr.
d. Newss 211A Newsweek, lipu
e. Digests Negro DiRetit4 1.10Adle.132..AA1-013. Science Dion,

f. Teenage: ma, seventeeni in
g. Homes goodkoehenizsg, HairDo
h. Prose: Amerioan History Illustrated, Saturday Evening Poet
The magazine reading can be responded to through oral reports, essays, poetry

writing, and group discussions.

4. PAPERBACK READINGS

Twelve interest oategories revealed in
law Paperback Books (Hooked on Books,
ance to students in selection of booked
a. Adventure or aotions science fiction,

and war stories
b. Nature and animals
o. Hiptory, biography & autobiography
d, Poetry & music)
e. Sex
f. Skplanatory & self improvement
g. HOoial aotion.(largely books by or about Negroes
h. Humor
i. Suspense and horror
J. Cartoon

k. Girls
1. logbooks

the analysis of the Helldinijist of
pp. 148-173) can be used to give guid

more earthly adventure, spy & deteotive,
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Atioi+1

Teohniquest

a. Journal writing - Write in a spiral notebook the hint id Minted dr 04 Wisdo
Quantity of produotion is the criterion for Judging wri4/1411/1 keimitmt
minimum of 2 pages a week to be turned in Thureday and rti POidOyeAbo
teaoher glances over material, neither carefully nor oorreetinei thCitildnOt
copies from newspaper, magazine, or book if he oantt think of algthineit0HOnye
Some fill journals with thoughts and happenings of everyday lifts tho Weber
can suggest books for students to read that will help this solve 4000 post/MN
reported in the journal.

b. The_haAtua_adstof19.....291tiaAteli0OPa can be duplicated di
o. An Informal Reading Interest Survey can be given (sample in to don

termine favorite books and enable students to develop their own list.
The greatest possible use should be made of newspapers, masaata.14 ssrt pep

perbaoke because the most reading these students will over do will be short
types of artiolee or fiotion. Research reveals these typos are 'pops matte,
and using them is bringing part of the student's world WO the
Literature seleoted should have immediate interest and 'Ottani*. pole*** -

to the student's situation. Pleasure and enthusiast MS, ho'th$11004 Leg.

5. THREE WEEK UNIT: "West Side Story":

The study guide (112pked on plait pp. 108.422) 010 be adapted to tbs Ore
tioular olassroom situation. A paperback set can be requested tree the ~Kam
ulum coordinator, and the teacher can create temporary olamersiwkib0000 0
books dealing centrally with oonoerns of "West Side Story." No &vie* mere
effectively oreates willing readers than one good book with Wets like,i$Pise
ily available. . ,;.,,

6. NEWS BULLETIN BOARD:
Students can.be asked to contribute interesting items freo swot Als 4,000

paper reading, suoh as announcements of up-ooming TV or movie art ilroe. os piloted
to classwork, oritioal reviews of books, plays, TV proems, or the.pepo writ
ing or other projects. Extra credit can be given.

7. WORD GAMES:

Students can review difficult Words eileodfttered in readioo mud wrOimelhely
can make their own puzzles and create other games using seeledoss iheiadsi MK
Appendix. Teacher can develop these materials also

8. RESOURCE PACKS:

Because this teohnique revolves around a central these or Wires!, the twist,
assesses the particular class situation before development bees., "Soso Wham
tione" instead of "Blank Experienoe" might be more relevant fee Jr Nib stedowts
who are not mature enough to grapple with some of the iMPOOS 'AVOWS& A WM
est paok on "Oneself"(cover illustrated with picture of aye) cam ball* *sops
a. Take any of the essays, poems, books, short stories and illustrate is ws, m

dium you choose collage, painting, sculpture, oral readies, must., theft'
graphs, film, or use your imagination.

b. Make a collage about yourself depicting who you acre in mg owlet' desire.
o. Compose a poem, song, verse, story about yourself.
d. If you can get access to a camera or a movie camera, take piotures or film a

series entitled "Me," "Myself," or any title you desire on this thew.

9. STUDY OF TELEVISION DRAMA:

The family show would be a natural starting point for this stn., * 40,6
any of TV's genres will do as well depending on the particular oleos ritwOtitea
If the fmily show is used, the teacher requiree the stodente to leek at two 408%
three popular programs, such as "The Walton.," "Sandford Soo,* *the lesdr
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Banat." Each oommittee can be assigned this set of questions:

a. In what ways are members of the family depicted?
b. What is their eoonomio status?
o. What are the family's oultural identifications?
d. What kinds of problems confront the family?
0. What explicit values are preached?

10. LANWAGE EXPERIENCE APPROACH:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Have student tell you (the teacher) something that happened to him (movie,
TV show, story he knows) from beginning to end. Tape it and then write it
using the student's words and syntax with normal spelling. Have student read
it bank to you like something you do miscue analysis with. His getting essen-
tial meaning is the main goal. You can move from this quickly to extend him
to other kinds of things you want him to read.

Some of she advantages of the language experience approach are students make
'better miucues, you can get some complex language out of students, it builds
confidence in the student to tackle, the more oomplex text, students learn hew

to tell stories and to use oral language more effectively, and it increases
self - concept being an extension of the ego into print. Possible activities area

a. Let students illustrate what you've written and hind and keep as a book for
themselves or others to read.

b. Move from your writing stories to them writing them down.
o. Using Gestalt method let the olase make a story and give individual copies

to everybody in the class.
d. Ask the student to revise and fix the story up to sound like print.
e. Let students oonstruct a play from what you've written from their dictation.
f. Let them do RHI's on each other to discover how they read.

11. CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

The teaoher brings Children's Literature materials into the olaesroom told
makes story come alive through his oral manipulation of language in regard to
visual images in the book. The Jr. High teacher can use a good reader to per-
form this task.

12. APPROACHES FOR INDIVIDUALIZING LEARNING FROM OTHER TEACHERS

Other teachers report success they have had in individualising the learning
of reading in artioles in the Ent4ieb alma numbered as follows in the Bib-
liography under Teaoher References: vr, & 14.

13. "King Pa" and "Sandford" - AIDS IN READING:

Children watch a videotaped television show on a olosed circuit set while
following the written script of the program.. The technique is still exper7
imental with 900 inner -city public school students in Philadelphia, but 20
other inner-city schools will inaugurate it in their classrooms next year.
Preliminary testing and observation indicate that the program is highly ef-
fective. Children not only show "high motivation" to read but.are showing
interest in writing and some have asked to be admitted to typing classes 40
they.oan write their own soripts. "Children will read what they enjoy read-
ing."

PART II Approaches for the Fluent Reader

A. Introduction

The ultimate goal in this project is to teach the student to read so that he
can read literature, In the &laugh portal (May, 1973), Beverly Haley, in her
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artiole, "Who - Oh, Who in the Universe Am I?" states, "Teachers must acquaint
themselves with a vast number and variety of writings. Considering the diver-
sity of today's students and the teacher's volume of tasks and brevity of time,
he must consider certain faotors to be able to assume the responsibility of

the magnitude inherent in the task of helping a student identify himself through
literature." First, gear choices around a general mood or atmosphere sensed
among student body or particular olass during any given year - apathetic),
rebellious, bitter, indifferentt'antagonietio, disrespeotfUll excited about
life, eager. Within that general mood or tome is the entire gamut of unique
individual attitudes - eaoh according to his own background of experience and
his own interests, skills, talents, and personality. Secondly, there is a
wealth of materials of classic and recent variety. It helps to have a cooper..
ative administration and lucrative budget, but even with a minimum in this area,
it is possible to be selective with materials available and to use supplementary
things within our reach such as films, maps, talented people in thecommunity,

etc. Third, the prime responsibility rests with the teaoher - to provide en..
thusiasm, resouroefulness, and oreativity along with a broad range of litera-

ture.- We may not always know precisely the right moment for any particular
student's need. Much is left to chance, but we can try to be perceptive - to
be "tuned in' to what students say and have at our fingertips ohoides of lit-
erature with which students may identify.

B. Annotated Bibliography - Background for Developing More Effeotive & Creative Ap-
proaches to Literature and Media Study
1. Boutwell, William D. Using Mass Media in the Odhoole, Appleton-CenturyCrofts,

New York, 1962: A publication prepared by NOTS, which also has monthly mats--

azine, Studies_in Mass Media, which supplies teaching guides to significant
films, television features, and other offeringe.in media. Parts III & IV give

praotioal classroom application. Because of its complexity, you can't teach
all of mass media; you have to dead.) to experiment because there are no texts
and almost no curriculum guides; much of what you already know, such as plot
structure and characterization, can be taught about media.

2. Carlson, Robert 0., Books and the Teenage Radar, Harper & Row, New York, 1971i
An annotated bibliography of teenage books that are grouped into categories
based on the interests and problems of the modern teenager between ages 11 &

14 in gradet 5-8 or 9. The problem of teaoher or parent in guiding reading is
knowing the adolesoent stages, being right with suggestions when one stage is
ending and another about to begin, and knowing that eaoh stage is a rung on a
ladder of reading maturity. Detailed plot is given for nine novels. If the
adolescent doesn't like or understand a classic, do not force him to read it.
One grows slowly toward an enjoyment of the classics. The author names classics
that have appeal for adolescents at various steps in their reading maturation.

3. Dixon, John, Growth through English, Oxford University Press, 1967: A report
of the Darnouth Seminar in which Ehglish is defined by a description of the
activities we engage in through language - talk & drama; writing & reading. A
theme or aspeot of human experience unifies varied olassroom activities. When
skill becomes an end in itself, English loses contact with the huManities.
Talk enters into the whole range of human interaction and drama builds from
that interaction images. of human existence. Writing assignments without back-
ground of discussion and shared experience are unlikely to elicit much response.
Much depends on the quality of interaction in which writing is rooted. Per-
sonal experience is the vital core of English work. Involvement in the exper-

ience will draw students into writing.
4. DeNitto, Dennis, ed., Media for Our Timel Holt, Rinehart & Winston, New York,

1971: An indictment that young people today do not apprehend and judge the

world around them primarily by means of print. Images, sounds, and happenings

of the new media are what 'turn on' this generation as documented by Marshall



MoLuhan. This book will assist the teaoher who wants to harness students'
interests in constructing curriculum. The language and the principles of eight
media are givens literature, film, television, theater, song, painting, sculp
ture, and photography. Study of a television or film script can enable one to
understand and judge a live film or television production.

5. Langdon, Margaret, Let the Children Write, Longman Group Limited, London, 1961s
A faotual account of an experiment oonduoted by the author during one term of
teaching ohildren(ages 12-16) in a small village sohool. She encouraged the
children to recollect an emotional experienoe and express it briefly, simply,
and honestly. starting at the beginning and going to the end. She desotibes
the stimulus used in eaoh lesson and results obtained, including examples of
the pupils' work. Expression came ass a result of emotion, rather than thought.
The writing will come out right if the feeling with it is real, alive, and vital,
to the writer.

6. Reid., Virginia M., ed., Reading Ladders for Human Relations 5th edition, ACE,
19721 A guide for books through which readers may interaot in order to develop
more positive personal, sohool, and community relationships. It may be used bor
teaohers, librarians, parents, sooial workers and others, concerned about the
reading and humanistic growth of youngsters. The hooks, whioh have relevancy
for problems and situations of students, are grouped into four ladders within
which they are arranged by maturity level and then listed alphabetically by
author. The bOok has author and title indexes. It contains lists of useful
books for teachers and book review sources. It offers excellent ways of shar
ing books.

7. Root, Shelton L., Jr., ed., Adventuring with Books, seoond edition, NOTE, Cita
tion Press, New York, 1973: Guide for selecting books for ohildren of presohool
age through 8th grade. The user is expected to apply knowledge and understand
ing of individual reader's interests, tastes, purposes, and reading abilities
to the process of book selection. The edition includes more than 2,400 entries.
Most books are of recent publication.

8. Summerfield, Geoffrey, _pgfn_leS000z'roiosinEnliehfoidarySaoa, B. T. Beaford,
LTD, London, 1969: A proposal for other teachers to use the "projeot" method
which can achieve extraordinary results in the teaching of English. The projeot
covers a range of'aotivities, such as various forms of reading and writing, which
tare unified by a particular theme. The teacher's responsibility is to arouse a
sense of the possibilities of a subjeot, and also to oollaborate and guide as
actively as may be ncoeesary. The teaoher insures active use of the imagination
and an effeotive sense of involvement. A list of topios and plans for developing
them are suggested. A guide of five categories is given for developing, a pro
jeot topic).

9. Whitehead, Frank, The Disappearing Dais, Ohatto & Windus, London, 1966: An.ao-
count of the gradual 'disappearance of the authoritarian atmosphere of the olass
room in secondary schools and an awareness of a growing body of nglish teachers
who attempt something different in the classroom. They believe that the many as-
pects of English should engage children's hearts and sympathies as well as theit
minds and thus help them toward maturity, A great deal of unthinking routine
in English teaching still exists and too many approaches are moulded by the type
of examinations we have.

10. Holt, John, What Do I Do on Monday? New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1970: Learning,
is a kind of growing, moving, and expanding of the person into the world around him.
The purpose of the book is to have us think about conditions that make growth poste
Bible and the ways we can help create those conditions. "Continuum of Experience"
means that life and human experience are one whole, and true learning can only
take place in this context. We should try to do in school as muoh as. pocsible
of what people are doing in the world. The.less we are bound by some tight rigid
way things have to be, the more free we are to grow. Innovation begins in the



O. Practical Classroom Application

1. MASS MEDIA TECHNIQUES;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

a. Write a film script for a short story that lends itself to such a trans-
formation.

b. Do reviews and essays on films seen recently
c. Rent a film, show it, and then discuss it in the classroom and assign

subjeots for composition that explore or review or analyze the filM as
an art.

d. Choose a subject, such as rejeoted love or nature or religion, and sug-
gest students bring to oleos recordings or songs that fit into the cat-
egory. These songs can be compared to poems on the subject.

e. Students can write essays on art reproductions selected, espeoially com-
paring images of the family.

f. Students submit photographs of their own on which they write essays.

2. INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO LITERATUREI

a. "Poetry Treasure Hunt": an emoiting game approach to culminating a poetry
unit is described by a teacher who had sucoess with it in the artiole,
"The Shape's the Thing," by Shirley Auerbach. (listed in Bibliography),

b. "Affective Approaohes": Gene and Barbara Stanford discuss effective uses
of open-ended discussion, improvisation, simulations, and simulation
games in their artiole, "Affective Approaches to Literature,".given in
Bibliography.

3. MASS MEDIA UNIT: a unit plan that worked in 9th grade can be found in Bout-:
well's maim Mass Media 'lithe Schools, pp. 125-131.

4. A PROCESS FOR ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS' WRITING:

Dr. Stephen JUdy's artiole (listed in Bibliography) in the gl 4
describes a seven-step process which the teaoher can use in helping the
vidual student to have a satisfying experience with writing.

5. WAYS TO SUBVERT THE GRADING SYSTEM:

Holt in What Do I Do on Monday? suggests that if you must grade, grade
as seldom as possible, as privately as possible, and as easily as possible.
Give grade from oross-3eotion of best work.

PART III - Evaluation

The reading program which is based on the learner's experience, interests,
and concerns should refleot goals of a society which values creativity and
divergent thinking. Experiences planned for these students have been sub-
°es') Pal if they have moved them from where they are in the direction of
greater understanding and control of themselves and the world in which they
live. Books are merely a *tole to foster dialogue; what the students do
with or their productive use of ideas and perceptions gained from discuss-
ing books is the most important aspect of a reading program. How the students
will use their new knowledge and awareness of media is beyond eValuation at
this point, but the teacher can feel encouraged if students are starting to
think about the ethics and responsibilities involved in a world dominated by
mass mate.

PART IV - Bibliography

A. TEACHER REFERENCES

Auerbaoh, Shirley, "The Shape's the Thing," English 42groal, 62(401 1973)

607412. .,..,
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Baratz, Joan C., & Roger W. Shuy, Zgannim8131An VInli.,ken,1,219A, Washington,
D.C., Center for Applied Linguistics, 19 9.

Bloomfield, Leonard & Clarence Barnhart* LelsResAlk, Detroit,
Wayne State University Press, 1962.

Daigon, Arthur, Wrj.te On, New Yorks Haroourt, Brace, Jovanovioh, Inc., 1972.

Dunning, Stephen, atolit______u___iinLitexietoAdolescent, Scott, Foresman & Co., Glen-
view, Ill., 1966.

English Currioulum in the Secondary School, NASSP Bulletin* 1967.

Fader, Daniel & Elton McNeil, Hcoked on Books, Berkley Medallion Books, 1968.

lm, Teacher's Manual, Fun Publishing Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Goodman, Yetta M. & Carolyn L. Burke, tio_aau_l___B__mRedilitelvento, New Yorks The

Macmillan Co., 1972.

Goodman, Yetta, "Using Children's Miscues for Teaohing Reading Strategies," Read-
ing Teacher, 24(Februarit1970): 455-459.

Gunn, M. Agnella, et al., "Creative Approaches to Teaohing of English," Journal of
Education, 1964.

Haley, Beverly, "Who-Oh, Who-In the Universe Am I?" English Journal, 62(May,1973),

795-799.

Hannam, Charles, Pat Smyth & Norman Stephenson, Young Teaohers and Reluctant Learners,
Penguin, 1971.

Judy, Stephen N., "Writing for the Here and Now: 1ln Approach to Asseeeing Student
Writing;" English aumal, 62(January0973), 69-79.

King, Wayne, "King Fu and Sandford Praised as Aids in Teaching Reading" Lsx
DA TIMM Sunday, June 24, 1973.

Lee, Dorris M. & R. V. Allen, Learning to Read Through Experience, New York:
Appleton-CenturY-Crofts, 1963.

Lyons, Charles F., "The Personal Approach Is Best," English Journal, 62(Apri1,1973),
6136141 665.

Maororie, Ken, UptauM, Hayden Book Co., Inc., New York, 1970.

Muller, Herbert, The Usos of bugliphl Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1

Page, James A., "Black Literature," Eratlish journal, 62(03,0973),

967.

709-716.

Postman, Neil & Charles WeinOrtnert Teaohing as a Subversive Activity, New Yorks
Dell Publishing Co., 1969.

Reeves, Ruth, oh., Ideas Te -ohi ocoss 1 ice
High.Sobool, National Counoil of the Teaohers of English, 19

Stalker, James C., "Reading Is Nonlinear," Michigan State University

Stanford, Gene & Baibara Stanford "Affeotive Approaches to Literature," English
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Searles, John R., "Seleoted Filmstrips & Reoordinge for English Olasurooms" Aber
aith igung, 62(Januarys 1973) s 109.

Smiths Franks Psyoholinguistios and Readin, Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, Ino., New
York, 1973.

Teplitsky, Alan, "Simulations Individualizing in Context," English ;ourpal4 62
(Rays 1973), 800 -806.

Wardhaugh, Ronald,
1969.

Whirler, Nancy 0.,

19731, 383-387.

gtacaintuAkta Raroourts Braoe, & World,

"Book Reporting Comes Alive," iteuitlej2pit.di, 16(February,

B. BOOKS AND MATERIALS FOR STUDENTS

Basta Skills: For Junior High School Use, Chicago, Scott, Foresman & Co.,.

1957.

Beissel, George R., Transforms Us e and Co ositio Ann Arbor Michigan, Eng.
lish Services, 1970. 2531 Esoh Ave.

Brooks, Charlotte, ed., New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, Ino., 1971.

Clarke, John Henrik, ed. Amerioan Negro Short Stories, New York: Amerioan Century
Series, 1967.

"Double Aotion," (Poster), Soholastio Magazines, Ino.

Dunning, Stephen, RefleototaGiftdatfaeelonPiekle, New York: Soholas.
do Book Services, Scott Foresman & Co., 196

Goodman, Yetta M. & Carolyn L. Burke, Readinh Miscue Inventory: Readings for TAP..
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Greene, MarvinjJ. & others, Whatisjaapplatag, Glenview, Ill., Scott Foresman & Co.,
1969.

Greene, Marvin L. & Others, AtatIltrAyl, Glenview, Ill., Scott, Foresman, do Co.,
1971.

Hi :h Interest-Ea Readin: for Junior and Senior Hi :h Sohool Studen
tion Press, New York, 1972. Marian E. White, ed.

Judy, Stephen, The Oreattve Word, New Yorks Random House, Inc., 1973.

6eztedpLz_tiNowIllustx.btokes West Haven, Conn., Pendulum Press, Ino., 1973.

Remedial Reading in the Classroom, Detroit Public Schools, Dept. of Publications,
Division of Sohool-Community Relations, 1969.

Sttnford, Gene, yboab 44 New York: McGraw Hill, 1971.

Summerfield, Geoffrey, Voices, Chicago: Rand McNally & Co. 1969.
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Culturalizationt A CurriculumCuide.for-the Indoctrination and
Demonstration of the S milarities Amon or Cultures of t e
World

by Edward A. Francis

OUTLINE
Proposals Develop* a curriculum guide for the indootrination and demonstration

of the similarities between major cultures of the world.
I, Identifioation.and Adaptation

A. Identify similarities between major oultures
B. Seleot media through which similarities can best be illustrated
C. Ask school and village administrators to identify favorable times

. and locations for demonstrations
D. Arrange faculty members cooperation and participation
.E. Identify and select stut.ents who would support and become involved

in the project
F. Idnetify and select parents who would take an active itterestin the projects
G. Employ video tap* recordings to promote interest beyound immediate

presentation sites.
II. Information Acquisition

A. Acquire information from cultural centers
B. Acquire all possible help from partioipants of English 880
C. Determine materials present in Birch Run area
D. Build,a working bibliography through consulting the various libraries

and international centers
E. Consult as many persona of international interest as possible

In. Define parameters of each presentation
A. Each presentation should be as exoitiong as it is informative
D. Play up food, mew and sex to capture 1. interest 2.partioipation

3. a desire for more presentations.
C. Direct the programs at the needs of the people. Let involvement and

information do the changing of the community
D. Involve local people whenever possible
E. Build into programs both long and short range objectives

I V. Comparison and Evaluation
A. Compare each presentttion with the merits of intended purpose
B. Invite oommunity to react to presentations in written and verbal forms
C. Observe Changes in attitudes among participants and observers of

presentations
D. Depend more upon oor*snity motions than teacher reactions when

evaluating presentations
E. Bass evaluations on internal objectives of project. Constantly ask

why did or did not the desired occur and how can the presentation be
altered to bring about the objectives
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PHILOSOPHY
In a world of epaoe exploration, the Cold War, and the United Nations, it is

of paramount importance that citizens of the future know and understand the people

of the world and the countries inehioh they live.

At the close of World Warn there were approximately 75 countries in the world.

Now there are well over 100, with the expectation that there will be more in the

future. Therefore, it seems appropriate to give students of all grade levels an

opportunity to study some countries representative of major oulturee.

At the lower elementary level, an unstructured program within the student's

scope of experience is desirable. Upper elementary and high school ourrioulum are

developed to study these areas in greater depth..

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

The general objectives ores 1. To gain an understanding of the geography,

history, and present role in world affairs of countries and ethnic groups represented

in the oommunity. 2. To gain an understanding of the culturel heritage of the

peoples studied. 3.. To reoognise the likenesses and the differences of the people

who populate the world. 4. To understand that the United States is a "melting pot"

of all cultures,

PROCEDURE

I. Motivation

A. Early olementary
1. Unetruotrued, geared to student's interest, abilities and experience

a. Ethnic background
b. Inoidental current events

B. Later elementary
1. Relate to studente ancestry, interests, abilities, and experience
2. Current events if applicable

3. Exhibits assembled by teacher and students
a. Reality
b. Books

4. Bulletin Boards

5. Presentations through the media

Formal study to confirm and refute concepts
A. Basic texts (see bibliography)
B. Supplemental texts(see bibliography)

1. Locate countries
A. Determine topography
b. Political divisions
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BULICOAPHY

Books.-Fiction

Oreekmorel Raymond, Ali' s Elephant, New York: Macmillan Co., 1949

Oreekmore, Raymond, Little /Nil New York, Maomillan Co., 1947

Francoiee, Jeanne-Marie the Fair, New Yorks Charles Soribner's Sons, 1959

Franooise, Jeamvo;Marie Counts Her Slmel, New York: Charles Soribner's Sons, 1951

Garrett, Helen, AnrelegulNiuotOr gal, New York: The Viking Press, 1963

Gidal, Sonia and Tim, .yk: Village, in "ranee, New York: Pantheon Books, 1965

Lindgren, OstridtTheloitem, New York: Coward.MtCenn, Inc., 1964

Slobodkin, Louis, am Blossom lei Ill zain Lew, New York: Vanguard Frees, 1963

Slobodkin, Louis, Yasu and the Stranger, New York: The Macmillan Co., 1965

Vaura, Roberto Feline the Bullfighter, New York, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,
1967

Yashima, Witsu and Jaro, Plenty, to WA, New York: Viking Press, 1964

Yashima, Taro, The Village Tree, New Yorks Viking Press, 1953

Text Books ap4 SunOemoptary pocks

Allen, William D., Africa, Grand Rapids: The Fideler Co,, 1966

Carla, Norman, Sorenson, Howarth, Neigtftro atin America agg Canada, Sacramento,
California, State Dept. of Eduoation, 1956

Clarke, James Mitchell, 21. Peonle 91:Mixioo, Sacramento, California: California
State Dept. of Education, 1957

Creed, Virginia, Life in Europe.Franoe, Grand Rapids, Michigan, Fideler Co. 1956

Fransooni, Antonio, See and , New Yorks Haroourt, Brace and Co., 1955

Geis, Darlene, Let's Travel in England, Chicago: Ohildren's Press, Inc., 1960

Geis, Darlene, Let's Travel in France, Chicago: lAtildren's Press, Inc., 1960

Geis, Darlene, Let's Travel in the §41Aft, Union, Chicago, Children's Press, Inc., 1964

Goetz, Delia, South Americo. Grand Rapids, Michigan: The Fideler Co., 1958

Romer, Ex for the Old World, Follett

Johnson, William Weber and the Tditore of Life, Life World Library Mexico, New York:
Timf Inc., 1961

Klimonko, Galina, Russia in Ligtatg, New Yorks Sterling Publishing Co, Inc., 1966

Markun, Patricia Maloney, Tha First Book of the Panama Canal, New York, New York:

Franklin Watts, Inc., Tgr

Rollins, Frances, Getting to Know Canada, New York: Coward-McCann, 'no" 1966

Rose Patrioia Fent, Mexico, Grand Rapids, Michigan: The Fideler Company, 1968
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FREE MATERIALAVAILLAMITEA
Nearly every EMbassy in Washington D. O. will send notarial about its country.

Air France, 683 5th Ave., New York 22, New York

Argentine Consulate, 105 W. Adams St., Chicago, Illinois

Australian Natinnal Travel Association, 350 Post St., San Francisco, California,

Australian News and Information Bureau, 636 5th Ave., New York, Nye York, 10020

Austrian State Tourist Dept., 444 Madison Ave., New York, New York, 10027111

Austrian Information Service, 31 East 69th St,, New York, New York, 10021

Belgium

Belgium Tourist Bureau, 720 5th Ave., N. To,k, New York, 1(419

Sabena District and Ticket Office, 1249 Washington Blvd*, Detroit 26, Mishigan

Brasilian Government Trade Bureau, 551.5th Ave. New York, New York, 10017
Coffee, The Story of a Good Neighbor Proluct, Pan American Coffee Bureau,
120 Wall St., New York, New York, 10005

Britain
British Travel Assooiation, 39 South LaSalle St., Chicago, Illinois

California Texas Oil Corporation, 380 Madison Ave., New York, New York, 10017

Canada
Canadian Governemnt Travel Bureau, Ottawa, Canada Passenger Service Center,
105 W. Adams St., Chicago, /Maoist 60603

Cuban Tourist Commission, 610 5th Ave., New York, Now York

Czeohoslocakia Travel Bureau, NA PRIKOPE 18, Prague

Danish National Travel Office, 588 5th Ave., New York, New York 10035

Finnish National Travel Office, 10 E. 40th St., New York, New York, 10016

Frenoh Governemnt Tourist Office, 610 5th Ave., New York, New York, 10020

German Tourist Information Office, 11 S. La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois, 60603

Ireland, 133 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Illinois

Italian State Tourist Office, 203 N. Miohigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois, 60610

Mexico
Aerononea ge Mexico, 633 8. Hill St., Los Angeles, California, 90014

Natural Bobber poster, N. R. Bureau, 1108 16th St. N. W. , Washington 6, D. C.

Netherlands Information Service, Holland, Michigan

Official Air Gelds, 209 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois, 60606

Pan Amerioan World Airways System, 28.19 Bridge Plasa, N. Long Island City, New York
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Portugal

Casa de Portugal, 447 Madison Ave., New York, New York, 10022

Puerto Rico

Economy Development Adminietration, 666 5th Ave., New York, New York, 10019

Scandanavian National World Commission, 630 5th Ave., New York, New York, 10020

Swiss National Tourist Office, 10 W. 49th St., New York, New York, 10020

The Royal Bank..of Canada(monthly letter), Montreal, Canada

The World Makes an Automobile, Automobile Manufacturers Association,
New Center Bldg., Detroit 2, Michigan

Turkish Tourism and Information Offioe 500 5th Ave., New York, New York, 10036

Versatility of Macaroni, spaghetti, egg noodles, Rasotti Lithograph Corporation,
N. Bergin, New Jersey

Yugoslav Information Center, 816 5th Ave., New York, New York, 10021
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Sample Activities and Projects for Selected'Adolegeent Novels

by Yvonne Glenn BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The following is a list of saJnplc actifities which may be used as
projects in an Adolescent Novels course along with particular novels.

AgLoLBAkigame by John Peale Bishop. A boy enters adolescence and is mys-
tified by the adult world around him.

Create 0 'slid* and/or tpao.show which illustrates the feeling of not
understanding things going on around you

Bring in a collection of articles which have one or two definite usoo.
suggest some of the ridiculous uses ;someone from another planet may suggest
for each article with the reasons Why it would make such suggestions

Make a tape of teenagers telling of things their parents or other adults
do that seem to have no rational*. That is, things adults do which may .

confuse teens
V.O. Present a survey to the class in which you have had adults and

tons *oink order particular situations.: for example, ',What is the worst
thing you could find out about your teenager?

that he has been Shoplifting
that he is a high school dropout
that he is promiscuous

Note the differences and similarities in ranking. 'Do teens **0 things as
adults do?

L PIVAr Long Dm WA* by Paul Zindel. A Nolo and fool* high school
student drop out of school and travel in search of something meaningful.

V.O. Dropping out is sometimes o ilcOp out" foe not making decisione.
StudOotaimoy mako:a list of 14E1.0*r-or Foroed Choice" items to ask other
students or adults. An evaluation Should bo made as to how many pimple
had a difficult time making a decision. Sxampless Are your More of a
saver or spender? More Of a loner or a grouper? More 110 a rose or a
daisey? More like starter or winter?

V.0. The characters of this novel wander about mainly because they
dott know who they are. Students may wonder about this, question, but rarely
have to answer it in a concrete sanders Thsvteacher eolOOts three w4luntiorS
who answer the question Me are you701 Allow each 0110 hal replied, the
other student* writ* doWn'ten rosponses which answer the sam* questions

Mood on the lino Are You" technique, have students prepare an imprOv-
ization of how each Character in the novel would have answered the question
at the beginning and at the end of the novel

Visit the Juvenile Court and talk with the social workors who work
with high school dropouts and runaways. AftOr the visit, write a case
study on the novel's characters and propose solutions as a social worker
night
:hi Elgas by Paul Zindel. Toone talc, advantage of an old man in their own

selfishness

V.C. The characters of 211 WEAR failed .to **0 or understand anothoro s
position in lite. To help tools* put themselves in anothorfst place'tty
Molls To Blameu. A story is told in which at least four people have done
things unethical (but with reasons). Students must thou rank order them
from most to least blameless

Have students visit some Senior Citizens and make a chart oftho types
of colloOtions or hobbies they have. Students then pool their findings
and in small groups come up with reasons they think motivated the old people
to make their: collections



rind some Senior Oitiiens who have a negative attitude about "today's
teens. In small groups, or individually, do some extra things for them
lawn) or house work, read to them, or just visit for a period **oh day.
After a few weeks report on how attitudes ohongod; or if they did not change.
discuss why.

Hake a child's book which illustrates how to be more considerate of
others and ways to better understand people different from ourselves

gAd Brai ague by Ann Head. A sixteen year old prognata bride and
a seventeen year old immature husband make up an unstop:1y marriage.

V.O. Bo Jo and his wife as* to be thrown into an impossible situation,
yet they did have alternatives to choose from. Knowing we do have alternaft.
tives ofton helps in crisis situations. Have students brainstorm to con* up
with as many alternatives to various situations as they can. txampless
Things to do on a weekend in this town, Ways'to earn (save) money, Ways
to handle the overly aggressive male/female on a date, etc.

Prepare an improvisation displwying various alternativos So Jo and his
wife could have had after being married.for a group of students'not familiar
with the book. This group can decide which alternative *aims *or* effective
in the given situation. Situations may revolve around going out with the
guys, buying new clothes, being bored with nothing to do, etc.

Interview several parents of teenagers on What feelings, beliefs, and
responses they would have if thOir son or daughter booms a Kr. And Mrs.
So Jo Jones. Take a ousts as to whether they bollovs a couple who is
expecting a child should marry. In a follow-up, interview teenagers on
questions and compare responses as to age, social and religious background,
and male/tensile sesponsm

Write a letter as So Jo or his wit. would fifty years after they
were married to a teen boy or girl which gives advice, reflects onto marriage
and their teen years, and projects their hope for future teens

ne,9utsidore by S.S. Hinton. Teen gangs, fights, and a searoh tor value.

V.O. (Notting involved in gange(street or glottal is vary chareotorilatio
of adolescents. Problems aria* whom the individuals of the gaup stop
thinking and lot the group make decisions for them, Students need to praotice
naking.deoisions for themselves when there is a values conflict. Introduce

CY to students the idea of internal dialogues we have with ourselves. Should I
or Shouldn't I type things. Students are to tune in on their internal voices
and choose a oonfliot he is having in which his internal voices have been
carrying on a dialogue. Sea myl*: *pond mono), on a stereo or save it,
toll a parent or friend something important. Saoh student is to writs a
short dialogue or script of the conversation between his internal voices
until h. comes to a definite conclusion. Volunteers may demonstrate their
skits for °lass discussion

V.O. Gangs are often *ado up of Lamm* teenagers who feel they have
had very little success. Concentrating on any successes and things done
well (no matter how small they seem) often sheds a new light for the insecure.
In small groups have student. answer following questiOns With a recorder
taking notes. What things do you do troll/ Was there a tiro when ya4 showed
great courage' Toll about a peak experience you hod. Whet was the happiest
time in your life? What are three things you have don. sucoosOtully?

4.414,7-
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Work on weekends with Big Brother and Big Sister Groups. Greats a

Project and/or report on the values conflicts teenagers have which you have

worked with sad 40114 up with some ways of handling the conflicts

Great a list of fun workable activities which can get teens involved in

sooial, politicOl, and religions groups so that they are kept busy doing

Productiv" kinds of thing*

Amu RA !Al by Berman Boucher. The exporionees of three teenage boys in

their first practical encounters with sex and sexuality.

V.O. Keep a journal on solo/female roles including sexual, social,

economic, and political roles

Soloot ono of the choracters and tape his commonts of the summer of

142 while at the age of 40 he is preparing his son for the teen yoars

Visit the local Public !With Department to see what types of problems

are caused from teens not knowing enough facts ( or the correct °nos)

about sox and sexuality

Prepare a presntation of solutions of toms-amnia problems which

will be informative and ikaginative for both students andparotats

Duttiortiy magus by William Butter A group of teen boys take over and

control * camp with drastic effects.

Make a elide show or a piaturomontage of things end beliefs which you

value and which would destroy your individuality if taken away or surprossd.

Make a list of values which the boys were either it conflict over or

completely disregarded. Pros this ',Alt maks your own story which illustrates

what happens when those valuos are ignored

Select one particular situation in the novel and writ, a poem about

the things you were feeling when reading it

Dramatize ono of the scones in the book or what would occur it such

a takeover happened in your school

R' t Quit by chain Potok, A teenager developing and holding to a religious

awareness.

Sot up a panel discussion of students and adults with a moderator on

the queptions they have of either religions belief, or organizations

Prepare a slid, and tap' show of 00 various aeoromente, songs and

hymns and artifices of the world** religions tsphosizo differences and

sisiltrities

V.C. Keep a Religious Diary entering 442, accounts, conversations,

new thoughts, old thoughts revived concerning religions awareness

Make a puzalo which is eymbolic of any ',religious experiences you have

had. It may be a walk in the rain, cotton candy at the fair, mooing a

8.0



new born child. BEST COPY AVAILABLE

go, V.C. These items are values clarification teohniques taken from
Values Clarification, A handbook of praotical strategies for teachers and
students by 3idney B. Bison, Leland W. Howe, and Howard Kirschenbaums
Hart Publishing Company, 19726

Similar activities may be done with other adolescent novels2ml'
Ass. Robert McKay; id kik AWA, Anonymous; A oparato, JobA
Knowles; and Aggejtat Aul Alm, Arthur Laurent., ed6 are
example e.

The main goal of such activities is to get students creating their
own responses, doing their own writing and wxtra reading, and potting this
into the community to become involved with wont. and other adults,



Natures A Thematic Unit

by Linda Liebold
BEST COPY MMIABLE

Teacher Suggestions
A. Prodube an atmosphere reflecting the theme - teacher

and student Contributions
1. Leaves
2, Acorns
3. Pine cones
4. Plants/Flowers
5, Sea-shells
6, .Fossils
7. Posters related to nature
8. Pictures, with or without text related to nature
Introduce the unit with a Slide Show
Have the students reoord any reactions during the
presentation - for future disouS-siOn,. project ideas, etc.
Get the'etudents "in the mood" - thinking, feeling, etc.

Divide the general theme into sub-theme groups
1. Options Students with similar interests form groups

Students may work Individually
2, No specifio assignment6,' but students are to understand

that they are responsible for presenting some "project ":
reflecting their response to the unit 1With the opt(on
to contribute it to the overall unit bto(Or keep it for
themselves),

3.. Be open to student suggestions for now sub,rthemeP.
D. Allow students, in small groups, to explore the box and

select whatever sppeals to them for examination, (In the
meantime disouss student reactions to the film shoW.)
Allow a "Free TimeAteward"-period or partial period when
studentS can choose any activity from the box,.

F. Unit duration is variable -- froM a "one-shot" day to a
term unit - depends on class makS-up, expresSed interest
visible progress etc,
Plan related activities - student and/Or teacher organized
1. Camping trip
2, Nature hike
). MuseUM visit

Zoo
5. Planetarium
6, CoMmunity.attrac4;4 (gardens, nature research, contors)
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Present Activity Sheet - explain that students have the
option of selecting any combination of 3 activities in
order to fulfill a "point system" contract (also explained
at this time).

I. Discuss "Presentation Days" - students present their project
responses to the class. .

"Vas, Be on the watch for relevant TV specials, movies, eto, and
remind the class of times, dates, etc.

K. Show in-class films or play records which reinforce the theme,
L, Invite speakers to address the class

14 Natural Resources Department
2, Florist/Gardner
3, Weatherman
4. Any interesting personality, expert, etc. available with-

in or near the community. Check community calendars
for guest speakers at women's clubs, Elks, PTA, churches,
etc.,

IT, Student Suggestions
A. General suggestions - WiAtten Responses

1. Keep a response journal
2, Write an editorial to your town's paper
3. Poems
4, Short stories - Examples, Pretend you are living in a

town ruined by the recent floods. Write
a story for a newspaper describing the
events, your feelings, thoughts, your
family's reaction, etc.

Re-write any story or poem you have read,
Letters - Examples: Protest to a company or politician.

Exchange letters with other school students
describing your town, its ecological situation,

Newspaper articles - write your own or a response to ore
Slogans - You're in charge of the ecology campaign in

your town. Think of some.slogans for bumper
stickers, posters, etc.

9. Make an ecology magazine or newspaper
10. Fantasy writing
11. Point of View writing - Pretend you are a tree
12. Write up interviews
1), Write a nature play
14. Cut up poems and construct a new one out of the lines
15, Write an ecology advertisement for a newspaper or mag.
16. Make-up some nature jokes
17. Write a review of a nature book, play, movie, etc.
18. Record a conversation between a tree and the rain, etc.
19. Write a report explaining the process of re-cycling glass,

paper, etc,

4.1



Create it or Do it Responses
1. Drawing
2: Pictures with/Without text BEST COP AVAIIABLE
3. Collage
4. Cartoons
5. Picture Album
6. Mobile
7, Construct a nature bulletin board
8. Produce a nature film
9. Present a slide-show

10. Make an ecological picture of your community, using
newspaper artioles, pictures, your own photographs, etc.

11. Tape "Nature"
12. Build a terrarium
13. Plant a garden
14. Make sand or wood candles

Present a nature song show
Produce a television show or news report
Make your own thematic box

vise a nature game - Password, Jeopardy, Match Game,
ame, Nature bingo

19. nature soabenger hunt
20. w an e gioal map of your town (or build one)

Bri a telescope and/or microscope to class and examine
natur "close up"
Have a puppet show
onstruot a picture, collage, etc. of your town before

a eoologioal destruction and after.
Ma a "Helping Nature Hints" list with suggestions on
how people of your town (housewives, children,
busine en, policemen, etc,) could help to make their

wn more '-autiful and "natural"
nature ''c'Sarades

ake nature trust walk with a partner
ide to teams. Blindfold one member of a team at

a e. en lot the teams earn points for identifying
natu arti is by touch, taste, smell, etc.
Tape an ntery
ve an e logy de ate
e a trig 4ocusing a near-by company of pollution.

the rons,of judge, jury, defendant, prosecutor, eto.
ravel bro6Wores, pamphlets, maps, etc. plan the
tiful and interesting ecological summer vacation.

'n nature book - complete with pictures,
etc. Bind it.

crossword puzzle.
just been-appointed the town's Commissioner

fo ioal Survival. Devise a program for preserving
natu ty and wildlife in your community. Make
your p Ietailed and specific as possible - includ-
ng mate is, sonnel (and their qualification),
oposed pro ts, mdget, etc.

Ass
Using
ost be

your
sta es, gam

an ecol
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Oriontatian
A. Connotation of

word °Minority"
B. Connotation of Iltaos'
O. Spooial proportion

of minority lit.

II. American Indian Lit.
A. Oral tradition

Myths

2. Bongs
3. Fables

Authentic Indian
Prose

1. Slack Ilk: Spooks
2. Memo * of qhief

Informal discussions
Speaker- Mt thopologist

511(140 show of different
races. contrasts and
oomparision0
Posonal assay ros4tion
to minorities

Listen to recordings of
Indfln folk tales. Interpret
Display Indian symbol* and
art.. Hats students roproduoe.
Investigato sign laguage.
Davis on symbols.
Have student eowr. Invite
grad, schoolchildren and
tell the Indica mYths JAIA

Researsh Indian history
pertaining to Black ilk
Read and discussions novels
Olass display of /ndian
traditions
SurvoY Indian prose style

brary

11011ii.

Amorican
nottspeporil

O. Indian Fiction

1. when Lairds Die
2.

5
4. Runn
5. The Man Who ill-

ed the Deer
6. House Made of

Dawn

Group work on novels
Oreativs rogation by the
group displiysd to the class.
Panels on the characterisatio
of the Indian
Rolo-playing of the oharacter
Oontrast and comparision of

the novsle conflict
Dramatisation of these
conflicts

record, Defy 8t.
Mari
ourront poriodion/a
spoiws tree the
fan Rotations
Cowell

Minority Literature, Topics, Units, Activities 'anCResource0

by SO$1,1 Milrohv
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III. American Black

Literature
1. Essay

1. "Boyhood Days"
Booker T. Waehingto
2. °The Way It Is"
Ralph Ellison
3. "What it Means
to be an American"
James Baldwin
4. "The Rockpile"
James Baldwin

B. Poetry-- Authors
1. Langston Hughes
2. Paul Laurence

Dunbar
3. James Weldon

Johnson
4. Countee Cullen
5. Richard Wright
6. Gwendolyn Brook
7. Dudley Randall
8. Song writers
9. Miss.

O. Black Novelists and
Dramatists - selec
ed readings
1. Nigger
2. The Contender
3. A Raisin in the

Sun
Choice of the folio
ing novels.
4. The Learning

Tree
55 Yee I Can
6. Native Son
7. Coming of Age in

Mississipi
8. Soledad Brother:

Prison Letters

9. Invisible Man
IC. A Different

Drummer

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Read and discuss essay.
Define prejudice.
Examine individual "built-in"'
prejudices vie role playing
or through game Starpower.
Examine properties of the
essay.
Write original essay based on
a personal experience.
Listen to humorous essasies--
Bill Cosby personal narratives.

Expose students to a wide variet
of Black poetry. Let them selec
the poems they liked.
Allow for informal interpretatio
of the poems.
Introduce the Black heritage-
play the African tribal dances
Bring in the different instrumen
used in these recordings.
Compare and contrastthe different
types of Black music-- the blues,
jazz, soul, motown etc. Let the
poetry in them speak for itself.
Discuss the unique Black poetry
Illustrate the poems in The
Inner City Mother G000ee
Let students react to personal
poems in their journals.

Read and discuss the novels.
Discuss the experiences of the
protagonists.
Research the labels, "black
militant", "Uncle Tom" etc.
Discuss the origin of stereotype
Trace them throughout the diff-
erent the novels.
Survey the different student
stereotypes- in ads, music,
newspapers,
Present a "reader'e theatre"
of the highlights of the in-
dividual novels
Examine the social signifcance
of the Black novel into the
flux of American society

Ritcolfr IMO aii45 cOolut rtaWAO
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Text, Ethnic 10.
record, Bill Cosby
film, The Quiet One
game, Star Power
Turner, Black American

Fiction
Dick Gregory, From the
Back of the Bus

Afro-American Poetry
Langston Hughes,
Selected Poetry
Hu:the:6,14w Negro
Poets
Countee Cullen, 2:1
These I Stand
Gwendolyn Brooke,
Selected Poems
Dunbar, The Comm lets
Poems of Paul Laurens,
Dunbar

record, Langston Hughes

record, African Tribal
Dances

film, Black History:
Lost, Stolen Cr Defrays
tape, James Baldwin:
Black Man In America
Novels listed
book, Black Rage
book, The Black Seventie
book, The Black

Novelist
book, Cultural Racism
Black art
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IV. Foreign Minorities

Novels-
A. Babi-Yar
B. The Painted Bird
C. The Fixer
D. Exodus
E. Anne Franks Diary

V. Women in Literature
A. Novels

1. Jane Eyre
2. The Bell Jar
3. The Heartieual

Lonely Hunter
4. Anna KareninA
5. Gone With the

Wind
6. Little Women

7. Save Me the
Waltz

8. Three Lives

9. I Never Promise
You a

10. The Group
B. Feminist Literature

1. The Female
Eunuch

2. The Feminine
Mystique

3. The Serond Sex

4. Sisterhood is
Powerful

5. Sexual Politics
6. A Vindicati n o

the Rights of
Women

ose Gard

C. Poets
1. Enda ST. Vincen

Millay
2. Sylvia Plath
3. Sara Teasdale

a

itcritito
Research the history sur-
rounding the discrimination
peculiar in each novel.
On a map, pinpoint the groups
discriminated against in

each country-- perhaps list
a novel dealing with that
conflict
Investigate current periodical
to see if the conflict has
been resolved. e.g. the Russia
Jews, the Catholic Irish, eta.
Write to the United Nations
for current material.
Group report of the novels:
their impact, significance
and quality.

Read and discr-8 novels.
Study the mmration behind
the women in. the novels.
Survey current media- ads,
movies, magazines- to see
how women are presented.
Compose a visual essay.
Survey the local business
community-- How many women in
exuctive positions? Why? etc.
Examine textbooks for dis-
criminatory practices. Write

them. .

Examine children literature.
How are roles formed2 Write

the stories over with no sex
discrimination.
Invite a biologist in to
speak about the "limitations

of women.
Debate the 'statue" of women.
Display articles promoting
"liberated" women who are

BUM:Mather or not women
writers have helped or hinder
ed their sex.
Why has womenle lib become
vogue in the eeventiee?
Are women poets more emotion
then men? Compare and con-

tra at.
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Library
current periodicals
film, Anne Frank's

Diary
music from Exodus,
Fiddler on the Root

record, Marl Th
MS. Magazine and
other feminist mags
anthologise of poems
Soap - operas

film, The DlarY of a
Mad Housewife

misc. children lit.
misc. textbooks
local community
Women Liberation
organizations
NOW speakers and
handouts
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11U/4 rocs
4. Joan Baez
S. Judy Collins
6. Anne Sexton
7. Emily Dickinson

V. PuertoRioan, Mexioan
Literature- novele
1. Viva Chicano
2. West Side Story

4*100144414*********4141**41444410

Dodds, Barbara. Negro Lite
National Council ofT

Major, Clarence. Diotionar
Publishers, 1970.

Rollins, Oharlemae. We Build!
Teachers of English,

Turner, Darwin. Aft* ri

(A bibliography

lietIaltt$

Read and discuss novels.
Examine the minority's status
currently in America.
Study the characterisation of
the minority characters for

stereotypes.
Compare and contrast the music
to the novel adaptation.

*********sess,0******************

Guides to Afro-American Lit.

istre for High School Student Oh
ohers of English, 1965.
of Afro-American Slang. Newt' Yorks

Together. Champaign, Illinoiss

967. (A bibliography)
n Writers. New Yorks Appletone

..160..

soundtrack,

MIA=
film, $arveet of

Shame
local MexiosnAmerioan
Political Agencies

**************010011014101.411110*

paign, Illinoiss

International

tional Counoil of

ury- Orofts, 1970.
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Yes, the concept
of heroism is changing. It
has always varied from age
to age, from culture to
culture, and even from
person to person. The
English teacher who pur-
sues the elusive
definition of
"heroism" will
have to "get
with it."

-.161-

The teacher
will have to listen
closely to his stu-
dents to discover just
what they do value to-
day, whether they have
any heroes at all, and
if so, who they are.

The search for answers
:;hould reward and surprise
both teacher and student.



Elua Fu or Paul Revere? / Who Is A Hero?

by Ethel IC Chaney

No longer will

the student accept

without question
the archetypal
hero, -Herculen
must compete
with Mr, America
or Cassius Clays
Joan of Arc with
Joan Baez! Achilles
with Donny Osmond.

This nailer
will limit itself

to thn American
hero as he might be
viewed by an average
class of high school

In Joliet Central
High School, in
Illinois, a new
Scott, Foreman, Co.
series is being
inaugurated with a
sequence of studies
in literature for
three years, Assmt
is the junior text.
It begins with about
seventy pages of a
thematic unit on
The Hero. The

r
41.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

11=

O

Who would your
students rank the most
heroic of John Brown,
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Thoreau, or Einstein?
Or none of them?

teacher's activity book is
excellent. in it are teaching
methods, a bibliography that
is quite complete, and a list
of audiovisual enrichments.

Our problem is to supplement the text,
to explore and expand the unit into
nearly four weeks of class time.

In background reading, a good

start is the definition of 4 hero in
Wpbsten's Thirst Imternational Dict-
ionary. It is,
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a mythological or legendary figure, endowed
with great strength, courage, or ability, favor-
ed by the gods, and often believed to be of di-
vine, or partly divine descent; a man of courage
and nobility, famed for military achievements;
an illustrious warrior; the principal male
character in a drama, novel, story, or narra»
tive poem; the protagonist,

Another preliminary expansion of the subject should include
the place of women as heroines and the use of the word hero
to mean either men or women. Who, then, are our heroes?
What makes a hero? Are there heroes? Could X become a hero?

These questions are en excellent beginning for the
unit. Divide the class into Trtmxps of no more than five each
to consider the questions ano the definition and to come up
with their own definition of a hero, A recorder for each group
is recommended. Before the end of the period, the groups will
be most reluctant to stop, but the groups should come back to-
gether and compare notes. A final brainstorming session will
solidify the concepts of the class. They could be listed on
the boards they should be dittoed and distributed to all. During
the course of the unit, each one may change his mind or modife
those first ideas of whet MPIcOS a hero. The teaoher might here
surpeet that they will repeat the dieoussion at the end of the
unit of 'turfy to nee if anyone has changed his Ideas.Another
question for them to keep In mind throughout the unit iswhether
there is a universal quality of heroism, whether any character-
istics hold true for most heroee.

The greatest teaching idea for The Hero is The Jackdaw.
Whether the jackdaw was invented or just popularized by Dr.
Stephen Judy of Michigan State University, no matter, Use the
idea. Assign a jackdaw on The Hero to be completed in three
weeks. A jeckdaw is a collection of paraphernalia and "junk"
that relates to one concept. The collection is kept in a
box or container, which might take a shape symbolic of its sub-
ject if the creator believes in the medium being part of the
message. A jackdaw on Crime could be constructed to represent
a jail! one on death,a coffin; youth, a cradleot cetera.
Teachers can be working on several jackdaws at the same time.
1 have one on Paradise, or a Better World; one on Nature and
Artifice; and one on The Hero. For The Hero, T found an old
wi.ndowfan ear. ton and covered it with linoleum wallpaper remnants.
The design of gold and silver and white was supposed to convey
the golden richness of a hero's fame and glory, the sterling
silver of his character, and the pure white of his honor.

A few days after assigning the jackdaw, the class
will be given the teacher's to look throuph. This will take
several days, They can also be reading stories for their own,
going to the library, learning to dry mount pictures or
laminate clippings for their jackdaws. It becomen gradually
a time of sharing as they teach each other skills. One shares
a clipping with another+ One might make a poster in exchange
for a book review; a picture for an artifact, and the interac-,
tion becomes quite exciting as the students' jackdaws grow.
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The teacher should have conferences early in the time
allotted for the projects. Some students may be on the wrong
track. Others may need guidance. Ask to have the raw, unfinished
projects brought in once a week before they are due. Then, every-
one can see what the other person is doing. Ideas can be ex-
changed and shared, This is the part of the whole plan that seems
to produce interaction and growth. Make plans so that the final
day of presentation of jackdaws can be fairly historic. Let
a committee plan exhibits, guests, refreshments, publicity,
speakers, as much as they want to do.

Spread out on a table your jackdaw and contents. It
should take several days for everyone in the class to look through
it. Other books and materials from the library could be availablw
at the same time. A followup day or two should permit students
to start plans for their own reading and research and collecting.
They will soon become "hooked" as friends and neighbors and rela-
tives start helping. The flow of material increases. My first
j aokdaw on the hero grew within ten days to the followin amazing
proportions. Contents

a policeman's star....a paperbag made into a hero mask
scrapbooks........a journal with ideas jotted down on
many days, thoughts, interviews, something heard or read,

interviews recorded on cassettes (the blind boy whO
idealizes Mao Tse-Tung, the Indian girl who likes Eleanor
Roosevelt; the cashier who likes noonei the Gloria Stein-
em fan).....games of Author, of Bible Heroes..... Jig saw
puzzles.,....trading cards of sports heroes, complete with
bubble gum......slides, homemade and photographed from
books by the audiovisual resource oenter......a mobile
of heroes.. ..... laminated and mounted newspaper and mag-
azine artioles.....short stories, bound and oovered (ripped
up some old and discarded texts--English teachers have
many of these)......activity cards and bulletinboard post-
ers listing projects and activities.....poems, mounted,
some with related pictures.....boks to read ( Nancy Drew,
Treasure Islknd,, &mu, Lex Wu *ft9214.)..books for
teachers to read with background material on the hero con-
eept.....posters...teenage magazines of movie and musical
celebrities...Pports Aeroes, Teenage Raves, Tepnage Who's
Ah2 magazines.., and a trip to a secondhand store turned
up the following clean and inexpensive comics' gluon
and Robin, Captain Mantel. att E

Lone liAnR0r. TM. am
Thl, Yung Interns, Nurst, Lub.90

Peanut9,1121 Rods, d Globetrotters, Ihsga There were some
satires on heroes, 1 ke km Mum, some anti-
heroes like Sad Sack, M.S.A., and some claspic comics'
2h1 Prince an efirrau e Huckleber Finn, Tom Sa er,
The Vanrilyer Fria he est can Billy Bu
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Suggested additions fo the
jackdaw might include a grouping of
opposites, as the cowboy hero and
the intellectual hero (see illustran
tions of Bat Masterson and of Moravia,
the intellectual anti-hero of Ital-
ian youth. The Scholastic Magazines

Allikput out a complete set of Suet
Supergirl books, activities,
badges,-the works. It is
clever, satire, humor, fun.

Insert, for teach-
er, the article "Ameri-
ca's Now. Culture Hero,"
This Columbia University
professor points out
that the portrayals by
Brando, Gazzara, and
Paul Newman should show
the hero as an intelli-
gent man.

Collect more ar-
ticles about people
like Leontyne Price,
Caesar Chavez, and
Satchel Paige.

11104Q15.'

List these on poster and on activity cards.
Arrange to give credit for completion
based on originality, amour of effort, artistry, and message.

1. Constrw :t a dioarama ( within a box?), to show heroisam.
2. Create any artifacts painting, sculpture, mobile, drawing.
3. Collect and organize (no mass-messl)pictures to tell a
story clearly.
4. Construct a float on an inverted shoe box.
5. Get your classmates to join you in a float parade, contest,
or show. Organize and plan the activity.
6.. Make up your own movie to tell your view of heroism.
7. Secure films; preview them, and plan a presentation for class.
8.Do the same with slides or film strips. (Add music?)
9.Write an original story about heroism. Or write a play or
poem or radio or TV script, essay, or a newspaper article.
10. Make a collection of articles, plays, stories, et cetera.
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Bake ess, John. Turncoats, Traitozs ang paves. Bostons
Lippincott Co., 1959.
2,Buck, Pearl. Thg,

3. Cather, Willa, Ey and Ulan Ight.
4, Clemens, Samuel. lam §4wyer, ii, Conned ou

Ina mil ?auper.
I

Yankee, j = Coyrt, an
. Crane, Stephen. ,1: Os:,

6,Everson, Wm.
New Jerseys tads Press, 97

r. astm an, Max, New Yorks Simon and
I Have 4112MA.
8, Harper and Suid.
Yorks Houghton, Miff
9, Kennedy, John
10.Malcolm X.
11. Malamud, Bernar
12. Mantle, Micky. Thl
Co., 1964.
13. McKee, Ronald. 1112 Hum. London. Angus and Robertson,
1968.
14.Melville, Herman. =4 Dick and killx Amli.
15.Lubin, A. Harold. peroes And Antk-Heroes. San Franciscos
Chandler Co., 1968.
16. Morris, Jeannie. &Jim Piccolos Sbgrt bum. N.Y.,
1971.
17.Neihardt, John. Block N.Y.' Pocket Books, 1972.
18. Fishwiok, Marshall. American style. N.Y.'
David McKay Co., 1969.
19.0'Dell, Scott. Thl ,Island a Vag 2121 N.Y.* Hough-
ton, Mifflin Co.,1960,
20,Pickett,Roy. Theme 91:11L1 dug. Iowas Wm. C. Brown Co.,
1969.
21.Patten, Wm., editor. Thg ignia Clasuics4 Stwies oOgura

Herotsm. N.Y.* Collier and Son, 1918.
2 'Shaeffer, Jack. Phalle.
23. Sobolp Donald, Encv0.opedick Br, ma, Agy,peteotivio. N.Y..
Scholastic Magazines, 1963.
24, Wachter, Dixon. Val A= la AMPrica. Ann Arbors University
of Michigan Press, 1963.
25. For the Teacher, Marshall Fishwick's Agg2, American
Style, David McKay Co., Inc., New York, 1969, gives a better
perspective of the modern hero.

Filmss

1. Ainerca'9 F4gt greEq Lau (post co.) 27 min. b & w.
2. Alga Glory (Pyramid)funny satire in color, $15 rental.

Captain ighELS (EBF) 20 mins, b & w.
4. GeItyfiDurg And the Man (Carousel) 24 min. b&w.
5.Grant tt Young America) 27 min., b & w.
6.T e 0 a P (Film Images)81 min., b & w.
7. Pyramid), m n., color, $15 rental.
8. Wig' Mltimate RIO (Time-Life), 52 min., color, Frank Borman
narrating.

9i3.
Courage.

N.Y.* Dell, 1967.
gt Courage. N.Y.s Doubleday and

Schuster, 1942.

and Atitobiegralahv IL. New



Arrange them in a manner that conve ye the message you receive
from the material you select,
11. Listen to television and radio commercials. Analyze them
for the hero .concept they convey. Or make up your own.
12. Review and critioize movies, musioal, dramatic, or dancing
produoations for the heroic message.
13. Collect and play hero games. Make up a new one.
14. Make up amannotated bibliography of books, stories, poems,
or articles (filmstrips, slides, movies, too).
15, Select contrasting people who are considered heroic and
analyze them for differences. Do this for several or just one pair,
16.Find heroes as school symbols. Joliet Central Steelman; Uni-
versity of Illinois Mini Indian; MSU Spartan.
17. Find the hero symbol in stores, used as product names; or
for teams of young athletes; or for gangs; for musical groups.
18. Find the origin of names (Diotionary of Names?). Are some
heroic in meaning?
19. Find hero stories you like. Prepare one or several for re-
telling to friends or to children. We'll have a storytelling
hour. Credit given for someone who will organize such a program,
20. Pour through the teenage magazines such as the ones in the
jackdaw in order to determine and analyze the qualities of
the celebrities.
21. Create a television program on heroism interviews; "This
is your life," or other ideas; or make up a radio hero show.
22. Find movies, filmstrips, slides, and prepare a program.
23. Secure speakers for our class. Make all the arrangements.
24. Plan a field trip for the oleos. Carry it through.
25, Make up a class Hero bulletin board. Or posters for the halls.
26.Make up a hero comic strip or cartoon.
27. Make up some new trading cards heroes or anti-heroes,
28. Select and arrange heroes and anti-heroes indifferent areas
of life, as the doctor and the drug a4diot, et cetera.
29. Collect sets of heroes and arrange them for class analysis.
30. Find clippings in daily newspapers about heroic acts.
31. Interview people for acts of heroism they have witnessed.
32. Find music that presents heroic concepts and bring it to
class for us to hear, with your commentary.
33. Compose music. Play it for us (solo or group, song or
instrument); or compose a dance or any other expression of ideas.
34, Compose a ballad about a hero.
35. Plan some class Playdays. One "Will the real Hero please
stand up?" Another, Hero Charades where each one receives a
piect of paper with a hero's name and has to act him out for the
rest to guess. Make all arrangements and carry through the games.
36. Make up your own project.



FilmstrP, and Rqcords

1. Sr. all Courage by Sperry (NOTE) rental $20, #96666R.

Records
le The Red Badge
2, Four at $6.50

of English'

of Courage (Caedmon) #TC 1040.
each sold by National Counoil of Teachers

The quest
rewarding!

by Forbes #95916
by Keith #96014R

rms rong #9601311
214, by Lenski #96050R

of "The Hero" should be exciting and



Plans for the Course: AMerican Literature to 1850

by Maribeth Carroll
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The purpose of this paper is to describe the way the American Literature
course will be set up in the Fall, 1973 at Plymouth Salem High School in Ply
mouth) Michigan. This report will include the objectives of the course, a
course description, the scope of each unit, the materials used by teacher and/
or.student in the unit) and an annotated bibliography of audio-visual resources
available at the high school to use for this course.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The course, American Literature to 1850, is a one semester elective
course offered to students in the tenth through twelfth grades. The course
is planned in three phases: one large group, one lab and three small groups
every six days.

OBJECTIVES

The student will be directly responsible for his own learning.
The student will pose relevant, appropriate and substantial questions.
The student will find the answers to his questions.
The student will read for enjoyment.
The student will discoverour early American literature.
The student will discover our, early American culture.

The student will relate early American literature and culture to the contempo-
rary literature and culture through themes.

PROCETURPS: WRITINO LAB

The purpose of the writing lab is for students to write, to enjoy writing,
and to learn to write clearly and excitingly. Students will begin each lab
meeting with a "quickie" warm-up exercise, Which will include one sentence im-
ages based on pictures, short dialogues and poetry, observance and awareness
exercit41 and other short writing experiences. hfter the student has complet-
ed his warm-up, he will then attempt to write something more sophisticated.
Activity cards with ideas for "quickies" and longer writing assignments will
be placed in a box where students may browse through them and choose to write
about something that interests him..lhe'student may also forqUilate his own
writing ideas. The teacher will use the lab time to help students with their
current writing, and to confer individually with students about the writing
they have handed in. The students will be required to keep a journal of at
least thre e pages a week, to be handed in at the beginning of each lab. The
journal will be checked in, but not graded.

CONTENT: LARGE (Won!'

Large group presentations will be primarily media presentations made by
the teacher and/or the student. Tapes, records and filmstrips from the. Learn-
ing-Listening Center will also be used. Supplementary films have been ordered
for the course.

METHODS: SMALL GROUP

During the first small group meeting of the unit, the students will be
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free to work through a jackdaw, prepared by the teacher, based on the theme of
the unit. The next two to four class meetings will be spent discovering and
discussing the topic through early American literature and contemporary lit.
erature. At the end of the unit, each studint will research,,develop and pre-
sent a project that is based on the unit and will enrich their experience with
the unit. Students will be given two to three class periods to research

their projects.

PROJECTS

The projects which will be mentioneCin this paper are meant to enrich
the student's understanding of the unit they have studied) give the student
practice in language skills, and give the student alternatives for more suc-
cessful ways of self-expression. The project options will be arranged ac-
cording to the following patterns

Q. your own project
R. a reading project
S. a written project
T. an oral project
U. a music-centeroolproject
V. a media project
W. a fine arts project
x. a practical arts project
Y. an "arty" project (collage, mobile, etc.)
Z. a group project

Each student will be required to make one of his projects oral and two
of his projects written.

THE AMERICAN INDIAN, UNIT 1

Questions: Who is the American Indian? What is the culture of the American
Indian?? the American Indian been wronged? What is the status and the
needs of the American Indian today? What is our individual. and governmental
respqnsibility toward the American Indian?

Literature: Indian Genesis stories, essays and poetry of the nineteenth cen-
fury annlaier from the anthology, The American Indian,. Selections about
and by Indians from the anthology, curreaTielned by Delores Minor. Short
stories, "Flame on the Frontier" from / Me and"The Man Called Horse" from
Siihtlines,both published by Holt, Rine art, Winston.

Resources: library books about Indian history, Indians today, Indian way of
fra7Faures of Indian life, Indian literature,, James F. Cooper's novels
and other fictional novels about Indians, Indian artifacts, Indian jackdaw.

proilitall: Q. your own project
R. Read two books by or about Indians. Plan to discuts these books with me.
S. Write a unique creation myth, or a realistic essay about Indian life today.
Tr. .Memorize and reherse an oratory written and spoken by an Indian originally.

Give the speech to class as the Indian might have given it.
U. Record Indian music to play for the class, or make a reproduction of an

Indian musical instrument.
V. Dry mount a notebook of pictures of Indian culture, Tape a guide to the book.
W. Make a finished watercolor, line drawing, painting or sculpture of a spe-
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cific Indian, or a scene of Indian life.
X. Make an authentic reproduction of an Indian costume for yourself or a

doll, or cook an authentic Indian food for the class.
Y. Make an artistic mobile that illustrates one of the Indian genesis stories
or Indian artifacts. Make the mobile the way a nineteenth century Indian
might have.
E. In a group of three to five, dramatize a scene from Indian literature or

scene about Indians to be videotaped; or, build an Indian tepee.

UNIT II: THE FREEDOM SEEKERS

questions: What is freedom? Whe is free? How do you become free? Why de
people seek freedom? Is freedom essential to human happiness?

Literatureea1801.American literature-- diaries, essays, speeches, etc. of the
ieTTIWI7recorded essays and speeches of men in government, revolutionary
ballads of war, units in Currents, edited by Delores Minor, published by
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich7150.7q've Gotta Be Free," "Sounds Like A New
World Callin'," The Great American Dream."

Resources: charts and maps, books of colonial history and culture, picture
STATIonettler's culture, magazine articles about their food and costume.

Projects: q. Your own project
R. Read parts of several books and magazine articles about one aspect of

colonial life. Assemble a bibliography for the class to use, and dis-
cuss your reading with me.

S. Write and bind your own New England Primer or.tpretend you traveled on the
Mayflower; bind a book and keep a diary of your shipboard experiences.

T. Write and deliver your own Puritan sermon, or memorize and deliver one
That was written by a Puritan. For another student's project, have him

make you an authentic Puritan minister's costume.
U. Collect colonial antiques to display in the classroom; write.about the

history of each item, or make a modfl of the Mayflower from scratch.
V. Make a transparency-tape presentationabout an aspect of Puritan life

that interests you-- religion, government, everyday life, food, etc.
W. Artistically draw a floorplan of a settler's cabin. Illustrate in color

the kitchen, and bedroom, or make a Puritan toy 3r artifact out of carved
wood, or build a model of a settler's cabin.

X. Cook a sebler's meal and share it with the class.

Y. Draw and color in detail a life size image of fourmembers of a settler's
family in the everyday clothing of the period.

Z. Plan an entire Thanksgiving meal, complete with food, table setting, Cos-
tumes, prayers, etc.

UNIT III: WITCHCRAFT

Questions: Who is a witch? Do witches exist? Why was there a witch hunt in

Salem? Are there witches today? Do witches threaten you?

Literature: The Crucible by Arthur Miller, records and tapes about Joseph
R. McCarthy, Videotape of The Crucible, Hawthornes "Young Goodman Brown,"

Washington Irving's short stories: about unusual occurences.

Resources: books about Salem witchcraft and contemporary witchcraft, maga-
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zines, Witch of Blackbird Pond by.Elizabeth Speare, plays "Bell, Boils and Can-
dle," airmhe WitOidng HoUrTy Augustus Thomas; The Witch of Lok Island by
Elsie Masson, The Witch at by John Beatty, The Witarsrirae-Ty Clifford
Armstrong, MapErho Waltz by Fred M. Stewart.

Projects: Students will divid: themselves into two groups. One group will
read The Crucible and information about Joseph R. McCarthy; the other group
will read short stories about witchcraft, including Hawthorne's- "Young Good-
man Brown," and study current books, magazines and newspapers about the witch
culture. Both groups will present a project based upon what they've read.
For example, the former group, could act out a scene from the Crucible and
the latter group may do a media presentaion About witchcrin.

UNIT TV: CRIME AND CRIMINALS

Questions: What criteria defines a crime and a criminal? Who determines
the criteria? Are criminals born? Who are major criminals today? What is
our responsibility to the criminal?

Literature: Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter book and tape, Melville's Billy Budd
WidREIck, all of PeerriridHanignes short stories, tape abiagialTri
and OrYde, Mt Shadow Ran Fast, by Bill Sands, Capote's In Cold Blood, Kessel-
ring's play, "Weniireiiid-Ind Dace," Chodorov's "Kind Lidy7Tingsley's "De-
tective Story," Currents unit "Show Me A Prison."

Resources: psychology and sociology books and magazine articles about the
criminal and crime, capital punishment, prises reform; tapes records and film-
strips about crime in America today, newspapers and magazines about Watergate.

Projects: Q. Your own project.
R. Read two books about criminals and crime, either fiction or nen-fiction.

Prepare a short presentation telling the story of your books to the class,
and write a book review.

S. Write your own crime story or your own Gothic novel, r solution to crime.
T. Read aloud and tape record a story of crime or criminals, when you Are a-

lone, at night with only one light on. Play the tape for the class and
explain the mood the situation and the reading created *n. you.

U. Record oneof Poe's stories and make a light-music show to create the
mood for the story, or make an 8 mm. film that will create the mood for
one of Polls stories.

V. Choose one story of crime and criminals and make a slide or transparency
show including the setting, plot and charactoOs of the story, trying to
recapture the mood of the'story.

W. Illustrate a finished, bound book of a short story about crime.

Y. Make a mobile that deliicte the problems of the criminal in society today.
Symbols will be welcomed. ' 4

E. Get a group of three together and recreate on the wall of the classroom, a
setting from one the stories you liked best, or plan a tour of a penal
facility and write up or give an oral repott to the class on your exper-
iences.

UNIt V: DIVIDED

Questions: How can a person be divided? How does a whole people become di-

vided? 'ghat emotions does division elicit? How does division elicit these
emotions? How can the divided be reunited?
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Literature: Benet's poem, "John Brown's Body" recorded, Crane's The Red Badge
of Course, Johnny Got His Gun, Amy Lowell's "Patterns," Sandburg's war poems,
Afro-American Literature aeries by Houghton Mifflin, Black Like Me , Black
Boy by Richard Wright, short stories from I Me, HerseTraroshima, short
stories from He Who Dares published by Noble and Noble, Currents unit "Gone
For Soldiers Everyone, Thoreau's Walden, Two Blocks Apart.

Resources: history of the revolutionary, civil and Viet Nam wars,-- booksl
tapes and filmstrips, black literature not mentioned above, tapes about
blacks in America."Summertree" a short war play.

Projects: Q. Your own project.
R. Read two bboks about war and/or minority groups and dry mount your own

book concerning your reactions to the books, and illustrating your reactions.
S. Write a poem or short story concerning a topic we covered in this unit.
T. Assemble several poems around one of the themes and interpret them

orally to the class.
U. Write your own lyrics and/or your own tune about war. Sing the song for

the class.
V. Choose arpoem appropriate to this unit and make a media presentation

to the class with the poem taped and playing as part of the presentation.
W. Based on something you've read connedted with this unit do a sculpture

in response to what you've read (wire, plexi.glass, paper-mache, etc.)
X. Cook up a dish for the class that is traditionally from the black cul-

ture.

Y. Make a mobile with symbols hanging from it that show how you feel about
one of the topics we've discussed in this unit.

Z. Choose a short black play or war play to perform, in costume, for the class.

UNIT. VI: PROBE

A probe unit is a unit that students design by themselves. They will
form themselves into groups of three or four and make a list of questions that
are important to them. Then tthey all meet back together and decide on the
most important questions. They again divide up into grouq, one group for
each question, according to each student's personal interests. The groups
then list all important questions that must be answered to answer their main
questions. The students will then decide bow to go about s ;wering their
questions. Each group has a leader and the entire class elects one Probe-
master and assistants if needed.

Students will need to read and do research to answer their questions.
The teacher's role is to serve as aresource person,but to let the students
direct their own learning.

The outcome of this unit might be a jackdaw made by the students to od-
ucate others to something the students feel is important; or it may lead to
social action, or to heated discussion. The only outcome certain, is that the
unit will lead to where the students are going and where the teacher permits
them to go.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES AVAILABLE
TO SUPPLEMENT _THIS frOTTR.sP,

Adventures In American Literature, 11b, New York: Harcourt Brqce and World,
r9637--nnualz-TJORings of Taylor, Henry, Paine, and Emerson. Very clear.
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AtAshimitax read hy Jesse Lemisoh, Folkway Records. Clear
Fran n was moan n&t boring.

Revolution atilt Wallace House, Folkways Records. Spunky
5731aTairy are Yankee Doodle included..~~e 011110~1.

Senator Jo eah R. McCarthy narrated kx Emile de Antoine, Brookside Reoorda.
Mar 'ri6fainis of -hearinigiTriNrrs rain% ?ell of 14cCarthy; good for The
Crucible.

The Minister's Black Veil and Luta Goodman Brown read by Basil Rathbone, Caed-
mon. Very good and intereTani-iriteFREFEion.

Pit and the Pendulum, atiil of bmptillado, read by Basil Rathbone, Caedmon.
M.:TM are straight from Poe, very dramatic and effective.

Basil Rathbone Reads E.A. Poe: Poems,"The Masque of the Red DeathrThe Black
Ta.7 Caedmon. AgafnTri:Tre- interpretation pf Poe's works.

Molly Dick read by Louis Zorick, Folkways. Very fine reading, with narrator
iaing-Titt all the parts. Chapters 1, 36, 135 and Epilogue included.

Walden read by Howard M. Jones, Spoken Artiste. Narration and explanation of
tie ratuation at the beginning is helpful. Good clear and intereting reading.

Genesis: The Creation and Noah read by Judith Anderson, Caedmon. Fine
17017475176FarriMiNniiiEilical and Indian gensie stories.

CASSETTES

Scarlet Letter, Living Literature. True to story, clear and interesting.
Complete set of abtors to fill roles, t true dramatic production.

A Poe Reader, Livinl; Literature. Poe's major stories on three cassettes.
LibertreriFe sometimes taken with his stories.

SOUND FILMSTRIPS

Edgar Allen Poe: A arch for Beaut,, A Search Far Truth, Guidance Associates.
Excellent TeaRicia

Se,

and content qualit7.--YRNMaTve and interesting.

A FINAL NOTE

I have never taught the above class before. This course plan is an at-
tempt to combine the traditional literature course with modern literature and
themes to make the course exciting and important to the students. Books that
:influenced the structure of this course are Teaching As Ah Subversive Activitx,
The 2 Classroom, Hooked On Books and Literature ana%4 English Department.
People who for helping me: Alberta Clemons, BuR-Cox, Nency'FauS777
Bruce Hunting, Jay Lu1wig, Steve Judy.
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MYTHOLOGY AND NOVELS DO MIX
By Joyce Heiner

PROBLEM' Due to leek of funds /teachers /materials /space/ etc., the tenth
grade Myths and Legends elective will be combinded with the Into.
duotion to the Novel class.

PROBLEM' Due to lack of etc. no new books will be purchased for the Myths
and Legends class. '(Existing text' Edith Hamilton's MYtholoay..
what else?)

PROBLEM' Due to lank of etc., only one new novel may be bought for the
Introduction to the Novel class. (Existing texts: itlAssBabyloa,
120:, and Laenarailleapj

PROBLEM* This will be Grand Ledge s first year on an elective system. Try
to help students adjust to the shorter time of ie weeks,

When I was first faced with this problem, I thought I might divide
the classes into two separate nine week mini-coursesl but since this would
be my students' first experience with the semester concept, I felt a nine
week class would be too much too soon. As a result, I have merged the two
classes by using the novels as examples of mythology at work. For lack of
time, I discarded LIE as I had fcund it rather difficult for the tenth
grade, and bought Tolkien's Theritobblt to replace it. If money would not be
a problem, I would buy even more appropriste novels, such as Twain's A Conneos.
Ustat6.AnjusUalairjaiburliatea, Rice's Tamen, Updike's The Centurion,
or Borland's When The LegenpDie, to name only a few. As a major text,
I would use Map 140jel,max by W. T. Jewkes.

c'"2AIL, = Am. In teaching this class, I decided
not to view mythology on a historical
basis, but on the assumption that all

men, regariless of their culture or
time period, have had similar °motto
nal reaotions to the mysterious and
often frightening world around them.
To get away from Hamilton and the
straight Greek/Roman experience, I
stenciled off various other myths and
legends from a large group of resource
material that the principal would buy
for me to supplement the class text.
I also found a great amount of free or
inexpensive flume for the later American
Folktale and Hero units , although I
also listed in my outline various short
stories that could be brought in. All

4 selections in the outline were found
in the broke listed under teacher re-
source material,

In presenting this to the class,
I would student centered it by having
each student keep a journal of his per -
sonal responste. Students would also
be given opportunities to write their
ouu myths of creation after examining

f 1
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avid discussing creation myths passed out in class. At all times, the
emphasis would not be on the who-did-what in the myth or epic, but what
experience in a man's life would warrant him to want to create such a myth.
Finally the student would be asked what myths or legends are a part of his
own life. A final project might consist of a student going out into his
neighborhood or family and recording the superstitions, hero images, or myths
that surround that group of people,

11311!it-:
Frank, Pat, Alas, RabYlonTNiTilik-I-17a5itom, 1959.

Hamilton, Edith, Mythology, New Yorks Mentor reprints of Little,Brown and
Company, 1940.

Knowles, John, A Separate Peace, New Yorks Dell Publishing, 1959.

Tolkien, J.R.R., The Hobbit, New Yorks Ballantine Book, Inc., 1937.

TEACHER RESOURCE LIBRAR

Bulfinch, Thomas, Myth bogy, New Yorks Dell Publishing, 1959,

Birch Cyril, pi4ntsel1114§AnsUmtaaml, Oxford, Oxford University Press,
1961.

Clark, Ella, Roc Oklahoma! University
of Oklahoma Pre!ie, 19

Doman, Richard, American Negro Folktalg,

Piehwick, Marshall, Ih2diorolAuxioan Style, New Yorks McKay Co., 1969.

Green, Roger, King Arthur ofd His Knight's of the Rom_Ilki,d"1, New Yorke
Penguin Books, 1953.

Lorne and Lowe, Camelot, New York.

Loslau, Charlotte and Wolf, African Myths_and FolltaleaL New Yorks Pater
Pauper Press, Inc.

Marriott, Alice, American Indian Myth4oity, New YorkoMentor, 1968.

Morisset, Rodney, Hero, New Yorks Ginn and Company, 1973,

Poulakis, Peter, Amoriallatkaro, New Yorks Scribners, 1969.

Tolkien, J.R.B., The FiAlowshim'of the New YorksBallantine, 1965.
The Two Towers, New Yorks Ballantine, 1965,

Tho Return of the King, Now Yorks Ballantine, 1965.

White, T,H., The Once and Futualiga , New Yorks Avon

If working with slow readers, the following books are secondary interest but
on a fourth grade reading level. All are from Globe Book Co, New York,
Clifford and Fay, The NagnAficent Myths of Nan
Marcatane and Potter, American Folklore and legends
Potter and Robinson, Around the World Folktales
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

1, Become aware of the internatbnal as well as historical aspect of mythology
2. Become aware of the many definitions of what a myth is
3. Have a general knowledge of the more famous myths, legends, and heroes.
4. Become aware of 'how they and their culture now in America define myths

and how mythology influences their lives.
5. Become aware that mythology is a basic) form of story telling, and its

relationship and influence on the novel throughout time.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS

1. Maintain a journal in uhich the student will respond to class readings,
disou salon, films, posters, or any other response that comes from being
in this class.

.

2. Various writing assignments and short tests over given mater ial.

3. A creative project depeoting any aspect of a particular mythology( file,
slide show, scrapbook, cartoon epic, dramatic production, newspapersoto.)
or a oomparison of a theme in different mythologies.

4. Read at, least one additional novel or epic and report on its use of
nythology0Jord or the Rings, Once a04 Future King, Taman, James Bond
as hero, Gulliver's Trave4, OdYeeey)

COURSE OUTLINE

I. Defining Mythology
A. A Diuousion of Mythology from Myth apd Truvn by Jo6 Knox
B. A Discusion of Mythology from The Hero with a Ipoo Faoe9 by Joseph

Campbell.

G. A variety of myths passed :around at random .as students try to
define mythology on their own based from the myth readings

II. Myths- The Common Experience
A. The Beginning Creation "lytho

1. "How the World and Mankind Were Created" by Edith Hamilton
2. "Creation" Genesia 1214
3. "The Creation" by James Hohnson(Negro Sermon from CO's Trimbona)
4. "Heaven and Earth and Ian" A Chinese myth retold by Cyril Birch
5. "The Norse Creation" by Edith Hamilton
6. "The Creation of the World" A myth of Uganda,Africa
?. "Old MaA" a Crow Indian mjth
8. "The World is Too Much With Us" by William Wordsworth



B. Seasons of Barth and Man
1. Children's Nursery Rhymes (Humpty Dumpty, Rock-a-by Baby, Ring

Around the Rosie)
2, "Demeter and Persephone" by Edith Hamilton
3, "Tho Many Deaths of Winter" from the Norse myth retold by James

Baldwin

4. "Mame Lamentation" translated by Daniel G. Brinton

C. Death and Misery
1. "Pandora" by Edith Hamilton
2. "The Origin of Death" Hottentot myth
3. "It is Better to Die Forever" Blackfoot
4. "Orpheus and Eurydice" by Edith Hamiltcm
5 "How Death Camo Into the World" Modoc
6. "After Apple-Picking" by Robert Frost

III. Metamorphosis
A, "The Gods" by with Hamilton
B."Flower, Myths" by Edith Hamilton
C."Baucis and Philemon" by Edith Hamilton
D."Pygmalion and Galatea" by Edith Hamilton
E."Promotheus and Io" by Edith Hamilton
F."Daphno" by Edith Hand
G."Midau" by Edith Hamilton
H. "Araohne" by Edith Hamilton
I."Coyloand Alcyone" by Edith Hamilton

IV The Ancient Hero to Naga
A. What is a Hero?

1."Perseus" by Edith Hamilton
2."Hercules" by Edith Hamilton
,."Jason: Quest for the Golden Fleece" by Edith Hamilton
4."Stories of Signy and of Sigurd" by Edith Hamilton

B. Cultural Legends Odysseus
1."The Trojan War" by Edith Hamilton
2."The Fall of Tray" by Edith Hamilton
30"The Adventures of Odysseus" by Edith Hamilton

C. Hubris: The Sin of the Heroes
1. "Phaethon" by Edith Hamilton
2. "Phaethon" by Marris Bishop
3, "Daodaius" by Edith Hamilton
4. "0 Daedalus, Fly Away Home" by Robert Hayden
5. "Pegasus and Bellerophon" by Ecilth Hamilton

D. Use of the Greek Hero in Modern Literature
1. A Searate Peace by John Knowles
2. "A Separate Peaces Meaning and Myth," by Marvin E.

the English Journa), May,1971
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V.Medleval Tales
A. Nights of tho Round Table

I. "Arthur" by Bullfinch
2. Selections from Orl.....rolgicoar(1. by White
3. "The Tale of Sir Gareth" by Roger Croon
4. "Sir Cawain and the Green Knight"

by Roger Green
5. Came).0t by Lorne and Lowe
G. "Death of Arthur" by Bullfinch

b. Charlemagne seotion of Bullfinch
C. (optional- AConmtici_ntYakeolD King

Arthur's Court by Mark

VI. Myth and Magic Tno Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkion

VII.American Folklore
A. The Legends

1, "The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County" by Mark Twain
2. "Brer Fox" by Joel Chandler Harrin
1. "Headless Horsoman of Sloepy Hollow" by Washington Irving

H. Cultural Heroes (see film list)
1, "Who Made Paul Runyan" by Carl Sandburg
2. "Babe Ruth" by Paul Callico
3. "Casey Jones" by Wallace Saunders
4. "John Henry" traditional song

The Anti-Heroes
1. "Jesse James" by William Benet
2. "'Cho Average" by W.H.Auden
3. "Cool Tombs" by Carl Sandburg
4. "Tsali of the Cherokees" Cherokee
5. Bonnie and Clyde movie
6. a.movie
7. "Taught Me Parple" by Evelyn Hunt,,,,r
8. "The Lesson of the Muth" by Don Marquis.

D. Modern Heroes (see film list)
1. John F. Kennedy 6, Jane Fonda
2. Alice Cooper 7. Angela Davis
3. Marilyn Monroe 8, Hugh Hefner'
4, Walt Disney 9 Micky Mantlo

Daniel Boone
Mike Fink
Daivd Crockett

E. Media Heroes
1. comic books
2. television

3. advertisements 5. comic books
4. "Superman" by John Updike

F. The Atomic Age Hero- Alas& Babylan by at Frank
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FREE OR INEXPENSIVE AUDIO VISUAL AIDS

The following is a list of audioi.visusl aids to be used in teaching a
mythology/folklore unit. I did not include this in my lesson plan as schools,
vary to the amount of money that a teacher can spend on a certain class, I

have vouped these according to content.

I. 16 mm films Most of these films are from the MSU-UM film rental catalogue
and cost under W.. Call first for a reservation at the
audio-visual lab on campus.
* Film may be borrowed for free from Lansing Public Library
/I Film may be borrowed for free from Olivet College AV Depart.

Films may be borrowed/rented from the University of Illinois

AA Classical

Athens: The Golden Age
Character of Oedipus

* Icarus and Daedalus
King Midas and the Golden Touch
Mythology of Greece and Rome

# Oedipus Rex (four reels)
Oedipus Rex: Man and God
Odyssey I (The Structure of the Epic)
Odyssey II (The Return of Odysseus)
Odyssey III (The Central Themes)
Of Myths and Monsters From Other Lands
Recovery of Oedipus
The Stonecutter
Sun Flight
Theseus and the Minotaur

13, Medieval Legends and Tales

. Charlemagne: Unifier of Europe .

I!! Lady of the Lake: Background for Literature
Medieval Knights

* Tom Thumb in King Arthur's Court
Vikings: Life and Conquest

G. American Indian Legends

Paddle to the Sea
* Tahtonka

D. American Legends and Heroes

* And Away We Co (Henry Ford)
Babe Ruth

* The Big Moment in Sports: Volumes I,II,III
* Burden and Glory of JFK
* City of Gold (Gold Rush Frontier)
Daniel Boone

* Days of Whiskey Gap (Northwest Mounties)

80-



* The Face of Lincoln
* Golden Twenties
* Helen Keller in Her Story
* Hollywoods The Golden Years
* "I Have a Dream..." The Life of Martin Luther King'
The Legend of Johnny Appleseed

* The Legend of Valentino
* Life in the Thirties
* Mark Twain's America
Paul Bunyan the Blue Ox
Paul Bunyans Lumber Camp Tales

* Real West
* The Redwoods .(Paul Bunyal
* Some of the Boys (Lincoln

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

II. Records

Poems and Songs of Middle Earth(To 123) Caedmon Records (Hobbit)

Camelot ,Capitol Records, Broadway Musical of Lerner and Lowe

III. Audio Tape Recordings(buy)

A. National Center for Audio Tapes
Bureau of Audiovisual Instruotion
Stadium Building Room 319
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Prices $2.40 reel
$2.90 cassettes

15 minutes long

indicate number

023901 Admetus and Alcestis
023902 Ceres, Persephone, Pluto
023903 Damon and Pythias

023904 Orpheus and Eurydice
023905 Pandora
027701 Echo and Narcissus
027702 The Gifts to Amaterasu
027703 Hercules and the Golden AppleA___
027704 Iduna and the Golden Apples
027705 King Midas and the -Golden Touch
027706 The Legend of the Palm Tree
027707 The Lorelei
027708 Maui
027709 Story of Orpheus and Eurydice
027710 Pandora
027711 Persephone
027712 Phaeton
027713 Wunzh the Dreamer

B. The University of Michigan
Audio Visual Olucatien Center
416 Fourth Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

H-46 Annie Oakley- Little Sure Shot
H-47 Buffalo Bill and the Pony Express
H-45 Daniel Boone: Trailblazer of the Wilderness Road

111111110)

Prices $1.65 reel
$t .R0

15 minutes long
indicate number
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F-3 Death of Wild Bill Hiokock
F-141 Folklore Makes History( 11 tapes of 11 folk heroes)
H-80 Folklore of the Lakes and Looks
H-90 Indian Creation Myths
H-421 Negro Folk Leaders and Folk Heroes( 2 tapes)
H-419 Negro Folk Literature
H-65 Paul Bunyan

IV, Free Bonus Goodies

Write on school stationary tn the following addresses for free material

A. Maps

Literary Map of the British Isles
Ginn and Company
717 Miami Circle NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30324

Pictorial Maps 'of Medieval Myths(#3013(i1, 301291)

Denoyer-Leppert
5235 Ravenwood Ave.
Chicago, I11. 60640

B. Transcripts

Maori Legends (seven transcriptions)

New Zealand Embassy
19 Obsevatory Circle NW
Washington, D.C. 20008
Attentioni Ms. G.H. Williams
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Science Fiction: A New Teaching Horizon

by Joe Wood
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A

SPECULATIVE

ESSAY

"The hero's name was Sergeant Ra7mond Boyle."

"Sergeant Boyle was an Earthling."

"He was an English teacher. The thing was that Earth was
the only place in the whole known Universe where language was
used. It was a unique Earthling invention. Everybody else used
mental telepathy, so Earthlings could get pretty good jobs as
language teachers just about anywhere they went."

"Mental telepathy, with everybody constantly telling every-
body everything, produced a sort of generalized indifference to
all information. But language, with its slow, narrow meanings,
mane it possible to think about one thing at a time--to start
thinking in terms of projects."'

"The C.O. ...was from the planet Tralfamadore, and was about
as tall as an Earthling beer can....He looked -like a little plumb-
er's friend."

"The chaplain...was an enormous sort of Portuguese man -o'-
war, in a tank of sulfuric acid on wheels."'

Vonnegut, Jr.
God Bless You Mr. Rosewater

Science fiction long maligned for its flat characters and its B.E.M.Is
(bug-eyed monsters) has earned a niche in the humanistic curriculum. This
great (excuse the expression) body of material which has been largely ig-
nored by traditionalists in English for years can provide an impetus to
understanding and experience.

Traditional teachers (myself included) once would have sniffed offen-
sively (perhaps smelling the B.E.M. ?), when a student suggested studying a
science fiction work. I found it difficult to conceive how students could
waste time and money on such books while William Faulkner, James Joyce, or
Ernest Hemingway gathered du.3t on shelves. But in a poll at my schOol,
130 out of approximately 230 in the student body selected science fiction
as a course preference to Shakespeare, advanced composition, the modern
novel, and mass media. Consequently, Shakespeare was dropped from our new
elective curriculum and two sections of science fiction were opened.

Galled by the students' lack of sensitivity and lack of perception,
I resigned myself to my new teaching assignment. But this summer in the
Humanistic Approach to the Teaching of English Workshop at Michigan State
University, I became a B.E.T. (bug-eyed teacher). I read dozens of works
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al seeming to "zap" my traditional thinking and approach and advancing
learning theory based on student expirienoe. Reevaluating my personal
suooesses and failures in tuohing, I conoluded that maybe my thinking
.nd methods could use some revising. the pupils where I taught must
have perceived something which related more to their experience than
that we had been offering.

What then was the relationship between the adolescents from 14-17
and science fiction? My belief is that it is the fantasy embodied in
this genre. Assuming that I was typical (dangerous ground, I know), I
remember much of my adolesoent time was spent in fantasy: about sex,
being a sports hero, a dangerous customer to pink on, a great success in
life. E*en though I was maturing physically and mentally, part of the
make believe excitement of my childhood was still with me. Adventure
stories by Arthur aonan Doyle and Walter Soott were my favorites though
I knew "aesthetes" read Steinbeck, Hemingway, or Dreiser. I read these
books too ("A good student should blah, blah..."); but it wasn't until
my second or third year in oollege that M really began to appreciate
style, oharacterization, and other such characteristics in literature.
I realize now that much of my teaching has been to take students dir-
ectly to these technical areas. I hoped to save them from wasting their
time on lesser books as I once had. Humanistio studies have shown that
this cannot usually succeed because appreciation of "good" literature
can only come after extensive reading experienoes. The point of this
massive digression? Books in the fantasy realm seem to be closer to
the young learnerl's experience.

What then can the English teacher hope to communicate in the midst
of all this dreaming? Robert Heinlen, a foremost science fiction writer
maintains that science fiotion fans are better prepared for change be-
cause of its concern for what might be. Rather than embrace this de-
bateable and speculative (Good grief!) idea, I contend science fiction
can be an innovative approaoh to practice in reading, writing, and
self-discovery.

With science flotionlb great variation in subject, complexity, and
style, most students should be able to find material they can read and
enjoy. I will encourage them to read on their own and to share their
reactions and related ideas. Hopefully, the realization that their read-
ing will be open to personal choice and that response to these read-
ings will begin with them will stimulate them to read. This reading (a
breakthrough in itself for many) even if it doesn't raise their reading
level will hopefully boost their comprehension and free them from the
threatening situation of having to keep up with advanoed readers. There
is also the possibility that some may turn to this genre in their lei-
sure time.

Also because I am not steeped in science fiction, I will have to
read and learn with and from them. Implied here is the sharing of ex-
periences talking and writing about books and learning from the stu-
dents. Rather than being the traditional dispenser of knowledge, I
will have to take the role of a clarifier of individual and group goals,
a provieler of materials, and an organizer for group and individual dis-
covery. Learning can be enhanced if the student gains an increased
sense of involvement by participating in decision-making about the class.
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At the Dartmouth Oonferonos in 1966 and the plethora of artiolos
published slam indioste, student oomposition beoomos more oreative in
an oxperiemt-oontored ourrioulum. Expostro to these imaginative ideas
embodied in soienoe fiotion, and the emphasis on studontftinitistod re-
sponse and disoovotry should foster a stimulating situation for improved,
oroativo writing.

Soienoe fiotion dose offer a legislate gem,* for loarningo! Initiated
in a hunanistio experienoe0ointero4 approabh made feasible by its Pop-
ular oulture roots and newness to the aosdesio world, it eta provide dev-
elopment in reading, writing, and disoovery. And who knows, maybe solo
tin* in the future when we traditionalist pedagogues are institutional-
ised unable to cope with ohms, i.e. teohnology, humanistic approsohis,

thene would-be scion°e fiotion fans may be inventing the bettor
VoLO0 op us in or a laser-ray lobotomy to readjust our erratio syn-
apses.

4

}lc
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A SCIENOE FICTION RESOURCE UNIT

Soienoe fiction movies:

"Andromeda Strain" (1969)
!Oharly" (1968)
"Day of the Triffids" (1963)
"The Uay the Earth Stood Still" (1951);
"Destination Moon" (1950)
"Dr. Strangelove" (1964)
"Fahrenheit 451" 3.966)

"Fail Safe" (1963"Fail
Vbyage 1969

1
"Forbidden Planet" 1956
"Frankenstein" (193 )
"The Illustrated Man" (1968)
"1984" (1955)

"Omega Man" (1511)
"On the Beaoh" (1959Y
"Panto in the Year gmse (1962)
"Planet of the Apes" (1969)
"The People" (1968)
"The Power" C1268)
"Salient Green""(1972)
"The Tenth Victim" (1965)
"Them" (1954)
"Thee from Beyond Space" (1967)
"2001: A Space Odegsey"(1960
"War of the Worlds" (1953)

These titles in no way exhaust the list of science fiction films. These
are some of .the better of film* and some which appear periodically on
television.

An annotated bibliography for the teachers

1. Amis, Kingsley. A Smrvtysffillenge riottkoll Haroourt-Brave Co., New
York, 1960,

Amps disousses some of the good and bad aspects of science fiction
writing. Science !lotion he says is usually well in advance of the
trend hounds as a means of socia Inquiry.

2. Asimow, Isaac. FILLAWLEAmeL, Disous Books (Avon), New York, New York,
1972.

A good baokground book. He mixes fact and speculation about the
creation of the earth and its prospects for the future. He then moves
to the moon and its geography then to the planets and the stars. Other
areas dealt with are teohnology in the future, space travel, and measure-
ment of the universe.

3. Calkins, Elizabeth and Barry MoGban. i 0 rr Pflaum/
Standard, 38 West 5th Street, Dayton, io,

This book is designed for those who are going to teach scion**
fiction in the classroom. It has ideas for class projects and annotated
lists of science fiction books that students may be interested in reading.
They provide emphasis toward "pulp" science fiction.

4. Clarke, Arthur. Report onPlaneV,Acet °tiler gpeculaAims, Signet
Books (New American Library), New York, New York, 1972.

Another good background book. He divides the book into three main
areas: technology in the future, communication systems, and frontiers
of science. Much speculation based on today's technology.
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annotated bibliography oontinUed.

5. Olareson, Thomas.
The Kent State fellaldiragMeithielegightLetit""242111
Olareson lists books of eoienoe ftotion oritioism and many articles

that the teaoher may be interested in reading.

6. *ore, Patriok. §oiiono, aA4 Motion, George 0. Harrap & 0o. LTD,
London, Toronto, Wellington, and Sydney, 1957.

He starts with what he oonsiders the beginning of true science
fiction (Verne) oiting areas of promise and identifying trite areas esp.
eeially bug-eyed monsters.

7. Wollhelm, Donald. 20,4iverte Na%ets4 Harper & Row Publishers, New
York, Evanston, and London, 1971

Wollheim classifies foUr types of science fiction: imaginary voy-
ages, future predictions, remarkable inventions, and social satire. He
discusses past and present eoienoe fiction authors in relationship to
these classifications sometimes criticizing and sometimes praising. It
is a lively book with the author sparing no barbs.

:biome Fiction Indexes :.

1 Colo, Walter. A,Ohelpaigt of 'Amp Figtokoi; AntholojAs,, K.R. vole,
Brooklyn, 1964.

BEST COPY AVAILABIE

Day, Bradford.
Soienoe o on an an toy ere, nver, ow Tor

3. Day, Donald. Index to the Science Fiotion ftgazines: 1926 1950, Perri
Press, Portland, Oregon) 1952.

4. Strauss, Erwin.
FA9t210,01 MAW nee:
bridge, Hassohusohs, 196

let
o ono:: c on

to
o e y am.

5. Viggiano, Michael and Donald Franson. ilcienge novp4 TAtke %meet
The National Fantasy Fan Federation, 1965.

6. Tuck, Donald. A Handbook of Science Fiction and Fantasy, Seoond edition,
2 volumes, Hobart, Tasmania: Tuck, 1959.

Books for Student Reading. The following is a list of over 200 science
fiction books and their authors. With the exception of a very few, they
are all available in paperback editions. These titles oould be colleot-
ed as a class library, used to stimulate or satisfy outside reading inter-
ests, or used to choose books from for in class use. Those with the est-
eriok are titles having feminine appeal.

Aldiss, Brian-
Anderson, Poul
Anderson, Poul
Anderson, Poul
Anderson, Poul

Anderson, Poul-
Anderson, Poul-
Anderson, Poul
Dickerson, Gordon-Earthman's Burden
Antony, Piers-Oh_
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booklist continued-

Antony, Piers
Asimov, Isaac

Isaac
:)f)

Zsaa6-1:4e F2.1.1004424

Asimov,

Asimov,

Asimov,

Aeimov,
Asimov,

BEST' COPY AVAILABLE

Clifton, Mark &
Riley, FrankT
Compton, D.G.

*Compton, D.G.-1'
Cooper, Edmund
DeOamp, L. Sprague-
Decamp, L. Sprague-
*DeCamp, L. Sprague-
DeOamp, L. Sprague
Miller, P. Sohuyler-G
Delany, Samuel el
Delany, Samuel-

LIU
Delany, Samuel-
Del Ray, Lester-
Dick, Phillip

E eotr
Diokp P p e Sk
Dick, Phillip.9111.).....Ma

Castlt
Dickson, Gordon- t G
Dickson, Gordon-
Dickson, Gordon-
Dickson, Gordon-
Farmer, Philip Jose-
Farmer, Philip Jose- roe; 9dxsgev,

*Farmer, Philip Jose-T
Frank, Pat- s b
Galouyep Dan e
Garrett, Randall-
Gordon, Rex-F r
Gordon, Rex- fat q e Stars

*Harness', Charles- e se
Harrison, Harry-De
Harrison, Harry-P _LAW h
Harrison, Harry- ess

Heinlen, ft-bort Be o Horiz
*Heinlenp Robert- kle or in o Awl),
Heinlen, Robert- Ole Star
*Heinlant Robert-Have LAMMULAWLLALIL

Travel
Heinlen, Robert-IM1144aULCAWA

Mistress
Heinlen, 1o'bert:0

*Heinlen, Robert-P
Heinlen, Robert-
Heinlen, Robert-T

DWI ikfter ()morrow
Heinlen, Robert-S rqkp Trooper
Heinlen, Robert-S er in a Strange

Land
Heinlen, 'Robert-11W
Henderson, Zenna-Pligirimaise-Tlie Book of

Herbert, Frank- e
the Peo le

Herbert, Frank- ra on in the Sea (21st
Century u

saao

Fig!
Isaac

Baster, 1 red-The

*Beater, Illred-DA,
Deat t

Blish, James-
Blish, James.

T

Blish, James
*Blish, James-
Blish, James
Bowen' John-
Brackett, Le

mortoy
Bradbury, Ray-
Bradbury, Ray-

*BradburY, Y
Bradley, Marion-
Brown, Fredric

the Sk
Brown, Fre a

*Brown, Rose1-0
Sqe B140,

Brunner, John-
*Brunner. John-
Brunner, John-

hfir.
Sudrys, Algis
BudrYs, AlSie-
Christopher, Jo -No .1111tja

girAJWI
Christophiii; John-
Clarke, Arthur-0
Clarke, Arthur-T

Stara
Clarke, IFESis-The
Clarke, Arthur-
clarke, Arthur-

st
Clarke, Art ur-20011 4

Cd se
Clement, 1-_yole of Fire
*Clement, Hal-lattata
*Clement, Hal-Mission of Gravity
*Clement, Hal-Nee le
Clement, Hal- tkr ight,

Ma
Demokligh%1

Stare MY

:ii t 'Emit'

Spaoe

era

PITAILIfis e

ra
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book list continued'

Howard, Hayden-
Hoyle, Fred -The
Hoyle, Fred &
Eliot, John-A tot Mt
Huxley, Aldous-Br
Jones, D.F. -imp 4tt on
Juddy, Cyril -, 1A lade
*Keyes, Daniel-F o Is
Knight, Damon-

A
Kornblu
Kornbluth, O.M.
Kornblutht O.M. &
Pohl, Frederik-G
same twl
same two

Ratner, Henry
fi it

Kuttner, enry-' ,

Kuttner, Henry-
Lafferty, R.A.
Letfferty, R.A.
Laumer, Keith-
Laumer, Keith-
Laumer, Keith &
Brown, Rosel
Leguin, Ursula

of Der
*Leiber, Yrit-
Leiber, Fritz
.Leiber, Fritz
Leiber, Fritz
Leinster, Murray-. rw es ot Zan
Lewis, 0.S. e ',pus Strpretih
Lewis, 0.S. ere Andra
Lewis, 0.8.- ut of Cho Silent

Plane
*MaoDonabi, John-te Girl_ the Gold

Watch =d Ever t
Malsberg, Barry-Be
Matheson, Richard-1, eAen1(

*MoOafferty, Anne-Dragonflisht
McCafferty, Anne - Restores
McCafferty, Anne-

gaila
MoCannp-Edison-Preferreek Risk
McIntosh, J.T.-Tfie ft est

R le f t
Mead, Shepard-
Merril, Judith - he omorrox

People
*Miller, Walter-A..,

Leibowitz
Moore, C.L.-foomsdaxMorning
Moore, Ward -Bring the Jubilee

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Moore, Ward &
Davidson, Avram-
Niven, Larry -Ringo
Norton, Andre-B e s er
Norton,
Norton,

Norton,
Nouree,
Oliver,
Orwell,
Orwell, George
Pangborn, Edgar
*Pangborn, Edgar-
Panshin, Alexei-
Peok, Richard -F
Phillips, Mark
*Piper, H. Beam-
Pohl,. Frederik-
Pohl, Frederik-
Pournelle, Jerry-
Pratt, Fletcher-T
Robinson, Frank -
Ruse, Joanna-
Russell, Erin
Sohmitz, James
Shaw, Bob-T e
8heokley, o.

*Shires, William-
Shutet
Silverberg, Rober

*Silverberg, Robert-
Silverberg, Robert-
Silverberg, Robert-
Simak, Clifford
Simak, Clifford
Simak, Clifford-
Simak, Clifford
Simak, Clifford -
Simak, Olifford-
Smith, Oordwainer-_he_pliallgum
Spinard, Norman-Bust, JaAKAILL111

Sturgeont Theodoresmio
Stapledon, Olaf- d John

Sturgeon, Theodore-T a Dre
The S ntheti

*Sturgeon, heo ore Human.
Sturgeon, Theodore -`anus lus X
Tucker, Wilson-111_111t Loud Silence
Tucker, Wilson-The year of the Quiet Sun
Vance, Jack-The DEmon MAstere
Van Vint, A.E.-Alan
Van Vogt, A.E.-The Weapon Shops of Isher
Verne, Jules-ammy to the Oellter of

the Earth

r._

Andre-
Andre-
Lait P
Andre -
Alan -
Ohad-
George- ar

r f
AMMO*
MUM%

114111114,_

--.127! k

f r t
re

0

RIMEL

servork

ilwLitail
migniffrie

14.1.M- er

ni; er arr
OTWA*.: s

Tw imers
er mm

o Pa ebeas 8
e Bi Bel o W

kers of Time

- r
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of Glass

AW- S
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bookliet oonoluded-

Verne, Jules - 20.000 dwitLALE
he

Vidal, ore
Vonnegut, Kur
Vonuegut, Kurt-
Vonnegut, Kurt-

4.-TVERIN_
MVP .21111..a.

Vonnegutt urt-Sletughkerhouee

Wells,
W0110, H.G.
Wells,. B.G.

Worlds
Wilhem, Kate-2141.2411011.2=5&
Williamson, Jiiik11151LIERRigalL

Wolfe, Bernard-
Wyndham, John-T
Wyndham, John-
*Wyndham, John-
Wyndham, John-
Zelaznyt
Zelazny,,Roger-
Zelaznyt Roger-
Zelazny, Rogeri

IMAM
41r104117:111..... t

if:47.41rlitscrxi

oAromnro.,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A majority of these books are annotated in Calkins and Whan Teaokr
latIgagagic (check annotated bibliography).

Television that may be of uses

"The Little People" "Time Tunnel"
!Lost in Spaoe" "Twilight Zone"
"Night Gallery" "Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea"
"One step Beyond"
"Star Trek"

Soienoe fiction periodicals- These inolude short stories, book reviews,
and some poetry. Below are 15-of more than 130 of periodicals.

1. AmAging, Ultimate Publishing Co., Box 7, Oakland Gardens, Flushing,
Nik 11364.

ew or

3. Dram World) Ziff-Davie Publishing Oo., Chicago, Illinois.

4. Dinalliq Soienoq F)1.41tigno Oolumbia Publtoations, Holyoke, Massachusetts.

5. Extretpollatiqn, Thomas Olareson, editor, Department of English, the
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.

6. iteligiallTalmate Publishing Co., Box 7, Oakland Gardens, Flushing,

7. Galaxy, 421 Hudson St., New York, New York 10014.

8. Luna Monthly, Frank and Anne Dietz, Oradell, New Jersey.

420 Lexington Ave. New York,

9.
The Magazine and SoietweliAloAp 347 E. 53rd St.,

10. Magellalttammt, Health Knowledge Inc.,
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&stenos fiction periodicals oontinued-
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

11. WAILE4111, Love Romanoes Publishing Co. Ina., Stamford, Connect»
out.

12. 6 trathis112au, Standard Magazines, Kokomo,. Indiana.

13* TPV110 qqarterli, Leland Sapiro, editor, 1242 West 37th Drive,
Los Angeles, California.90007.

14. VOreAL, Eloience Fiction Corporation, New York, New York,

15. Worldia 9f IF, 421 Hudson St New :Cork, New York 10014.

ACTIVITIES

Science fiotion can be used initiate many individual, group, and
olass activities. Below are some of the options open to the student
and lesson plans for the innovative teacher.

Make a map of the moon, some solar system planet, or invent a world.
Color it seals it, name it, and if neoessary explain it.

Invent a gamo, Create a gameboard, rules, and other components. It can
be about space travel, inventions in 2500 A.D., ask questions about the
readings, or explore a world.

Draw a posters typify your book, make your own predictions, satirize,
but be prepared to write about it.

Make a recordings new trends in 2000; space music; Martian molodiss;
a radio show with interviews, invasions, eto.; spaoe sounds, a 21st
Century news show.

Make a sculpture of clay, metal, or wood of a Jovian bust (whatever
that may be!), a theme in your reading, or make it a secret and let
the class guess.

Create a newspaper of the future or a Betepsulese &like with ads news,
sports, society, etc.

Make a collage on Trcghyule or a book theme.

Produce and direct an Bam. film or a video tape of a skit, an exper-
iment etc.

Improvisize technology in the future, evolution, alien life, schools
in the future, a space trip, hospital ohanges, etc. Write oharacteriz-
ations criticisms, or reactions based on them.

Put on a fashion show (future or alien).

Write or orally present a report on an interest areas apace travel,
U.F.O.ts, the galaxy, the space program, evolution in the future, a
book you would like to share with the class.

Create a cartoon strip with dialogue, serialize it.

Write a story, essay, or poem.
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activities oontinued-

Make miniature oities below the seal, future houses,, rooket ships, hos-
pitals, eto. Use match sticks, card board, or anything that may have
once been junk.

Speoulate on the other 4 senses of the Plutonian, the size of the aver-
age Martian, the possibilities of Ohristians on other planets, law and
order in 2200 A.D.

Notice the differences in language between Ohauerls time and today.
Will it ohange in the future? Why?

What are the possibilities for games in a weightless vacuum?

Describe or make a 1999 Oldsmobile.

Take a contemporary social problem i.e. alooholism, drug addiction orime,
what direction will these take?

One oan readily see the only limitation to class activities in
soienoe fiction is the imagination of the pupils. Most of these act-
ivities can be done alone or in groups. Several of these oan be com-
bined. Every student with any interest in any area should be able to
perform capably and comfortably in this class. All of the activities
provide for some sharing of experience, individual decision in direct-
ion, and possibilities for writing.
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A jackdaw on Death

by Marylu Mud'

BEST CO;IY AVAILABLE

A jackdaw is a thematic collection of materials.
Included in this jackdaw are short stories, plays, poetry and
novels; also, inoluded in the jackdaw are newspaper and mag
azine articles, records, posters, slides, paintings, and
uniques.

The purpose of this jackdaw is to provide enough material
to teach a six or nine week course .on death, or a shorter
unit if desired. The teacher's function is to assist the
students in finding other sources, offer idea-8 on hoW to
use the materials and supervise the activities.

Before presenting the unit to the class, the teacher
should ask the students what they would like to know about
death funeral customs, suicide, folktales, abortion,
and religious beliefs about death. At the beginning of the
unit the teacher places the jaokdaw in the center of the
room and lets the students rummage thrOugti the materials.
Students will sort through the items and pick out materials
which interest them. It is important to allow the students
a choice of materials. Some items have questions for the
students to answer and activities for the students to res
pond to taped in the inside back cover. Also included in
the jackdaw are topics for discussions and debates, field
trips, pantomines, role playing, and reading and writing
assignments. Because of the nature of the materialS and the
reading level of these materials, it is suggested that this
jackdaw be used for tenth grade classes or above.

Suggestions for Activities

1) Visit a funeral home.

2) Rent the film A Death in the Family. Have students
discuss it and compare TW Tie novel..

3) Present a funeral in class. Either use a fictional
character who dies or a "cause" which dies. Have someone
act as the moderator and eulogize the cause or person.
Have members of theolasb act as pallbearers.

4) Vtat a cemetary. Look for epltaphn gotiee unusual
nameo, agen of people aL Ume of death, .tram, mortaitty, dip.

5) Study curial customs in India, Africa, Asia, and the
United States.
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6) Discuss the preparation of an Egyptian mummy. (Visit
the Kalamazoo Publio Museum)

7) Invite a minister, priest and rabbi to discuss the
religious aspects of death.

8) Make a book cover for a book on death.

9) Have students write ghost stories. Make a setting for
the stories, darken the room, use artificial candles, and
sit on the floor. Have students tell their stories to the
class.

10) Make collages or posters on dying or death i.e. motorcycle
accidfints, oar accidents, murder, suicides, or in ant deaths.

11) Have students write their wills as they are today and
then what they would leave to people in thirty years.

12) Write a play about murder, suicide, or accidental death.
Videotape the play.

13) Colleot pictures of people in magazines. Make epitaphs
about them. Write an epitaph for a friond.

14) Memorize and present to the class a scene from
"Arsenic and Old Lace."

15) Learn about people who faced death, Mary, Queen of Scotb,
Brian Piccolo, Anne Boleyn, and Jews during World War II.

16) Do a pantomine of "The Tell Tale Heart" ,or the "Pit and
the PenduluM.

17) Respond to the painting "The Tragedy" by Picasso.

18) Compare Joe's philosophy about death (Johnny Got His
Gun) to Paul Braumer's philosophy (All ug.1.e-6 on thirleTrern
17mt).

19) Write an essay about ESP and death.,

20) Design a sympathy card. Include the message inside
the card.

21) Prom a news article write a fictional account about
the person.

22) Role playing. After reading In Cold Blood present
the trial.

23) Make a scrap book of death poems.
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24) Listen to the reoord "Richard Cory" or "Tell Laura
That I Love Her." Respond to this either by writing a
letter, a poem, or a story.

25) Read a short story about death and make a bookmark about
the story with quotations from the story.

26) The following topios could be used for term papers,
debates, panel discussions, or class discussions, The
topics ares suicide, euthanasia, abortion, murders,
children and death, burial customs, afterlife, cremation,
reactions to death, importance of life, and meaning of
death.

27) Each student takes five index cards. Everyone writes
on the five cards five things or experiences which are
unique to his life. For example, students may describe an
Unusual scar, a trick knee, liking lettuce with peanut butter,
saving stamps, or the time he broke his sister's nose with
a squirt gun. Then each student putivtho cards in a pile
in front of him. The students study one card at a time for
15 . 30 seconds; then they flip over the card and study
the next card. When all the cards are flipped over, the
teacher says, "Now you're no longer in existence (here, dead,).
Finally the students bring themselves back to life by
reversing the process. Disouss the students' reactions to
the game.

List of Materials

Drama

Benet, Stephen V., "The Devi] and Daniel Webster," Currents
in Drama. New Yorks The Macmillan Company ed. by ICY.
Mirrows, 1968.

Blinn, William. 3rianls Song." New Yorks Bantam Books,
1972.

Kesselring, Joseph, "Arsenic and Old Laos," Crime and
Criminals, New Yorks Washington Square PraW7T9717

Essays

Albert, Robert. "Attitudes and Reaotions Evoked by a
Suicide," Death and the Cone e Student. New York:
Behavioral Nbilcaiions,

Baird, Jonathan. "The Funeral Industry in Boston," Death
and the College Student. New Yorks. Behavioral ITAInations,

1972, 21-35.
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Baruek, Joel, "Combat Death," Death and the Collo e Student.
New York: Behavioral publiom7urrym

Bauer, William E, "Ten Stages of Grief," excerpted from
Today's Health Guide entitled "Good Grief".

Beaver, Qhristopher. "Hope and Suioide in the Conoentration
Camp" Death ang the College Student, New Yorks Behavioral
PublicaTTM,`7-1

Conway, Bertrand L. The Question Box. New York: Paulist Press,
1961.

Cooper, Amy F. "The Death Cult of James Dean," Death and
the Cone e Student. New York: Behavioral PuIITTETinTis,
rg'72, 21=

Gordon, Daniel B. "Wake," Death and the College Student.
New Yorks Behavioral plivamems71.91, 151.8777---

Mitford, Jessica. The American wax of Death. Greenwich:
Fawcett Publicalnins,7110.

Ruiz, Richard, "Death in the Philosophy of Jean-Paul Sartre,"
Death, galft Vag Qolleoe Student. New Yorks Behavioral
Publications, 1972, 151-161.

Smith Warren. Strange E SP, New Yorks Popular Library 1969.

HistorY Books

Blumenfeld, Harold. Sacco and Vanzetti. New York: Scholastic
Book Services, 19777".

Hayman, Leroy. The Death of Lincoln. New York: Scholastic
Book Services, 101.

Newspaper' Articles

"AMA President Calls For Study Of Mercy- Killing," --Kalama--
zoo Gazette, (June 30,1973 p A-7.

"Boy, 8, Kills Sitter," Detroit Free Press, (July 5, 1973),
B-1.

Cassels, Louis. "Morticians Answer Clergy Criticism,"
Kalamazoo Gazette, (June 30, 1973), A-2.

"A Curse in Book of Revelations," Kalamazoo Gazette, (June
30, 1973), A-3.
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"Ex-POW Takes His Own Life," Kalamazoo Gazette, (July 3, 1973),
B-5,

"Obituary and Funeral Notices," Kalamazoo Gazette (July 8, 1973),
D -18.

"Two Found Dead At Hartford," Kalamazoo Gazette, (July 7, 1973),
B-7.

Novels

Agee, James. A Death in the Family, New York: Grosset and
Dunlap, 1yn7.

Bradbury, Ray. Dandelion Wine, New York: Bantam Books, 1969.

Camus, Albert. The Stranger. New Yorks Vintage Books, 1946.

Capote, Truman. In Cold Blood. New York: New American Library,
1965.

leenton, Edward. Anne of the Thousand JAYA. hew York: The New
American Library, no., 1170.

Fraser, Antonia. pAry Queen off' Scots. New York: Dell Publishing
Co., 1971.

George, Jean C. Who Really Killed Cock Robin? New York:
E. P. Dutton 176714 co., f9717---

3alten, Felix. iambi. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1970.

Segal, Erich. Love Story.. New York: New American Library,
1971.

Trumbo, Dalton. Johnny Ecat his gun . New York: Bantam Books,
1970.

Vonnegut, Kurt. Slaughter-Nouse Five.
Book Services 1471..

New York: Scholastic

Wambaugh, Joseph. The Blue Knight. New York: Dell Publishing
Co., Inc., 1973.

Wilkerson, David. The Cross and the Switchblade. Old Tappan:
Fleming H. ReveTT-C779727

Auden, W.H. "Elegy for
by Paul Molloy. New
1971.

Poetry

J.F.K.," 100 American Poems edited
York: sollWriarrn6q §orvises,
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"Barbara Allan," Beowulf to Beatles, New Yorks The Pree Press,
1972, 217.

Cummings, B,E., "Buffalo Dill's Defunct," Beowulf t9. Beatles,
Now York: The Free Press, 1972, 242.

Donne, John, "Death, Be Not Proud," Beowulf to Beatles.
New York: The Free Press, 1972, 12 67----

George, Phil, "Battle Won Is Lost," 100 American Poems
edited by Paul Molloy. New Yorksacholastre nook
Services, 1971, 123.

Hardy, Thomas, "The Man He Killed," Cavalcade of Poems edited
by George Bennet New York: Schoftleffb loo? sore
1965, 103.

Housman, A.B., "To An Athlete Dying Young," Beowulf to Beatles
New York: The Free Press, 1972, 134,

Lindsay, Vachel, "If We Must Die," The Book of Modern American
Poetry. New York: Harcourt Bracr7ovanoVUgh7TI7U,

Lindsay, Vachel, "The Leaden-eyed," The Book of Modern American
Pone, try. New York: Harcourt Brace TaitriOTTch-7 =771.

Poe, Edgar A., "Annabel Lee," Cavalcade of Poems edited by
George Bennet. New York: sCI775117 nok gSrvices, 1965,
72.

"Pretty Polly," Beowulf to Beatles, New York: The Free Press,
1972, 219.

Ochs, Phil, "I Kill Therefore I Am," Beowulf to Beatles.
New York: The Free Press, 1972, Mr

Owen, Wilfred,"Anthem for Doomed Youth," AiBook of Modern
British Poetry edited by Anne Courtney, T175,-T177----

Robinson, Edwin A., "Reuben Bright," The Book of Modern
American Poetr r. New York: Harcoli5T-Brace nig76717h,
Inc., 197 ,1.

Sandburg, Carl, "Cool Tombs," The Book of Modern American
Foetr . New. York: Harcourt ngornvanoVICh, Inc., 1970,

Seeger, Alan, "I Have a Rendezvous with Death," The Book
of Modern American Poetry. New York: Harcourrtraco
nvanolilch, 3A70, 8f.
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Teohborne, Ohidiook, "Written on the Eve of Exeoution,"
Cavalcade of ggegg edited by George Bennet. New York:
gOholastiollo-aB-ervioes, 1965, 85.

Tennyson, Alfred, "Crossing the Bar," Cavaloade of Poems
edited by George Bennet, New York: 16holasfirto=
Services, 1965, 89.

Thomas, Dylan, "And Death Shall Have No Dominion," A 1=
of Modern British n.29.1224 edited by Anne Courtney, 1970,
1757"---

Thomas, Dylan, "Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night,"
A 2291 of Mddern British Poedty. New Yorks Harcourt
Tract. JovanovioWn677115nT158.

Pamphlets

Groliman, Earl A., Talkinng about Deaths A Dialogue Wyesa
Parent 2111,p. Child: os oningoriness, 191b.~

Simoox, Carroll B., The Christian Pacin of Death.
Cincinnati: Forwe.FrMovement Pu ea ions, Printing.601

What ;Ever one Should Know. Evanston: Consumers Information
Bureau, 67

What Every Woman Should Know, Evanston: Consumers Information
Threau, 1965.

Short Stories

Conklin, Groff ed. Ten Great Mysteries 12: ma_
New Yorks Soholarro Book Sertfoes, 1970.

Hemingway, Ernest. The Short Stories of Ernest
New York: CharlerWnnirrM17,7966.

Hitohoock, Alfred. Let It All Bleed gal. New York: Doll
Publishing Co., Ind., 1171.

Slesar, Henry. Clean Crimes so Neat Murders. New York:
Avon Book DfMnin, 1160.

... 6.......

r Allan 222.

Heminway.

Reeotdeor,.::',

Berlin Philharmonio, "Mozart Requiem," CapitoJ Records.

Shanana, "The Golden Age of Rook n Roll," Kama Sutra
Records.

Simon and Garfunkel, "Sounds of Silence," Columbia Records.
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Magazine Articles

Adams, Nathan. "Ilitchhiking-,-Too Often the Last Ride,"
Reader's Digest, (July 1973), 61 - 65.

"Adolescent Suicide," Time, (January 3, 1972), 57.

Astor, Gerald. "What's Really Wrong With Me?," McCalls,
(June 1973), 52+.

Auden) W. H. "Doing Oneself In," The Now York Review,
(April 20, 1972), 3.

Aurther, Robert A. "Thoughts on the Death of My Father,"
Isauire, (March 1973), 115+.

Berg, David W. and George G. Daugherty. "Teaching About
Death," Today's Education, (March 1973), 46-47.

"Cheap Cremation Wine A Lease on Life," Business Week,
(August 12, 1972), 31-32.

Cooper, Robert M. "Euthanasia and the Notion of 'Death
with Dignity'," The Christian Century, (February 21,
1973), 225-227.

Darcy-Borube, Franooise. "When Your Child Ask3 About
Death," New Catholic) World, (April 1973), 55-57.

"Death: Theological Reflections on a Ministerial Problem,°
The Christian Century,, (February 21, 1973), 228-229.

Hetherington, E. Mavis. "Girls Without Fathers," Psyohology
Today, (February 1973), 47+.

Kastenbaum, Robert. "The Kingdom Where Nobody Dies " Saturday
Review, (December 23, 1972), 33-38.

Medici, Prank N. "Battling Mysterious Crib Death," Reader's
lAgostl (may 1973), 137-140.

Phipps, Joyce A. "What Really Happens When Your Husband Dios,"
Christian Century, (February 21, 1973), 230-232.

Smith, Vern E. "Tragedy at Beecher High," Ebony, (April 8,
1971), 154+.

"The Youthful Suicide," Newsweek, (February 15, 1971), 103.
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Thimmesoh, Niok. "The Abortion Culture," Newsweek, (July 9,
1973), 7.

Tomlinson, Kenneth Y. "Portrait of a Killer," Rea, der's kulgi,
(June 1973), 78-82.

Ward, David. "The Death of Harold " Sam Review (December
16, 1972), 48-58.

Weisman, Avery. "Death," psy94911my Today, (November 1972),
77-86,

Uniques

Human Skeleton Assembly Kit. Mineola,N. Y.: Renwal, #803.

Ferlinghetti, Lawrence, "The World is a Beautiful Place,"
Conshohocken: Poster Prints, 1970, (Poster)

"I Want You," Cleveland: American Greeting Corp., 1972.
(Poster)

Picasso, The Tragedy. Lambert Studios, n87. (Prin)

Sample copies of birth certificates, death certificate,. and
a will.

Slides of oemetaries, funeral homes, and churches.

Editor's Note: The Literature Workshop produced many other
Jackdaws including ones on Adolescence, Science
Fiction, and Heroism. Most of them, unfortunate-
ly were dittoed and could not be reproduced here.
Those interested in these packets are urged to
consult Mr. Jay Ludwig, who could supply the names
of the Literature Workshop participants, or con-
sult Appendix B.
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woke up one semester and found myself teeehing a folklore clue
to a sizeable group of 10, 11, and 12 graders. The texts which had
been ordered by my successor bad in them all the good old American
folktales, we talked about Rip van winkle, and Johnny Applesoed,
and paul Bunyan, all those golden oldies, but it seemed there was
something missing, go we talked about the gold rush and the cowboys
and then it bit me, "what about the Indians?"

Well what about the Indiana? They were here before we got here, it
was their land upon whioh JoluinyAppleseed planted his trees, their
land upon which paul Bunyan out down his trees, It was at their
expense that alot of our folklore grew, go I thought rehat about
their folklore?"

I began to read, to search in the library, and / found 60014 interesting
things, It wee at about that time that the energy crisis began to
pound on my front door, The word wee that there would be no gas and

had to drive 35 miles to work each day, my wife began to read me
articles on the state of our nations water, es if I couldn't tell by
looking, A television news program told of another dangerous inversion
in Los Angeles and theta when it hit me.

we co a people were going to have to /sera some things and learn
them fast about our land, our resources and the way we moat relate
to them. It struck no that the Indians knew these things before it
was critical and they stood in the way of progress which was too
bad beoause it was fatal to them as a people, Mow in en American
sized irony we are going to have to learn some of the Indian's ways
of being in order to survive on this planet, it seemed to be a
pretty gocd reason to work out something on the folklore of the
American Indian.

As it started out / planned to oolleot stories from different
sources, from various books and places. in fact the good old books
r spoke of earlier bad several of the egood Amerioanized
stories in them, the tale of eacejawee, chief Joseph's story, which
i considered 4q04 but not tautly what r was looking for. i also
had access to several indien myths collected by Henry Rowe eohool-
craft which were very good, I heartily reooemend anything written
by him, most of the books available in the library were regionalized bkdr
204W0.0e4Lin a limited way.

T0 make a short story longer, / 'was in the bookstore one day when
T noticed a flashy paperback book entitled American /ndientlYthologY
written by Alice Marriott and carol K, RaolaThrrnriritTrWrifrar"
The New Axerioan Library, I read through it and decided it would
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make a very good book to teaoh from, I will tell you a little bit
about it.

The authors are anthropologists who gathered the myths in hospital
wards, beside oountry kitohen wood staves, in the swamps while
picking rushes to be plaited into mots, in their own living rooms,
and at powwows. Eaoh myth is preceded by a brief desoription of
the oultuxs out of which it originated in the belief that the myths
could be more fully understood in the context of the society
that produced them.

The book is divided into four sections, part lThe world Beyond ours,
part 2-The world Around Ds, part 3 -The world we Live In Now, pert 4
The world we at To. part 1 has many stories that could be called
creation stories. A good way to present some of this material would
be to compare it to the biblical a000unt of erection, of how the
world was made. There are some very startling liknesses between
Osman* and ohristian beliefs, other of the stories axe concerned
with the stars and what they mean. A comparisom to the Greeks would
be in order hors and perhaps a good project could oomo out of a
study of the oonstellations and what they mean,

part 2 explains some of the nature/ mourenseme for Plotelles now
corn tam to be, how the Indians dame to have horses and buffalo,
and a partioularly funny account of why the bear waddles when he
walks. A Terra /ndian story concerns how the people tam to the
middle place which might be dealt with in terms of Tolnensmiddle
Earth, Another way to treat some of the why,Stories would be to try
to find out how the white man explained things he couldn't understand,
or even how we eaoh personally explain the unexplainable.

part 3 is more real and historical in nature containing an Indian
account of ouster's Last stand which is oonsiderably,diffoorent from
the stories we grew up with. There are also several stories dealing
with the peyote rituals and religion, The rituals with their mind
expanding drugs would most likely be very interesting to students
in this age of psychedelia but / would advise caution for those of
you in certain kinds of schools and oommunities. Religion ought to
be a good topio under which to bring this section together,

part 4 deals with death and the world beyond and has some interesting
concepts in it, not the old ',happy hunting grounds" stories either.
A more personal treatment could be attempted here, perhaps as a
springboard into a unit on death.

have only triedto suggest some very general ways you might approach
this book and give you some idea of what is contained within. There
is a wealth of supplementary material available to use with this
type of unit. / have myself constructed en extensive slide show dealing
with indian art and artifacts, much of which explains various myths.
There aren't many photographs of /widens taken before 1915 but there
are alot of famous paintings done in the early to middle 1800's
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whioh are good elide material. Less good slide material but excellent
for photo reproduction for olassroom use are BOMA of the early
photos taken of the famous chiefs of the Leto 1800fe, Bury my Heart
At wounded Knee has a very tine colleotion tf old photWWWITIO
a very airrerdht a000unt of the palm wars of the 1860 to 1690
perlod.read it. Another good source of early /Mien photos ie
anything done by Edward r Curtis, he has done some remarkable works
of art dealing with Indans.around the turn of the century.

The Lansing public Library has several very good films about indiums
and a fair oolleotion of /action music.- mainly the music that
a000mpanies the various domes, one of the records contains detailed
Instructions on how do do each dance which might be a fun thing to
do in oleos some time. I iaolude a list of those films and
records available from the Lansing public Library as well as list
of supplementary hooks.

Hollywood has done several films recently that deal with Wiens
in a more realistio manner. it is possible these might be rented
by the teacher or department with money. one of the most notable of
these isaLittle Big Mena starring Dustin HOMO= who plays a real
Indian. This film gives en account of ousters Last stand which is
very close to that found in American Indian mythology. Another very
good film is HA Man Called dritrEirlisipliTUTITSITTOrir participates
in the sun Dance ceremony, a plains Indian religious observance which
was outlawed in the 18901* by the white MAU but which is now under-
going a rebirth in this year of Indian militancy, it would be very
interesting to show one of these films in oonjunotion with one of
the earlier jeff chandler rndian movies full of its stereotypes.
in the theatres now is "The Man who Loved at macaw which r
aavonft seen but how could it go wrong with Burt Reynolds starring
in it?

/ have indicated some ways a unit on the mythology of the American
Indian may procede. I would like to leave you with this.paseage
taken trots Footnotes and Headlinas by sister oorita, it is written
by

The Bible employs the language'of exaggeration, which is sometimes

*ailed mythology. if we are frightened by this suggestion it
is partly because mythology has come to mean falsehood or "fairy
tale languages in our time. That is an inadequate understanding
of mythology and one that blocks us from en appreciation of this
way of speaking in the Bible.

A more accurate idea of mythology is found in the Enoyolopedia
nrltanioa: *myth, for primitive man, means u true story; it is
not an idle tale, but a hard working sotive terrio Nikos
Kesanttakie in Report to Greoo desoribed myth a' athe simple,
oomposite exprellardr-07166st positive rebilty0



The reason for the use of myth in the Bible is that the truth
obout human existence is hard, perhaps impossible, to see and
express in direct faotual toms. No telescope or microscope ohn
yet reveal such truth,. so men have devised other ways, indirect
ways, of speaking about the meaning of human life, chief among
them have been the laguagee of myth end poetry, By these (nagger.
atione of reality, men extended their view beyond what was
factually observed. They took lite as it appeared and recreated
it ftbigder than Well so that what woo not obvious could be seen,

Although we live in a time when mythology seems to be a victim of
the scientific spirit, it is actually a time when ancient myths
(truths) are being aotuali2ed through soientifio development.
The invisible part of reality is being made visible in the
laboratory and the observatory, and we are finding us a result
not less beat more mystery in the structure of the universe,
be age of myths is not paz,t. It may never be.
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SOME FIIMS AND RECORDS AVAILABLE AT THE LAMING PUBLIC LIBRARY

Teltonkaehow the importance of the buffalo to the oulture of the
plains Indians and what happened when the white man killed all
of them,

paddle To The sea.a small Indian boy in the Canadian woods above lake
superior oarvee a moo and puts it in the water -we watoh it
Float down to the ooean. very lyrioal, exoellent photography.

Loolite Neoklece the Indian legend of how the loon got his white
nook feathers.

Hopi Raohinae.sbows the methods used for making kaohina dolls, the
main Hopi handicraft

RECORDS * * **

Indian Nusio of the Canadian plaina.Ethnio polkwayn FR446e. A5271
Danoee of the Amerioan Indian. A3127
As Long As the cress shall crow peter Lararge Sings of the /ndians. A3269
on. too pendia..sone of the Biota. Bleetre ERs74091. ST/059
Healing songs of the American Indian. seleoted from the smithsonian

Densmore oolleotion Archives of Folk/ore. Library of °ingress.
Ethnic' Folkways Library 7E4261. elm 1914. A3260.

Music of the pewneee. sung by Mark Everts. Ethnic Folkways Library
F$334. 0

MUsio of the Sioux and the Navajo. Rthnie paly& Library Fg4401. Al0Ou.
songs and Danoes of Great Lakes Indians. Ethnic Folkways Library.

F14003. A1062.
wahonka.R4 wahomk. Buddha !words sm6006. ST/k01009

An interview with Bee BrownAuthor ofy Hatt/0 wemaitsi tustA
Vital History oaseetteonnoyolopedia Americana OBS IMO Audio
Resource Library. YR/OAS-20, Cassette #1 for luly, 1911.

I have tried to indioate the record company and number where it was
possible to do so. The last number is the librarie shelving number.
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''Helping Human 3ein a Be" - A Humanistic Reading Program

by Thomas Carstensen

Mr objectives in attempting to formulate this
reading program are nonbehavioral. In today's
mechanistic society concerned with mediocrity
a very real need exists for hippy, healthy human
beings. Structured regimented attitudes, policies
and assignments that treat everyone alike and
like nobody are at fault. If we are concerned
about the future we should show a concern for
our kids. A first step in that direction would
be to treat them like individuals with emotions,
needs and limits,
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Some Prinoiplea of Belief about Reading

The following five points sum up my feelings toward reading,
These five points are of intrinsic value in formine the methods
and direotion of the reading program*

1. That reading is tied up with how a studentfeels about himself.
If he is self-awaresoonsoious and has a positive self attitude
this will be relfeoted in his reading ability. Likewise there
are many faotorsovery often negative,whioh *Mot a student's
reading* There are physical faotors such as visiontemotional
factors and social development,his baokground and environmental
factors and his interest and motivation. These faotors cannot.
be ignored. The good teacher must discover and examine these
faotors to develop strategies which take their presence into
account and use them advantageously* Very often teachers forget
that not everyone comes from an educational background similar
to their own* An enthusiasm for books and reading may not be
a part of a ohild's environment*

2. That for a reading program to be moessful the students must
experience individual moms** That for students to gain
enthusiasm to. read,be it for pleasurefintormation or
awareness,they must first experienoe suooess in their reading.
This calls for abundant and diversified supplies of all kinds
of reading material, A basics requirement. is that the reading
assignments be so designed and structured that every student,
no matter what ability we say he has, is successful in his
reading.

3. That the students must have a previous experienoo or awareness
of the reading. material. The reading material must be related
to something the students have attained in the past. The students
must be able to integrate this material into their life and
experience. For situations totally new for the student this
means discussion must preoeed the reading. In this regard role
playing and improvisation can interest as well as inform students
about the situation they will be contacting in their reading*

4* Students learn to read and enjoy reading through many activities.
Talk is certainly an essential one, There must be slot of time
devoted to exohanging experienoes* Students must be given time
both in small groups and in the larger classroom situation to
interact and to test their readings, to form hypothesis, to
reject values and ideas and to formulate new ones. Aotivities
such as the ones listed in this paper are necessary and important.
Talking and observing certainly broaden a child's environment,
but there should be lots of time devoted to reading* The class-
room should provide the students with the opportunity and the
time to read.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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5. Lastly the role that writing plays in a reading program,
I do not argue the faot that mriting is an important skill
for a student to attain, HoWerter by oombining reading and
writing teaohers often burden a student by haring him work
in two different skill areas at the same time. For the reader
who is having dittioulty, his problems are ooapounded by
requiring him to write, For poor readers it is better to keep
their writing 000asional and simple. It is probably better to
ask for no more than a few sentenoec about the plot or the
students feelings about the matertal. Onoe the student has
gair44 a level of suooess and has qieveloped selfoonfidenoe
to a degree, then he will probably aesire to express his own
opinions and ideas in print.

13E%
teR1 POOLE
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The Teacher and the Material
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The requirements of a reading program of this type is
especially demanding on the teacher. He or she must step down
from the podium and permit something other than the material
and the "proper" interpetation of the material to be the
center of attraction. Any material or subject is worthless
and meaningless without sensitive, feeling, thoughtful human
beings to use it. However this does not mean that the
teacher withdraws and turns the students loose to "do their

. own thing". It is vitally important that the teacher assume
an active role as organizer, guide, advisor, editoroommen-
tator and participant.

Any reading program, developmentalpindividualized or
humanistic, must begin where the student is. This places
a demand on the teacher to know each of his student's reeding
habits and abilities. Some of this information can be gathered
through interviews and disoussions with the students, by
speaking with their previous teachers and by checking their
records. This last method has some very obvious defeats and
should be used only for a general guide or for additional infor-
mation.

Students with serious reading problems or those students
who have problems that the teaoher is unable to isolate or
recognize should be given the "Reading Miscue Inventory".
From this analysis of the student's reading the teaoher in
able to see those strategies the reader is using effectively
as well as those aspects of reading in whioh he is having
difficulty. The teacher is then able to plan a program of
reading strategies and exercises which use the reader's
strengths and concentrate on particular aspects of his
disabilities. It should be noted that the reader's diffim.
oulties are not concentrated in some abstraot or isolated
situation, but are integrated into his reading material.
This provides him with the additional advantage of using
those strategies he has already developed.

The materials that the student selects, he is ultimately
the judge of what he wishes to reed, must seem natural to
him. An artifioal language such as phonetics or the I.T.A.
will not do him much good. It will be similar to having him
learn and use a second language while his first is not used
to it's best advantage. For the reader with difficulties
the material must be highly predictable. The reader must
be able to easily move ahead in his reading and .use those
strategies which he has to their best advantage. Styles
which use complex structures and unusual or abstract usage
should be avoided. The material must be meaningful to the
reader. It must involve a eubjeot that the reader can
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readily grasp or one that he has previously experienced.
Only then can he assimilate the Information and draw meaning
from it into his own experienoe.

Activities

Some students will be working on specific goals that
they feel are necessary for survival in society. Perhaps they
will be working on reading newspapers or applioation forms
such as insurance, maga2ine subscriptions or drivers license
tests. Not only will some students need to learn 40 fill
out such dorms, but also how to read and understand things
such as tax withholiing, oredWand interest rates, Students
will need help' in using periodicals, maps and understanding
direotions, Students who emceed will desire to learn more
and will hopefully turn to reading voluntarily as an inform
ative and pleasurable activity. Not all students will need
or desire to know these things and many may have already
grasped them.

Students need to engage in activities with their reading.
There are various projects which lead students into reading
and certain projects which evolve from their reading. These
aotivities give students the chance to share the knowledge and
information they have gained. It arouses the interest of other
students in learning and by doing so permits the students
to share and discover similar and different attitudes and
feelings. The students are then able to expand upon what they
have learned, to draw larger oonoepts Into their learning
and to expand their knowledge and their world. The following
list of activities is not presented in any speoifio order,
have grouped them into aotivities which lead into reading and
those which could be the result of having read a particular
selection. All should bo modified or exacted to best fit the
individual's need.

Pre reading activities-those which lead to further reading,
1. Round table discussions- Students could group together

according to interests in a particular topic. After a
discussion some may wish to read more in depth in the
subject or to refute certain points made by others,

2, Panel discussions- These would be more formalized than the
round table disouesions. The students would *hose a topio
that they were interested in but knew little about. They
would have to read and research the topic in more detail
and would present the material in a formal situation.

Kenneth S. Goodman "The Reading Prooesst Theory and Prao-
tioe" ittLiatig....daaiingjamaneat, 1972, P.155.
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3. Hal playing and improVisation- These could be used as pre.
reading aotivities to engage the students in the oonfllob
or the problem and then to examine readings for solutions.
For example, after a given situation in which the students
role play a conflict the teacher sight suggest reading a
selection just to see what one moon did when faced with
this situation.

4. Models and hobbies» Discovering your students interests you
very often find there is more that they would like to know
about their hobbies but they haven't had the opportunity or
can't locate sources. The same goes with students who enjoy
working with their hands. There are many similar projects
that they desire to engage in had they the necessary infor.
nation and details.

5. Experiments. Students enjoy trying things and discovering
why and how things work. Teachers will find student's
interests range from how a motorcycle works to why a
conventional missile is impraotioal for space exploration,

6. Arrangement of a book table or exhibit.. Very often students
will become interested in books from their oovera or from
the situation which they are presented. Give students the
opportunity to handle and arrange books. Sometimes the phys«
coal contact without the obligation or necessity to read is
all the impetus or stimulation a student needs.

7. Bulletin boards on topics or subjects- Like the book exhibits
once a student is engaged in doing something he becomes
interested in the nature and subject matter of that thing
and very often will pursue it in more depth.

8. Bibliographies and book lists- If a student has an interest
but perhaps has not done any reading he may get involved in
the reading by doing book lists on the topic, This also gives
you as a teacher additional sources for students with similar
interests.

These aotivities should not be thought of as only pre - reading
projects. Nor ehould they be assignments that the student is
forced to do.

Reading activities-projects to a000mpany reading or as a follow
up to further extend the material,

1. Create book covers or posters about selections, characters'
or scenes in the reading- An exercise such as this allows
the student to put his own conceptions and interpetations
in concrete form,
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2, Filmstrip or a report in a series of pictures illustrating
stories. Students oould use water colors or draw pictures,
photographs that they have taken or pictures out from maga
mines, This gives the students the opportunity to structure
the events, to internalize details and to express them visually,

3. Single pioture or collage- This would create a necessity on
the part of the reader to evaluate and edit the details of
a selection. He would have to select those details which he
feels are vital and necessary and deleat those he considers
minor. This creates a synthesing process within the student;
in that the arrangement demands though and selection on his
part.

Oral produotionss
A. Assume you are the author giving an interview on the book

you have written.
B, Give a short talk on your feelings about the book.
C. Conduct an interview with several people who have read

the book.
D. Hole play-Pretendlthat you are the main oharaoter-desoribe

your feelings or reactions. Tell why you did the things
you did.

E. Head your favorite passage aloud.

5. Written produotionso
A. Write a review of the story.
B.. Write the information for the cover and flaps of a book

jacket.
C. Write a short play based on a story or essay ( sot it out).
D. Write a poem or play based on an incident from the story.
P. Make word puzzles or games using vocabulary words from

the story.

4,

There are many more ideas for written and oral projects students
will come up with given the ohanoe to express their experiences.

6. Design or ()resits charts, models or maps illustrating ideas
in a seleotion- The student may wish to create a map of the
setting for a particular story. Perhaps he may wish to illus-
trate different types of items by designs or diagrams,

7. Make a scrapbook based on the reading- The student might make
a collection of items or objects that he associates with a
certain character.

8, Students could illustrate an aspect of the story or a ()hare
oter in the story. Students could create a work of art in
any form that conveys a similar mood or emotion as a selection
that they have read,
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9. Make a mobile- Mobiles like collages require the student to
think about the subject and to accept and reject certain
idess and concepts. Mobiles have the added dimension that
relationships can be more easily shown and they have the
advantage of motion.

10. A book of cartoons or comic strips based on the story-
This could be done in satire or parody. Perhaps the student
would wish to reduce a difficult work to a plot or theme
that is more easily understood.

11. Build a scene or an object on model smile- I remember one
civil war enthusiast who built scale models of battlefields
and then would demonstrate the various troop movements and
engagements.

12. Students could make a collection of objects or devices used
in a story- Perhaps a collection of clues that lead to the
solution of a mystery.

13. Make a movie or slide production based on a story.

Very little mention has been made to this point about the use
of media. It is my feeling that a reading program such as this
should provide every opportunity to use pictures, music,. record-
ings, films, posters, video-tapes, television and tape recorders
in students projects and in conjunction with reading.

In many of these activities and projects the students must see
examples that were done by other students and the teacher. An
integral aspect of the program is the sharing of emotions and
experiences.

The following three sources should be credited for suggestions
of aotivitiess

1. Darrow, Helen F and Virgil Howes, Approqwhes to,Indkyld-
, Appleton-Century.Crofts,Ino., Vele

or x,

2.Remsen, Ann T.
nd

*Building Interest in Reading*, 14,0Taxles
Lit tu Hofstra University, New

47V r.
3.800tt, Louise T. *Teenage Suooesso A Language Arts Program

for the Nonaoademio Student ", eel I v
NkOs ill.ftdIng, International Reading Assooia ion
Inc., 1971.
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Baker, William D., Readindaillu PrentioesiHall, Inc.. Now
Ybrk, 1953.
(This book concentrates only on one skill-that of reading
quickly or skimming. It is nova book that will aid
you with a olass of reading problems, It is an indi-
vidual program that you or a speoial student might use
to improve reading speed. It should be noted that like
*Evelyn Wood* the material selected has a great deal
to do with one's ability to read it quickly.)

Bloomfield, Leonard, and Clarence Barnhart, Let's. Reads A
in: is is A roaoh Wayne State University Frees,
ro

(Bloomfield's system is based on sound which he claims
Is important in reading, He groups words according to
their sound graphic similarity but many words are with
out definition or meaning.)

Darrow, Helen F., and Virgil M. Howes, Approaches to Individu»
glized Reading, Appleton-Century-ceoffs Ina.. Obdr.
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Goodman, Kenneth Sao and Olive S, Niles, Readin(s Proms/
and Program, Commission on the English Curriculum,
N.C.T,E, 1970.
(A two part book which examines the psyoholinguistio
theory of the relationship between reading and langu-
age and print. The second part of the book develops a
reading process model.)

Hodges, R.E., and E.H. Rudorf, editors, ngusgse and Learn-
knit to Lends W4s4 Teachers SNiad now AboutIanguage.
Houghton-Miffin Company, Boston /
(Exoellent-alot of good ideas that teaohers oan use.
The two Goodman articles form the central thesis with
other authors dealing with theoretical and practical
applications. It contains a bibliography after each
section with annotated further readings on related
topiosa)
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Kaluger, George, and Clifford J. Kolson, Roading_And Learning
I bilities Charles B. Aerrill Pub. tompihy,190,
r mar y concerns the remedial reader or the one with

serious learning disabilities, Chapter eleven discusses
severe learning disorders. There are separate chapters on
understanding phonics, word recognition, comprehension
and content areas, vocabulary building and study skills.
The back also contains a large glossary of poyohologioal
and physical terminology related to reading.)

Levin, Harry, and Joanna P. Williams, wil21211112ajtmatff,
Basic Books Inc 1970.
( A collection of essays by linguists,psyohologists and
educators concerning studies and research on the process
of reading. This is not a book which gives reading methods
or strategies. It deals with a deep intricate prooess
called reading which we know very little about. Chomsky
in *Phonology and Reading* concludes that there is little
that linguistics has to offer the reading teacher.)

Reeves, Ruth, The Telitlaoll of Reading In Our Sohoolu N.C.T.E.,
1966.
( A rather general publioation designed for parents to
give them an overall view of reading, it's place in the
curriculum and the various methods by which it's taught.)

Roswell, Moreno*, and Gladys Natohex, eacting Disability Dia-
os Treats* t Basic Books Inc,, New York, 1964,
ery va ua e and nformative. Exoellent chapters on the

oauses of reading disability and the psychologist's approach
to diagnosis. Useful for the bibliographies and suggestions
for further readings, It has a very helpful appendix on
selected books by grade level and games, devices and work-
books.)

Shepherd, David L., editor, Libraries 4nd Children's Literature
in the School ReadinaProgru) testra baversity, Hemp-
iT4707-116w York, 1967.
( Gives a side of reading that we as teachers often over.
look. The library should be more involved in the reading
program. It's function is more than Just that of a big
book room. This book gives olues on how to integrate the
library into the reading program and how the teacher and
librarian can work in 000peration to develop people who
desire to read.)
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Strang, Ruth, and Others, Th(p2romantafiltdini. Third
Edition, MoOraw Hill Book Company, I961.
( A textbook attempting to cover the entire area of reading.
It contains chapters on improving reading in other content
fields such as Mathematics, Science and Soolal Science. It
oontains an appendix on films in the reading program.)

Umans, Shelley, pee gn4 for gpading Programs. Teachers College,
Columbia University, /964.
( A very clear understandable guide to different types of
reading programs. She examines the problems and the Elva*
tages of the various programs. Although I question the
sequential learning of skills as she develops them, I
feel the book contains valuable information. Detailed
bibliographies follow each section,)

Witty, Paul A., and Others,
D.C. Heater and Company, Boston, I

A genera tex whioh traces reading from early language
development through primary, intermediate, high school to
adulthood. There are separate chapters on remedial reading,
the slow learning pupil, the gifted child and the role of
the teacher.)
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A Seventh Grade Reading Class: Methods and Materials

by Sharon M. Conn

At the onset of the summer english worksiv 1 Am4 440Wady decided
that my project (for most surely there would be a project) would
definitely be a practical tool I could use in my teaching classroom.
For it seems there is :ever enough preparation time needed to gather
materials, sort through them, take from them what you want and can
use, and organize them in some reasonable fashion.

Since I learned on my last day of school (I am luckier than some)
that my 1973-74 assignment would include a seventh grade reading class
----a new assignment for me, I was excited when I recalled I had
requested the reading workshop my number one choice and somehow
had been put into that elot,

Therefore not as a matter of choice necessarily but more one
of practicality and usefulness, this paper and project will deal
with ideas for my newly assigned reading class so that this fall
I will be prepared with some sort of format and materials that can
be used effectively. Frankly some of this is idealistic since
my school has spent this year's budget.

This paper, I'm sure, will be mere general than I would like it
to be, but at this point it would be rather difficult to meet the
needs of the disabled readers without first diagnosing their individ-
ual difficulties, For my own benefit I'll try to provide in as much
detail as possible the course objectives, my proposed structure or
the class, possible materials and sources I have found and selected
to use, and some means of student and teacher evaluation. I am also
going to discus some specific and practical suggestions for reading
improvement in vocabulary, comprehension, and study skills, my main
areas of focus.

Along with my paper I am including dittoed sheets of word games,
word mysteries, comprehension exercises, study skill sheets, plays,
and short stories that have been taken froM workbooks and paperbacks
I have found this summer on a level appropriate for my studeats. I
am also including evaluation forms such as an initial student reading

inventory, a reading progress chart, a stuaent's reading autobiography,
and an individualized student record report for teacher use,

As L have stated, this is my first experience with a remedial
reading class, so I feel that the first term will be an experiment
and I will continue to use the ideas and methods I find helpful,
throw out some and always be looking for other materials and methods.
I also feel that a formal and informal testing of t; lose seventh
gradera'will reveal weaknesses and difficulties ./here I can then
concentrate and drill on particular skills in mall homogeneous
groups,
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It is my understanding that the group of 18 or 19 seventh grade
students in the reading class have been placed there because of low
reading scores on an achievement test given in the 6th grade and by
teacher referral. However, these students will be tested again by
the school's remedial reading teacher with a formal test that will
more specifically diagnose their reading abilities and difficulties.
These scores I am are will be recorded for posterity. For my
use, however, I will record the date and the test score on an individ-
ual record sheet and use it only as a guideline for classroom work.
In the past many students have tested around the fourth grade reading
level, with some above and some below, Those that test below fourth
grade level will visit the reading center twice weekly for individ-
ual help. I see it as being my job to reinforee those same instrtet.
tonal skills as much as possible.

My reading class is only a 12 week class whieh is prohibitative
for long range goals, and since I am not a qualified reading teacher
working with individual students, my approach is going to be some-
where between a developmental reading class and a remedial class.
In my mind the course will be designed to improve readng and also be
a motivations;. course in whic) there will be many and mid materials
for reading experience that are high interest and low readability,
For these are junior high students in particular, many who dislike
reading, have never found pleasure in reading, do not recognise it's
importance and thus are not motivated to improve, These kids need
fun and exciting games and books of intrinsic interest to demonstrate
reading can be both enjoybable and useful.

For this approach my four major objectives will bet

1, to increase vocabulary

2, to increase comprehension

3, to develop study skills

4, to provide experience in reading suitable and varied
materials

With these objectives in mind, the scope of the 12 week reading
course will be

1, class instruction in the reading skills needed by all

2, small group instruction for those who have similar
difficulties,

3, conferences with individuals
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4. encouragement in free reading

5. a study of how the students read, what they read, and
why they read

6, coordination with other teachers' °Jess assignments in
various subjects for practice mate eial

To meet the individual differences of my students, the one word
I want to keep in mind is flexibility in the learning enviornment.
Hopefully my class will be a modification of the traditional class-
room with emphasis on a reduction in the amount of single text
recitation and an increased amount of time fbr guided study and in-
dividual conferences. By doing this, I feel this approach will
make possible more time for me to diagnose students' needs which
I also see as an important problem in organising instruction,
Being realistic, I realize that poor readers and disipline problem*
go hand in hand, but attitude, was considered in placing stuients in
this class, so hopefully many disipline problems will have been
eliminated. This of course would free me to give more individual
help to my students which is so necessary for this class.

First of all before dealing with materials and books for my
class let me prefaceby stating that in the past there has been
no standard text book or workbook used so I have had to select my
own materials this summer from the sample copies that I have
managed to receive from publishers. Nor do I have available money
with which to purchase vast quantities of texts, woehboOks, paper-
backs, and other aids. Quite frankly then many of my materials will
be lifted from sample copies I have acquired along with ideas of my
own and from reading.

I plan to present at least one study skill a week to the class
as a whole. In fact this will probably be my core for classroom
work. For a starting point I have selected Countdown a workbook
from the Scope-Skills series, a Scholastic publication, I Will
use these as a tree from which to branch off i,n more detail with
actual reading material, The following are the study skills I
plan to covers

1, Reading Directions

2, Reading a Table of Contents

se Reading an Index

4, Guessing Before Reading

5, Skimming

6, Recognizing Important Ideas
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7. The Topic Sentence

8. Grouping and Organizing o N11A811

9. Reading for Purpose

10, 3Q3R

I have included three of these skills in my notebook, "Reading and
Giving Directions", "Guessing Before Reading," and "Grouping and Or-
ganizing,"

as

Another Scope-Skills series book I am using parts of is Word
Puzzles and Mysteriet. I see these games a e fun and useful at
the same time, giudents will be more interested in doing games
and mysteries than separate vocabulary words. Vocabulary lessons
will be both planned and incidental as parts of a larger unit or
lesson, In connection with word meanings I Alit also going to use
Basis c Reading Skillet a workbook with many lessons in context
clues some of wh c I have included with this project,

Comprehension skills will be stressed even more so than vocabulary.
Particular skills I will deal with are phrase meanings, paragraph
meaning, main ideas, relationships, relevant facts, and inferences.
Again I have taken exercises from Basic Reading Skirls and have
copied stories from the Crossroadsts with accompanying exercises,
The two stories I have ins :me Mlagie Paw" and "The Ransom
of Red Chief" both adapted for poorer readers, but both high interest
stories, I plan on taking many more stories such as these from
various books, I have also included several plays which the students
really like for oral reading practice and comprehension. These are
from PlayslorjAle! for below average readers,

Ideally I would like to devote one day a week to the newspaper
or, possibly if I can subscribe to it, KnowNour World, which is a
five page publication filled with a variety of 'Information and
current nswe designed for below average reading students, With-
out a doubt most of my students are not acquainted with a newspaper
and I can see activities stemming from it. Por example pantomine
of headlines or role playing of people in the news, A writing
assignment might be to have students compose headlines for titleless
articles or by using only a headline have them make up questions
that they would expect to be answered in the article.

Por two days a week I want to have free reading 'days when students
can choose their own reading materials from hopefully an abundance.
In order to provide interesting and suitable materials I have requested
magazines with subjects like sports, teenagers, motorcycles, and also
comics from a local newscenter; I have written many letters requesting
sample books, some of which I have received: the Crossroads series,
and the Conflicts and Directions series from Ginn, As I mentioned
before, the room also has about 12 copies of en Hi hwa s-71 an
an thology, I have collected copies of Read magazine for two years
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to have on the reeding table.

What I would like to have is a reading lab. I have written to
Ludington News whom I have been told do setup. classroom labs if
the school is in their district. As of this time I have had no
reply, I am quite sure however, that a leholastic Kit entitled
Action, a program for junior high stdents reading at fourth grade
Level or below, will be put in my classroom. The salesman has
told me it would be there for 30 days after which possibly, it
found to be Valuable, the school might be convinced to purchase,
This kit includes 12 short plays, 40 short stories, and a free
reading anthology, It also contains skill sheets, posters and a
record.

I also plan to make use of the school librarian,and the read-
ing teachers who gladly come into the room with arm loads of books
prepared to "sell" them. I'd like to utilize the library in my
plans for some days so that the students can have the experience
of selecting their own reading materials.

Vor evaluation and self appraisal purposes A reading in-
ventory will be given at the beginning of class which will indicate
interests, experiences, and ideas of the students. This will be
issued again at the end of the term and the student will be allowed
to compare the two, I am also going to hand out a reading auto-
biograpny sheet on which the student will be asked to record the
books or stories he reads, the date, and his reaction to each. A
copy of each of these is included with the paper.

During individual student conferences I will encourage the
student to take the responsibility of suggesting the kinds of
practice and instruction that seem most valuable to him and the
kind of books or stories that he would like to read. I would like
to try the Gilmore Oral Reading Test about every two weeks with
each student so 1 can measure comprehension, speed and accuracy ,

Using a chart such as the one with this paper, the student can re-
cord his progress as an incentive to improve.

Another informal testing tool I have discovered comes in the
Teachers Guide of the Reading Success Series published by Xerox,
This is a 6 book program on 6 reading levels, The informal oral
diagnostic reading test that accompanies it is based on Bloomfield
and Hall's advice about nonsense syllables. It contains six groups
of phonetically regular nonsense words. The 100 test items require
decoding skills necessary for independent word recognition, 'or

example in the first group are the nonsense syllables fetes lim, Is,
retting, tiffing, and hik which test short e, short i, and gi
ending. Here again this reading tcat would serve only as a guide
in identifying approximate starting level and can only be tried to
find if it would be useful,

In the course of my reading and workshop class I have cone across
some specific ideas that I have altered or. expanded for use in my
classroom, The following are some of the ideas I would like to use:
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1, Collage
each student will make a "Who Am I?" collage, using
.magazines, clippings, slogans, etc. to identify
themselves(interests, experiences, hobbies, petit)
These eould be used by the teacher to learn about
interests of the students for selecting books;
also for group discussion, explaining the collage
or matching students with collages= bulletin boards.

2. Reading experience booklets
each student will tell, a story or experience which
will be written down and handed back. After student
reads his story, it will be bound into a booklet with
the other students' stories for class reading material,

3, Books of travel
each student will decide on a place he'd like to visit
and write travel agencies to obtain pictures and in-
formation. It will also involve finding information
from other magazines and boeks. These could be cots..
piled into a booklet or stints might writs travel
diaries,

4. A Class newspaper
each student will write an article, a riddle, poem or
other for a class newspaper, It seems these students'
names never appear in the school newspaper so this is
a way to raise self esteem, Project means learning
interviewing, writing and reading.

Vocabulary
each student brings to class a word they think the
class should know. It is put on the board and dis-
cussed by recall of experience by all.

6, Vocabulary
words can be illustrated by pantomine, riddles, and
pictures, Each student could illustrate a word for
* dictionary of local lingo. It would mean selecting
the words, deciding on the word meaning and illustrating
it.

I know that I will be, working with disabled readers who probably
feel insecure and defeated. Therefore it is my job to find materials
for them that let them experience success from the start and ones
that they will like at the same time. Thie,project has been most
valuable to me in that I have explored possible sources of materials
and methods suitable in level of difficulty, suitable in type, and
appropriate in level of interest and format. Lastly I have learned
the materials must be abundant;
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Understanding Polar Com Some Sus kineCftfixtd

by Bonita Macfarland

The Reading Miscue Inventory (RMI), developed as a diag-
nostic tool by Yetta M. Goodman and Carolyn L. Burke, when
used as a researeh'instrument in a small experiment, led to
conclusions which tended to confirm some of the conjectures
upon which procedures used in teaching poetry are based.

College-bound students who had completed the ninth grade
were tape recorded reading poems. Their readings were then
analyzed using the RMI. Half of the students were placed in
Group A, and half were planed in Group B. Students in Group
A had received an "A" as a mark in ninth grade English; they
were judged by their instructor as being very good readers;
and they had demonstrated an above average ability to compre-
hend works of poetry. Group B students had received grades
that averaged a "0- ; they were judged as being less proficient
readers than those in Group A; and they had demonstrated less
ability in poetry comprehension. A purpose.of the experiment
was to determine what the Group A readers were doing that the
others were not, or how they were able to comprehend poetry
to an extent that the Group B readers were not.

The six poems used were divided into two categories.
Reading One consisted of "Mother to Son" by Langston Hughes,
"Bijou" by Vern Rutsala, and the excerpt of forty lines (ii,
ii, 187-227) from Shakespeare's An___tony and Cleopatra in
which Enobarbus describes Cleopatra s journey upon the river
of Cydnus as she came to meet Antony for the first time.

Reading Two consisted of "Easter-Wings" by George Herbert,
"Thy Fingers Make Early Flowers" by e. e. cummings, and Yeats's
"The Second Coming." It was intended that the selections in
Reading Two were more difficult than those in the first reading.

The students were directed to read each poem aloud as
many times as necessary in order for them to be able to un-
derstand the poem as fully as possible. Then, without look-
ing at the poem again, they were to explain everything they
understood about the poem. This explanation was called the
Retelling Score and was expressed in a percentage, with 100%
representing total comprehension.

Using the HMI with prose, the instructor expects to rind
that the Retelling Score will closely approximate the No boss
percentage on the Comprehension Pattern of the Reader Prorile.
It is common to find that the No Loss percentage and the Re-
telling .core differ by fewer than ten peruentugo pointm.
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In other words, the comprehending score (the No Lose
percentage) oorresponds with the comprehension score (the
Retelling Score). In this way it is possible'to see how the
reader is processing the written symbols on the page and is
arriving at the meaning of the passage. In this manner the
sounds a reader of prose makes as he reads the words can
indicate the degree to which he grasps the sense of the se-
lection.

The current experiment indicated that the sounds a reader
of poetry makes as he reads the words of the poem do not nec-
essarily indicate the degree to which he comprehends the
poem. A proficient oral performance and a high comprehending
score do not automatically indicate a high degree of under-
standing and a high comprehension snore. This is especially
true in connection with more difficult poems.

The following scores were representative of those obtained
'during Reading One. One of the Group A readers achieved a
comprehending score of 56% (No Loss) and a comprehension score
of 53% (Retelling ScOre); another scored 64% No Loss and 70%
Retelling. Similarly, one of the' Group B readers achieved
a comprehending score of 34% and a comprehension score of
31%; another scored 40% No Loss and 33% Retelling.

However, in Reading Two, large disorepancies between
the two scores were the rule. For example, a Group A readey
produced a 61% No Loss with a 28% Retelling Score, and a
Group B reader had a comprehending score of 67% with a com-
prehension score of only 5%. This student read the words quite
well, but he understood almost nothing of what he read.
His handling of the written symbols and his production of the
appropriate sounds were fairly accurate even though he grasped
almost no meaning.

Because such a discrepancy between the comprehending
and the comprehension scores does not ordinarily occur in
RMI work with prose, it seems possible that the greater re-
dundancy of prose helps to insure that a high correlation
between the two scores will exist. The more compact a piece
of writing is, the more necessary it becomes to have a very
high comprehending score in order to insure a high degree
of comprehension. In order to understand a "more difficult"
poem, one which says a great deal in a few words, almost to-
tally accurate processing of the surface structure is essen-
tial if the deep structure is to be penetrated.

Typical classroom procedures of encouraging the student
to read an assigned poem more than once and of limiting a
poetry assignment in length so that he has the time to do so
seem wise. Students in the experiment who read the poem sev-
eral times before attempting to explain it had scores con-
sistently higher than those who read it only once or twice.
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4
When the RMI i§ used with prose, if the Retelling Score

and the No Loss pattern are both high, the RMI Reader Profile
will also usually show high Sound/Graphic Relationships and
high Grammatical Relationships. For example, a reader with
a high Retelling Score and No Loss pattern is more likely to
read another adverb like harmlessly for the word harmoniously,
than he is to read a verb like kidnapped for harmoniously,
because in addition to being the same part of speech, harm-
lessly both looks and sounds like harmoniously. This typi-
cal pattern was preserved in this poetry experiment with the
Group A readers generally scoring higher in all categories
than the Group B readers.

In teaching poetry an emphasis on an exact understanding
of the poem's vocabulary appears justified because each word
or phrase is so important to the poem's total meaning. In
a prose selection, failure to know the definition of a noun
used only once may result in little loss of comprehension.
If the term is a significant one, the author often supplies
a synonym for it, or abundant context clues may convey the
meaning even if the word itself remains undefined. But in
a poem this is often not the case.

Students who read the word gyre in the first two lines
from "The Second Coming" which go, "Turning and turning in
the widening gyre/The falcon cannot hear the falconer" as
either gear or leer lost much of the poem's meaning even
though either substitution is a relatively "good miscue."
(Both gear and jeer either sound like or look like the correct
word. Both are nouns and each fits the syntax of the sentence.)

Teachers seem to be behaving sensibly when they select
poems for study which are relevant to the students' experience
or when they supply additional information when a poem does
not fit the students' cognitive background. All of the
students read Herbert's "Easter-Wings" with relative ease.
But only those who were familiar with the religious concepts
of original sin and the redemptive significance of Christ's
resurrection could begin to comprehend the ideas the poem
expresses. With no knowledge of these concepts they could
only conjecture that the speaker was complaining of his ill
health as he told "how he had a hard life," or that the main
idea of the poem was "something about being able to fly."

This experiment indicated that a person's ability to
comprehend a poem does depend upon his ability to move with
great accuracy from the words printed on the page to the
meanings attached to the words individually and collectively.
This much both groups could do, although Group A readers were
more effective at it than were Group B readers as the compre-
hending scores revealed.
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Next, these arrangements of words and the first super-
ficial level of meaning they convey must suggest to the reader
associations with additional objects and ideas with which he
is already familiar. Here, some readers begin to falter.
They fail to make these associations, either because they
do not even try, or because they are not familiar with enough
additional concepts.

Finally, the reader must perceive what relationships
the poet is suggesting pertain among these additional objects
and ideas. The extent to which he apprehends the suggested
relationships determines his comprehension of the poem. His
comprehension depends upon his comprehending, but comprehend-
ing does not guarantee comprehension.

In addition, the results of the experiment also indicated,
as mentioned above, that many practices teachers traditionally
employ in teaching poetry do seem designed to promote compre-
hension. These practices include making poetry assignments
short in length, encouraging several readings of each poem,
insisting on a mastery of the poem's vocabulary, and ensuring
that the poem connects with concepts the student already
possesses.
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The Reading Miscue Inventory (RMI), as developed by Vette M.
Goodman and Oarolyn L. Burke has proved to be a most *Me
Live device for auguring both skills and fir learning about
the reading and language emulsible' process. It is not the
purpose of this essay to explain the RMI or the prosedures
for its use; it assumes that the reader is famine, with the
methodology of administration and the tradilliesialketimod of
**ding the data and mechanleally drawing the profiles. (Re-
aders unfaniliar with the RMI ahead read as
vent Manuals Prue for 'i olds an
e a an waxy,

1972, before reading further.)

The oomputer ',utile. that I developed during the workshop
stuessfnlly alleviates the tedium of analysing the RMI data
enoe it has been *dodo this freeing the teacher of the shore
If running totals, determining persists, and drawing the graphs
by hand. Hopefelly then, the RMI mould be used with larger
number of students, students scald more easily give RMIls to
eaoh other booms of the sew simpler (Whine forms, and the
doer is new open to greater %%sure!' on the RMI, espeeially
sorrelatiss studies, houses the MASS storage and easy retrie-
val of RMIls has been realised.

These familiar with the RNI know that after the miscues are
noted during the student's reading 4 a seleetift, they are
then reoorded en an eleven Jutting coding host. After. eoluan
totals are run and certain patterns evaluated, the data is
then mapped sate a Profile Sheet, is the flora of bar graphs.
Mole of this work is new dose by the eomputsr.

MUMMAME
1) Elimination of the need on the part of the timelier to run

column totals and deterAine pereentages.

2) Elimination of the need to draw the Profile er plot the graphs.

3) New, and greatly simplified basis RMI ceding forms.

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT IT IS STILL NECESSARY FOR THE TEACHER
;WI 1 ' a 3f' I . 1 O f 1 I . :I" f I I : f O It.....~OMINOF
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In addition, the program Crooke for faulty data, inacceptable
symbols, duplicate entries, illegal patterns, and prints ap-
propriate messages when these fault conditions oecur. Faulty
data is then bypassed. The number data error messages printed
indicates the degree of reliability of the resulting graphs.
This data checking feature was ineorporated as a result of
the increasing use of the RMI, particularly between one stu-
dent and another. The program also acknowledges completely
acceptable data.

Space limitations of.this volume prohibit as exhibition of the
computer drawn profile, but a sample can be procured from the
author (see address at the the end). The printout is quite read-
able and clearly labeled; printout format closely approximates
the existing profile in format. Samples of the two new coding
sheets have been included.

DETAILS OF THE PROGRA14LACCES3 TO IT,

The program itself is written in ControllData Corporation
FORTRAN Extended, Version 3.u. Those with eemputer knew-how
or computer access ean prooure a copy of the actual program
from the author on IRE 407 printout. The 'flutists oensists of
a mainprogrmn and two subroutines; large memory is needed for
compilation, but short memory for actual executions. The cur-
rent version rune on the Michigan State University CDC 650U
Computer System using card input; medifisations of the FOR-
TRAN code would be necessary if the program is to be run on
anotherenebbins, but as CDC FORTRAN Extended is compatible
with USASI FORTRAN in most respects, the necessary conversion
would not be extensive.

These with access to the MSU Computer Laboratory can procure
from the author a binary deck version of the program, thus
the program could be used by anyone willing to punch their
data, assuming that they have arranged for PNC authorization,
and billing with the Computer Lab Main Office.

The punching of the data is not difficult; a description of
the deck set-up follows.

DATA CARD DECK STRUCTURE

The program accepts the RMI data in two ways. =FORK derives
directly from the original RMI Coding Sbeet. REWORK elimina-
tes the need for separate y, P, and N colts under Graphic
Similarity, Sound Similarity, Ind Grammatieal Function.

Deck Set-Up Under OLDFORM

Step i (first card)

Punch =PORK in cols. 1-7.
If composite profile is desired at the end of the run,
punch YES in eels. 10-12.
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agitortsfien t

A) IMO card

1/4/6780

001. lattlittlgadai
1-30 Students 4AMM (MUSA= of 30 characters, in-

eluding blanks.

43-45 Retell28ing score (Bxample 28 should be punched
as 0.)

50-70 NaMA of students school (Maximum of 20 char-
aoters and blanks.)

7i-80 School's identification number (leave blank
if none. (must be all digits if used.)

B) story title

224

1.30

Punch the following

The title of the seleotioa read by the
student. (maximum of 30 characters, bolus.
ding blanks.)

0)misoue cards (one for each miscue recorded on sheet.)

001. Punch the follow

Miscue number (leave trailing blanks if less
than nine charaotersi dash nay be used.)

10 Y if dialect, else leave blank.

15 Y if intonation, else leave blank.

20 Y if high graphic similarity, else blank.

25 P it partial graphic similarity, else blank.
1 o 1

o
I continue aorosel

1
' coding sheet I

I 1 I

I I I

o
I I t

80 Punob symbol for moaning change. (y,p, or N)
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If ueint NEWFORM, Mao format of the name and story title cards
~tTe e as DFORM. Only the miscue cards are different:

0) miscue oarde for NEWFORM (one for eaoh miscue)

Col. E910.9161122121Ata

19 Miscue number, it less than 9 chraoters leave
trailing blanks) dash may be used.

10 Y, if dialect, else blank.

15 Y if intonation, else blank.

20 Punch symbol for graphic similarity (Y,

25 Punch symbol der sound similarity (Y,P,
p 1 I

1
1 continue across I

I
I the coding Shoot 1

1 1 p

1 I I

50 Punch symbol for meaning change, (Y,P, or N)

P, or N,'
or blank)
N, or
blank)

If using NEWFORM, the first card of the deck must have NEWFORM
punched in col. 1-7. It oomposite profile graphs are desired,
punch YES in eels. 10-12.

Atf12.2. (see Pig. 3)

Assemble Deck place first student's data (name card, story
title card, and miscue cards, directly behind the OLDFORM (or
NEWFORM card). The* put a blank eard, then the next student's
data, then a blank card, and so on until the last studentls data,
is in place. After the last student, do not use a blank card,
but punch ENDOFDATA in cols. 1-7 in a card and put this as the
last card in the data deck. Follow that with whatever your
system defines as an end-of-deck marking card (MSU System: 6-7-6-9
End of File.)

On the new RM1 Coding Sheets, the proper punch positions are
indioated by small numbers in parenthesis at the top of the
columns.

Those familiar with keypunching will readily see that a drum
placed in the keypunch will greatly facilitate the punching
of the miscue cards, as the cards will be automatically pos-
itioned in the punching positions consecutively and the key-
board preset to alpha. Those unfamiliar with keypunch drums
should enquire about them at the plase Where they punch their
cards. (Leave 1-9 blank on the drum, a one character alpha
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field in eolums which are multiples of five and ten, and skip
fields in all other oolumns.)

PROGRAM RUNNING TIME

Test runs show that it takes less than one second to evaluate
the data for a student and draw the graphs.

1222ANUMILEE

50 miscies per students (any above fifty ignored.)
32,767 students maximum per run.

AVAILABILITY

Those interested in utilizing the 1 iM1 program or desiring
further information should contact the author directly -

Christopher S. Walczak
91 West Chicago St.
Ninon Michigan 49082
(517) 639-4630

003T

Quincy High School
or at QUiROY Michigan 49082

Those with arrangements made at the M3U Computer Center
can use existing binary versions of the program available from
me; they need only punch their data. Cost to run is about $15.00
for 30 students. Those with support from a M3U academic depart-
ment or college can gat a reduced (subsidized) rate. The MSU Lab
can bill a school.

/hose with access to another computer will need to con-
vert the program to conform to their machine and control sys-
tem requirements. I will be happy to help interested persons
in converting and explaining the program.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

I expect to produce a COBOL Version j edition of the program
by the end of 1973 as well as s version compatible with tele-
type input. There is some possibility of storing the routine
in the MSU CDC 6500, so that it could be accessed by the MERIT
Computer Network, which links the oomputers at MSU, the Universi-
ty of Michigan, and Wayne State University. If this were arranged,
users at the two latter universities could access the program
by teletype.
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by Janice Gilstroff
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Fantasy is an women°e that is unusual, magical, something other
than what is expeoted. The question when teaching a course on fantasy
is how to define the word, Who determines What limits something to being
an event rather than being a fantasy? How will you decide who will be
the judge of what is fantasy and what is not? If you decide that students
are to be the fudges of what is and is not fantasy you will have to give
this an idea of what they are looking for, but the definition must be
general enough to allow for differing degrees of interpretation. There«
fore, a definition that says fantasy is an unusual, unexpected occurrence
will give students the opportunity to reinterpret that word in their own
manner, It the teaohr is going to deoide, she must develop a working
definition of fantasy. Both teachers and students may choose fres a
general definition to something very limited and precise.

One view that say be adopted as a definition of fantasy is that
the whole world is fentasy, This isplios that there is no actual reality,
just a series of fantasies. Viewing the whole world as fantasy offers
some exciting possibilities for teaching fantasy in the classroom. Tile

reading list of the olaes can be expended to include Napalm*, newspapers,
pamplots, people, and everything that can be found in the world could be
included in a World as Fantasy course, the whole notion of Watergate
would be a fantasy, but so would the election and government and the
people for that Natter, SVen the country is a fantasy so that perhaps
Watergate would be just one fantasy in a long chain of fantasies called
America. Food, cooking utensils, everything would be a fantasy, The
teacher and the students are fantasies just as every living orseture is
a fantasy. With all these examples of fantasy in your room allow the
students to axplors and respond to everything. Some methods of exploring
and responding way be writing more fantasies or creating strange fantasies
to display in the room. For instance, since the world is a fantasy, any
student who wished could create a new fantasy world and invite all the
other students to join his world and renounce the old fantasies. If
several students have all created their own worlds, each one should offer
the oases all advertisement or commercial (they're fantasies, too) and
the class could consider which world sounded the most promising to them.
Perhaps some students would not be willing, to believe that the whole
world and everything in it is fantasy, be they could attempt to write
or do something to prove that everything is not a fantasy, Situations
could be developed where a student could attempt to break something,
thus proving it was a real object and not merely a fantasy. However,
since the student is a fantasy, breakage does not prove that the object
is real and tangible. The class could set up a court or a debate to deter..
mine whether or not the object was real, the student is real, and it the
destruction was real. There are other limitless fantasies students could
Participate in in the World as Fantasy,

Fantasy could also be approached by putting the eaphasis on the
feet that *11 literature is fantasy, If fiotion, drum, and poetry do
not toll the absolute truth in their stories, then they must be fantasies,
of course, the magical or unusual element is not as apparent in some
litermture as it is in others. For exempla, the fantastical element is



very obvious in the story Fronbenetelln by Mary Shelley, but there is little
obvious fantasy in J. A, Winger's neve). CatOK in the IlYa. But in
this class you can read both as fantasies and if the students desire
they can explore the subtleties between the two stories and how such fan«
tacy is in both of them. Stbdents will realise that While Holden Caulfield
was a very realistic character, he was not actually a real individefil but
a creation or fantasy from Salinger's mind, This is tacos of every piece
of writing'because each work is oonoeived in the author's mind and there-
fore is not wholly factual, sift* even news stories have the writer's
biases in them. This type of study of fantasy can produce some greet
aotivities in the classroom. Students can create their own fantasies,
simply be writing an essay or story. Another possibility is that students
will begin to choose sides on whether incidents in literature are fantasies
or hot. Perhaps sass will dee only some incidents in the literature as
real mow then fantasy, They can argue that one particul*r inoidentlis
factual se it is not a fantasy. Some students will probably rejeot the whole
idea of all literature being fantasy and could conduct a court case to
determine whipther 0r net all bingo are Untasiee. While the rinai (Wigton
is not that important it will iwobobil be an enjoyable activity for the
students. This couser could be oomplete in itself or it might be used to
lead to a study of literature which is ploed in the category of fantasy,

Now in the realm of pure fantasy stories, gather a large supply
of bboke and stories and poetry that are fantasies and allow the students
to choose one and begin reading it. After they have finished one or sev-
eral stories, they say wish to respond tolhese stories in saw way.; If
so, encourage any form of response whether written or physical (if noon*
is print oriented you obuld have a room filled with strcno things). One
possible fora os written response would be for students to writs, illustrate,
and bind their ran stories. These could be added to the classroom library
of fantasies and read by the students, It there are students who have
no interest in reading any stories, perhaps they will be willing to write
stories or make book covers or illustrations fOr loom* of the books that
are in the library. Thlo method offers 44 easy transition fro* reading
to writing, and for those who have no desire to write, there is nocom-
pulsion to stop reading and begin writing, Both reading and writing are
*sispiy ways to express and experience fantasies.

Fantasy might hot be a very heavy or profound unit, but it is very
enjoyable and students will be able to simply enjoy beautiful, weird element*
In stories and life without a great deal of *aphasia or analysisation.
The only analysis that my odour is over what fantasy is and whether or
not a partioular element is fantastical or not. HopefUlly, this unit will
,rovide students with a feeling of those exciting fantasies in our own
life that we often ignore.
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WHOLE WORLD AS FANTASYI

Everything in the worlds

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Mild= AS FANASYs

All Literature.

SWIM LT:DATUM

"Rip an Winkle" by Washington Irving
Alice's Advonteres Undsrmun0 by Lewis Carroll
1, 1, by R. To ion

1 of t o i b J.R. Tolkien

S own on Ranos o.rev by Rod Serling. elLjagaajragtAg
Twilkht :oat.

"Legend of Sleepy Hollow" by Washington lidos
°T h. liperor'S New Clothes" byHans Christian Anderson
Gulliver' by Jonathan Swift
Minister by Hermann H04411
7raniceriste n by Mary Shelley
Draoula by Bram Stokes
The are only a small portion of the fantasy stories that can be used,

but they are sone very good ones. The best resource of the
stories is your *lass, if the students will write their own
stories,
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Take the pages you want in the
book and itple or mow them to-
gelkhor with one extra piece
blank at the front and bulk.

Use two please of mdboard
about one inch larger than
the Is and tap. thug to-
gethor leaving about a i" of
spaao to fit the pages in.

Lay the cardboard on soae
material or oonhao paper
you want for the clover. If
you use notarial hold the
()over in place with slue.
Fold corners in over out-
board. Clip where neooesoy.

Place glue on covers and in
*rack whore book will be in-
sorted Insert pages, pressing
blank pager down to cover.
Allow to dry. Voila! You
have & book.

Books can be aids in any shape
or oleo.
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Pro oeal for Tutorial Pro ram

by Thomas P, Gardner

I am in the process of developing a tutorial reading program. I shall
be teaching my college students to work as tutors with high school and junior
high school students who have reading problems. I shall be providing my
students with both a theoretical background or insight into the reading pro-
cess and the experience of working with students who have some reading probleme.
At this point I.can only hope for an improvement in the reading abilities or
attitudes of the high school and junior high school students we shall be working
with. However, from a pedagogic point of view, I am convinced that this sort
of individualized, tutorial approach is the best way to reach many students
who have problems reading. (It will also present certain problems--more on this
in part three of this paper.)

This paper does not purort to be a master plan for my course' I have no
such plan. My thinking on thia reading program is much like a giant Sig saw
puzzle laid out on the floor and partially put together. It presents no
singular approach nor unified plan, just a lot of pieces that fit together and
appear.to describe the boundary of my intentions. There are three parte them
part one is a conceptual frame or theoretical overview; part two is A brief courne
description or syllabus for HU4601 The Teaching Of Re din and part three pre-
sents as a list my own more apecifio thOughte or suggest one about one problem
or another I have somehow managed to anticipate.

Part One.

Reading is how one gets meaning from print. It is impossible to read in
the sense of getting meaning from print without a context or matrix or, universe
of discourse. Reading is a more complex process than simply seeing words on
a page, or more specifically, in a line from left to right, being able to produce
the sounds the letters in the words represent, and knowing the meaning of each
word individually, The fluent reader does not consistently read from left to
right across a line of print, Fluent reading involves semling and a fair amount
of prediction, a certain percentage of which is 'inaccurate (The reader "miscues.")
and later corrected, Consequently, the line of print serves more As a gnide
than a path. Not only will no two readers get preoisely the same meaning from
a written passage, no two will read or process for meaning that pasnage in
precisely the same fashion.

Being able to produce the sounds the letters ip a word represent is a
'useful skill no doubt, but it is an extremely ineffective and inefficient way
to get meaning from print. In fact, no fluent render maker USA of this skill
for anything more than obtaining more information about an unfnmiliar proper
noun, if even then, and no oral performer rolOn" a rnsrnre nloud accurately
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without first having read its meaning. The child who is just learning to read
and who has primary emphasis placed on oral performance must either go from
print to meaning to reading aloud or from print to meaningless sound which
bears little resemblance to.anyone's speech and which consequently must be
remembered and reprocessed as speech to be made meaningful. rf, in addition,
the teacher discourages this child from "going ahead" or making errors, then
the child's predictive abilities may become stunted to the extent that he is
unable to read with any fluency. Similarly, the student in a traditional foreign
language class is not called upon to read, that is what he did for two hours
the evening before; he is called upon to recite.

Considered individually, wordu have no meaning, or rather, they possess
such a wide range of semantic potential that they become effectively meaningless
when divorced from context. An Analogy from mathematics may help explain thin.
The set of rational numbers is infinite and unbounded. The net of rational num-
bers between two and three is still infinite even though it in bounded. Words
provide nothing more than boundaries for meaning when considered individually;
they must be syntactically related and semantically consistent to convey meaning.
The effective and efficient reader pays attention to the syntax and semantics of
the passage he is reading without even realizing it.

As mentioned earlier, fluent reading involves sampling and prediction,
both accurate and inaccurate but later corrected. That quality of written
language which enables an individual to sample and predict with sufficient acc-
uracy is redundancy. Most written messages convey the same information in more
than one way. It is not usually necessary to sees every letter in a word to
identify that word correctly nor is it usually necessary to see every word in a
passage to get the meaning of that passage correctly. This is particularly
noticeable in spoken English where words are frequently deleted because intonation
and non-verbal language communicate much of the message. It is also possible
for the speaker to vary the level of redundancy in response to the listener's
expressed needs.

As a final pciint, it is important to recognize the extent to which reading
comprehension depends upon a prior conceptual framework. Reading is an ex-
cellent way to expand one's conceptual framework or world view, but it cannot
create one. Without claiming all knowledge is built on prior knowledge an-some
sort of universal law, it can be eanily demonstrated that this is at least
true of reading. All writing begins with an implicit set of assumptions about
the reader. If these assumptions are not adequately met by the reader, or to
put it a different way, if the writer has not. correctly anticipated the con-
ceptual background and needs of his reader, then communication cannot take
place, despite the active role reading demands.

Part Two.

A description and syllabus for HU 4601 The Teaching Of Reading.
In HU 460 students will study the reading process and will work as tutors

in the local high schools to help individuals who have problems rending.

Texts:

Yotta M. Goodman and Carolyn L. }irks, Reading Miscue Invontorx Manual, The
MacMillan Company, 10? P. tis book will he uned both nn n dinTnontic
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and pedagogic tool. The Reading Miaow, Inventory appears to be the
only reading diagnostic tool thet develops the sort of qualitative in-
formation about an individual's reading problems that would be useful,
in an individualized tutorial program. Also, it is not the sort of
test that requires the testor to put on priestly robes and not ponti-
fical. Properly used, the Inventory itself should give the student An
insight into the way he reads.

Smith, Frank, Understanding Readin Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971.
This book provides an oxce lent mandlogioiland linguistic analysis
of the reading process and how one learns to road.

Syllabus:

The "theoretical" or "background" part of HU 460 will he provided in
a one to two hour session each week in the evening. The text I will be using
for this part of the course is Frank Smith's Underqadiag keine. A syl-
labus for HU 460 might look something like this:

Week One
Individual student-tutor schedOlesmre arranged. Tutors meet

the high school or junior high school student that they will be tutoring.
The Rending Miscue Inventory Welly explained to both tutors and students try
he tutored.

Evening Session #1: Chapters Oneand Two from Understanding
Rending: "Language and Reading" and "Communication and Information." Discus-
sion of the Reading Miscue Inventory.

Week Two
Begin giving each student the Reading Miscue Inventory. (Tutors

will do this under my direction.)
Evening Session #2: Chapters Three and Four from Understendihi:

Reading: "Language and Reading" and "The Acquisition of LangunFe." Futqher
discussion of the Reading Miscue Inventory.

Week Three
Complete giving each student the Reading Miscue Inventory.
Evening Session #3: Evaluating the Reading Miscue Inventory.

Week Four
Begin individual tutorial sessions.
Evening Session #4: Chapters Five end Six from linderstendiat

Rending: "Learning (1) Habits;' and "Learning (2) Knowledge." Guest spesker:
Either Gordon Hare o 7ouglnes Lowry, Behavioral Psychologists in the Dopnrt-
rent of Social Sciences at Michigan Technogical University.

Week Five
Individual tutorial sessions.
Evening Session #5: Chapters Seven and Eight from Understanding

Reading: "What the Eye Tells the Brain" and "What the Brain Tells the Eye."
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Week Six
Individual tutorial sessions.
Evening Session #6: Chapters Nine and Ten from Understneding,

Heading: "Letter Identification" and "Word Identification."

Week Seven
Individual tutorial sessions.
Evening Session #71 Chapters Eleven and Twelve from Understaritaa

Reading: "Three Aspects of Features" and "Phonics--and Mediated Word

Week Eight
Individual tutorial sessions.
Evening Session #8: Chapters Thirteen and fourteen from Tinder -

standing Reading: "The Identification of Meaning" and "Reading and Learninr,
to Wad."

Week Nine
Individual tutorial sessions.
Evening Session #9: Open

Week Ten
Individual tutorial sessions.
Evening Session #10: A sumqing up.

Papers, exams, and grades for HU 460:

Students will either do their work for the course and receive an "A"
or not and be dropped from the program. There will be no papers or PYFIRIA.

Part Three.

A Miscellany

1) HU 460 may be taken for one, two, or three terms (3, 6, or 9 credit hours).
I hope to encourage those tutors who have developed a good working relationship
with their students to continue working with these same students through the
entire year.

2), Any leerning situation which operates on an individualized, tutorial basis
cannot he'duplicated; infect, it may not even be exportable. So much depends
on the correct sort of relationships developing; presenting the sublect matter
correctly is not enough.

3) Poor rending develops poor Attitudes towards rending and so much of what
constitutes euccers in school work depends on being lble to rend well, that
poor renders frequently do not want to be in Nehool heentine they have been con
ditioned to failure. Thin lends me to two conolmlinhtil (A) That r am fniv,r lo
have n problem with misped meetings, partieulsrly n1 the )opioning, ;md mug t.
develop A achednle flnablo enough to deal with it,nnd (h) The'ort of rein..
forcement these students need is positive.
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4) Thio reading program is going to present several problems, many of which are
logistic, that I can only hope to be able to dyal with when they arise. 'Mere is
no real planning for them possible.

5) The high school and junior high school students in this program will be
given Reading Miscue Inventories at the beginning, the middle, and toward the
end of the school year.

6) I need to set up a meeting with all the high school and junior high school
teachers involved with this program as soon as possible and continue meeting
with them at intervals throughout the school year.

7) I would like to try to develop several games that will focus the reader's
attention on some of the skills upon which reading depends. Alsoithere are
games of this sort already available. I need to look at them. It seems to me
that a variety of games might be based on the note technique.

8) One possible game:

There are four players; they play as partners. Player #1 selects or
creates a sentence. This he passes to player #2 (not his partner). Player 02
deletes as much of the semantic component of the sentence as he con .while
retaining the sentence's syntactic features. Player 02:mekee two copiem of
this syntactic skeleton and passes one to player 03 (player #1's partner) and
player #4 (player #2's partner). Player 03 and player 04 may not see the
original sentence. Partners take turns filling in one blank aT' time, in
order, from left to right. The object is to complete the sentence, or as much
of it as possible, retaining both semantic and syntactic consistency. The
play rotates after each game.



Lhatanists,....Lbatusl.....iato Poetry

by Helen Gamulie

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Why is it that noxt to the grammar unit, the biggest bomb of the year
for high sohool English teachers is poetry? Just the sound of the word
is enough to "turn off" many students. Poetry equals boredom: dissecting,
scanning, generalizing, summarizing, eulogizing (the dead poet or poem).
"I Sul you to get me interested in this stuff," they seem to say. "Who
0.= about frost on a pumpkin or a pioture on an old pot (and what's an
urn anyway?) much less whether it's written in manage or daotyllio

hexameter?" No matter what the exouse or good intent on the teaoher's
part, the ofttioal-analytioal approach is killing poetry for students.
After graduating from high sohool, how many of them would even tails of
reading poetry again? It was a bad trip .010 first time around.

Having taught an eighteensweek oourse in poetry this spring, I'm sure
that there is more than enough evidence to convict me of this crime. Spoon-
feeding twentrsthree sophomores, juniors, and seniors poetry for a semester
was like beating the proverbial dead horse. By mid-June I could list a few
things that had worked and 101 that hadn't. Diagnosis's the students were
bored and I was discouraged. There had to be a better way. .Prom my obser-
vations and class feedbaok,,the oauses of "poetry poisoning" seemed to be:

lack of genuine emotional or intelleotual response to many of the, poems
2 organizing the oourse by poetry types, poets, and periods, rather than

by topios (3) not enough variety and student involvement in presentations,
and (4) more emphasis should have been given to student writing, oreativo
projeota, and sharing.

The most important task in organizing a poetry unit is deoiding what to
teach and what not to teach. Many English teaohers are in a quandary over
what they think is their duty to toaoh and what the kids really relate to.
We feel obliged to "expose" students to the old olassios foilnd in poetry
anthologies, ostensibly to "prepare them for oollege." And we even do this
with heterogeneous and non- college bound groups. One instructor put the
problem this ways "You don't get boys in the olass interested by beginning
with Keats' 'I stood tiptoe on a little hill...'" They would be very suspi
oious of that guy. Likewise, the language barrier of some poetry is just
too great for the average high sohool student to decipher for long. My own
first enooimter with Chaucer was to have to memorise the prologue to the
"Reeve's Tale."( I didn't even know what a "reeve" was). Students should
always be Malt of the "why" behind an assignment, including a reading ansign-
ment. If we administer doses of Shakespeare, Whitman, Wordsworth, and
others to students "beaks:wit is good for them" we might as well be giving
daily doses of 'pastor oil, too. If, on the other hand, we toaoh a particular
poem beoauae we like it, and think it has something to say to our kids, there
is hope.

The basis of this uncertainty over what, poems to use lien in the question
"what is good poetry?" So often we tend to set up a real or mental slate
of "good", olaesioal poets, around whom we center the poetry unit. Ohanoes
are that they are the ma poets that we ourselves studied in high 86001 or

10011111.100111.Wiall

1J.A. Christensen, "Poem Doesn't Rhyme with Boredom," Media and Methods,
7 (1971), 42
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college. They can be found in many present high school English textbooks,
many of them vintage 1930 or earlier. Sinoe the poems and poets have been
widely publishod and commented on, they can be assumed to be of good quality.
And yet, who is to/say that sone of the modern poets are not as good as
Pope, Shelley, and Longfellow? Are the poems and songs of, say, Leonard
Cohen to be shunned. beoause they have not yet had a charm to prove them
selves "enduring"?

For many teachers, the dilemma over teaching modern poetry is thatoso far,
no one has come up with any objeotive standards by whioh to judge it.'
Although the kids are definitely "into" Rod MoKuen, Paul Simon, John Lennon,
Don McLean, and others, teaohors don't know whether to consider them serious
poets or just passing fads. Aside from the song lyricists, there are many
other oontemporary poets that write about aubjeots of oonoorn to young people;
but we shy away from them beoause both they and their material are unfamiliar
to us. We can readily disouss the reoluse life of Emily Dickinson; what
can we say about Lawrence Ferlinghetti? We know what Carl Sandburg is talk
ing about in "Chioago"; but what does Leilloi Jones mean in "There Must Be a
Lone Ranger"?

At the same time, one is wise to weigh other oonsiderations in deoiding
what modern poetry is suitable for the classroom. As J.A. Christensen
observes, teachers must distinguish between "deep thoughts" and "private
thought0 Some modern poets lead the reader into their thoughts to the point
of embarrassment (Christensen oalls these the "Peek Through My Bedroom Key..
hole" poets). Obviously, this type of poetry would be unaooeptable in most
publio schools. The other group to avoid is the "Don't .I Suffer Beautifully"
bunoh. Christensen also cites the use of fourletter words as a strike
Against modern poetry. It seems that the best solution to the quality prob
lem would be to have both teacher and class respond to a number of selected
poems that are new to both, then discuss their reactions in terms.of their
reasons for liking or disliking the work. If a number of people tag a poem
"poor" perhaps generalizations can be made from it about what combination of
faotors produce a poor poem. Perhaps students will also recognize that most
(but not all) suooessful poems do have a theme, universal appeal, imagery,
and figurative language --integrated to best oonvey the poet's experience.

One teaoher who vehemently oalls for more student voioe in choosing the
poems to be studied is Maurice Gibbons. Mr. Gibbons upbraids teachers for
adhering to books and poems that are behind the times. "Dump the blessed
anthologies of castrated poems," he pleads. "You've got to dooido whether
You're teaching poetry or oritioism. If it's oritioism, damn the readers,
full speed ahead with the immortalsk, If it's poetry, damn the immortals,
full speed ahead with the readers." He suggests having the students bring
in poetry that they, like --poems that "turn them on." The teaoher should
attempt to gather 'live" poetry --poems of all levels of sophistication;
average poems as well as great ones.

2
Christonsen, p.

3c .ristensen, p.44,

Readtr.ill
Gibbons, "Hello..

0. 9 Enx1A0

43.

SC

.Hello...This is the Poet Speaking...Do You
61 (1972), 365
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Arthur Daigon.00nours with Gibbons' student-oenterod approaoh to the
poetry problem. He says that we often expose kids to literary works that
are above adolesoent literary eophietioation, Some selootions, oopooially
Shakespeare, aro full of alien verb patterns and sooial oonoerne. Studente
oannot get involved with this adult fare; henoe, further exposure breeds im
munity. d Although most teachers are awaro that the students are disinterested,
they keep teaching some of these old olassios simply beoause they bolieve
students will need it for oc3legee It is ironio that if one takes a survey
of college undergraduates, few have a common literary baokground anyway, as
it turns out. If we are honestly trying to encourage responsive reading, this
door not seem to bo the way to go about it,

Another oonoorn in teaching poetry is getting aoross the idea of figura
tive language, motor, rhyme, and form. This oan be exoruoiating for both
student and teaoher. Rather than deal with it all in one lump at the beginning
of a unit, maybe it would be less painful to deal with these aspects separate -
'yes they oome up in poems. Karl Shapirols "Auto Wreck" is great for metaphors
and similes; T.S. Eliot's "Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrook" is full of images
and connotations; Don MoLean's "American Pie" is a good source of symbols and
allusions. The ideal way to convey these devioes is to have the students try
writing some. Ann Dodd's book ilE112,Ezirtlists some good exercises to get
the students writing metaphors, similes, onomotopoeia, eto. A minilesson
on rhyme and rhthym should show how the author uses these as one element in
the formal etruoture. The teaoher may want to show how this can bo overdone,
distracting from the message of the poem (some of Edgar Allen Poe's poems
have been denounoed for this). But when it oomes to sharing poetry, wo must
refrain from pinking every one apart and probing for every last synecdoche.
Nothing is more deadly; and oertainly students do not need to have an in depth
knowledge of literary devioos to be able to respond to poetry.

Variety is the key to emoessful teaching. Sitting in straight rows, discus-
sing poetry for several weeks definitely is a drag for teenagers (espeoially
in the spring). While there is a dearth of commercial films on the subject
of poetry, there are many other media possibilities. Slides are fantastic
for illustrating the visual images of a poem. They can be used with a taped
reading of a poem or with a record album. One project I hope to finish this
summer is a slide series of Vincent Van Gogh's paintings to accompany Don
MoLean's song "Vincent." Besides illustrating some of the allusions, I hope
it will prompt a discussion of Van Gogh's life and the theme of alienati0A
in general. A friend of mine has taken slides of bleak women for me to use
in oonjunotion with Langston Hughes' poem "Harlem Sweeties." She also took
piotures of Vietnam combat scenes out of magazines which I will use with Felix
Pollak's poem "The Hero." Now that I know how to make elides with contact
paper and magazine pioturos, I plan to show my students the method and have
them make their won slide presentations.

Students can respond to or illustrate poems in other ways. Taking one
theme or poem, they oould make a oollage to show how they perceive it. They
may want to make posters, drawings, or paintings to express their responses.
With a little encouragement, a student who plays the guitar or piano may
come up with musio for a poem. Individual or group projects oould be to take
one theme, find poems containing different attitudes or aspects of the themes
and then finding pictures to illustrate tha poems. A roquiromont could bo

5Arthur Daigon, "Literature and the Sohools." Engasb ILTILLvni, 58
(1969), 30-39.
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that at least some of the poems have to be written by the student. Groups
or individuals could have the option of using pen -names on their work if they
are embarrassed to share personal writing. The folders could then be ox-
°hanged and read. in ono school, a poetry olass decorated their olassroom
like a ooffeeshop to enhance oreativity.

Oral poetry reading is another alternative to print media, one idea
would be to invite a poet from the Michigan Council of Arts (Detroit) Visit-
ing Poets program to oome to the sohool and read some of his poetry. A boy or
girl interested in speech and drama could do an interpretive reading of a
poem, Every year Central Miohigan University sponsors the Dodds Poetry
Reading Contest, The programs are always taped and on file in the Speech
Department, As students oome across poems that they like, there should be
time for them to share them with the class, often by simply reading them aloud.

Reoord albums work well in teaching poetry (naturally, the kids would
be tho ones to bring in the lyrics and records). Song lyrics oan either be
taken as a unit in poetry and music, or interspersed in the study of other
themest'or both, Ask the students to try to find lyrics that makesome
statement about life or the human condition. Suggest singers like Joan Baez,
Leonard Cohen, Elton John, Stephen Stills, Neil Young, and Paul Simon. I

always have some students volunteer to tyTe the dittoes, too. One teaoher
had great success with making rook music, the foal point for a multi-media
'approach to different thethes, She would introduce the theme, "Lonlinese,"
-for instance, with a'short, taped leoture, then alternate selootod music
with poems, The teacher sat quietly. in the bank of the room the whole time
to allow the students to really listen and reflect upon the music and words..
She saved the last fifteen minutes of the hour for writing. A sample essay
question might boo "Which song or poem left the deopeet impression on you?
Why?"

I was amazed tt how many kids in my poetry class would have liked to have
written more poetry. I have found that often, students do a better job of
writing if they have examples and forms to experiment with. Kenneth Koohte
book Wishes, Lies, and Dreams, is an excellent source of ideas for writing
assignments that can bo used for students of all ages. The lines beginning
with "I wish..." proved to be the most interesting in my class. I try to
ditto as much student writing as possible because students tend to do their
best when they know their peers will be reading it, The olass voted rut to
have their names put on the dittoed copies, As a oulminsting aotivity, cer-
tain mombors of the olass worked after school with a few kids from the orea-
tivo writing olasees on producing a creative writing magazine. They dubbed
the publication "Fantasia" and decided which .poems and short stories would
go in. Since we didn't have the money to have it printed, tho staff typed
it on stencils, whioh the Office Machines oleos graciously ran off and stapl-
ed, Next year, we plan to start earlier and aim for the busty-Print method
(see media section).

Finally, a word should be said about disoussion toohniques. Sometimes
the indiroot approaoh is the best way to get kids involved. Rather than
introduoe Wordsworth's "Ode on Intimations of immortality" with a looturo
on romanticism or Lyrioal Ballads, why not begin it with a question likos

Helen W. English, "Rook Poetry, Relevanoe, and Revelation," English
Journal, 59 (1970), 1122-2T.



"What is your very earliest ohildhood memory?" Cause them to remember
how ohildren react differently to their environments than adults do. For
Kenneth Fearinds poem "Thirteen O'Clook," the teaoher might ask the oleos
if they know anyone who believes in ghosts or gets the "oreeps" while
walking past a oemetary at night, Those have worked for me sine almost
everyone could oontribute to these disoussions.

From my own experienoe and from the reading I've done, I'm oonvinoed
that the humanistic, approach to poetry begins with taking the fooal point
off the teaoher and transferring it to the student. Aotively involving
students in tho solootion, writing, and presentation of poems will also
let them experienoe and respond to poetry. As one educator put its "An
English course should make one aware of people, their feelings and dignity,
that is, if we are at all aware of being humanistic... Isn't it about time
some of our English olasses make a student's life la. little more beautiful'
instead of oppressive, depressive, and repressive?"'

7English, p. 1126.

BESI CO'P'T
All%OLE

RELATED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. To begin a unit or course in poetry, the teaoher would want to establish
an atmosphere of sharing and aooeptanoe. For openers, he could ask the
students to bring in an objeot that is important to them. The next day,
they would eaoh toll why the objeot is significant what it says about them.
A related writing aotivity would be to follow this with free assooiations,
keeping phrases in concrete terms and oenterod on the object.

2. Another aotivity to foster sharing and interaotion would be to have stu-
dents each bring in a poem that says something to or about you. They could
read the poems and briefly say why they selected them as favorites. This oould
be followed up with an optional assignment to write a poem ,about themselves.

3. Disoussion topics: How should a poem be talked about? What makes a good
poem?

4. To illustrate personal interpretation or tone in poetry, use Lewis
Carroll's poem "The Jabberwooke. Try reading it with different emphasis
and tone of voioe to make it sound dither threatening or joyful. This may
be done on tape.

54 For humor, creative thinking, and inter-aotion, try "aooidental poetry."
Divide the oleos into three groups. The first group would eaoh write an
ending for the line "I used to... The second group would do the same for
"But now..." The third group would work on "And so..," The objeot is to
combine one statement from eaoh group to form a "poem." Students may
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either do this impromptu out-loud or by drawing papers out of throe separate
bags and writing them down.

6. The background for a Shakespearian play might begin with a slide and
tape prosontation about the Globe Theater, One boy in our high sohool did
thin an an independent study projeot. He.bought an assemble-it-yourself
model of the Globe from Perfootion Form Company (language arts catalog).
After putting it together, ho did some research on the history and parts of
tho playhouse. After shooting slides of various areas in the theater, he
made a tape to go with them, explaining what eaoh place was used for.

7. Another idea to promote understanding of Shakespeare, if you wish to
or must toaoh a certain play, is to have students keep a journal summarizing
the main events of each scene. The summaries oan be no longer than 2111
aontenoo. Offer the students throe ways of writing theses (1) thoy may
write it in regular English (2) They may write it in King James English
(3) they may write it in mod jargon, Using the first method, Maobotk (Ili)
might bee "Throe witohee agree to meet Maobeth on the heath after the war."
Tho summary in modern jargon might be "Threenekags jive to make the noisy
cactus soene and meet Macbeth in the space."

8. To get aorosu the ideas of "metaphor" and "irony" and to introduoe
ouseion on prejudioe, type on dittoes lines from Turner Brown, Jr.'s °reel-
lent little volume, aft& U. Exampleso "Black is when folks say you've
got to earn the rights the Constitution guaranteed you already had."
"Black is being given the same opportunity as Wilt Chamberlain, if you happen
to bo seven foot tall."

9. Writing aotivity: After talking about Sandburgle poem "Chicago," hero
the students use it as a model for writing about their home town or some
other oity that has left an impression on them. The form should parallel
"Chicago," but reflect the personality of the oity. Ditto off the finished
poems.

10. Some good movies related to poetry and oroativity area "What is Poetry?",
"Why Man Creates ", "Lord Let Me Die, But Not Die Out" by James Diokey, "Ooean,"
and "Dream of Wild Horses." These oan all be found in the M.S.U.-U. of M.
film catalog.

11. An aotivity for the beginning of a poetry unit could be to have the stu-
dents leaf through magazines and out out words that either have connotation*
or sound appeal, then mount them on oonetruotion papor. The follow-up would
be for them to take just one of these words and find pioturee illustrating its
different 'meaning's. From these, oollagos or posters could be made.

12. Take or send students to different plaooe to have them resord sense im-
pressions. This could be dono as a olass or in pairs. Suggested plaoese
an airport, a gas station, a restaurant, a miorosoope, the wood shop, out-
doors, eto,, These impressions could lead to poems.

111111101111 111.11.
8
See J. Gordon Greene, "Motivating Studonte to Study Shakospeare: A

Creative Notebook Approaoh," Engliah Journal, 61 (1972), 504-7,



NUCLEUS FOR A THEMATIC APPROACH TO POETRY

Themes Joy

1. "nobody locos all the time" eo. oummings BEST COPY AVAILABLE
2. "Crazy" Lawrenoe Ferlinghetti
3. "Gratitude" Annette Lynoh
4. ,"Good Times" Luoille Clifton,
5. "The Music) Crept By Us" Leonard Cohen
6. "The Bagel" David Ignatow
7. "Variations on a Theme by William Carlos Williams" Kenneth Kooh
8, "Adults Only" William Stafford

Themes Lonliness/ Alienation

1. "Riohard Cory" Edwin AMington Robinson
2. "Miniver Cheevy" Edwin Arlington Robinson
3. "Brook, Break, Break" Alfred, Lord Tennyson
4. "Lines" Poroy Shelley
5. "Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow..." Maobeth (V, 3) William Shakespeare
6. "lio :rear the Mask" Paul Lawrence Dunbar
7. "The Unknown Citizen" W.H. AUden
8. "I Am a Rook" Simon and Qarfunkol
9. "Mo and Bobby MoGme" Kris Kristofferson
10. "Empty Is" Rod MoKuen
11. "Unwanted" Edward Field
12. "The Love Sonc of J.Alfred Prufrook" T.S. Eliot
13. "Tho Hollow Men" T.S. Eliot

Themes Childhood, Youth, Maturity, Old Age

1. ."Odes Intimations of Immortality" William Wordsworth
2. "Fear" Gabriela Mistral
3. "Lineage" Margaret Walker
4. "First Lesson" Margaret Walker
5. "The Man of the House" David Wager
6. "lhe Centaur" May Swenson
7. "A Certain Age Phyllis MoGinley
8. "My Aunt" Oliver Wendell Holmes
9.. "My Papa's Waltz" Theodore Roethke
10, "Crabbed Ago and Youth" William Shakespoaro
11. "how to bo Old" May Swenson

Theme: Love

1. Corinthians Is-Chapt. 13
2, "How Do. I Love Theo?" Elizabeth Barrett Browning
3. "Mooting at Night" Robert Browning
4. "Parting at Morning" Robert Browning
5. "A Vol odiotion Forbidding Mourning" John Donn°.
6. "Br,Ak of Day" John Donno

3olootiono from Rollo°, and Juliot shakospoaro



8. "Sonnots 29 and 130" Shakospeare
9. "A Roman Raits for Mo" Walt Whitman
10, "For Ilotti" LoRol Jonos
11. "Lovo on tho Fare Dol; Lawronoo
12, "Momonton, i" din. Snodgrass
13. "Symptomn of Love" Robort Cravos
14, "Twonty-Vivo" Hod HoKuen
15. "Cotton Candy Ean" William Hawkins

Themes Doath

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1; "Borah Bo not Proud" John Donno
2, "Dortth of the Hired Man" Robert Front
3. "Booauso I Could Not Stop for Death" Emily Diokinnon
4. "0 Death, Rook Me Asleep" Ann Boleyn
5. "Out, Out Robert Frost
6. "When Lilaoe Last in the Dooryard Bloomed" Walt Whitman
7. "Down in Dallas" X.J. Kennedy
8, "Auto Wrook" Karl Shapiro

Themes Transoienoo

1, Selootions from "Tho Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam" Edward Fitzgorald
2, "Ozymandias" Peroy Shelley
3. "To His Coy Mistress" Andrew Marvell
4. "Sonnet 2" William Shakespeare
5. "The Soarrod Girl" James Diokey
6, "I Am Waiting" Lawrenoe Ferlinghetti
7. "This Exoollent Maohine" John Lehmann
8, "Univao to Univao" Louis B. Salomon

Themes War

1, "David's Lament" (Samuel II is 19-27)
2. "The Man He Killed" Thomas Hardy
3. "War" ,Joseph Langland
4. "Shiloh" Herman Melville
5, "The Death of the Ball Turret Gunner" Randall Jarrell.
6. "Patterns" Amy Lowell
7. "Waist Deep in the Big Muddy" Pete Seeger
8. "Musioal Vietnams" Bob Allen
9. What Were They Like?" Denise Levortov
10. "Silent Night/ 7100 News" Simon and Garfunkel

Themes Blaok Poetry

1. "Hymn to the Sun" Akohnaton, Egyptian pharaoh and first blaok poet
2, "Black Is" Turner Brown, Jr.
3. "Harlem" Langston Hughes
4. Mood Morning" Langston Hughes,
5. "Island" Langoton Hughes
6, "Harlem Sweeties" Langston Hughes



7. "Heritago" Countoe Cullon
A. "Ku Klux" Lanzston Hughos
9. "Psvlov" Naomi Madgiott BEST COPY AVAILABLE

10. gqiympathe Paul Lawrenoo Dunbar
)1. "Jo Real. Cool" Gwendolyn Brook°
12 "1 Have a Dream" (spoeoh) Martin Luther King

13. "Stretching Out" Mari Ovans
14. "Inoident", Countoe Cullen

Themos Tho American Indian

1. Chief JosephIn Surrondor Sp000h
2. "Vinson' of ra Pnt Warrior" Peter La Fargo

3. "the bone of tho Chorokee ponies" D.A. Lovy

4. "My Country 'Tie of Thy reoplo care Dying" nary Sto. Mario

5. "Death of the American Indian's Goal" Oreaory Corno
(This unit will alno oontain authontio Indian pootry).

Themes Poetry and Musio --Song Lyrios
(to be shown with slides)

1. "Kodaohromo" Paul Simon
2. "Vinoent" Don MoLoan
3. "Nights in White Satin" the Moody Blues

4. ."Tho Boxer" Simon and Garfunkel
5, "Stairway to Heaven" Led 'Zeppelin

6. "Richard Cory" Sinon and Garfunkel

7. "Suzanne" Loonard Cohen
( 'Oho studonto will oaoh brine in thoir own favorito lyrion, to keep

most of the nonge ourrent).
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ANNOTATBD BIBLIOGRAPHY

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

'ikorman, Margaret, D. "Why I Don't Toaoh Pootry." T: ;lflisb Journal' 57
(1968), 999-1001.
Tho author beliovoo strongly in teaohing many poems; yet she dis-
agree° strongly with poetry units and organizing poems arbitrar-
ily. F*.e fools that toaohors should relate a poem or two to other
ideas as they oome up in olass disoussion or the study of a play
or novel. Interesting point of view, but I think it would be
terribly hard to organize it and to sneak in oertain poems that
aro good, but havo no relation to what is being atudiod at tho time.

Childs, Rita. "A Psyohodelio Poetry Unit --Why Not?" Eng,lioh Journal, 57
(1968), 1335-37.
Ms. Childs tries to show her ninth graders how tho root borrows
from both art and musio in oommunioating. lie uses a oombination
of sounds, harmony, and rhythm. Like tho painter, ho uscs viou41
images, only tho poet paints them with word°. 000a article with
some useful ideas' although I did fool that oho spont too rnuoh
time having thorn ponder objeotn of nature.

Christ, Henry I. "The Gateloss Qato to Poetry." En ilt4 Journal, 57 (1968),
995-98
The author believes that the teaohort, job is to broaden exporionoo
and to help students find more and more wItorialn they onn road with
exoitemont. He begins with a study of tho haiku, pointim out that,
as people crow older, they lose the ohild's awarenoun of oxporionoe.
He believes that anyone oan enjoy poetry without special training..

Christensen, J.A. "Poem Doesn't Rhyme with Boredom," ildia and Mothooke,, 7
(1971), 42-44.
This is a good artiole for anyone attempting to integrate modern
poetry into a poetry unit.. Christensen points out aopoots of mod-
ern poetry that cause teachers to be loamy of using it in the
olassroom. He olaims that the only real problom with modern poetry
is the danger of analyzing it to death.

Daigon, Arthur. "Literature and the SohoolsV Jonrnal, 58 (1969),
30-39.
An excellent, articulate argument for tho humanintio approach to
litoraturo. Ho compares our traditional method of toaohing liter-
ature to computer programming and claims it has produoed a gonoration
which soorno literature. Ho bolievoo that it is not neconoary for
students to have an in-depth knowledge of literary elements to be
ablo to respond to a work.

Dodd, Ann Wosoott. Write Noxl Now Yorks Clobo Book, Co., 1973.
Write N_ owt is an excellent resouroo'book for teaohors of oroativo
writing. It is designed as a textbook; each section can be cov-
°rod in ono or two days. Many of the exercises deal with fi;NrAtive
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language, attempting to holp students become more oonoreto in their
writing. Tho book oontains stop by step exeroises on oharaotorization,
plot, fitting, eto. leading to a'unified short story. Tho following
ohaptoro break down tho aspects of writing a play. Tho last ohcipter
is oonoorned with writing various short forms of poetry. favorito
sootion was an oxoroiso in creativity where students wore given a
ohoioo of "answerless question0 to speoulato upon (e.g. "Which is
oolder, an ioeberg or fear?"). Good resouroe book, written for
the Junior high sohool level.

English, Helon W. "Rook Poetry, Relevenoe, and Revelation." English Journal,
59 (1970), 1122-27,
Exoollont article for anyone trying to incorporate popular 'music into
a pootry unit. Ms. English dosoribos her multi-media approaohs records,
taped looturou, and writing. She gives Sample soleotions for the
thomo "Raoial protest." At the and of the article, she lists poetry
books and records that she has found usoful.

Garrotti DoLois. "Droam Motif in Contemporary Negro Poetry," parlijsk
Journal, 59 (1970) , 767-70.
Good artiolo. Traooe the blaok manfs dream through tho writings of
Langston Rughos, LoRoi Jones, Gwondolyn Brooks, Martin Luther King,
and others.

Gibbons, Maurioe. "Hello...Hello...This is the Poot Speaking...Do You Read
Me?..." WIWI Journal, 61 (1972), 364-71f
Tho entire article is as lively an the titlet This is a glorious,
radioal artiolo addressed to teaohers who oaftlt understand why their
'studosto aro turned off by poetry. Gibbons ougcosts havin studonts
bring in poetry that they like. He believes that etudonts Should
be able to respond to poetry in a variety of ways: slides, illustra-
tions, tapers, and posters. This article should bo roquirod roading
for anyono who toaohes poetry. He offers ideas that are a groat al-
ternative to the question-and-anower method.

Greene, Gordon J. "Motivating Students to Study Shakespeare: A Croativo
Notebook Approaoh." litaLth,Jourital., 61 (1972), 504-7
A different idea for helping kids understand Shakospeare. Groono has
his clams koop journals for Maoboth. 'rho roquiromont is that they
summarize oaoh Boone as they finish it in one sontonoo. Tho sum-
maries may be written in Standard English, King Jamo:1 English, or
modern ,jargon.

Koch, Konnoth. Wishos, Lios, and DrQams. New Yorks Vintaco Rooks, 1970.
The ideas for eliciting student poetry ho donor:then can
bo uood in the upper olomontary junior his, and uoni:al high.
Bosido domonstrating how ho uses oinquain, haiku, concroto poems,
and other forms with rourth and fifth ,rradors, Voch Givo:; owumptw
of other patterns ("1 wish...0" "If I Could, I would... ," owtinas,
"lies," oto.). Tho kids' work Jo a testimony to his succms. This
is an oxeellon rosouroo book for anyone who wants to fen ter oroativo
thinkinz and an appreciation for poetry.



Mooklenburgor, James. "The Poetry Pickle --Some Reflections." inal.s,
Journal, 59 (1970), 263-65.
In this artiolo, the author poses many questions, but no answers.
Ho boliovos that toaohors of pootry should ask themselves oover(1
quostions boforo beginning to pootry units Should or can students
choose the pootry they study? By what standards should we judge otudont
writing? What oan be tostod a nd graded? This is a good artiolo
for oomoono just beginning to wrestle with the poetry problem. It
should be road before anything elso.

Moffott, Jamos. "What Counts?" English m, 61 (1972), 571-74.
Moffett taolos the accountability issue, claiming that if toachoro
are to be hold accountable, or their students performanoo, they must
bo givon far groater oontrolu obor soheduling, trouping, mothods,
oonsoruhip, materials, etc. Ho says that sohools should not be
prosoribing what to loam, but how to learn. Moffett ends with a
bang, stating that accountability is a smokosoroon for roal problomn
suoh as tax inequities.

Moron, David E. "Avant Rook in the Classroom." Ent,lish Journal, 58 (1969),
196 -too.

Moro() bo]iovos that in fiftryoars, song lyrioints liko LoomIrd
COhon, Paul Simon, and othors will be included with the traditional
poots in anthologies. Ho boliovon in oupitalising on studont
intorost in thorn now. At tho ond, he givou a lint of Mood and
timely books to use for r000ur000.

Roninger, Lauronee. "The Class Answor as a Toaohing Device." English
Journal, 57 (1968), 1032-35.
An intorcsting approach to the otudy of Hamlot (or anythin(;, for
that ;lattor), donignod to got sway from fhotual quoutiono. Rosing-
or bo,;ins his unit on Hamlet, by asking the kids of they know anyone
who bolioveo in ghosts. This always cots a di0000sion going ;. ho
dittoou off answoro to onsay question° about the play and iota the
blase read the ansors.

Tofflor, Alvin. Fu, ture Shook. Now York: Banton, 1970.
Must roaditv for WAohors who roally want to prepare stndontcl (and
themselves) for the miner- jarring changes of tho future. Tofflor
makes predictions about current advanoos in ooienoo and toohnolou
and the impact they will. have on sooioty. His baoio th,:no lo that
the pace of ohango will koop acoolorating. lie ougi;e'Af; tsrie .:woomo

poosibilitioo for the future: a scientific Method of "cargos-oovine
pOoole, increanod mobility, the "throw-aole'peciety, and bviof
human relationships. Futuro Shook in an c:zooptionally wc11-wfitt,:n
and thoroughly faooinating book. The fact that TOfflorin book is
woll-dooumontod makes it all the mor© fri,;htornin::. I highly
recommend this for eduoatore of all lovuls and subjeot2,

Jigginton, Eliot, (ed.) The Foxfiro Book. Nov Yorks 1972.
The charm of this book isits looal color, reflecting; the speech,
oustOms, and life style of the Appalaoian mountain people. It
wan born out of the editor's last-ditch ofrort to ;;ot his Rabun
Cap, Coorgia, studonto to dO somothing in Englioh ()Taos bonide3
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shoot paper airplanon. Ao a olaos project, the studonto in Wiggonton's
class decided to put together a magazine based on tho wahine crafts and
folklore of the community's senior oitizons. Many parts of tho aro
written in unadultorod mountain dialoot, as oapturod on tape r000ydoro. I

wits thoroui;hly oaptivatod by tho sootion in which an eighty-four-year-old
woman instruots two teenage boys in the art of cooking hogshead. Another
sootion is dovotod to the art of moonshining. The most amazing thing about
thio book is that it was written by hard-to-motivato high oohool students.
Highly enjoyable roadinj.

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR POEMS (pp, 5-8)

Baylor, Robert, and Stokes, Brenda, eds. pia2.F.24mx, Now Yorks McGraw-
Hill, /972.

Brown, Turner. Black Is. Now York: Grove Press, Ino. 1969.

Dunning, Stophon; Lueders, Edward; and Smith, Hugh; eds. 1929. liaysta0to
Don't Etsaiclaz&y Needle. Glenview, Ill. Soott, Foreeman, and
Co., 1969.

Hogan, Homer, od. Poetry, of Relevance., Totontos Methuen, 1970.

Lowonfols, Waltor, ad. Tho Writing alba Wall. Now Yorks Doubleday and
. Co., 1969.

Randall, Dudley, od, The Black Poets. Now Yorks Bantam books, 1971.

Sounds 91/Silonoo. Now Yorks Scholastic Book Sorvicos, 1971.
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by Bruce D. Hunting

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT - a 4 week course

General weekly outline: Pace approx. 100 pages per week.

,$

Read Crime and Punishment
Lectui=scbis=61o1FITecific themes/topics in C&P.

3 Project activi'Aes and preparation of student
projects.

4) Project activities and preparation of student
presentations

5) Responses to C&P and other literature thru stimulus
activities.

I. A Few Response Activities

A. Tell the class about an experience of which you were
reminded while reading C&P. Examples: pawn something,
being broke, met someone who felt he was above the law.

Some project possibilities:
1) Collection of your poetry in response to reading C&P.
2) Autobiographical accounts of experiences similar To

'characters in C&P.
3) Write a short story based on one of the events in

the novel.

B. Create a cartoon about an event or Chapter in the novel.
Put it on the board or pass it around.

Some project possibilities:
1) A comic series to tell the story of'llaskolnikov.
2) Collect cartoons which illuminate the themes present

in C&P. Put them in chapters in a book.
3) Write a parody of Rask9lnikov's problem.
4) Create cartoons about the characters using quotations

from the novel for captions or dialogue.
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C. Have students act out the first meeting of Raskolnikov
and the pawnbroker, Alyona Ivanovna (or any other scene
they wish). Review the scene if necessary.

Some possible projects:
1) Tape radio play sequences from the novel
2) Video Tape an hour (50 min.) version of C&Pcomplete

with commercials. '(50 minutes or whatever rime, so
it can be shown during a class period)

3) Write a play including dialogue and stage direction,
and anything else you feel important using.C&P's
themes.

D. Make a journal entry (feelings, thoughts, opinions),
about a passage in the book which interested you or made
you feel strongly - mad, sad, happy, anxious, rebellious,
elated,etc.

Some possible projects:
1) Keep a journal every day (at least 4 days a week)
2) Keep a journal for Sonia or Svidrigailov or

Petrovitch or Dounia or Razumihin as you're reading
the novel.

3) Make a collection of your sketches or photographs
from magazines which could be "read" as your dally
journal.

E. GAME "Crime and Punishment" or
"Is What You Do, What You Got?" by D.D.Hunting

To be played by a few (4 or 5) persons, or by a whole
class (40 or more).

1) Everybody writes down a crime on a piece of paper
with a very brief elaboration (one sentence).
ie. One of a group of men, who attacked another
man, is killed.
Everybody writes down a punishment for a crime, but
not the one he wrote down in #1. He gives a very
brief explanation.
ie. 10-15 years penetentiary, no parole.

Everyone is dealt a playing card (or given a number).
A card is dealt from another deck (or a random
number' is called). The person with that card is
the., person who commits the next crime.

5) The next card dealt determines what the crime is.
The person with the matching-card-reads the crime
fie/she was written.

6) The third card dealt determines the punishment.
The person with the matching card reads his/her
punishment.



I.

E. GAME

7) Everybody writes down h4 opinion of the justice
of the sentence. Why it is a just sentence or why
it isn't. Time limit of three minutes.
Everybody reads their opinion.
Two more cards are dealt. The first determines who
will be the prosecutor, the second determines the
defense attorney. They may make opening statements.

..10) Deal 12 more cards for the jury members. If a jury
is not picked, a poll of the entire class at the
end of the game can determine the

punishment, if any.
11) Prosecutor and defense attorney may call character

witnesses (experts ie. psychologists, M.D.'s
1
etc.)

and the defendant.
12) If #10 and #11 are omitted the prosecutor and the

defense attorney should elicit support of their
cases from students in the class and the defendant.

13) Prosecutor and defense attorney make their closing
statements and the class is polled for the verdict
(or the jury is polled).
Decide ahead of time whether you are going to require
a unanimous vote.

This game could take many forms. #'s 1-8 could be a
complete game for the classroom. If the game is continued
past #8, then #7 and #8 should be excluded. Also, the
game can be played with any number, from 4-5 persons in
the short verson to 40+ in the complete game.
Adjust the game to fit your circumstances - class size,
age group, class sophistication, teacher personality, etc.
P.S. I've never played the game.. . .but it sounds great,
doesn't it?

Lecture-Discussion Topics

A. Biographical information about Fydor Dostoyevsky .

1) Gide, Andre. Dostoyevsky. New York: New Directions,
1961.

2) Lavrin, Janko. Dostoyevsky: AStua. New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1917.

3) Yarmolinsky, Avrahm. Dosto *31/511: His Life and Art.
New York: Grove Press, nc.,-1-9-60.



B. The Role of Fate

1) Coincidence in Crime and Punishment.
2) Relate personal expernikes which he itrikonced

$417. li4a

C. Superman Idea

1 Social Darwinism
2 Nietzsche
3 elitism

V. Raskolnikov, the Psychologist's Delight

2 Schizophrenia
31

Dreams

Psychosomatic illness

Introduce these activities early in the term and allow every-
body to try) at least) abbreviated forms of the projects. Then
the students will make their own decisions about which activity
interests them. Don't ba too explicit in describing and doing
the introductory activities. Allow for individual experimen-
tation. Use lass time for these projects after the,,students
have made dec.sions on what they're going to do.
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LORD JIM - a 4 week course

General weekly outline: Pace approx. 100 pages per week

1) Conduct three or four activities per week related
to the section of the novel being read, or to the
whole book.

2) Spend 1/5 of the class time per week on reading.
Lord Jim. Use either all of one day or,15-20
aNittes of three or four days.

3) Introduce the following activities early in the term
and allow everyone to try, at leastjan abbreviated
form of the projects. Then the students will make
their own decision about which activity interests
them. Try not to be too explicit in describing and
doing the introductory activities. Allow for indi-
vidual experimentation. Use class time for these
projects after the students have made their decisions.

Suggested' activities:

I. "Who Told What to Whom, When?" or "Who's Talking?"

Each group of two or three will have a point of view puzzle
to put together in a coherent short story.

A. X is telling the readers a story when X sees Y and intro-
duces readers to Y, who starts rt-telling the same story
from It's viewpoint. Then Y tells Z's story which is an
extension of X and Y's stories.

B. A isltelling a story to M01,01111& Q. Also, we, the
readers, are listening to A tellthe story. Occasionally
B interrupts to tell us about A telling IV:10,13,8c Q his
story which is actually the story of C.



I.

C. U tells a story about V telling a story about V and W.
Also T tells a portion of the story of WI and W tells
W's story. Make all the stories logical, but make
W's the most convincing.

D. 7 tells about an event 7 experienced. 8 tells about the
same event, but 8 was not with 7. 9 and 10 continue with
the event after 7 and 8 have left the scene. 7 and 8's
stories are not the same. 9 and 10's account seems to
justify 7's story. Make 8's story believable.

Each group will receive one of these puzzles on a 3"x5"card.
These multiple viewpoints resemble Conrad's narration. The
problem in working these puzzles is the seemingly contradic-
tory perceptions which are both factual.

Project possibilities:
1) Write a short story. Experiment with point of view.
2) Create an event and get responses from witnesses.

This would be a psychological investigation of

perception.

II. "Zoom-In and Zoom-Out, Slow Motion and Stop Action plus
Instant Replay" or "Now I Can See It!"

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Everybody describes a scene or object without saying exactly
what it is. Others try to guess what the object or scene is
by the hints in the written description.
Hopefully, figurative language,ie. similes, metaphors,
descriptive passages, will be used. Let the students exper-
ment without telling them to use similes, etc. Do it as
often as it continues to be active and successful

Project possibilities:
1) Make a game out of finding ZoomIn'S,Slow Motions,

etc. techniques in Lord Jim.
2) Question figurative F gunge in Lord Jim.

How does this type of language 11717aWor hinder
the novel's readability? When is it useful? When

not? To what extent is it n skill and to what extent

is it natural?



III. "What Really Happened Out There?" or
"How I Learned To Keep My Cool With a Blushing Naked Ego?"

Via H.G.Well's Time Machine and Joseph Conrad's frontal lobes,
set up pre-trial interviews with Jim by contemporary news-
people, ie. Walter Cronkite, Howard Cosell, Barbara Walters,
Eric Sevareid, Jack Anderson, and Ann Landers!

Insights to be:gained through these questions are numerous.
ie. What is the value of interviews? What are their limi-
tations? How do loaded questions, out-of-context statements,
lies, hnd half-truths affect the interview's validity?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

IV. "Who's Responsible? Who Tried to Cover-Up? Who Knew About
the Cover-Up?" or
"Why Weren't the Pilgrims Told When the Water-gates of Hell
Were Opened?"

Conduct "The Patna" Hearings.
This could be a complete week's project, or more. Also, it
might be interesting to video-tape the hearings.

Project possibility:
Investigation Committee

Captain Brierly
Marlow
Concerned Citizens
Prominent TownSpeople
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Interviewees

Archie Ruthvel
The Frenchman
Two Malays (Chap.8)
Jim
1st Engineer,"The Patnah
2nd Engineer,"The Patna"



IV.
Questions for the courtroom to ponder:

"Will the Captain testify? Or will he run away?
or resign his commission?
Will he evoke Special Captain's Privileges?

V. Emotional Experiences in Response to Crisis

Here poetry writing could be used with these possible
stimuli:

1) Dramatic reading by the students or teacher
2) Short story reading

ie. Jack London's "Love of Life", and "To
Build A Fire"

3) Music; records, tapes, and live
4) Short Films

Project possibility:
Make a collection of poetic responses to Lord Jim,
using these styles;
oncrete

f

erlinghetti Alan Ginsburg
e:e. cummings Eve Merriamfstoilenelevterse

1545 Shakespeare Donne
haiku Stephen Crane Blake
blank verse Eliz.B.Browning Yeats
rhyme and unryhmed Emily Dickinson Spenser

Brautigan W.Whitman
F.G.Lorca

VI. Create a Comic Section Series of. Lord Jim

Have a student or a pair of them (one artist; the other a
writer), have a series ready (8-10 frames) each week
for class presentation. The viewers should give positive
reinforcement and criticism in the form of suggestions with

respect te.accuracy, detail, etc.

kto. f

For best results, it should be done along with the reading
of the novel to encourage novel-like sequence with atten-
tion to speeific detail and to point-of-view.
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VI.

Godd time to begin this project would be as the story gets
exciting. . . .about the 70(.or 80 chapter.

The cartoonist's and author's work could be teprddened and
bound into a few collector's editions, includfir at least
one copy for the teacher to show off', of course*

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

11,-1111111=1Mr."....-
mit

VII. Biographical Research and Interview
"Personal Interview with Joseph Conrad ", ?

After familiarizing themselves with a particular period*
of Joseph Conrad's life, the students will be prepared to
field questions from their classmates about his personal
life.
For an ambitious student, more of J.C.'s life could be

covered.

Project possibilities:
I Prepare the interview on audio-tape.
2 Video-tape the question and answer period.
3 Write up the interview in the "Playboy" style.

Of course, the more. interesting and provocative information
will make the best interview.

VIII. Poll, Poll, Poll, 'Poll, Poll, Poll, Poll,

or "Does Anybody Care/ or Know?"

Take a survey (poll) of what people think Jim should have
done. Describe the indident, and ask the questions.

Was he a coward?
Was he wrong?
What would you have done?
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VIII.
Project possibilities:
1) Try to determine what you want the results to be

before starting the poll.
ie. "Most people (80%) feel that Jim should have

stayed with the ship."
Adjust your questions, and the people you poll, and
the way you ask your questions to obtain your
desired result..

2) Make a comparison of poll results.
ie. Youth versus adults, or Red-heads versus Blondes.

3) A total project might include three or more surveys,
including at least one_unbiased "honest" poll.

The gains for the students in a project such as this are
better understanding of polls, of bias, of language mani-
pulation and of phenomena interaction. Also, the relationship
of experience, reality} and perceptions to Truth is
explored.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

IX. Media Activity

Drawing, Painting, Poster, Poem,
Montage, Collage, Mobile,
Slides with Music,
Super 8MM Film,
Dramatic Reading,
Song Writing

Choose the medium which helps you to illustrate the strong
feelings you experienced in reacting to Lord Jim.

Project Possibilities:
1) Montage

a large bust of Jimollade of magazine photos.
a. at the time he is about to jump into the life-

boat
b. after he has been in the lifeboat for a time
c. when he appears before Doramin after Dain Waris,

his sonshas been killed
OR a whole body montage, 6 feet tall, life size,
for fun and profit.
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IX.

Dramatic Reading
Adjust the room's se ing and feeling to correspond
to your particular selection.

ie. Jim and Doramin Confrontation
a. Music is brave, dramatic and fearless

ie.Black Sabbath music
After he's shot play Bloodrock I or II

b. Lighting could be flashing , ie. strobe, as he
is falling and dying.

c. Sound of a starter pistol (blank) could be heard
d. Use the smell of gunpowder as he is shot and

rotting funeral flowers for the smell of death
3) Super 8MM Film

Think of a crisis or mood (ie.melancholy) situation.
Shoot it in a Montage effect, filming places, people,
objects that help you show your reaction to Lord Jim.
Adding taped music to the film can help it to
illustrate the feeling.

X. More Traditional and Scholarly Activities
Papers and Research

These more "scholarly" activity topics can be handled in
different media as well or better (more exciting) as
written papers.
An example of this is to create a children's story of Lord
Jim. Your purpose would be to "teach" little ones hotira"
do the right thing in a difficult situation. And if they
did the wrong thing, how could they make up for their
mistake?

I do not suggest that the students include death as a means
for redemption or re-establishment of self-confidence and
courage, as it is used in Lord Jim. You, the teacher, may
vish to suggest or accept that alternative. I counsel
against it.



X.

Project Possibilities:At*

i

1 Character comparison anu'anhlysis
2 Compare) literature (Lord Jim and Crime and Punishment)
3 Biblical referencesl-TEWmes and p-OWTIV17-study

ie. Christ figure, and search for Paradise
4) Shadow image in Conrad's work

i

5 Biographical influence in Conrad's work
6 Moral issue(s) of guilt, redemption or forgiveness
7 Literary criticism research

a. Books
Guerard, Albert, Jr. Conrad the Novelist,Mass.'58
Karl, Frederick R. A Readers-trade 'o Joseph

Conrad. New York 1960
Levis, P.R. The Great Tradition. London, 1948
Stallman, R.W77d7TEF Art of Joseph Conrad,

A Critical amosium. Waigan State
University, 1960

Van Ghent, Dorothy. The English Novel: Form
and Function New-YWrk, 1953

Van DrUonnor, William. Forms of Modern Fiction.
Bloomington, IndianaT-TD5'5-

b. Articles
Collins, Harold P. "Kurtz, the Cannibals, and

the Secondrate Helsman," Western Humanities
Review. Autumn, 1954

Day, A. Grove. "Pattern in Lord Jim: One Jump
After Another." College-RWill-0. April 1952

Ford, William J. "Lord Jim: Conrad's Study in .

Depth Psycholq77 NWthwestern,Universit
Medical School Quarterly Bulletin. pr ng 50

Haugh, RoberT77"The Structure of Lord Jim."
College EnsiLth. December 1951
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ONE HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE WAYS

TO HELP STUDENTS READ BETTER

William o. Chapman
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PART I

ONE HUNDRED WAYS OF IMPROVING READING

The following.is a listing of varied techniques that could be
used to help pupils in our schools. The techniques represent
many viewpoints on "how to" that I have come aoross in my read-
ing during the curriculum workshop, Ideas for all levels included.

1. Teach the basic sight word list of 220 words. Dolch list of
220 sight words available on cards. Dolchs Sight Words Bingo
Game. Make cards with one word on each card. Pupils test each
other. Use sight words in sentences written on cards. Look
for sight words in newspaper column or book to see how often
used.

Make a study of words, (a) prefixes, suffixes' (b) word
building; (c) adding different endings to words and noting
changes in spellings (d) separating double words into their
parts; (e) separating words into sylables.

3. Make a list of small words using the letters of a larger
word. Teacher or pupils suggest words, like' Philadelphia.

4. Point out small words within a larger word. Teacher or
pupil made lists. Cautions hate, ate -- but not, great, eat.

5. Point out the general configuration of words. Point out
differences in the form or shape of words' e.g., ran, running.

6. Make a list of words in our language that can be reversed to
form new words; ton-not. Teacher can make a chrrt with a
list of words to be reversed' pupils write the reversed word.
Chart with word used in sentence and its reversa] to be
supplied in blank space by pupil.

7. Teach use of dictionaries. (a) standard type' (b) picture type.

8. Use discrimination exercises. (Words nearly alike.) Teacher-
made lists of words nearly alike with some words exactly alike
included.

9. Give phonic drills on needed sounds: long vowels, short
vowels, consonantal blends, etc.

10. Point out various ways of recognizing certain sounds, e.g.,
f-ph, ough, etc.

11. Point out words that have come into our language from foreign
languages.

12. Teach alphabetizing and give practice.

13. Have pupils keep individual lists of words not instantly
recognized by them. Pupils make booklets of new words ar-
ranged either alphabetically or by subjects. Envelpoes
labeled "Words I Do Not Know." When these words have been
learned, put the words into an envelope labeled "words I Have
Learned."
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
14. Classify words under variuos headings, such as sports,

hospital, circus, food, etc. Teacher-made lists, Pupils
supply words when teacher gives classification. Teacher
gives words and pupils classify.

15. watch words and meanings, or words and synonyms, and vice
versa,, Find opposites.

16. How else can you say it? Make lists of synonymsi e.g.,
nice, beautiful, lovely, splendid, gorgeous, delightful,
delicious, etc.

17, Divide words into families.

18. Appeal to all senses where possible. Arouse as many images
as possible.

19. Trace and copy difficult words found in newspapers, mag-
azines, textbooks, etc. Samples: television, penicillin.

20. Unscramble words and sentences.

21, Have pupils make lists of rhyming words.

22. Eliminate words that do not belong in certlin lists or
categories' business, sports, etc.

23. Play "Switch-it" games to increase vocabulary (change one
letter in a word to form 'the next: batter-matter, or
batter-barter.)

24. Show how to get meanings of words from the context. Any
textbook or fiction book.

25. Supply the missing words in a pragraph. Cut up old tests
containing pragraphe with missing words.

26. Increase the number of contacts with each new word: "Use
a word till you make it your own."

27. Teach the use of 7,anguage cues and signals--expressions like
furthermore, besides, inne_first ace. Underline transi-
tion words found GI newspapers, stor es, articles, etc. Under-
line words of time, place, or direction in pupils' composition.

28. Teach recognition of signs seen on streets, buses, etc.

29. Get acquainted with comparisons found in readings for ex-
ample, pm red as a rose, as white as snow.

30. Explain idiomatic expressions. (Does it mean what it says?)
Match proverbs, sayings, and idioms.
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31. Drill on the multiple meaning of.words.

32 Teach the use of glossaries. Textbooks in science, math-
mattes, etc.

33. Dramatize words requiring action' stand, laugh, cry, etc.
Teacher-made chart. "Perform an action to show you know
the meaning of the following words."

34. Teach how to use an index of a book to locate specific in-
formation, Books in the content areas.

35 Teach how to use the table of contents to locate specific
information, main topics in any book.

36. Cooperate with parents in seeking to correct the pupil's
ohysical defects. Glasses, hearing aids, etc.

37. Teach left-to-right progression. Typewriter.

38, Help pupil to overcome pointing. Give directions without
using hands. Describe some action using only words.

39. Help pupil to overcome vocalizing while reading silently.
(Using breath or voice in silent reading vocalizing.)

40, Reduce lip reading in silent reading.

41. Teach phrasing and give oral practice in reading in phrases.
Flash cards with phrases.

42. Read to the pupils to show good phrasing, expression, etc.,
to convey meaning and create mood.

43. Increase eye span so that pupil takes in groups of two or
three words at a time.

44. Develop rhythmical eye movements and return sweep of eyes.

45, Use tachistoscope, Timex, or Controlled Reader.

46. Give timed reading drills to increase speed after pupil has
mastered the mechanics of reading.

47. Use tape recorder to help pupils gain poise and confidence
in oral reading and also to notice their errors. Tape re-
cording of pupils' original plays or conversations. Drama-
tization of news reports.

48, Supply titles for paragraphs of short subjects. Choose title
from list of possible titles. Old books cut up. Paragraphs
mounted and questions listed below.
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0. Select main ideas and topic sentences of paragraphs.

50. Give exercises in finding details in answer to specific
guiding questions listed at board or dictated in advance.

51. Place events in time order of occurrence. Place ideas in
proper sequnce. Make a historic time-line for important dates.

52. Give directions for making things or for oerforming certain
actions, e.g., making a cake, building a model plane.

53. Find the answers to these guiding questions in reading a
story: Who? When? where? Why? How? What?

54, Teach use of special clues like subheads and sideheads in
school textbooks. Textbooks in the content subjects:
history, science, etc.

55. Be sure the pupil understands the purpose for doing specific
work. State the purpose before assigning the reading
problemi e.g., skimming, summarizing, etc.

56. Have pupil Verily facts. Quote sources of information.
Compare different newspaper versions of same story.

57. Albrrect hazy notions (boners). Classroom boners. Daily
news clippings.

58. Have retarded readers give step-by-step explanation of
proces4ts in problem solving in Mathematics.

59. Supply the missing part of problems in arithmetic, science,
etc. Give details of a oroblem and have pupils supply the
question.

60. Teach skirrming for various types of reading. Match sentences
and key words in a paragraph or story.

62. Read reports made by pupils.

63. Teach outlining as a means of summarizing. Write the summary
for a paragraph, chapter, or story.

64. Practice choral reading.

65. Make a hobby booklet. Pictures depicting hobbies cut from
magazines, mounted and made into booklet.
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66. Improve pupil's reading background by enlarging experiences.
"Show and Tell." Arrange exhibits; discuss. Discuss trips,
programs, books, personal experiences, etc. films, slides,
pictures.

67, Provide an opportunity each day for recreational reading;
browsing or "free period." Each class, regardless of subject,
should have a library corner for interesting and varied material.

68. Introduce new books by reading an interesting part to the pupils.
Stories of adventure; biographies of famous persons.

69, Progressive storytelling by pupils. An unsolved mystery;
current news stories.

70. Make a chart to advertise books pupils have completed.
Chart containg list of pupils. When pupil has finished
a book, he gives short summary of the book orally.

71. Teach the art of listening with attention and with respon-
siveness, Teacher gives pupils questions before reading --
to be answered when the pupil hears the answer in the teacher's
oral reading.

72. Provide an audience situRtion occasionally. Oral 1.-adinv,
to. class, or group when .pupil is ready.

73. Vary the reading material as to type and difficulty so as to
challenge all interests and levels of ability.

7L. Encourage library cards from public library.

75. Encourage browsing. Publicize and reward efforts,

76. Circulate bookti. Set up simple system for browsing.

77 Interpret maps of various kinds brought to class by pupils
or obtained by teachers. subway maps, auto, street, bus,
globe, etc.

78. Make and interpret graphs in all subjects.

79. Interpret pictures. Pictures from magazines; mount and
place questions below pictures.

80. Supply an ending for an incomplete story. Pupils prepare
slips naming characters arld suggesting incident to be scrambled
and then selected.

81, Make inferences by reading between the lines.
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82. Predict the outcome of a story.

83. Make scrapbooks of original stories. Class anthology.

84, Prepare a class newspaper. About two mimeographed sheets
contributed by all members of the class.

85. Make use of a bulletin board. Interesting material in ail
fields changed weekly or so.

86. Have pupils work out simple crossword puzzles in all subject
areas.

87. Have pupils work and compose riddles. Pupils bring in' riddles,
Pupils compose riddles in various subjects.

88. Use experiments, models, diagrams, illustrations to focus
attention on meaning. Class "experts" demonstrate to the group.

89. Conduct quizzes in all subjects. Teacher and pupil made material.

90. Have pupils interpret cartoons and jokes.

91. List good TV and radio programs for pupils.

92. Give standard tests to show pupil his progress, Graph or
chart of class and individual progress.

93. Diagnose the needs of the pupil and explain these to him.

94, Develop the attitude of demanding the meaning from reading,
rereading, using the dictionary, working out the context,
rather than giving up.

95. Realize that all pupils progress at different rates. Spur the
indifferent, encourage the slow, hold the better pupils to
standards.

96. Reduce tension by praising any effort by pupil. Success breeds
success in all aspects of learning.

97. Adopt an effective plan of grouping. Try two groups but be
flexible in making rearragements.

98. Discuss pupil's errors constructively. Give positive,
simple advice understandable by pupils.

99. Establish good rapport between teacher and pupils. Patience,
understanding, humor.

100. Have pupils read plays and take the parts of the characters.
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TO IMPROVE YOUR READING RATE AND COMPREHENSION
(Not magic, just common sense)

le READ REGULARLY,
Practice doesn't make perfeot but it perfects. Practice
by reading at least one half-hour every day.

2. BEGIN WITH EASY MATERIAL.
A familiar vocabulary with ideas easy to grasp is advised.
Fiction or other material of high interest is good.'

WORK TOWARD MORE DIFFICULT MATERIALS.
News magazines, non-fiction on topics of current importance -
then trade and prfessional journals in your field of special-
ization is one way to proceed.

UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU READ.
Rate is determined by understanding, Turn statements into
questions! go in with a question and come out with an
answer.

5. DETERMINE YOUR PURPOSE BEFORE YOU BEGIN.
Decide beforehand why you are reading this material, esti-
mate its difficulty and then read in terms of these factors.

6. SEE THE PATTERN IN THE AUTHOR'S PLAN OF WRITING.
Spot the central ideas and plan of development in either
fiction or non-fiction.

7. REDUCE VOCALIZATION IN ALL SILENT READING.
Think the words, don't move your lips to form the words.
Press to read faster than the words can be pronounced.

8. READ UNDER PROGRESSIVE PRESSURE.
Read as if you were to take a test on the material in
10 minutes.

9. IMPROVE YOUR VOCABULARY,
Systematically attempt to increase your word knowledge by
making new words a part of your oral vocabulay - use the
words.

10. CHECK YOUR COMPREHENSION.
Don't skip or skims stop to write notes from memory to see
if you can.

11. INCREASE YOUR STORE OF KNOWLEDGE.
The more you know about a subject the faster and better
you can read.



12. DON'T MAKE A FETISH OF SPEED.
Slow down and speed up as the occasion demands. Experts use
many speeds, not just one.

13, BE PERSISTENT.
No magic formula to double your rate overnight will do the
trick, Pressing may be fatiguing at first. In the begin-
ning you may be more ineffective but with persistence
more effective reading becomes habitual.

14. HAVE PUN
and when you stop enjoying that which you read, you're wrong.
Go over the steps again and see if you're not progress-
ing according to these simple yet effective steps toward
better and more interesting reading,
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ACTIVITY CARDS
(type on 3x5 cards)

Here are some suggestions for independent activities in the
classroom. They can be used in place of the traditional book report
or as self-selected reinforcement activities for They can
be used in many ways. The student may use them as a basis for a
contract for a given unit of work. A pile of them could be placed.
in the classroom for pupils to use during free time. They can be
grouped in categories. Students can add new activities of their own.

1, -Who was the main character in the storyt Write the character
a letter. Suggest what might have happened if he had acted in
another way.

2. How did you feel about some character in the story? Suggest
some sentences or phrases that made you feel the way you did.

3. Write some sentences from the story that show that someone was
excited, sad, happy, or ashamed, Write the sentence another
way to give the same feeling. (characterizati-n)

4. Is the story about the present past, or future? Make a drawing
of something in the story to show how you came to this conclusion.

5. Write in alphabetical order 20 new words that you found in. the
story. (reference)

6. Write in alphabetical order 10 words of' a certain type thlt
you found in the storyi mysterious words, fantasy words, etc.

7. Write three sentences from your book where the author did not
mean exactly what he said. Read between the lines. What did
he really mean? (inference)

8. Write eight sentences about the story which are not complete.
See of someone else can complete them. (details; syntax)'

9. Find sentences in the story that tell (a) how something sounds,
(b) how something looks, (c) how something feels. (details)

10. Select smile music which would create a mood for the book you
selected. (mood)

11. Chooeie a character from the story and one from another story.
Plan a meeting between these two people. Write the conversa-
tion between these two people as a play. (prediction)

12. Make 10 vocabulary cards. Put the word on the front. On the

back write the pronounciation. definition and a sample sentence.
Telt out a friend to nee which wordu your friend knows. Teach

) words that were not known. (vocabulary)
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13, Choose a story character. Pretend that something he owned in
the story has been lest. Write an advertisement for the daily
paper's lost and found column in an effort to get it back for
him.

14, Write a comparison of one person in the story to a real person
you know. How are they alike? How are they different? (com-
pare and contrast)

15. Find three pictures that fit the main character in the story.
Write under each picture the reasons you had for choosing it.
(interpretation)

16, Draw a picture of one of the memorable scenes in your story.
Show as many details as you can. (details)

1 ?. Locate information about the place where your story took place
by consulting the encyclopedia. Locate the place on a map or
globe. Tell your teacher cra friend five things you learned
about the lecatien. (setting)

18. Write three questions that can only be answeredlby reading the
story. Read the story and answer the questions.

19, List five characters from the story across the tep of your paper.
Write five characteristics of each person under each name. Write
the opposite of each of the descriptive words you write. (vocab.)

20. Tell the high points of the story in five brief sentences. (sum.)

21. Pretend you are a news editor in the city where the characters
live. Write two articles which could have appeared in the paper
at the time the story took place. Write the headlines to your
story. (main idea)

22. Write three riddles about the story. Put them on cards with the
answers on the back. Try them on a friend.

23. Make a poster advertising your story. Make it bright, bold and
simple. Put it up for others to see.

24. Invent a symbol alphabet. (A.,./1 B41 etc.) Write a message
to a friend about an exciting part.ef the book you read using
your code. Have your friend decode it.

25. Make your story into a popular rock song. Write it down and sing
it to the class if you want to.

26. Pretend a character from your book meets a character from another
book you have read, They meet at'a football game when they both
grab for the mustard at the same time. Write or record their
conversation.
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27. Write an epilogue to your book. What happens after the book ends.

28$ On what day of the month is your birthday? Open to that page in
your book. Make a list of the first word on the next ten pages.
Sete if you can write a story using those words.

29. Suppose you had written to a character in your book and asked
him what he would like for his birthday. Make a list of ten
presents he might have asked for. Explain why he would want
those presents.

30. Choose a place mentioned in the story. Write a legend about the
place.

32. Pretend you are a star reporter. Write an article for your
paper on the happenings in your olass.

33. Write ten descriptive words about someone in your class. See
if your teacher or a friend can guess who you were thinking of.

34. Think about a problem in your class r in the school. Write
an Ann Landers letter about the problem. Pretend you are
Ann Landers and write the reply.

35. Select some records that would be good background music for
study periods. Explain why you chose the records you did.

36. Teach someone else to draw something by giving very specific
directions. Try this for practice. Draw 2 varticle parallel
lines 5 inches long and 2 inches apart. Draw an oval at the
top and bottom of the two lines touching the lines on each side.
Erase the top half of the bottom oval. Draw parallel diagonal
lines i inch apart between the two parallel lines. Draw a 3
inch wavy line from the center of the top oval upward. Hint -
draw the picture first, then write directions.

37. Make four columns on your paper with the following headings;
Thingsthat move by themselves' Things'that can be moved easily;
Things that are difficult to move; Thing* that can't be moved.
List as many things as you can under each heading. (categorizing,
productive thinking)

38. Make a new activity card - do it.

39. Draw a picture or find a magazine picture of one object. Name
as many things as you can that it can be used for. Pencil -
1. writing letters 2. doing homework 3. scratching your head, etc.

10. Pretend you are going to cook a dinner for yourself and three
friends. Plan a menu of what you would like to serve, Write
out a shopping list that includes how much food you would buy,
the cost of each item, and the total cost of the meal. Use the

newspaper ads.for most information.



41. List the qualities you think every good teacher should have.
List those you think a teacher should not have,

42. After reading about a country in the encyclopedia or some
other reference book, design a new flag for that country.
Explain why you decided on the design you did.

3. Find five sentences in a story or article which give true
facts. Find five sentences that are the opinion ofthe author.

44. Cut out one square of your favorite comic strip. Desighn the
rest of a story for that strip that is different than the one
from which the picture came.

Using an advertisement, underline facts in red, opinions in blue,

46. Read a poem out loud until you can read it well. (Watch the
puncuation.) Tape it. Then listen to it and comment on how
it could be improved.

47. Make an ad to sell youeself.

49. Suppose all of a sudden someone left you a million dollars.
Make a list of what you would do in the order you would do them.

50. Suppose someone invented a smartness pill which you could take
every morning and not go to school. Write what you would do
today in the order you would have to do it.

01 COI INAlaillt
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Crossroads and Action: An kaerican Came.: Course for Diner
City High SchoolWhOse Language ze tarply Oral

by Ruth L. Dunstone

Teacher Guide
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

This is a series 1 course to fulfill the American Culture
English credit for the inner-city high school student, whose lan-
guage is largely oral because he does not read well (there are
even a few students who are just above the special -red level).

This course is a humanistic approach that encourages the
student, who is limited in reading and writing, not only to
stay in school and graduate but also to have a worthwhile, suc-
cessful experience in Language Arts.

In teaching a class such as Crossroads and Action, it is
valuable for the teacher to be aware of the difference between
"performance grammar" and "competence grammar," PerformanCe
grammar is the language a person "uses" in his daily life.
Competence grammar is everything he has down inside his head: it
is subconscious knowledge about sounds, meanings and syntax. But
subconscious knowledge is subject to error by slits of the tongue,
incomplete sentences, unclear expressions, grammatically incorrect
sentences, etc. Thus the knowledge in the mind does not always

icome out accurately in speech. A student then either correctly
uses his competence grammar(subconscious grammar) in his perform..
ance grammar, or he does not. The teacher can help the student by
trying to bring his performance grammar closer to his competence
grammar,

The purpose of Crossroads and Action is to help the student
close the wide gap between his performance gramMar and his compet..
ence grammar. It takes the premise that a student must explore and
get to know himself before he can relate and understand the world.
The class begins with mostly oral classWOrk and works toward the
student accepting more and more responsibility.

Another important aspect to Crossroads and Action is to take
as much advantage of the language experience approach as possible.
As soon as possible, the teacher should work individually with a
student, using cassette tapes. Since such a student has a good
oral performance, he can be encouraged to tell some short exper-
ience about himself, or someone else, or even a made-up story.
From this tape the teacher writes it down (with normal spelling)
and gives it back the next day' to be read aloud. The student then
underlines every word he does not know and makes vocabulary cards
of them to keep, The next day he reads his story again nnd goes
through the same process, This becomes "his" story: part of his
ego put into print, In this language experience approach, the
teacher trios to move from her writing the stories out (or n good
student helper) to the student writing his own story on! from
the tape. By using this approach, the teacher can polia out to the
student the mistakes he has made in grammar and sentence structure,
which make sense to him since it is his own competence grammar.
The four basic English disciplines of reading, writing, listening,
and speaking all work well with this method. It would not work well,
however, with too large a class.
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CROSSROADS AND ACTION

Motivation

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

F'very student wants to believe he can succeed but for the
student who is limited in reading, motivation is of primary im-
portance, This student needs to get started in a class where he
can have success, It is not easy to motivate such a student: it
requires work. But for the teacher who can do it, there are many
rewards.

Stirring interest in the student and motivating him is es-
sential in the first few days of class. This student has failed
so often that by the time he reaches high school he does not be-
lieve it is possible for him to succeed. He also believes no
clas'; can give him anything better or different than he ha.; ail.
ways had. ConsequentlY, many times this student iu a behavioral
problem.

This student gets not only verbal, but also non - verbal com-
munication from the teacher. He can be ready to test her, act up,
disturb the class, destroy materials and equipment, and make the
teacher want to give up teaching. If, therefore, the teacher is
subtle enough to touch a spark of empathy, curiosity, and a tiny
bit of belief inside this student, who has such a low self-eony
cept, he will skeptically reserve udgment of what the class is.
4.nd for the moment, he will tentatively control his behavior.

Success in motivating this utudent hinges upon his wish to
achieve and feel self.- worth. The teacher can shock such a student
by showing him that what his actions are and what isinside his
head are two different things. Slides or films on Perception is
one way of shocking. A student becomes amazed that his eyes do not
always see what he thinks they see,

By focusing on this aspect of learning first, the teacher
attempts to stir the imagination and interest of the student so
that he realizes that this is no ordinary class,

short, follow-up discussions on what language is, what lan-
guage is for, what reading is, and how we learn to read can rein-.
force the thought in the student that he might just get something
valuable out of this class. .

After the discucAonsi briefly mention perception (slides
or films), what the eye sees, and the mind and what it does while
reading. To draw a parallel between slides on perception And the
student's reading, prove to him that his eyes do not read just
the letters or words, but the mind and eye are constantly rending
ahead.

Proof of this is to play cassette tape of some good reader
reading a short story. Have the short story dittoed so the
students can follow along and watch how often the reader repeats
easy words when their eye and mind see a hard word ahead coming
up.
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CROSSROADS AND ACTION

Suggestions for Motivation

I. Visual Interest
1. Show slides or films on perception
2. Talk about perception

a. What do you think you see?
b. What is really there?

II. Discussion on language and learning
1. What is language?

a. Letters (Alphabet)

b. Words (vocabulary)
c. Sentences

2. What is language for?
a. To gain meaning
b. To communicate

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

3.What is reading?
a. Everything you know in your head
b. Plus what you see on the page

4. How do we read?
a. See words (visual)
b. Know meaning of words (meaning)
c. Say words (sounds)
d. We can go from seeing to meaning (can skip sound)

III. Connect perception with mind and reading
1. Your mind is like your eye
2. Your mind thinks it reads letters, and words, and

sentences
3. But your mind and eye does much more than that
4..Your mind and eye are constantly reading ahead
5. Sometines you see a word you don't know coming up so

you sometimes repeat easy words you know and have just
read correctly so that it gives you time to guess at
the harder word that's coming up

6.Play tape of good reader here, using dittoed story

IV. Conclusion pointing to student
1. Do you find it hard to sound out words you don't know?
2..How come? . Seems funny when you already know the English

language and use it all the time talking to others
3. Can you believe that you can really read better than

you think you can?
4. Do you think you need to kniot wry word in order to

read and understand?
5. These aro some of the things you will find out in this

class.
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Course Description

Reading, writing, and discussion in American Culture which
will help the student distinguish between the surface structure-
and the deep structure within himself and the material.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Books

rect_o,: 1 :,(1 Durham, Graham, & Graser, ed.
mass e And Ateirettuire/B Ak_12 11j; Tincher

ya'86, 'a oney, ecis

1041,0g.

nArlon, Arlo Guthrie
"Revengen, Bill Cosby
"Feeling Groovy", Harpers Bizarre
"I've Gotta Be Men,Sammy Davis Jr
"Today'", Brook Benton
"Pete Seeger Sings Leadbelly ",
"Young Versus Oldn, Pete Seeger
"Open Up Your Heart", Roger Miller

Reprise #4004299
Warner Brothers #S-1691
Warner Brothers A-1693
Reprise 0-6324
Capital 13-.9018
Folkways/Scholastic //-31022
Columbia /,ACS -x9873

..E.L14411.5AAJA498.

Ray Bradbury
On Perception

Unit 1 Themes LlatALLAftjSeulattaLseW

Readings
"The Motorcycle Song"
"Me, Myself, and I"
"Ninth Street Bridge"
"The Real Me"
"I've Gotta Be Me"
"The 0Xou' You Want To Be"
nConversation With Myself'
"Now That The Buffalo's clone"

S

Audio -- Visual

D e s
B giALIMMLesso

OrWn:sson 2
rxmo .

MADAM, est=
IX711-e:16o

Records
"Arlo"
"Revenge,"
"I've Gotta Be Me"
nToday"
"New That The Buffalo's Gone"
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CROSSROADS AND ACTION

Unit II Theme: EalsolagfilemlyziarsektwiatLjiers

Readings

"I'm Here"
"Purple People"
nGxaduation Night"
"Just Lookint For a Home"
"Miss Me" and "Mr Right"
"Shots Your Idol ?"
"The Rebel._"
"Journey Into Space"

AudicomVisual

OS

__Ettgall110

P* 121
P
P.
*
236

P. 175
P. 17
P. 20
P. 22
P. 30

Records
"Tete Seeger Sings Leadbelly"

Films
Ray Bradbury

Unit III Theme: Atgait(LatAtjeAplarjaajakttAt ve

Readings

"The 59th St Bridge Song'
"Runners and Races" S
"The Great Figure"
"Little Big Shot"
"Foul Shot"
",Courage To Take"
"Bald, Barn, Bamn

"Karen's Hodyguardn
nMeei Shane" part one
"Meet Shane" (part two

Audio. Visual
Record

"Feelint Groovy"

S SS

S

P.
P.
P.
P. 92
P. 66
P. 98
P. 53
P. 125
P. 115
P. 120

Unit IV Theme: Living Life(exploring self, others & world)

Readings
"Mt Papa's Waltz" P. 82t 0 EA

"The Only One"
"Shen
"Sisters'`
"Somewhere',
It Real Cooln
nWaitint for John Henry'', SLL

ec 0 4

1.01 ':
111' esson 6
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Unit IV (cont.)

Readings (cont.)
Be Kind To Your Parental,
HA Boy and a Man"
"Nancy HawksH
!Mere He Comes Again"

Audio.Afisual
Records

"Open Up Your Heart,'

.0670011(1,111_

947411i.1,

P. 70

P. lg

P.
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Linstwietice

by Harriet R. Stolorow BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Every example cited here has been taken from papers
written'by my college freshmen. Some may have been delib.
)erate, but the majority, I am convinced, were unconscious
(subconscious?) expressions that turned out to be more apt
than their grammatically and orthographically correct
counterparts. Most of these pearls were culled from
impromptu writing assignments.

Cerebral palsy often caumes impairment of hypsical
movement.

Salome's father pleaded with her, but to no avail.
Golfers play better if they're wormed up first.
They tried to call him but he was beyond hearshot.
During prohibition there was widespread bottlegging.
The mask was a thing on its own behind, which Jack hid.
"The winter of our discontent" is an outlandish

statement- to those who ski, skate or have a snowmobile.
He walked into the living room and found his wife

lying on the coach.
My mind wonders in many directions.
If he liked animals he goodn't be all bad.
I feel infantically that abortion should be legal.
Deacon Gibbs was a full-pledged member of the church.,,
The problem of the Black Action movement on campus

is the Administration's unwillingness to negrotiate.
When will our parents learn that sex is not all bed?
Mike Fink was the toughfist guy in town.
But society had failed to eliminate the possibility

of human errror.
GossipPig is a favorite pastime of meddle.class

women.
"I will drink life to the lees" is an example of

sedimental poetry.
A true lady glides slootlay across a room. Her

every movement is greaseful.
About fifty years ago women were champaigning for

the right to vote.
Some stories are told by the first person and some

stories are told by a mission author.
The Prohibition Law was soon repelled.
Julia Childs is a supperstar.
Watt was uphauled by death.
Donald Hall writes poetry for tta reader to inter..

prat in his own why.
The crude at the Olympics booed Bowen.
Mr. Schmalz was fat and ball-headed.
The police caught up with her in Sam Jose.
Neely was a felt-handed pitcher.
Students who throw rocks on campus take their free-

dom for granite.



8snience Gains

The game printed on the next two pages is designed
for students who write sentence fragments, comma splices,
or fused sentences. Ask the student to read material
from a writing handbook that discusses those sentence
problems. Then have him play the game (alone or with
another student who is having the same problem) until
he is able to play it easily.

Before you out the game out, lightly pencil the
letters printed in the margin on the back of the cards.
Then out on the dotted line and mix the cards up.

tach sentence error has cards which define the er-
ror, tell how to revise it, and give examples of the
problem. The student is to put all of the sentence
fragment cards together, all of the cbmma.splioe cards
together, etc. ( "frag", "C.S.", and "F.S." are proof-
reading symbols)

If you have copied the letters from the margin on
the back of the cards, the student can check his an-
swers by turning the cards over.

This game is an example of some of the learning
materials I am preparing for the Writing Laboratory at
Jackson Community College.

by Suiton L, Cox
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SENTENCE FRAGMENT

A cros

I
REVISE by completing
the idea of the sentence:
or by completely re- 'A
writing.

He talked for fifty min-
tes without taking hisuREVISE by joining to a
eyes off his notes. Ap-A neighboring sentence
parently not noticing A
that half the class was
asleep.

a

A

Because it follows con-
versational patterns,
this form is acceptable
in suitable context
(e.g. "Really?" "Yes"
"Thanks")

DEFINITION: This error
type lacks either a sub-
ject, verb, or complete
thought.

The witness was un-
willing to testify,
he was afraid of the
accused man.

REVISE by connecting the
FTE7Flauses with a co-
ordinating conjunction
(and, but, or), or by
changing one of the mairl
clauses to a subordinatei
clause.

a

He leaped through the
window with a crash.
Because there was no .

other way of escaping
the fire.

COMMA SPLICE

C. S.

REVISE by replacing the
comma with a semicolon,
or by making a separ-
ate sentence of each
main clause.

Two volumes of hiu
great work are now
completed, the first
will be published
next week.
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C

4

C

b

DEFINITION: Two com-
plete sentences are
joined by a comma to
make one long sentence.

FUSED SENTENCE

c, S.

DEFINITION: Two com-
plete sentences are
joined together with
no separating punctua-
tion to make one long
sentence.

REVISE this sentence
error in the same way
as the comma splice.

Balboa gazed upon the
broad Pacific his
heart was filled with
awe.

The USSR and Red China
are technically allies
however they have been
having quite a few
problems lately.

The best way to pub-
licize a movie is to
say it's "For Adults
Only" then teen-agers
will flock to it.

The two candidates
have identical plat-
forms; the only dif-
ference is their
party.

The witness was un-
willing to testify
because he was afraid
of the accused man.
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CORRECT SENTENCES

When the North Koreans
allowed the crew of
the Pueblo to return
home7-177 kept the
ship.

When Balboa gazed
upon the broad PacificID
his heart was filled
with awe.





14r ite? Ri ht - Writing Activities for Seventh Graders

by Nancy Fahner

The purpose of this project was to form a collection of
writing activities that would introduce seventh grade students
to many different types of writing, and broaden their concept
of it beyond the standard paragraph, theme, or book report.

The method devised is strictly a visual approach to writing.
'All of the activities have been catalogued in an index card
file. For each card there is a correlated 8i x 11 colorful rail-
road cardboard that has a picture, cartoon, statement, diagram,
or code that poses a question, presents a problem, asks for an
opinion, or evokes a perceptual response. The suggestions were
purposely not attached to the pictures in order to allow the
students free associations before they selected the correlated
card. If a student has his own ideas as to what he would like
to do with the picture, he will be strongly encouraged to dev-
elop his own idea, and add his suggestion to the activity box
if he so wishes.

The students will be asked to do three assignments during
the week from the seventy selections. They will also be asked,
throughout the course of the nine weeks, to choose two'yellow
cards, two red cards, two blue cards..,...as the cards will be
color cued to levels of difficulty, and organized according to
similar writing activities. In this way, a student will not be
responding to only the quick reply or cartoon assignments, but
will be encouraged to try a greater variety of writing experi-
ences.

Each student in the class will be provided with an indiv-
idual folder for his work, and this will be an effective way
for the students and me to measure the progress throughout
the year. Their writing may be a very personal approach to
many of the topics, and sharing of papers will be only on a
voluntary basis.

I can see many advantages to this writing project. The
students will be allowed an individual choice as to what type
of writing they would like to do on a certain day. It is often
very difficult to sit down and write a poem or a humorous story
on a given day and time, and I hope this will minimize the fear
or dislike for writing that many students have. It also seems
easier for students this age to react to something that they
can see, and I feel that their writing may be more honest if
they do not feel the peer pressure or embarrassment that often
results when papers are displayed, or read aloud.
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The suggestions will include the writing of fables, myths,
biographies, posters, cartoons, character sketches, directions,
recipes, graffiti, poetry, drama, want ads, and questionnaires,
just to mention a few. In this way the students may see writing
more as a means of communicationsand less as a means of reporting.

Most of the assignments have little impact without the
pictures, however a few examples would bes

1. Write a dialogue between the two lemon halves on the
card, as if they existed as people.

2, You have until this candle burns out to make your
decision. What is the situation, the problem involved,
and your final decision?

3. The six posters displayed seem to have a similar idea
in mind. Make a poster that could hang on the wall with
this group.

The menu posted on this card is from a restaurant that
you probably are not familar with. What do you think
the restaurant looks like that uses this menu? Give
a description of it, and then design your own restaurant
and the menu being used there.

5. What do you think the man on the card just said?

"I could care less,"
"Please give to our fund."
"You youngsters are all alike."
"I do care,"

Write a conversation between this person and yourself
ending with the phrase you have chosen.

The project is a very simple, economical, and useful one.
Both sides of the cardboards can be used for pictures, and if
the cards are laminated they can be used for years.The students
should also be encouraged to add materials and ideas to their
writing box throughout the year.
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,COURSE OUTLINE

COMPOSITION SURVEY

by Mike Rhoades

The following is an outline for a nine week course in composition to be taught
at East Kentwood High School in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The course will be
called "Composition Survey".

I have used the APEX Guide, 3rd Edition (Pages 82-88) as my general guide in
preparing this outline. I have also incorporated what I felt were the moat
useful teaching approaches from other writing courses I have taught, and from
those taught by other instructors at E.K.H.S.

OOURSE DESCRIPTION

Composition Survey is designed as a basic introductory writing course which
will cover five major areas of composition: Narrative, Descriptive, Exposi-
tory, Argumentative, and Persuasive writing. Some time will also be spent on
the mechanics of writing.

ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL

Any student, grade 10-12, will be allowed to take this course. Since this is
an introductory class, a large backgroundd writing experiences will not be
necessary. Students with a very poor background in the mechanics of writing,
however, should substitute the course "Basic Writing Skills" (offered at
E.K.H.S.) for this one.

OBJECTIVES

A. To develop composition skills with which the student can express personal
experience and observation in a communicable style.

B. To expose the student to different writing styles and their purposes.
C. To interest the student in writing as a means of communication and thus

encourage him to expand his knowledge in this area by taking one or more
additional specific writing courses (College Writing, Argumentative &
Persuasive Writing, Creative Writing, etc.) which are offered at E.K.H.S.

MATERIALS

Charles L. Cherry, Contamporatz Composition, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1970. Cost: 0.95.



Simeon Hyde and William Brown, Composition of the Essay, Menlo Park, California:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1967. Cost-T-12.67.

Thelma Altshuler, Choices, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc.,
1970. Cost: $4.25.

Note: These three books were chosen for use at East Kentwood because I believed
they were the best available for the budget our school allowed ($7.00 per
student for'books). We already had adequate copies of Choices so I was able
to stay within the school budget. If your school allows a larger budget, I also
recommend these books:

William West, Developing Writing Skills, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall Inc., 1973. Cost: $4.29.

Points of View in Writing, Sentence Sense, Discovering Motives in Writing from
the Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 'Domains' textbook series. Cost varies depending
on the number of books ordered.

FILMS

"I Am Also A You" Color/ 13 minutes Rent: $20
"Threshold" Color/ 25 minutes Rent: $20

Both Mills are available from Pyramid Films, Box 1048, Santa Monica, California,
90406.

NINE WEEK LESSON PLAN

Basically the course is divided into two parts. The first three weeks serve
as a review of mechanics while the last six weeks examine each of the five
major writing divisions. Writing models are used an a basis for student
writing.

WEEK ONE - Introduction

1. Explain the purposecf the course to the students.
2. Devote some class time to student writing. Discuss their papers after

they finish. One suggested writing exercise would be to write four or
more words such as pain, destroy, drag, and tomorrow on the board and
have students write a paragraph or more trying to illustrate one of the
words.

3. Cover pages 1-6 in Contempormx Composition. (Stokely Carmichael dialogue).
Discuss the purpose behind a 'standard' writing style.

4. Discuss page 7-10 in Contemporary Composition. What constitutes a good
paragraph?

WEEKS TWO AND THREE - Mechanics

Note: I elected to cover mechanics skills at this point, in the course bemuse
at E.K.H.S. we have parent-teacher conferences three weeks into the marking
period. It makes for good public relations at our sclwr,1 to have stressed the
basics by the time we talk to the parents.
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1. Use section three, pages 219-252 in the book, Contemporary Composition,
entitled "Meohanics of Style". (Run on sentences, wordiness, comma splices,
sentence fragments, modifiers, sentence variety, point of view, transitions,
and verb usage are among the points covered.)

2. Spend at least one class period discussing the introduction to the section
(Pages 219-222) which explains the need for many of the rules of writing.

3. Stress Parallelism (Page 231-232) as a useful writing technique. Examine
John Kennedy's "Inaugural Address" Page 147-150 as a good example of this
writing style.

4. Section four entitled "Student Papers" (Paps 253-731) is a good source
for student assignments since it provides models of both good and bad comp-
ositions.

WEEK POUR - Essay Development

1. Stress the importance of details in writing. See pages 14-19 Contemporary
Composition for a discussion of this concept.

2. As a valuable lesson in the technique of comparison and contrast develop-
ment in writingopages 19-23 Contemporary Composition may be used. Students
are to write, either a story based on, or a description of, the couple in
Grant Wood's painting "American Gothic" shown on page 20. Read and discuss
as many of the student papers in class as time allows on the day they are
turned in.

WEEK FIVE- SEVEN - Narrative - Descriptive Writing

1. Read Thurber's Fable, "The Owl Who Was God" on pages 14-16 Composition of
the Essay, as an introduction to narrative writing. Students are to write
a fable of their own. Stress the three qualifications of a successful
fable: (a) Narrative format, (b) Animals used as main characters, (c) A
moral at the end.

2. Read "The Master", pages 20-25, Composition of the Essay and Edgar. Allan
Poe's "The Telltale Heart" as models for a lesson on point of view in
narrative writing. Ask the students to relate how these stories might
have been different from another point of view.

3. Ask the students to write a paper about a crime from three separate points
of view: (a) the criminal's (b) the policeman's, and (c) the victim's.

4. Nathaniel Hawthorne's "The Minister's Black Veil: A Parable" Pages 35-48
Contemporary Composition and the film "Threshold" may be used as models
for a lesson on symbolism in narrative writing.

5. Students are to write their own narrative based in part on one of the four
pictures on pages 132-134 Contemporary Composition. Stress the importance
of symbolism and dialogue in this paper.

6. Read "The Great Blizzard" Pages 64-70 Composition of the gssay. to Illus-
trate the concept of image3 and the use of sense impressions in descrip-
tive writing. Let the students write a paper describing the classroom.
Encourage them to create an image when they do so.

7. Read and discuss Rod Sterling's descriptions of Charlie Farnsworth in his
short story, "The Monsters are Due on Maple Street" pages 91-108 Contemp-
orary Composition. Students are to write a paper describing some member
of the class after the Sterling story has been discussed.



WEEK EIGHT - Expository Writing

1. Use the story entitled "Ways of a Bear" pages 102-107 Composition, of the
Essay as an introduction to the purpose behind expository writing. Stress
the fact that the author attempts to make the story both informative and
interesting.

2. Examine various news articles in The Grand Rapids Press (or any local
newspaper). Ask the students to write a 'mock' news article answering
the questions Who? When? Why? What? Where? and How?

3. Stress the fact that expository writing must be easily understandable.
(Compare the two articles on pages 110-116 Composition of the Essay to show
this.)

4. Make students aware that expository writing need not be boring. (See pages
'68-70 Contemporary Composition which contains a fast moving article about
the 1967 racial disturbances in Detroit taken from Time Magazine. The
article reads like a story, even though many facts and statistics are pre-
sented.

WEEK NINE - Argumentative and Persuasive Writing

1. Students should be made to realize that this type of writing is designed
to convince. See page 47 Choices for an example of persuasive writing.

2. Have students take the honesty survey on pages 132-133 Choices and then
ask them to write an argumentative paper on honesty. (See page 137
Choices.)

3. Bring in newspaper and magazine advertisement6 and examine the persuasive
techniques the writers of these ads use.

4. Show the film "I Am Also A You" which uses many symbolic techniques to
prove a point concerning humanity and man's relationship to his fellow man.
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Writing for Remedial Readers

by Mary Lou Meerson

BEST
COPY

AVAILAIILE

It has been my experience that in planning an English course
for Remedial Readers (2 or more years below grade level), the philo-
sophy has been to give them lots of basics, since that's what
they need the most, and to leave the "frills", like Creative Wri-
ting, to the brighter students. Unfortunately, "teaching", or
providing, the basics does not ensure "learning" the same, If it
did, all students would be able to read, since they have all been
"taught reading,

Therefore, I propose a course for remedial students based
loosely upon the philosophy of Ken Macrorie, When students write
things that really matter, to them! when they write from their own
experiences and express personiMpinions in their natural lan-
guagel when they work through problems that bother them and share
stories that amuse, anger or touch them, then, hopefully, they
begin to care also about how they write. They want others to
understand them, to laugh-1F the right places, and not to laugh in
the wrong places, As you read through the writing and pre-wri-
ting activities I have gathered, you will notice that every one
of them could also be used with average, or advanced classes,

*Notes In this program, based upon individual improvement of skills,
I see no sensible alternative to providing individual file folders
for every student, keeping all graded writing there, and keeping
the folders in the English room so they don't get lost.

"Oorrecting" Papers

It is a truism that the more students write, the better they
write, I believe students should write often, but I do not be-
lieve English teachers have to "correct" or even read every word
they write. The following suggestions are meant to eliminate some
of the drudgery.

For the first several assignments, make only pooitive comments,
the more specific the better. For instance, instead of "good", or
"a neat paper", point out specific verbs which are lively, adverbs
or adjectives that describe vividly, or an original idea, Comment
on the content. React to what the student is saying.

As you read through the papers, take notes of common errors
and hold short instruction and drill lessons on them. If spelling
is a major problem, make up class, or even personal, spelling lists.
Have students study the word in a sentence, not in isolation, This
will help them get used to seeing the word in context, and will re
inforce correct sentence structure and punctuation.

Pick out 2 or 3 papers (not necessarily "the best" in the
class), which illustrate whatever point you asked them to concen-
trate on. (You may have said, "Try for a "grabber" beginning
this time ". "In this writing, try for all active verbs", "Use
dialog to set your scene",) In a more general assignment, choose
the 2 or 3 in which the author's voice comes through most truly.
Speak to the authors privately. Explain that you would like to
reproduce their papers for class discussion and that you will work
with them on editing. This ensures that no student need be
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embarrassed by having other students "jump" on spelling errors, in-
complete sentences or other very obvious faults, Then the class
can deal with content and style, When you reproduce the edited
papers, encourage positive class reaction and discussion, Don't
let negative remarks go unchallenged, Ask, "How might he have
said it?", "What im14.ovement do you suggest?", or "Why do you think
that is not effective?" Keep track of whose papers have been re-
produced. Don't use the same student too often, and be sure that
every student has a paper used for class discussion every few
weeks,

When the students in your class have gotten to know each
other a bit, and when the habit of positive criticism has been
established, designate one assignment each month for Small-
group sharing. In groups of 4 or 5, every paper can be read a-
loud and discussed in the course of an hour. After the first
such session, you will probably want to hold a short class dis-
cussion on what happened, what kinds of comments were made,
which were helpful and which were not. You could also encourage
a journal entry dealing with how students felt as they read their
papers, their reactions to specific comments, if they felt the
group understood their paper and if they felt they should change
anything in the paper, based on the group's comments.

After several weeks of writing, you may wi.sh to deal with
mechanics, as well as content, (Be sure to always comment on
content first.) Then, rather than marking each error with red
pencil, comment on the most common or most troublesome errors,
as a whole, Make some concrete, positive suggestion for improve-
ment. You might say, "George, check your next paper for incom-
plete (or run -on) sentences by beginning with the 112/ sentence
and reading each one aloud to see if it spunds complete", "In
your next writing, try to describe sounds as well as sights",
"In your next writing, don't use the verbs is and are more than
twice."

All writing should be dated and kept in individual file fol-
ders. Then students can keep track of their progress in. elimina-
ting, or decreasing, particular kinds of errors, When "grading"
time rolls around, confer with each student, and based on the pro .
gress shown in the sequence of papers in his file, decide on a
composition grade.

This procedure should be carefully explained to students at
the beginning of the year. They should know that grades will not
be competitive (only so many A's) and will be based on individual
improvement, Thus, if for 4 or 5 assignments in a row you comment-
ed, "Use several specific examples to illustrate your generaliza
tions", there was apparently not much improvement in that area.

"Correcting" and grading in this way makes it possible for
your abler students to be working on style or point of view
and others to be working on complete sentences or using sensory
detail, without having the entire class drilling on all these
points at the same time,
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.GETTING SURTED BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Perhaps the hardest thing to do le to encourage students to
write about something that matters-TO THEM.. Here is a list of
questions, based loosely upon Teaching as a Subversive Activity,
which could be used the very fffiraiy of any class, opefully,
this will let students know you care about their feelings and are
interested in them as individuals, Their answers will 1)let you
know immediately "where they area in attituded, 2)give you a
quick, superficial overview of mechanical English problems, 3)
provide a starting place for meaningful classroom dialog and
4)provide the basis for several later writing assignments, You
should revise the list to suit your own specific purposes.

1. If you could be doing anything else you wanted to, right now,
what would it be?

2. Will going to school help you do, eventually, what you most
want to do in life?

3. What would you like to be doing 5 years from now?
4, What would you like to be doing 20 years from now?
5. What do you worry about the most?
6. Are grades important to you? Why or why not?
7. Have you ever lived in a different city, state or country?

Where? When?
8. Of all the movies you have seen or books you have read, which

one would you most like to see or read again?
9. Of all the movies you have NOT seen, or books you have NOT

read, which do you most want to see or read?
10. Do you feel you have missed much in life? If so, what?
11. If you answered "yes" to #10, do you think there is any way

to remedy that situation? If so, what are doing about it
right now?

12. Describe how you are dressed, Does this tell you anything
about yourself? Does it tell anything about your attitude
toward school?

13. Did you tell the truth when you answered #8? If not, why?
14. Did you tell the truth when you answered #1? If not, why?
15. Would it bother you if I threw your answers away without

reading them? Why or why not?
16. Have you ever been up in an airplane? Did you or would you

like to fly?
17. What would you most hate to lose?
18. What single event do you most remember about your first few

days in kindergarten or lst grade?
19. Did you object to questions #13 and 14? If so, why?
20. What do you know about me?
21, What one question would you most like to ask me?

JOURNALS

For poor readers and reluctant writers, the generally accep-
ted notion of journals is usually a failure. They either don't
know what to write or end up with a diary. Try doing it this way.
If each student can provide, or be provided, a separate notebook,
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so much the better. If not, have each student staple together 15-
20 pages of clean paper and keep it in his own file folder for this
use only. At various times, ask students to give personal reac-
tions to specific stimuli; a film, a record, an art object or
painting, a TV show, a current news development, a short story,
a poem, a class activity, When each student has several entries,
-point out that this is a journal and that they may make other
entries, similar to this, whenever they wish. Continue tho direc-
ted journal entries also.

Once or twice a month, ask students to choose the best piece
of writing they think they have done in their journals so far,
edit and re-write if they wish and turn it in for grading.

Quickly skim the journals, a few at a time, at your own
convenience, to make sure the entries are being made, Some
positive comments from you usually add some incentive to make
significant entries, Comment only on what was said, Never
"correct" or red mark journals. Try for personal reactions to the
opinions stated, or point our sentences or paragraphs that are
especially vivid or that could be expanded into a longer essay or
short story.

PRE - WRITING ACTIVITIES

The following activities are designed to help students in-
crease their general vocabularies and to help them become more a-.
ware of the words they use, why they use them, and how effective
they are. Learning about language and experimenting and playing
with words should lead to improved writing. Leave these lists on
the board, make them into posters that can be hung in the room,
or have students each make a copy to be kept in their folders.

1, Orally develop a list of words that can be substituted for
"said ".

2. Orally develop lists of words re lating to the sense of sight.
On different days, do the same thing for the other senses,

3. Orally develop a list of words that can be substituted for the
verb "walked ".

4, Put the following verbs on the board and orally find several
other verbs that can express the same action. (Use only 4 or 5
in any 1 day so that it does not become too tedious),
TALKED, LAUGHED, RESTED, LOOKED, TOLD, THREW, CALLED, HELD,
LIKED, GAVE TOOK.

5. Do the same thing with adjectives, NI:E, GOOD, BAD, PRETTY,
BIG, LITTLE, HAPPY, STRONG, WEAK, WONDERFUL.

6. Write several sentences on the board us.ing various forms of
the verb "to be ". Have the class substitute several action
verbs for each one.

7,Ae writing "warm-ups" read aloud a list of common words and have
students write the first word that pops into their minds. Many
will be chiches (salt-pepper, eggs-bacon). When they are all
familiar with the process of free association, read another
short list. As you read the initial word, have students make
a "string" of associations, using the last one written to key
another association. (Eggs-bacon, bacon-ham, ham-pig, pig-
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policeman, policeman-arrest, arrest-jail, jail-school), After
several days, remind them of the general process of free um,
elation. This time read a list of words designed to trigger
personal memories and have students write a sentencp about the
first image they think of when you say the word, (Spanking, fail,
birthday, circus, school). These sentences could contain ger-
minal ideas for later expansion into compositions,

8. Have weekly contests using games like Scrabble, Hangman, Pass-
Word, Spill 'n Spell, 3/3 of a Ghost, etc. Have weekly winners
designated Word Wizard of the Week. Have a tournament at the
end of the year,

9. Hold oral brainstorming sessions. Choose a topic (space travel,
Spring, baseball, dogs, etc.) and have students call out as,
many different words as they can think of that are related'in
some way to the topic. Have 2 or 3 students writing down the
words on the chalkboard, Set a 3 minute time limit, Words may
not be challenged during the 5 minutes, as this may interrupt
the associative thought processes, but after time has been
called, students may be asked to explain how the less obvious
words are related to the topic.

10,Ask the following questions, What ONE WORD best describes your
best friend? What ONE WORD best describes the person you
dislike most? What ONE WORD best describes how you feel right
now? From any of your other classes, which ONE WORD is havdest
to remember? Which one sounds the funniest? Which one do you
use the most? What ONE WORD have you learned since you woke up
today? What word was unfamiliar to you in the newspaper last
night? What word did you hear used incorrectly today?

11. Use various song titles such as "Raindrops Keep Falling on My.
Head". Substitute other possible words for "falling",

12.Copy the Gettysburg Address, a famous speech or a poem, leaving
out selected key words. Have students fill in words that make
sense. Compare with the original for effectiveness.

13,Have your students look up the meaning and national origin of
their own first names. Ohly a few dictionaries contain this
information, but your Library may have a book on names.

14, Combine dictionary skills, story-telling and word study by
having your students look up and report on the following names
and their modern connotations. Have them.explain what people
usually mean when they compare others with these characters,
and why, SAMSON, SOLOMON, JONAH, METHUSALAH, GOLIATH, JOB,
ISHMAEL, THOMAS, CAIN, SAMARITAN, JUDAS, BENEDICT ARNOLD,
JOHN WILKES BOOTH, NERO, JEZEBEL, QUISLING, SCROOGE, HERCULES,
MIDAS, MERCURY, MARS, CUPID, VENUS, PANDORA, ULYSSES, APOLLO,
NARCISSUS,ROMEO, TOM SAWYER, SIMON LEGREE, ROBINSON CRUSOE,
SHERLOCK HOLMES, DON QUIXOTE, UNCLE TOM, LADY MACBETH, HAMLET,
and SHYLOCK.

WRITING ACTIVITIES

1, To trigger short journal entries, write 3 or 4 of the follow-
ing clusters of questions on the board once a week or so. Stu-
dents may respond to as many as they wish. These entries may be
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the basis for future expanded writing. .

-Why do people have secrets? What was the last one you had
that you can tell now? Have you ever told a secret that you
shouldn't have? What happened?

-What do you think happens when a person dies? Can you des-
cribe your idea of Heaven, Hell or some sort of after-life? Are
you afraid to die? Do you think much about death? Have you ever
thought about your own death/

-What is your favorite color? Do you know why that became
your favorite? Do you have specific feelings that you associate
with this color? Does one particular object or picture come to
mind when you think of this color?

-How hard is it for you to say "No"? When was the last time
you said "No" to someone? Are you glad you did? When was the
last time you couldn't say "No" to someone? Do you wish you had?

-When was the last time you were actually, physically afraid?
What did you do to deal with your fear? When was the last time
you were just afraid of what, someone might say if you did or did
not do a particular thing? What did you do to deal with your fear?
Which kind of fear do you have most often? Which is easier for
you to deal with? Why?

-What is the last thing you laughed out loud at? Why was
this funny to you? Do you laugh often? What kinds of things
usually strike you the funniest? Describe the funniest thing
you have ever seen.

-When was the last time that you were absolutely alone for
more than 30 minutes? Was it through your own choice? Do you
enjoy being alone? Do you ever wish you could be alone more?
Are there circumstances in your life that make it difficult for
you to be alone? Where do you usually go when you want to. be
alone?

-When is the last time you remember being truly angry? How
did you show your anger? How did others react to your anger ?
After you "cooled down" did you still feel you were justified in
your anger, or were you sorry? Do you get angry often? What .

kinds of things make you angriest?
-Choose a person that you intensely dislike. You do not

need to name the person, but it must be a real person. List 5.
or 6 specific things you do not like about that person or 5 or
6 specific incidents that happened that led you to dislike that
person. Now, list 5 or 6 specific things that other people
might like about this persons good points of character or inci-
dents that have happened that might make someone else like this
person.

-Do you think your parents are too strict? About what?
Are they too easy? About what? When you have your own children
will you bring them up about the same way you are being brought
up? What will you change?

-What adult that you actually know do you admire the most?
What specific things do you admire? Do you want to be lice this
person when you are an adult? Why?

-Have you ever cheated anyone? When? Have you ever cheated
on a test or assignment? When? Why did you feel you had to
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cheat? What did you gain by it? Under what circumstanoes do
you think you would cheat again?

-When was the last time you felt dreadfully bored in a class?
Can you pinpoint exactly why you were bored? Do you like that
teacher? Do you think that teacher likes you? Are you doing well
or poorly in that class (grades)? Do you get along well with
most of the other kids in that class? What specific thing could
the teacher have done to interest you in the class?

-What is the last thing that you did that you are very
proud of? How many people have you told about this? Did you get
any praise or public recognition for it? If not, do you wish you
had?

-Who is your best friend? What specific things do you like
about your friend? Are there any things you wish your friend
would change? What is the most fun the two of you ever had toge-
ther? Do you argue often? If so, about what?

-What is the last movie you saw (in a theater, not on TV)?
What is the best movie you have ever seen (not on TV)? What is
the last book you read? Was it for a class? If yes, what was the
last book you read that was not for a class? What is the best
book you have ever read? About how often do you read books? Do
you read comic books? What kind? How often?

-What class have you enjoyed the most in this school? Did
you like the teacher? Do you think the teacher liked you? Did
you get along well with most of the kids in that class? What
grade did you get? Describe 3 of the things you did in that class
that you enjoyed the most,

-What present would you like the most right now? Are you
saving your money to buy a certain item right now? Have you told
anyone you want this gift? Who? Do you realistically expect to
receive or buy this item within one year's time?

-Do you get a regular allowance? How much? Do you have to
do any duties in order to receive your allowance? What? Do you
earn any money besides your allowance? How? Do you usually have
enough money for what you consider necessities? On what items do
you spend most of your own money?

-What is your earliest memory of school? Describe the inci-
dent with as many details as possible.

-How did you spend last New Year's Eve? In just one sen-
tence, tell what you have done on every New Year's Eve as far
back as you can remember.

2. Use photography to aid obser vation and as a natural spring-
board for writing. BEFORE you begin this unit, decide where you
will get enough money for film and processing' from students,
from foundations, organizations or government grants, from special
school funds or from your own pocket.
a. Using pictures students have actually taken, have them construct

a rime magazine cover, using the magazine name and a related
headline as well as the photo. Inside the cover (a folded piece
of construction paper works well), have them write a news
story that goes with their picture,

b. Have students take a photograph of any person and write a
character sketch to go with the picture.
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o. Have students prepare a photographic essay, Take a series
(from 4 to 12) of pictures centering on a single theme. Write
a story or article which explains, relates or somehow gives a
unified meaning to the series of photos.

d. Cut out a large, varied supply of news photos with no captions.
Have students choose one and write a news article that they
think might have accompanied that picture.

3. Group your students in pairs, Have them carefully observe
each other and write detailed descriptions, They may not use
names, and must leave hair color and style until last. When fin-
ished, have students read their descriptions aloud, while class
tries to guess who they are describing. Encourage description of
personality traits, speech patterns or actual incidents to aug-
ment purely physical detail.
4, Ask students to be especially observant, for the next day
or two of the current "in" fashions in student speech, dress and
hair-stylec. From individual lists, or class discussion, compile
group lists of these items. Write about some of the following
ideaso
a, Do most of the students in our school conform to these lists?
b. Do most of the student leaders in government, athletics, drama,

newspaper, etc., conform to these lists?
c. Do you conform to these lists?
d. What general TYPES of people conform the most closely?
e. Is popularity based on how closely individuals conform?
f. Do you think you could draw up similar lists for the entire

adult population? For teachers in.your school? For specific
professions or jobs?
g. What are your general beliefs regarding conformity vs. indivi-

dualism? Have you changed any of those beliefs since beginning
this exercise? Do you think the knowledge you gained during
this exercise will change your future actions in any way? Why
or why not?

5. Tell your class they have been invited to appear before the
Board of Education to present plans for a new curriculum. Have
each student prepare his remarks to this mythical Board. Sub-
jects they might think about' addition or elimination of courses,
teaching methods, elimination or addition of specific material,
grading methods.
6. In a short 4-5 minute timed session, ask your students to
jot down as many things as they can think of which have really
upset their world since the start of school. Tell them not to
bother with pet (or petty) peeves (We had liver for dinner again
last night.) but real injustices (Dad yelled at me when it was
really my brother who left the door unlocked). After time is
called, ask them to choose one incident from their list that they
wouldn't mind sharing, and to write it up.
7. After you have done some work on closer observation and have
discussed using all 5 senses in descriptions, split your group
into pairs, Have each pair choose a time and place when they can
both spend 15-20 minutes observing. Instruct them to sit apart
from each other and not to converse or compare notes, Have them
take brief notes on everything they see, hear, smell, touch or
taste in that short time span, In class, have them expand their
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notes into complete sentences, Then have it:ilelp1,71::: notes
and write a brief, joint paper on any differences they find and
the possible reasons for them. A full class discussion on selec-
tive perception might follow.
8. Once every one or two weeks have an "open writing" day. Di-
vide your classroom into several areas, and provide a box of mater-
ials for each area. Some suggestions:

POETRY AREA' Books of poetry, recordings or tapes of poetry,
sturdy cards containing instructions for writing poetry (haiku,
cinquain, terse verse, 5-step, I wish..., etc.), piles of maga-
zines (for finding illustrations for poems).

COMPOSITION AREA: Books of short stories, books of short
essays, tapes or recordings of short stories, sturdy cards with
magazine pictures pasted on them (Some of the cards can have pro-
vocative questions about the pictures like Who are these people?
Who might live in this house? If this animal could talk, what
would he say?), sturdy cards with possible opening story lines
(Anne sat alone for nearly 5 hours, staring at the phone. Fourth
down and inches to go. Chuck stood there quietly, knowing that
the whole truth was finally going to come out.)

DRAMA AREA: Books of plays, tapes or recordings of plays,
sturdy cards with pictures of 2 or more people on them (to use as
characters), several unusual stage props, a selection of hats,

AUDIO-VISUAL AREA: Record player, tape player, headphones (if
possible).

MATERIALS AREA: Magazines, construction paper, scissors, glue,
rulers, stapler.

On an open writing day, allow students to select an area
and go through the materials until something appeals to them, or
triggers a response of some kind. They are to produce some pro-
duct from this, Examples: A poetry collage on a single theme,
original poetry, original short story or essay, a short speech,
a 1-act play or a plan for an improvisation.

It will take time and effort to gather the boxes of materials.
but once you have those and a few ground rules, you're all set.
Some rules might bee Everyone must produce something and be ready
to share it in class the next day, (If you donit have headphones)
Set a definite sound level on the record or tape players, "Take
a number" or sign up for use of the A-V equipment. Penalties for
those who waste or destroy material. Limits on the number of stu-
dents who may work in any one area at a time.

*NOTE on obtaining materials: Check with the drug-stores in your
area or the local magazine distributor. They will often give you
left over issues.
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BOOKS
Berne, Eric, What Do You Say After You Say Hello?, Grove Press,
1972. If you smiled and nodded through Games People Play, and
just nodded through I'm OK-You're OK, be prepared to wince and
nod through this one, The most technical and complex of the 3
Transactional Analysis Bibles, the latest is written for psycho-
therapists and deals with the personality that is no longer able
to function effectively; the person who cannot moderate his.own
transactions in a way that will prove beneficial to his own
organism. If you ever thought you made your own life decisions,
after a mature weighing of the consequences, this book can be
devastating!

GoodmanuPaul, Compulsgry Mis-Education, Random House, 1964.
As the title hints, Goodman is anti-public school. Many argu-
ments are logical, well-researched and compelling. He exposes
myths about and abuses of public education. He states that no
education at all would be an improvement in many oases, but does
suggest some alternatives such as de-emphasizing grades and de-
grees, schooling the vhild in the community and bringing the
community into th3 school. If you've just had a bad day at school
and sit down with this book, you'll probably cheer at the end of
each chapter. If you've just had a good day--I don't know.

Macrorie, Ken, Telling Writing, Hayden Book Co., 1970, For those
who read Uptaught and said, "The idea is great, but how do I do
it?" This book- is a complete course in writing, on the college
level, using his "Third Way", It is filled with samples of the
student writing that results when using the Macrorie Method.
Another Macrorie book, Writing To Be Read, does the same thing on
the high school level.

Michener, James, The quality of Life, Fawcett Crest Books, 1970.
Michener catalogs what he sees as America's most pressing problems
today, along with his solutions, Some of the problems he dis-
cusses are the deterioration of cities, education, alienation of
youth and race. His solutions are fairly conservative, based on
a deep, abiding faith in the American nation and its form of
government. Interesting or inspiring, depending on your politics.

Postman, Neil and Charles Weingartner, Teaching as a Subversive
Activit , Dell Publishing, 1969. This book begins with scho-
larly d scourse on such subjects as visual perception, the various
processes of the mind and linguistics. It goes on to propose
substituting the inquiry method for the lecture and test method
in all classrooms. The authors also have many other suggestions
for improving the public school system. They give concrete guide-
lines for a- significant questions* curriculum and transcripts from
classes using this method.

Silberman, Charles, Crisis in the Classroom, Random House, 1970.
This was one of the first "doomsday" books about schools, and came
out around the same time as the first Kozol, Kohl and Holt books,
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Teachers are familiar now with the major themes; education
quashes creativity, breaks the spirit, punishes independence of
thought or deed and fights against the basic nature of the child,
which is to be curious, imaginative and noisey, Silberman asked
educators only to reform; to re-think goals and to be more hu
mane in the classroom, Pretty tame stuff when compared to the
later critics like Illich, Friedenburg and Goodman,

Simon, Howe and Kirschenbaum, yaltiationiAlcmoo
of Practical Strategjes for Teachers and Students, Hart Publiehing,
1973 79 practical classroom exercises for values clarifica-
tion, a new catch-phrase in American education. For those not
familiar with it, teachers do not attempt to teach a certain set
of values, or to moralize, but to aid students to become aware of
and clear about what they, think or feel or believe, Some attempt
is made to explore why the various values Are held, and the
relative strengths of some, but emphasis is on which values are
held,

Toffler, Alvin, Future Shock, Random House, 1970. This book
presents a very complete_blueprint of the foreseeable future in
broad outline, with sharp details in many areas, Toffler dis-
cusses the changes he feels are necessary in education to equip
students with "coping" tools in the world he predicts. Teachers
should find this useful as a textbook for change. He makes many
specific suggestions that can be used in the classroom,

Wolfe, Don, Creative Ways to Teach Englioh 7-12, Odyssey Press,
1958. Although this book has a 190 copyright, it surprisingly
urges the game basic techniques as does Ken Macrories using the
personal experiences and interests of the student to teach compo-
sition, What is even more surprising is that Wolfe is able to
stretch this approach, with modifications, to cover the teaching
of literatUre, English useage, spelling and a little grammar, (I
wouldn't have believed it, either, if I hadn't read it!)

ARTICLES
Henry, George, "English Education and the American Dream", The
galiphlournal, January, 1973. Prof, Henry really takes
EngIiih4ii46ourse of study" to task, and bases his deatribe on
the Coleman Report and the Harvard Siminar to re-evaluate the
Coleman Report. He seems most incensed about tracking systems,
but angry at just about everything; "old" English, "new" English,
mini-courses, teacher training, grading, scheduling, etc. He
wants the study of English to totally reform itself so that no
student is ever demeaned or de-humaniT,ed by it. He doesn't say
how.

Kitzhaber, Albert, "A Rage for Disorder," The English, Journal.
November, 1972. An interesting point-by-point refutation of
the elective program, the British open-school plan and child-
centered English, A professor in the Dpt. of English at the U.
of Oregon, he does not mention Macrorie by name, but argues
against his methods in general. Especially interesting to those
who wonder what "the other side" has to say.
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Parker, Robert, "Focus in the Teaching of Writing' On Process or
Product", The English Journal, December, 1972.
The most useful part of thfs article, for me, was the fairly con-
crete definitions Parker provides for the "process" people (new
English) and the "product" people (traditional English). He also
describes the pre-writing and writing phases of composition very
explicitly.

Piche, Gene, "Romanticism, Kitsch, and 'New Era' English Curriculum",
The English Journa November, 1972. Fiche argues
against the "here- and -now ", unstructured, experience-centered,
affective, personal growth English programs. He calls them
intellectually arid kitsch. He asks for a compromise program,
throwing out the worst from the traditional programs and incorpor-
ating the best from the new. This may be the best solution for
those who TO Rot agree with the Holt-Kozol-Goodman proposals to
scrap the public school system entirely.

Rounds, Jeanine Crandall, "Cautions Elective Program Ahead", The
English Journal., November, 1972, . This article does not
argue against elective programs. Rounds is all in favor of them.
She does, however, point out many of the pitfalls that might arise
if your school is just beginning such a program. She suggests
solutions to problems and makes suggestions based on her own
experiences with such a program. A good article for those who
think an elective program will solve all their classroom problems.

Shuman, R. Baird, "Establishing a Basis for Classroom Dialog", The
English Journal, December, 1972. This is an example of a
more useful exercise for the opening day of class that the "Tell
me about yourself" essay. Pointing out that students do not yet
know or trust the teacher at that point, Baird offers instead a
list of significant questions based on Teaching as a Subversive
Activity. The answers to these questions will provide later topics
for class discussions, compositions or reading choices, plus a
great deal of insight for the teacher.

Strong, William, "New Criteria for Curriculum Guides", The English
Journal, December, 1972. This official report from the
NCTC Committee on Curriculum Bulletins includes the guidelines
they recommend be used to evaluate any English Curriculum Guide.
Very helpful for anyone who has ever been or intends to be on a
curriculum writing committee.
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An Idea for a Creative Writing Class

by Carol Jakimow
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

This project which I am submitting was actually a part
of my student teaching experience. ',was assigned to teach a
class called "Write Your Own Thing", a creative writing course
for students who, I was told, did not like school or English,
much less reading or writing, and were, in general, students
of "low motivation". Wow! And the closest I had ever come
to oreative writing was a few pieces of doggerel at age fifteen!
After four years of university English courses I had very. little
idea of how to write creatively myself, much less teaoh some-
one else how to write creatively. There were also sero text-
books, or, in other words, 'Create Your Own' Write Your awry
Thing.

I began the class by handing out catchy dittoed assign-
ments such as "A Day in the Life of My or "The
Stara and You" (astrology). Every time I handed out an assign-
ment I was met with the ease reactions groans. Thinking about
it, I decided that it was not that the assignments were partic-
ularly boring, because the kids were turning in some really
imaginative writing, but that I was handing them out. If that
sounds like too easy an answer, it isn't. I was, in effect,
imposing a sub ect and a form upon them, when the creative pro-
cess in an individual dictates its own subject and form. Change
was in order. So, in cooperation with my supervising teacher,
I devised the followings

1) inform students on onday that each of them
now has an A in this course

2) the condition for them to keep the A is that
they turn in the required number of "points
per week" (gsually ten points per week or
two per day)

3) to get points, the student selects what he
wishes to write from the list I handed out
(end of artiole)--generally, any type of ex-
pository, descriptive, or imaginative writing
counted one point per one-half page

4) the total of ten points for the week had to
be in by Friday unless other arrangements
were made -I encouraged them to hand papers
in as they finished them so that I could return
them that same or the'next day

5) the olass usually had forty to forty -five
minutes of actual working time per day. I
looked over papers and helped students with
questions during this time. Immediate feed-
back was a real asset for the student.
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6) at the beginning of nearly every class, period
oonduoted a strictly voluntary, short lesson

on how to go about writing those choices on the
list which I felt required explanation (such as
haiku, the oinquain, limeriok, etc.). X gave
a hand-out to each of them *spinning 'how to
write a and they could keep this
in their folders for future reference. No one
had to write any of the things I explained,
but most tried them out of curiosity.

?) at the end of each week I tallied up the points
on a ohart with their names on it posted on a
wall (end of article). ?his provided daily and
weekly gratification and did a lot towards pro-
viding the important motivation

8) I chose not to put a letter-grade on their as-
signments, just a point tally. I didn't feel
that I oould sit in judgment on another person's
creativity -or that it would profit my students
for me to do so. If a student did a really
excellent job, I gave an extra point on that
assignment and if a reillv, poor job minus one
point from the expected number of points. The
important thing, I felt,

.0f
w,' 1141:111Tog

the works, always positively, and encouraged
them to go on developing this form of writing
or idea, or try a variation on it (from rhymed

AV to unrhymed poetry, for instanoe), or, having
°mastered' a particular type of writing, to
try another. I corrected grammar, spelling,
etc. in everything but poetry, but it did not
figure at all in the point total. What I was
interested in mainly was quantitygetting
them to produce as much writing as possible,
without the stigma of "how good is it tech-
nically?" I gambled that the quality would
take care of itself over eight weeks, and it
did!

I could see that morale was pretty high all term after
the change in course struoture and that the kids were actually
beginning to enjoy writing. If some didn't feel like writ-
ing that day, he or she didn't have to--after all, who can be
expected to be creative at ten in the morning five days a week?
Records, books, magasines, and a lounging corner were available
within the room. In fact, records were played constantly (from
the students collections) at a moderate volume and I believe
they actually helped to reduce what can often be a rather
tense and empty enema, when one is trying to think and write.

Surprisingly, most students turned in gm than the
required number of points per week. But there were a few who
couldn't produce more than a page per day (meeting the daily
quota), so I decided that the number of required points of
ten per week was reasonable. At the end of the term I passed
out a survey and they indicated strongly that, as an eighth -
grade class they liked the way the class was structured (or
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unstructured). I thoroughly enjoyed teaching it too. At the
end of the unit the other "Write Your Own Thing* classes that
term joined with ours in putting together a dittoed oolllotts;
of what each student thought was his or her best 0690 atT Ito
in& copied by them onto a ditto. In addition to *SO, Melt
student had a folder entnining each piece et work lo
"Writs Your Own Thine that unit and a ao/lootilin et 00

tor ramt aferaftea.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

GRADE AT BEG IA'MA'& OP COURSE
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SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITE YOUR OWN THING

Saoh week I will present lessons on how to write some of the
things listed below. If you wish to try one of the ingestions
that you are not familiar with before I present it in OWN,
there are dittoed "how-to" sheets in a folder on my diedc.

al. Write a poem about anything 2pts
*2. Write a limerick ipt
*3. Write a oinquain ipt DESI COPY AVAILABLE

*4, Write a haiku ipt
*5. Write a diamante ipt
6. Write a short story (minimum of 3 pages) 5pta

Suggestions, mystery, romance suspense, thriller, OW,
science fiction, horror, etc.
Fantasy--an imaginary happening, pleasant or unpleasant
(minimum of 2 pages) 4 pts
Examples' fairy tale, monster story, story of the ftturs,
ghost story, daydream, wishes, the ideal life, etc.

*8. Dialogue for a 1-minute TV commercial 2pts
*9. Write a complete screenplay for a TV commercial (dialogue,

plus detailed description of what happens, scenery, cos.
tumes) 3pts

*10. Write an ad for a magazine or newspaper (real or imaginary
product) ipt

*11. Write the lyrics (words) for a song with a description of
the type of music that would go with the lyrics 3pts

12. Write about the message you find (what the words mean to
you) in 3 songs 2pts

13. Write a scene from a play Ortega directions and script) 3pts
14. Write an entire play 6pts minimum
*15. Write an essay (minimum 1 page) 2pts

Suggestions' how to do something, discussion, review,
opinion, etc.

*16. Write a newspaper article 2pts Must be in proper form
Examples' news, fashion, sports, interview, editorial, etc.

17. Write 3 want ads Use correct form ipt You may not earn
more than 2 pte per week with want ads.

18. Write your reaction to a movie, book or record (minimum
1 page) 2pts

19. Write a story for children 3pts
20. Make a poster to advertise something you think the class

should know about--such as a sign about the class,. message
about life, etc. ipt

21. Free Writing--write about your feeling* thoughts, fears,
wishes, etc. No particular form or punctuation. 2pts per
Page

22. Write a modern version of a fairy tale Aptm
23. Write a character sketch (of a real or imagiaary person) 2pte
24. Write 3 Dear Abby letters with answers 2pts
*25. Write a letter of application for a job tram a want ad 2pte
*26. Write 3 telegrams getting across a mesa& for as little

money as possible ipt
27. Re-write an event in history as if you're part of it 2pts
28, Explain what a particular proverb means ipt
*29. Make 3 entries in a "hiptionary" ipt
'30. Make a journal entry--anything you want ipt per * page
31. Write me a letter (I will reply if you want) ipt minimum

* Means more info coming or in folder on my desk
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Poetry lityinstiAaniettedstirridulum

by Rhoda Olien
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The students in middle school, for the most part, like
creative writing. They also enjoy reading plays, stories and
poetry. Their appreciation for poetry includes a wide variety
of styles and authors. The difficulty comes when they try to
write poetry. All of their springs of bubbling creativity dry
up as they try to compose a poem. A few have been exposed to
pattern or formula poetry but the advantages of having a recipe
to follow are, I think, questionable. The Haiku has been overused
by students too immature to understand the beauty of the concise
thought. The Diamante, Tanka, crook and Oinquain are all examples
of formulas that students use to squeeze in syllables and warp
words to fit, Usually the poetic quality is lost. The only
prescribed patterns used in the following outline are from
Wishes, hies And Dreams by Koch. Creative writing is done
throughout the year instead of contained in a unit and poetry is
handled in the same way.

A. First poetry reading session.

When the students feel fairly comfortable with each other
the poetry reading will be announced a week in advance. By this
time the students will have come across several poems in the
anthologies they use. Everyone is asked to choose a poem they
like to read outloud. It can be on any subject. Several places
where poems can be found will be suggested and some anthologies
will be available in the room. The only criteria is that the
student likes the poem although he does not have to explain
why. The tables will be pushed out of the way and students may
sit where they choose, on the floor or on top of the tables.;
The lighting may be dimmed or all of the lights could be off and
students can use flashlights. The poems are read on a volunteer
basis. The first reading will probably be by the teacher and it
must be one she really likes. The next day the session will be
discussed in class. What did the students like about it? What
should be changed for the next time.

B. Class Collaboration.

After reading poetry they like in class the students discuss
what in general they like about poetry. Most of the children
have had poetry writing assignments in earlier years and we discuss
their feelings about that. What is poetry? What happens to us
when we read a poem? Our reaction to a poem is subjective and, of
course, writing poetry is a subjective creative response to our
inner feelings with the hope of stimulating a response in others.
Many of the students, although they may like a poem that doesn't
rhyme, insist on rhyming words when they write their own. To
help them create without worrying about that we will use Koch's
idea of the I wish poem. Each student writes a line starting
with the words I wish and hands the line in. The teacher arranges
the lines and has them typed on a ditto to be passed oilt the follow-
ing day, After the class has a chance to read it silently we
read it outloud. The suggestion is made that someone or a group
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may want to write their own I wish poems. All of the poems are
posted on the bulletin board.

C. Writing descriptive poetry.

Much of poetry is descriptive and uses sensory perceptions.
There are many examples in Refl9otions on gla gt Watergelon
Pkkle, Particular phrases should be chosen and written on the
board to show students how an image can be presented in a few
words. Ask them to look for poems with descriptive phrases they
especially like for the next poetry reading. Divide the class into
groups of no more than six and have the group decide on a topic.
If they have trouble suggest one e.g. football, autmn, camp,
friendship,etc. Each student writes one line describing the topic
using one of the senses. The lines are written down and the
group decides on the arrangement of the lines. A student may
change his own line but not another's. The poems are :landed in,
typed on ditto and handed out the next day.

Do Poetry reading.

This is done the same As before except for changes suggested by
students. The group poems or poems written by individual students
are read outloud. Other favorite poems are read too and the
teacher reads some. The poems are not discussed unless a student
wants to react to them but the math objective is just to enjoy
oral poetry following Archibald MacLeish's advice, "Apoem should
not mean, but be."

E. Poems about sound.

Studenta are asked to make a list of all the sounds they can
hear right now. Then a list of their favorite sounds and then of
the4 least favorite. Each student writes a poem using one of
the lists, The teacher does the'same assignment. Students share
thoughts and suggestions as much as they care to in the process.
The poems are saved for the next poetry reading. The students
are also asked to look for animal poems to read outloud.

F. Poetry reading.

Sound poems students have written will be read outloud on
a volunteer basis, Then poems about animals that they have
found may be read. An excellent book to use for animal poems is
___TheBirdfLandastsieThee edited by Cole.

G. Writing animal poems.

This writing session will, begin by the teacher handing out
dittos of the following poemst'short course in natural history'
and 'the flattered lightning bug'` - poth by Don Marquis, The
Ptarmigan''- anonymous,(fThe Pasteur' by Robert Frost, Poem'by
William Carlos Williams,'Cat& The Weatherby May Swenson, Cat'
by Eleanor Farjeon,"Catalogu4'by Rosalie Moore. The students will
be given time to read them silently and then orally for those
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who want to. The poems are not suggested as models but as examples
of a variety of styles and a stimulus for their own writing.
The students will be asked then to write a poem about animale.
They may collaborate if they care to. They do not have to finish
now but sometime within the week they should hand them in. These
will be dittoed and handed out.

H. Publication

The teacher and students will discuss how the work should be
published. It could be in the form of a newspaper, magazine or
book, It could be a regular publication every two months or
whatever they come up with. How should it be distributed? Who
could do the typing? What about illustrations? Since we do alot
of creative writing other than poetry it would probably not be
restricted to poems. Students should begin thinking of what 4,
work to submit.

I. Introducing story poems.

Eleven and twelve year olds are, in general, very literal
minded and because of this they like story poems, usually the
shorter ones. Before asking them to find examples the teacher will
read "Casey at the Bat: Other good examples of the short story
poem are'Charley Lee by Knibbs and4Achilles Deatheridge by Masters.
Students then are asked to write a story poem or any kind they
want to.

J. Poetry reading.

Any student written poems or poems they have found will be
read. The teacher emphasis will continue to be on story poems.
E.A. Robinson "s poems, such as6Mr. Flood's Party'', will be read and
many of Robert Frost's poems.

K. Writing about things no one writes about.

The class will have a discussion of all the topics they can
think of that poetry is about. They will be encouraged to give
examples of the poetry not just ramdom subjects. Then, using
the idea from C ea v Wprd, 1 by Summerfield and Judy, students
will be asked to th nk of some topics no onA used, And then
they can write a poem about it.

L. Writing poems about pictures.

A box of pictUres of all types will be available to stimulate
students' writing. There will be single pictures or two con-
trasting ones mounted together or a series from the book Family
Qf Man. The students will be asked to choose a picture and write
apoem using any form or style they want. Again the teache'
must write also to explore the creative experience themselves.

M. And finally.
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The publication will be finishes early enough in the year
so that if student interest is high enough they might work on
futher publications. The final writing assignment of the year
is for eaoh student to write a book. They may use prose, poetry
or drama or any combination. The books must be put together by
the student and preferably not typed. The use of color and
illustrations are encouraged.
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"Research Paper": A Drama

by Valjoan Myers

TILE SETTIUG

SW co M MAILABLE

The future. A classroom at Lake Orion High School.
Several small groupings of chairs. A mini-course called
Research Paper. But that title is inadequate. Small
groups will be preparing multi-media research projects,
probing key issues,

THE CHARACTERS

Students interacting, making their language operational.
Exploring their own values and concerns. Determining their
own projects. Small groups functioning as investigating
teams.

TILE DIALOGUE

Group discussion is pointed. Here is the urama
Moffett identi4ed as "somebody with something to say to
somebody else." No more the stilted, one way monologue
between the research-paper-writer and the teacher. Noise
of group dynamics spills into the hall, but, no matter.
This emphasis on process will not only provide the charac-
ters with opportunities for personal growth, but this
emphasis may change the drama of "what is happening" in
our town,

THE STRUCTURE

ACT I. The initial incident begins, for example, with
a confrontation between a boy an an inferior hamburger from.
MacHardees. He reads the Consumers Report otl the quality,
or the luck of quality, in supermarket beef. 4 He convinces
others: the hamburger is an artifact of our culturc--but
with an inferiority complex created by additive :', Lvyl,t_mns,
and an inflated economy.

ACT II. His group explores the topic. They interview.
They survey the student body. They visit a meat packing
plant. Macdonalds, Hardees, and the Big Boy all donate
thirty-five "hamburgers" for a taste bud test. The group
researches franchising, marketing, or the roles of the FDA
and the consumer.
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As the action rises, the students write. They respond
to articles or to the taste test. They report interviews
or observations; they role play, write telegrams, or
propose laws. They compile a resource packet. And as they
write, they become conscious of abstracting, assimilating,
and interpolating. They learn to use Markman and Waddell's
TEN STEPS IN WRITING THE RESEARCH PAPER handbook only when
they become aware that notetaking, documenting, or a
bibliography will lend support to their cause--for by now '

the project is a cause, perhaps a means to a "real life end."

ACT III, Climax! The group completes the probe. Now
to share, to convince, to persuade. First the other small
groups in the classroom. Then the student body? the
administration? the townspeople?

The multi-media "research paper" unfolds.

CURTAIN

The groups may have probed violence, loneliness, compe-
tition, or Women's Lib. Or they may have tried to determine
how to cope with advertising, with television with racism,
with future shock. They may have created a film, a docu-
mentary, a collection of essays, position papers, or poetry.
They may have produced a magazine, a broadsheet, or a drama.
A slide presentation may have visually captured the odor of
the polluted Paint Creek in Lake Orion, or a video-tape
documentary may have told the truth about our real estate
practices.

iiPPLAUSE

The groups will deserve not only the applause, but the
grades they recommend for themselves. And I will have
served not as the director, not as a teacher, but as a
promoter of Language Arts.

1
James Moffett, TEACHING THE UNIVERSE OF DISCOURSE

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968), p. 12.

2
Consumer Reports, "A Close Look at Hamburger," in

REPORTAGE AND RESEARCH 1, E. Graham Ward, ed., James
Moffett, sr. ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1973),
pp. 1-12.
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Individualized Writin Skills

by Linda Liebold & Susan Wilber

After studying various approaches to the teaching of writing
skills, we came to the conclusion that individualizing the par-
ticular skills.would be the most effective method. The follow-
ing outline suggests one way in which each student will be able
to spend time studying only the areas in which he is deficient.

I. Pretest
A. Test consists of exercises on

1. Capitalization
2. Punctuation

B. 90% correct = mastery

II. Chart

imilmounrimmammimimmimmummum
11111111174tr411111111111P1111111M1111111111111
611111111111111110:41111111111111111111111M1

INIMMEMIENBM
rarammoililiM1111111111111111111
rmarLumnimlop.:zionow

MEMEM11111 1:3211
III. Those who master pretest meet with teacher to formulate

student-teacher contract consisting of advanced writing
skill exercises (letter writing, etc.)

IV. Those who fail pretest
A. Dittoed exorcise sheets

1. Exercises taken from various sources
2. Important that exercises include student's own sen-

tence creations
B. Format of exercise sheets

1. Overall objectiv6
2. Rule
3. Example
4. Exercises
5. Student sentences

V. Progress Checks
A. Given periodically to check mastery of various skills
B. If less than 90% mastery; additional exercises of that

particular skill given to student
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An Alternative in Publishing
. .

by Rosanne Piiarek

The quality of high school literary and journalistic
publications is usually dependent upon the kind and sophistication
of the printing machinery available within the complex of the
school itself. Teachers generally use liquid duplicators
and mimeograph machines to publish student writing and the
inefficiency Of such processes is disconcertingly obvious.
Immediately the products resemble, not an exciting, unique
student publication, but the near cousin of last week's final
exam or the superintendent's bulletin. The student's attempt
at self-expression is reduced to a purple print that says
very little of importance about the thoughts on the page. The
art and the illustrations within the magazine or newspaper are
limited to what can be drawn directly on the stencil or master
and the type size available on the typewriter is transferred
exactly, therefore contributing to a waste of paper space.
Also any stencil or master has a limited production life.

What deters most advisors of publications from seeking
outside professional sources for printing is the fear of
cost'and the concern with publication time. Generally
production expenses of a magazine must be kept to a minimum
total cost that can be covered by the typical nominal price
per unit of ten cents and production time is likely to be
limited because of classroom demands and schedules. However,
there is available to the schools a commercial form of
printing which is efficient and inexpensive; which produces a
professional product; and which (perhaps most importantly)
can involve the students in every step of production except
the actual printing.

Available in most areas are instant lithographic printing
shops and the location of such shops can be discoverd in the
yellow pages. If more than one shop exists in your locality,
compare the businesses for quality in print, price, speed of
printing and choice of paper to select the one that suits your
situation best. Most businesses will eagerly supply you with
priOe lists, samples of paper (you are no longer confined. to
twenty pound paper in white and pastels) and the specifications.
for printing. Although this process produces a professional
type publication, no expensive materials or supplies are necessary
for the preparation of the black and white copy to be printed.
The exception to this is the light table, which is a luxury,
not a 'necessity. If your school does have a graphics department,
there may be one for your use.
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Most instant litho shops will print paper that is 8ix11,
8x14, or 11x17 and will reduce your copy work up to fifty
percent without charge. This feature allows you to do dummy
or copy work on larger sheets of paper, placing more stories or
poems per page than could typed on the regular 8ix11 piece.
The dummy sheets are then photographically reduced to your
specifications. The type is smaller than normally produced
by a type writer, more works are printed per page, but
readability is retained. Also the lithographic process which
photographs the black and white copy and prints a reproduction
of this allows students to individually type their own work on
smaller pieces of paper which can be cut out, moved around, and
juggled to the appropriate spot on the dummy and then glued
directly on the large sheet with rubber cement. Also any art
work that is done in black ink, ball point, or felt tip marker
can be arranged in the same manner. Margins and guide lines
are drawn with light blue pencil which does not photgraph or
appear on the finished product.

Lithography also allows for good quality, interesting forms
of booklets. Each of the pages, printed on both sides, can be
stapled together on the left to form a booklet the size of the
paper on which the material was originally printed, or the
pages can be folded once, each page then forming four pages, or ,

each sheet can be fold in half twice. This produces an eight
page booklet which must be stapled and trimmed at the top. The
11x17 sheet is particularly adaptable to this type booklet, and
when the reduction process is taken advantage of, this small
maggizine makes an excellent vehicle for numerous student poems.
A price of ten cents per booklet will cover all production
costs, If three hundred copies are published , the total cost,
can be kept under fifteen dollars. A twelve page booklet,

Sr made from three 8ix11 pages plus a covert' would average under
thirty,dollars to publish in lots of three hundred and as

SF obvious, the cat of production could be covered by sales.

Necessary equipment for producing camera ready copys

1. Large sheets of white paper for layout work
2. Rubber cement for paste-ups
3. Rubber cement pick-up for cleaning finished copy
4. Blue or yellow pencils for drawing margins and guide-lines.
5. Transfer lettering for producing professional'and varied headline

types
6. Masking tape to hold copy steady on table or light table
7. Razor blade for trimming paste-ups
8. T-square, triangles, rulers for producing necessary guidelines
9. Black ink pens, ball point peng, felt tip markers
10. Opaque typing correction,fluid
11. Light table (if available)
12. Typewriter for producing copy (preferably electric, elite

with carbon ribbon)



The basic steps from the conception of an idea for a
magazine to the finished product are simple and students can
be immediately involved in most of them. The layout
procedure, although is does demand some skill with the T-square
and triangle, is not difficult to master and it is feasible
that students could be involved in every aspect of copy work.

Basic steps towards productions

1. Writing is done by students (with magazine in mind or collected
at random.)

2. Writing is prepared or re-written in form to be published,
3. Writing is typed, ready for layout work.
4. Typed copy is proofread.
5. Title of magazine or theme is selected.
6. Rough dummy is done. (At this point involve students in

decisions concerning size of magazine, cost of production,
price of finished product, and possibility of advertising
the product.)

7. Final dummy done to scale is prepared.
8. Title; and art work, etc. are done to appropriate scale.
9. Layout is arranged.
10. Paste-ups are glued to scale dummy.
11. Final copy is proofread.
12. Final copy is cleaned with rubber cement pick-ups black

smudges, if any, may be covered with opaque correction fluid,
13 Copy is delivered to the instant-litho printer.
14. Sheets, when finished, are folded as needed, stapled, trimmed,

and distributed.

Most importantly, allow the students to experiment
throughout the entire process. Since errors can be corrected
so easily it is not a frustrating experiences'yet it is a
challenging opportunity in creativity.
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Let's Make a Movie

by Jane Van Sickle

"The movie, by which we roll up the real world on a spool
in order to unroll it as a magic carpet of fantasy, is a spec-
tacular wedding of the old mechanical technology and the new
electric world."

--Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media

This "magic carpet of fantasy" will be offered this fall
as a mini-elective course at Gardner Junior High School in
Lansing, Michigan. Offered as an alternative to the standard
elective courses, the mini-elective was designed as a student-
centered, activity course - in short, a course where students
learn by doing. After thinking about how much kids dig movies
and after hearing about the successes of several filmmaking
courses, I decided to offer filmmaking as a mini-elective. The
class will be made up of about 30 seventh graders and it will
meet first hour, five days a week for six weeks. Susan Koch,
a Ph.D. candidate in English at MSU and a specialist in media,
will be team teaching with me and we're both excited about'the
course.

Why Teach Filmmaking?

Dennis Pace and his media group have already offered many
reasons for teaching filmmaking in the classroom. I'm including
the ones I see as basic to my class at Gardner.

-- We should provide a multi-media "literacy".
Students will be active creators rather than passive

receptors of the media.
-- Filmmaking enriches the environment by offering new ways

of seeing and thinking.
_ Students love t. v. and movies.

Problems inherent in making films are open ended and
enable students to find solutions on their own.

Filmmaking combines many possibilities for creativity
and expression and offers opportunities for a wide range of in-
dividual contributions and talents.

Filmmaking allows students to role play.
Students can work together in small groups toward a.con-

crete (celluloid) goal.
Students can discover new self-images in a media where

they can really see themselves.

Tentative Course Outline

Because any successful course Is determined in large part
by the students, the course outline suggested here merely offers
some guidelines.

During the first week of the course we plan to show the
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following movies so that students can get acquainted with one
another and with the idea of making films.

Hollywood: The Golden Years (Parts 1?)
Be Reasonable
Laughing Gas
Several student films

We hope that the films will provide further motivation for
filmmaking and offer story possibilities for the student films.
But before they start writing, we plan to divide the class into
four groups,' show them how to use the Super 8 camera, and give
each of them a chance to shoot some footage. We hope the ac-
tivity will turn them on and spur them to create a scenario for
their movie. Each student will then be asked to jot down or
tape a scenario. We'll then divide them into four groups, have
them discuss the scenarios and select one (or a combination) to
act out and film. The ideas that aren't used will be saved for
future reference.

Susan and I will each advice and help coordinate two groups,
making it possible for four separate films to be made. Since
we're more interested in process than in product, the prepara-
tions will be far more important than the finished movies. Each
student in each group will then work in one or more of the fol-
lowing roles:

Director - coordinate the efforts of the group; gSve help
where needed.

Writers - develop storyboard and shooting script.
Cameraman - learns how to use the camera; plans how the

movie will be filmed; is responsible for the care of the camera;
films the movie.

Lighting and sound crew - takes light reading; in charge
of electric lamps; responsible for recording movie's sound track
and sound effects; reads script alound during filming.

Set designers - create and build movie sets; design floor
plans of the set; responsible for props.

Graphic designers - responsible for securing names and
positions of each person in the movie; determine types of titles
and how to film them, type of lettering, size and color of cards,
how to present them.

Costume designers - design and make costumes.
The duties in each of these roles will overlap so that no

one gets locked in or takes over. The major actors will be chosen
by the group and everyone will be encouraged to appear in the
movie.

The group will help the writers plan a complete screenplay
of the happenings in the movie which will include:

shot angles
types of shots
camera movements
special effects
props
lines by narrator or actors
music and background sound

From this information, the director and writers can make a



storyboard which illustrates through simple cartoon drawings
(not finished pictures) the action of the story. (See fig. 1)
Then the writers can create a breakdown script like the fol-
lowing:

fig. 1
Scene # Shot # I Description of Sound Directions
Type of shot action

The following materials have been ordered and will be
available for use in our filmmaking class:

2 Super 8 cameras
1 Super 8 projector
36 cartridges of Super 8 mm film
4 Super 8,,reels and tins
1 splicer and tape
1 light for indoor filming
camera batteries

1 reel to rell tape recorder
3 cassette tape recorders

graphics materials
budget for film rental
budget for additional resource material

Using the materials listed and armed with the stories they
create, the roles they choose, and their imaginations, I hope
the students will enjoy transforming their stories into exciting
movies. What we do on a day-to-day basis will be determined by
the progress and needs of each group. Students can show their
completed movies to students in the other mini-elective courses
and to their parents.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Editor's Note - Regrettably, Jane Van Sickle's Figure *!: had to be deleted

because it was not reproduceablA and there was a possi-
bility that it bore a copyright. Interested persons are
referred to her bibliography and the entry for Harvy V.
Fondiller, Invitation to'Photography. The figure refers to
the example of IrHow To :Make a Movie Storyboard."

CSW
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Some Helpful Hints on Movie-Making

1. Shoot each scene just long enough to communicate the idea.
Long shots require relatively more time for the eye to ab-
sorb the information. Long and medium shots may be brief
if their purpose is to keep a close-up from becoming con-
fusing. Close-ups may be shorter, but this of course,
depends on the action being filmed. Remember: you don't
have to show the full length of the action. Movie time
need not be real time. Variety in scene length is as im-
portant as variety in camera position and image size.

2. Don't zoom a movie to death. While valuable, this effect
can be disturbing. Generally it's better to establish
your image size first with your zoom lens control and then
shoot. Don't zoom more than 2 or 3 times per 50 feet. A
good rule to follow is: don't zoom if you can do it another
way.

3. Titles may be important to your film, and there are many
ways they can be produced easily; as, a close-up of a name-
plate, moving in slowly on some one's writing, mounting
letters on a board, or hand-lettering copy. Keep titles
short and simple - usually not more than 15 words in a
single sequence and large in size in relation to the area
covemd. They may be shot after normal sequence of shooting
and spliced in.

4. Everything you see in the viewfinder will be photographed!

5. Start shooting before the action beings and continue shooting
a few seconds after it ends. Warn any people in your scene
they are to begin on your cue and not when they hear the
camera start. This extra footage will help a student orient
to the scene in front of him and be prepared to follow the
action when it is introduced.

6. If you're filming a person doing something and want to change
the camera angle in order to get a better look, tell the
performer to "freeze." Stop the camera and change its position.
Even if the performer moves slightly, the viewer will not
notice it because you have changed his frame of reference.

7. When panning, move the camera very slowly and bring it to rest
at the end of the scene.

8. Hold the camera steady.

9. Be careful not to shoot your own shadow. Keep the sun to your
side and your shadow won't show.

10. Vary the camera angles. To shoot a "giant", lie on the ground
and shoot up. To shoot someone climbing up a wall, turn the
camera on its side.



11. Be sure the camera is focused.

12. Keep the camera lens clean.

13. If you are going to add sound to your film, have the script
read as you are shooting. This will help the actor pace
his moves and provide you with guide for length of film
necessary to accommodate the words. If you record script
on a tape recorder, you can use that to pace your filimg.
A reel-to-reel recorder works best -the tape doesn't stretch
a lot and can be used to gauge where specific sounds are
located on a tape.

14. Have a tape recorder around to practiceloecording voices
and other sounds. You may want to catalogue them and build
a sound library.

15. Sound is recommended for use in elementary school but not
high school films. See Arden Rynew's handbook.
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Sources:
--walk

(hint' places

action line
garage sales
auctions
junk yards
printshops'

photo studios
butcher shops
florists

relatives
friends
enemies

The Universal Parts Bin, Ltd.

by Francis Nutting & Diane Mazurek

thru yellow pages for stpoting points--- -
that would be likely to give you neat stuff FREE)

aerial photographers
Salvation Army, Navy, etc.
bookstores
second-hand stores
attics
free stores
drug stores
computer centers
garbage cans, bins, etc.
farmers
wholesalers
salesmen
wyandmothers

salvage yards
railroad tracks
alleys

government offices
shopping guide ads
carpet stores
paint stores
TV stations
radio stations

11

Philosophy and
Procedures:

dig it
bend it
shape it
play it
play with
spin it
share it
throw it
enjoy it
lick it
smell it
feel it
eat it
lite it
fondle it
bag it
touch it
write it
send it
hide it

poke it
ponder it
imagine it
memorize it

it live it
do it
be it
act it
think it
spray it
plant it
grOw it
groove on it
film it
show it
flaunt it
see it
talk it
hang it
love it
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describe it
take it
recycle it
lay on it
need it
knead it
hit it
hear it
stack it
digest it
pet it
bite it
push it
pull it
smash it
punch it
beat it
press it
wear it
use it

afQ

bring it



An Alternative English Program Utilizing Media Fine Arts

by Opay Lee Jenkins

Introduction

New wine in old leather bags rupture.

Likewise, new steps to better learning

spill over and require new attitudes, pro-

cedures, schedules and organization.

In an atmosphere of acceptance, respect ,

fairness and responsibility learning and

teaching are like twins who compliment each

other. A student seldom fails when he feels

that the best is given and expected of him.

Failure and success cannot co-exist.

Neither is misery a better teacher than plea-

sure. It is this writer's opinion that the

.battle of failure will be conquered when the

teacher and student meet with their minds

and respond genuinely as humans.

The physician confers with the patient

regarding the effectiveness of a prescription.

why can not the teacher and his pupils embark

upon such a premise and soar to excellonce

and productivity?



HUM: AN ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH PROGRAM UTILIZING

MEDIA AND FINE ARTS

Purpose: Demonstrate alternative ways to.learn,

enjoy and succeed in language experiences.

Boundaries: Number of students 150

Grade levels 10-12

Number of staff 8

Location Northwestern
High School

Detroit, Michigan

Overview of the program: Given the opportunity

to select one of the five courses listed below

the student will simultaneously have the

following options:

1, Plan and attend mini-assemblies

2. Produce and appear on video tape shows

3. Organize poetry festival

4. Attend and participate in mini-concerts
(music, dance, .drama, art )

5. Attend informal "chat & rap" workshop

6. Interview prominent Nw graduates

7. Hold press conference with principal

8. Share ideas in student advisory council

9. Give service as peer tutor

10. Make creative projects for evaluation

Course Titles and Teachers

1..tnglish for Broadcasting

2. Photography & Advertising

3. Oral Rdg. in Black Culture

4. Humanities

O. Jenkins

M. Giblin

R. Stephens

M. Sutton

5. Mass Com( T.V. Workshop) T. Olevland

Fine Arts: B. Dennard, R. Stephen
Community Resources: V. Ray
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ENGLISH FOR BROADCASTING

Designed for a Humanistic Approach to Language

By
Opsy Lee Jenkins

Northwestern High School
Detroit, Michigan

COURSE DESORIYTION: A "do-it-yourself" course stressing
originality, imagination and natural talents to plans,
organize, direct and present these experiences to others;
while utilizing the language skills: listening, speaking,
writing and reading to acquire understanding of one's
potentials and to gain.language profioienoy.

RATIONALE: The natural sequences from birth to language
utterances seem to indicate a common course for successful
language instruction. (1) Saturation with experiences to
provide visual and auditory stimulation. (2) Frequency
and variety in trial and error situations. (3) Availability
of sets of basic option with freedom to adapt to needs.

SKILLS TO BE TAUGHT: Problem solving, critical thinking,
oral communication, self-analysis, dynamics of human
interactions.

THEMATIC UNITS

Birth Growth Maturity Old Age Death

Alienation Identity Peace Search for
Success Truth Justice Solutions

Teaching Packet
(Prepared in English Workshop)

Super 8 film entitled "Hands Communicate"
Magazine Lift slides Seven Ages of Man" (Shakespeare)
Traneparencies Universal experiences
Projects List
Speaking and Writing tasks
Poetry Booklet entitled "Brain Pad"
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_any

Media Rower &.
Language

Skill Learning Experiences

Demonstrate ability to select, organize, ex-

plain and respond to people, events, places

and ideas with pictures, photos, slides,

films and.language skills.

Single
idea 1. Magazines: Select a picture to illustrate

one category below. Give the picture a
caption and write a one sentence description.

food people fashion hairstyles
emotions homes transportation

Choosing
a 2. Pictorial essay: Select one topic which in-

topic terests you and explain with a aeries of
pictures.

3. Bulletin display: Meet in a small cluster.
Organize, compile and develop one theme
Suggested by your group. Display in class.

Sequence.
of 4. Photographic autobiography: Through photos

ideas demonstrate a series of experiences about
yourself. Be sure to include:

childhood schools homes church
family trips hobbies interests

Opinion
5. Reply to what seems to be the good life in

America according to magazines, T.v, commer-
cials. Illustrate your ideas by quotes,
photos, films or pictures.
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PROJECTS WITH A PURPOSE
by

Opsy Lee Jenkins

Directions: Each student may select one project below
for his final evaluation to demonstrate his understand-
of language skills.

1. Vocabulary Expert: Keep a careful record of all
new and interAsting word encountered in reading,
listening to others and created by you. Compile in
mini-dictionary, Include meaning and correct spelling.

2. Collection or Original Booklet: Use a single theme
and develop it through the presentation of the
following:

limericks humorous verses tongue twisters

3. Famous Speeches: Choose excerpts from three or four
favorite persons. Prepare a visual illustration of
wisdom, truths,ideals and principles upheld. Add a
one page summary of your opinion.

4. How To Do It Booklet: Prepare a booklet sharing
secrets you have disoovered about getting along with
people or mastering some probleM. Use pictures or
drawings to capture the reader's attention.

5. Travelogue: Prepare a visual guide to a geographic
location, its special characteristics, places of in-
terest, outstanding citizens or historical figures.

6.Setting a Mood: Using the Super Eight camera or
35mm camera demonstrate one of the following:

favorite record an experience
autobiography college
city job



. HUMANE. DESIGNS

for
Teaching Rapping &

1. Mini-lessons in reasoning and writing

a. One sentence literary excerpts given
daily to secure the following responses:

Thinking Tanks groups of 2-5 pooling ideas
Journal Writing reoord of private thoughts
Buzz Sessions opinions to others

b. Literary selections:
man is the hunter; woman is his game Tennyson
Our birth is but a sleep and a

forgetting Wordsworth
The Child is father of the man Wordsworth
The mind's the standard of a man Watts
A little learning is a dangerous

thing Pope

c.Expanded Experiences: Confute or support the
statements above.

2. Couplets given for observation, analysis and discussion
student will give his response and create his own models.

a. Literary selections:
Laugh and the world laughs with you;
Weep, and you weep alone. Solitude Wilcox

For all sad words of tongue or pen,
Ths saddest are these: "It might have been".

Maude Muller Whittier

A little sincerity is a dangerous thing,
And a great deal of it is absolutely fatal.

Critic Oscar wilde
b. Expanded Experiences: Write a set of couplets

that rhyme or tell a tale or explain an
abstract idea to a very young child.



3. Developing free flow of ideas

Given the following trial and error writing situations
the students will demonstrate his skills by writing and
keeping a personal record for one week.

a. Composition Derby: Given a list of titles the
student will select one and write for five minutes any
ideas that flood the mind. t spelling, organization will
not be a concern now.) The winner is one with the largest
number of words.

dating baseball movies T.V. oars
parents teachers parties

b. Anonymous Pen Pals: Select small censored portions
from previous writings. Place in box and read aloud
to the class.

c. Thinking Tanks: Define abstract or major subjects.
(Small groups meet 5-10 minutes from 2-3 days
in consecutive order) Prepare total group

presentation.
Titles: light air sky land drugs

war fear prejudice

Building vocabulary and individual style

with the aid of teacher's ;Adele, library facilities
and community resources students will collect, compile
and present the following:

a. mini-dictionaries of words: unusual meanings,
modern lingo , alternative words

b. Survey of Speech patterns: interview, .parents,
neighbors, staff, peers.

c. diary of language encounters with others
tcompliments, disagreements, criticisms )
Record carefully. Reflect upon results.

study uroups (long range assignments)

clothing racial groups jokes rIligions

anatomy dances
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Skill Learning Experiences

Design
for 6. Write a tale, nursery story or rhymes for

Clarity young children. Illustrate with drawings.

Main 7. Select one of the quotations below or one
idea you prefer. Explain its meaning with either

pictures, film, music or other quotations.

The human race is the only race.
No man is an island
Reading make a full man
Writing an exact man

Brevity
8. Scan the news papers daily for two days or

listen to the radio and television. Keep
a log of news, sports, weather, humorous
anecdotes.
Form news teams. Prepare a five minute
summary. ( live, recorded, film)

Pact
or 9. Commercial writing: Cut ads from magazines

fiction and listen to the television or radio. List
statements and claims of two or three items.
Compare same items claim with Consumer
Report. Prepare your findings with graphs,

Persuade
pictures and illustrations.

or Commercial writing: Using a favorite or
confute popular radio or television model, write

a commeroial to appeal to one segment below:

high school dropout high school senior
new parent retired couple'
newly weds war veteran

Critical
analysis

10. Tape a few editorials from mass media. Study
them, analyze and discuss your reactions.
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phob imoory

The objective of my slide show was to visualize poetry that had
meaning to me as an attempt to encourage students to visualize
word images in poetry or prose that has meaning to them. The
reverse situation is also a possible alternative; that poetry
or prose can be written from a visual image i.e. a slide or
photograph.

To produce my own slide show, I needed to list out the poems
that I enjoy or that I feel will produce good topics for a
slide show. I chose two nature poems from William Wordsworth,
Lines Written in Early:SprinA and Written in March. I also used
Robert Frost's, Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening.

After deciding on the poems I was going to use, I needed to gain
confidence to produce my own slides. I am by no means a professional
photographer nor do I think it is necessary to be one to take your
own slides. I do have a 35 mm camera, but if you have an Instamatic
do not despairbecause you can easily take slides. Make sure you
purchase the proper film for taking slides. A problem you should be
aware of when using an Instamatic type camera is that it will not
take closeups of insects in flowers or the flower petals.

I used a Canon TLB with a 50 mm lens loaded with Kodachrome II
film for my outdoor work. I like this type of film because the
colors and_images are much sharper than any other type of film
I have used. Kodachrome has its limitations, it must be a bright
day and it is not as versatile as a high speed film that will
shoot indoors and out. I did find that the flowers I shot in
the shade came out sharp and clear using Kodachrome II,

I could not find all the pictures I wanted outside so I chose
to copy them from books. To do this you need a copy stand.
Your school may have one or you can find how-to-do-it instruc-
tions included in this booklet or at any good camera store. You
can shoot copy stand outside or inside with natural lighting,
using high speed Ektaehrome(ASA160). If its too dark, you'll
need artificial lightingand film especially designed for use with
photolamps,high speed Rktachrome tungsten or Kodachrome II type A. .

Best.bet when you need to use artificial lighting is to viBit
your favorite camera shop and check on photo floods, non glare glass,
film, and copy lenses.

Meg Walton
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Instamatic owners should not give up-Kodak does make a copy stand
for their cameras. The cost factor may prohibitive for most schools
but you could look at one and get a student to make one in a shop
class.

The next step after shooting slides is to choose a sound track.
This is important because you can lose your students interest
at this point if the music is not right. I think it must be
popular enough to catch their attention but classical enough
to set a mood. Listen to your music, pick out the parts you
want to use and then tape it on a' reel to reel or cassette
recorder. I used a cassette because of the tape storage problem
and ease of use.

When your slides are back from the developer lay them out on a
light table or an overhead projector so you can see how they look.
Start placing them in the order that you plan to show them. It is
easiest to number them and place them in trays. An added hint would
be once they are in the trays take a felt tip pen and draw a spiral
from the outside in along the top of all the slides. This will enable
you to tell right side up and helpsrestore order if you use the slides
in other presentations.

The theme of my slide show was nature because I feel most confident
taking nature slides. I feel that you should take the slides that
you have the greatest feeling for. I think that students can visualize
better what the poet is saying by using nature- its all around us.

The slides that you take for a slide presentation can be recycled
into a slide and picture file to start students on their own. The
slides can also be used by teacher in other subject areas, for
example, some of my landscapes could be used to spark a discussion
on pollution, the future of farming, land uce, etc. The idea is
to share and who knows maybe the person's a free lance photographer.
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MEDIA SALAD
by Susan Wilber

Lettuce of any variety--washed and dried and chilled
Fresh mushrooms--sliced
Sharp cheddar cheese--grated
Fresh walnuts--broken into pieces
(Strips of salami, ham, chicken or other meat or hard boiled eggs may be in-
cluded if salad is to be used as the main course for a luncheon).

SALAD DRESSING

6T. Olive oil
4T. Vinegar
1T. Dijon mustard
I Clove garlic--crushed
lt. Salt
fit. Pepper
1 or 2 T. Blue or roquefort cheese--thinned with a little cream

Shake ingredients well and chill.
Just before serving pour dressing over salad acid toss well.

E
N

J,Y
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Recent and Readable: Books on English Education and Writing

by Joe Wood BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. Barnes,. Douglas; Britton, James; and Rosen, Harold. kaguage.
the Learner, and the Schools, Penguin Books, 1972.

The most profitable is Barnes' study on teaching methods.
Specifically what types of questions and what may be the significance.
The main point is critical if it's valid. He found that most
teachers ask factual questions and open-ended questions s which
require certain desired answers. The tendency then is to create
passive learners, people afiaid to bring perwonaliteis into learning.

James Britton in "Talking to Learn compares structured class-
room discussion versus supportive, casual discussion. He sees that
the free discussion tends to spiral toward greater and greater per-
ceptdon of experience given time. It also approaches the 3 levels
of communication development: expressive, transactional, and poetic.

2. Britton,, James N. "Writing to Learn and Learning to Write," The
Humanity of EnglishNOTE 1972 Distinguished Lectures, 191E7
PP. 32-53.

At times gets bogged down in terminology, but has interesting
concepts for using whiting in the development of barking.

He describes speech (oral and written) in three levels: Ex-
pressive (basic personal), transactional (more explicit in reference
to the outside world), and poetic (greater attention to form and out-
side world).

He concludes how we respond to dducational material depends upon
organic makeup .of students. We must encourage them to write at ex.,
pressive level, this will lead to development of transactional add
finally, poetic.

3. Bennett, John. "Writing and ''My Own Little Postage Stump of Native
Soil, "1"1.631;f1.___il...41.z.ailnatVol. 62, Number 4, April 1973, PP.579-
586.

This article reveals how Bennett finally discovered a method to
draw good writing from his students, He begins by having them write
subjective papers--he simply comments upon them and each week (after
writing everyday) they (The students) evaluate anonymous papers.
Evaluation is a take-off from improvement.

This is a great article because it gives specific techniques
attempted and discarded tintil he found the method that would get the
most from his students.

4. Dixon, John. Growth through English, Oxford Universtty Press, 1972,
119 pages.

Basically, it reports the findings of the Dartmouth Conference
of 1966. It compares the humanistic experienced based approach Mg
to the traditional techniques.

Chapeter 5 gives a good examination of the concept of continuity
in an English curriculum and gives a humanistic set of continuities
(p. 89-90).

Chapter 7 gives implications of the humanistic approach for the
school.
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5. Gorrell, RobertM. "Rhetoric: How Do You Carve an Elephant?" The
1.21.19010111., NOTE Distinguished Lectures, 1971,
PP. 37-52.

He begins by evaluatigg English as basically negative in its
traditional approach. He says purpose of the English teacher is'to
hebp the student grow through language, use language to develop in-
sgght and stretch the imagination and to play with language.

He suggests we achieve our goals by teaching understanding.
Focus the instruction on writing on rhetoric in the beginning. Major
implication: concern with effect. Rhetoric under his newer more vers-
atile definition directie teaching of writing tsen toward means
'of expressing and the problems of 2hoosi1g means.

He urges looking at writing as a flow of continuity -- skills
in making the choice of means comes from the writer'S Rnowlegge of
both the possibilities and limitations.

The article closes with a defense for subjective writing.

6. Marckwardte Aabert H. "The Concept of Standard English," The
Discover of English, NOTE Distinguished Lectures, 1971.
PP. 1:-3

Marr'kwardt tries to dispell the notion that it's the teacher's
job to teach "Standard English'1' He describes language as social be#

'44 havior and gives a rapid sketch of the social factors which account
g or emergence of Standard English, the nature of the demand eiJ for
ei a standard, and.respect or veneration for it.
ee Standard English has latitude in its use.. He says the greatest

shaper of language is social utility. Suggests
culturally determined behavior subject to htman
peestigee-approved norms which do have latitude
Language standards shouldn't be approached from

7. Mathews, James W. "Literature, Not Criticism:
ality," 1.44uall Journal vol. 62, Number 4,
572 and 594e

teaching language as
tendency to establish
and permit variation.
etiquette view point.

A Plea for Libor-
April, 1973, pp. 568-

Mathews first describes the various directions that the teaching
of English has taken since the 19th Century. He says English teachers
have been chameleons, chtnging colors with various literary magazines.
Mathews feels the majority of teachers are teaching criticism be-
cause the main scholarly journals and one major NOTE publication are
forme for discussion of linguistic and literary theory. -/

He sees teachers' training (that inclined toward criticism) as
a blbek to ready acceptance of a new teaching role (humanistic role) :.

8. Minot, Stephen. Three Genris -The Writing (If Fietion Poetry , and
pram, Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood urrimL New Jersey, 19 5,
308 pages.

This is a gdod gawk book for a would-be writer. It defines
"simple" and "sophisticated" writing in the three genres Chapters
are devoted to important writing elements i.e. point of vbew (fict-
ion), Thyme and rhythm (poetry), and visual effects (drama).

At the end of each genre discussion is a "self-critisn" check
list.

A very Inter 4Ing interesting descussion of poetry in the compar-
ison of Ezra Pounds "In a Station in the Metro" and Joyce Kilmer's
"Trees"- (pp. 119-121),
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There is even a chapter on how to submit work for publication.

9. Sargon, Mariam Goldstaint. "Johnny Is Neither Eager Nor Easy to
Please," The Hmuanit of fish, NOTE 1972 Distinguished
Lectures, pp. 11 -13 6

This examines the practice approach to new grammar. Children
should gain an intuitive feel for structures.

Psycholinguistics studies are mentioned in conjunction with
chinging methods of beaching reading and spelling.

Implication that English teachers are wasting time teaching
students things they aren't ready for.

10. Summerfield, Geoffry. Creativit in E lish National Council of
Teachers of E lish, 50 South Street, hampaign, Illinois,
19 , pages.

Another article coming from the Dartmouth Conference. He begins
by defing creativity and the conditions necessary before it can
occur.

He also tries to answer all questions about this humanistic
approach. He warns against creativity derived from personal pre-
scriptive definitions.

The final part of the long pamphlet gives examples of creative
English. Page 51 gives a good explanation of teachers' roles in
discussion --reduce stkck responses, snappy once-for-all generaliz-
ationsg but allow for passionate conviction.
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by Susan Mull

Macrorie, Ken, Ilytauppt

tataurihttellsofwritingxrinendsaying

froL131ES:

experience
something meaningful. It tells of a teacher's problem with
recieving unimaginative material. He brings up the idea of
Engfish - "A language in which fresh truth is almost impos-
sible to express." It is worth the attention of people *In
the Writing field.

McOonahay, Gleeda, How to Teach Creative Writina

This book would be useful for elementary or junior
,high. It might have some ides that could be worked in to
t useful unit for the high school. Chapters six and ten
de':.ling with junior high creative writing and poetry were
worthwhile. They suggest practical assignments to try.

Potter, Robert, English Everwhere MeaninagjitalL and You

This book stresses that "Nothing is per/e2nent except
change." The first part of the book deals with hoy words
work. There is also a section on signs and symbols that
should be read. The study of literature is accented by
practical assignments. The book has an interesting advr-
tisement seotion. Finally the book ends with media other
than writing

Sisk, Jean, Saunders, Joan, jzlote3inaor.nliumox, Thurber,
ancrA77

Comedy is furst handled historically to give the Ow-
dent a feel for the field. Then it looks Twain and Thum
ber, two o2 the great American humorists. It gives e::cerpts
to s'Avr the use of humor. It also goes.into a lengthy des-
cription of satire. Since comedy is hard to write,. this book
may come in handy. It ends by describing the different writs
ting tools and techniques such as the play on words.

Morgan, Fred, Here andauIaLljam=11 to Iriting Throu
Lanualsa

This book is designed so that each wilt takes up a speci-
fic area of perception. This book is one of the few that ser-
iously attempts to structure material in a creative way. I
lelleve this book oould prove to be very useful in te.Achinv tAo
rcvcd1-1 writer. It also 0.ver specific instructions and
to,rhiqg Ide-s for use in the classroom.



Koch, Kenneth, Wishes Lies and Dreams

This book handles poetry in a unique way. It offers
the teacher many ways to turn the student on to poetry. I
feel that some of the ides were directed 1-A the elementary
student, but with some imagination could be used on higher
levels. This book would help to open a remedial class to
the world of poetry.

Postman, Neil and Weingartner, Charles, Teachin as a

AlatELY2_1914WAY

I would recommend this book to any and all teachers.
It's idea that teachers have turned students off but have
the potential to turn them on, is a "Richt On" idea. They
also voice new opinions that should be read by today's Eng-
lish teacher.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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English in the Here and Now: Books on PartiCularl Relevant
IsEls!ln_flogh Education

by Burton L. Cox
BEST C011 MAILABLE

Acder, Daniel. The Naked Children. Macmillan, 1971.

Fader's book could have been a dry, scholarly text about his
philosophy of humanistic teaching; his narrative style with
Cleo and her urban gang, however, enlivens the book and il-
lustrates his theories. Children do want to road and often
can already read --but school has so little to offer of prac-
tical value to their world that they may pretend disinterest
or stupidity.
Fader's learning- technique here is similar to his earliel- Hooked--
on Books; if child. en are given relevant reading materials and
FURETTEio teachers, they can and will learnto.read.

Greenbaum, -Leonard A. and uudolf B. Schmerl. Course X: A Left
Field Guide to Freshman Engtlish. Lippincoft, 197o.

Greenbaum and Schmerl have rather accurately described the tra-
ditional freshman composition course. One chapter satirizes the
typical Course X instructor k"vrhold You vet ?"), another predicts
the texts and swcific reading assignments k"Chances Are, You'll
tread Thoreau"), while another talks about the typical writing
assignment kult's Due on Friday").
The authors suggeat your (later they add a fifth) student strategies
for the course:

1. Suffering through k"Two semesters of Course X becomes 64
weeks, or yb classes --less rive holidays, which gives Vl. Today
is one class and its almost over;, nednesday will be two and then
there's only 8v; and pretty soon 76. . .")

2. Not tacing the courser' hat is forgotten by'observers of
this pattern o. behavior is that the student who stumbles onto
the strategy is reacting quite humanly, quite bravely, to an in-
tolerable situation. He is refusing to participate.")

Conning the course k"The alliance he seeks is with the
teacher --a shared undo standing that the two of tnem appreciate
the subtleties and ambiguities of the reading. The expectation,
of course, is that the teacher will also appreciate the subtle-
ties and ambiguities of the over-participator's papers")

4. Throwing yourself at the teacher's mercy . "This student
literally gill do any cuing; and overythine to pass freshman MIrlish.
He makes this clear by tremblinL, picking at his sores, and cry-
ing.")
The fifth method for coping with the course attempts to help the
student. 4oalistically get something from t1'.t., class. It's a fright-
ening suggestion to instructors of Cours e X.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Uuidelines for Junior College Eliglish Teacher Training Programs,
1211eieLIamEesition and Communication, 1971.

Ihile this paper is intended es a position paper on future train-
ing programs for junior college English instructor candidates, it
also gives an excellent definition of the humanistic junior college
English instructor. A list of 21 competencies give a valid self-
evaluation checklist for junior college English departments and
instructors:

. .understand and emphathize with the diverse value
systems of the students he teaches.
. . .recognize that all levels of language and all dialects
are equally valuable and that academic insistence on a
so-called "standard" English for all situations is. .

unrealistic.
. . .recognize that. . .their task in teachie writing
is to help as many students as possible achieve success
rather than to establish certain cut-off points below
which a student will fail.
Etc.

Hove, John, Chairman. Meetin CensorshiLin the School: A Series
of Case Studies. Pr E, 9 7.

This booklet was published in 1907and does not include many titles
currently being questioned, but its case studies of censorship
( A Pictorial history of the Negro in America, The Negro Heritage
Library, he bafeher in the g el To KIIIVrackiriVird, The Uood
Tarth, 19b4, and e Be for Incaall give Far st c suETWErais
roTi7rotecfing on-eWa from censZYW5 problems both before and
after a book is questioned.4nglish departments interested in pro-
tecting themselves from criticism with a book reconsideration
policy will find the case studios and suggested forms included in
this book quite helpful.

Larson, gichard L. The Evaluation of Teachi Oolle e 8n lish.
MLA/ERIC Clearinghouse on the Teaching of 1 ng1ish in Higher
education, 197v.

At first Larson's title was misleading to me: the book is about
v arious methods currently used to determine the college 8ngliAh
instructor's teaching ability. His research discusses the pros
and cons of student evaluation, the observation of classes, in-
spection of teaching materials and annotated student papers, Cir-
cumstantial evIdence, and self evaluation.
The book is useful because of the many 3uNplo forms for evaluation
it includes, but his recommendations for change are disappointinE
--nothing seems to have worked, and Larson isn't. sure of anything
that will work to rate an instructor's teaching ability.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Morgan, Fred. Here and Now II. Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovidh, 1972.

I have not used this book as a text in my classes, but I am con-
sidering it and recommend that readers of this bibliography get
a copy --at least as an idea source.
The twelve sections of the book each deal with a point of view
that helps the student develop perception ("Using Your Senses",
"Being Aware of your Surroundings", "Getting the Feel of Action",
"Ooserving a Person", etc.). The material for each unit also
focuses on a specific type of writing or an important topic in
composition ("Coherence", "Emphasis", "Economy p "Contrast")
"Definition", "Argument", "Analysis", e410.1, and uses cartoons,
poems, shortstories, essays, directioas, exercises, along with
suggested writing assignments.

Summerfield, ueoff req. Topics in Enaliall. Batsford, 1985.

After a heavy philosophical discussion of the use of topics (units)
in an English class, this cook gives a series of 61 suggested
project topics ("Fire and Flame", "Storms", "Heights ", "Old Age",
"Hunt ing", "The 'Wild roasts", "Motoroyoles" ) eta.)
Included with each project are poetry and prose readings and a
series of project assignments.
In a project intitled "The American Civil War" he suggests these
readings for the teacher; noses Picture, Twains PuddInhead Wilson,
Benet: John Brown's Body, Commagers Vhe Blue andIETITa77nrigt
The ri_e4:Dadige_g_iequrajge; Thep Tturne ace, w nS peciman Days,

w Uncolns Speech at uettysburgi and
Keith: Rifles ror watie. For poetry he suggests Whitman: "Drunt Taps",
Tate: "MIIVthe Confederate Dead", and Howe: "Battle Hymn of the
Hap* bile". Here are some sample assignment topics (there are 12
in all):

which side would you have chosen to be on in the American Civil
War?

write a character study of John Brown, the anti-slaver.
make a radio programme about thy last few days in the life of

John Brown which will make clear what sort of man he was.
Make a recording of parte of Benet's John nrownis Body.
using two people's voices, make a recor ng o e two op-

posing points of view in the civil war.
what is the Yu-Klux-tlanl Write a,short account of its aims

and methods.
what is the N.A.A.C.P.? write a short account ur its aims and

methods.
without any prior warning ask half a dozen adults what thOt

Civil war was fought ror. Make a written report of their answers,
and add your own comments on their accuracy.

Obtain a recording oi* some Negro spirituals. Listen bo them
and make sure you understand what they are about. Be prepared to

play them to the class, with a short introductory explanation
,.rom yourself."
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A Sampling of the Recent and Relevalttokgof:/nterest'in
Education and in Enolish

by Joyce Honer BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Davidson, Don, "Sword and Sorcery Fictions An Annotated Book List", ENGLISH
JOURNAL, January, 1972.

This is a good artiole to read if you areinterested in setting up a
myths class that is not centered around the traditional classical litera-
ture. Starting with Tolkien's THE HOBBIT and THE LORD OF THE RINGS, Da-
vidson gives a good list of other fantasy books, their reading levels, and
a brief plot description.

Donelson, Ken, "What Films are Worth Seeing", ENGLISH JOURNAL, March, 1971,
For all who are teaching a new film class this will be a help in

ordering films that are worthwhile. His list! is broken down into 20
of the best short films, such as The Red. Balloon, Why Man Creates; and then
a list of 20 feature length films. These latter type films came be gotten
from places like Films, Inc. and are old original movies.

Fader, Daniel, HOOKED ON BOOKS, Berkley Publishing Corporation, 1966.
A must for any grade level who is interested in the student who does

not like to read or write. If you like McCluen, you will like this book
because its main point is to teach kids to like reading by having them
throw out textbooks and use newspapers and the material of the adult world.
It also stressed the use cf the program in all classes, not just English.

Postman, Neil and Weingsrtner, Charles, TEACHING AS A SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITY,
Delacorte Press, New York, 1969.

If FUTURE SHOCK bothered you, then you should read this book to find
out how to subvert your classroom an4 prepare kids for the real learning,
that is, reality. This is one of the beet and first books that puts
the principle of a student-centered classroom into ;notice as the teacher
becomes learner not the pusher of trivia. We as teachers should road this
so we can become crap detectors like our students.

Sutherland, Janet, "A Defense of Ken Kesey's ONE FLEW OVER THE COOKOOW1 83T,
ENGLISH JOURNAL, Janiary, 1972.

This is a good article to read if you are running into problems with
censorship froM your board, administrators, or community. Although this
particular book is defended well, I think that Ms, Sutherland's approach
could well be adapted to any controversial book that a teacher feels is
worth presenting to her class.

Webber, Mary and Tuttle, Betty, "Student Writing Worth Reading", ENGLISH
JOURNAL, February, 1972.

This article reported on a program in Illinois where juniors were ask-
ed to trade papers on given assignments with college sophomores(potential
teachers). Each would make comments on the other's papers and then re-
turn them. The object was to encourage the high school kids to become more
honest in their content and not worry about the mechanics. The results
were more confident high school wtiteme and better prepared teachers
coming from the college.

Weise, Don, "Nongrading, Electing, and Phasing", ENGLISH JOURNAL, January,1970
Written by Trenton's English Department head, this article reviews the

advantages of the Apex system from both the teachers and the students In-
volved at Trenton. His main goal was to replace the old system with non-
grading, electing classes, and phasing the levels rather than tracking.
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New Directions and MisoiDireCtionst.Books on En lish and Educa-
tional Topics Which are Current, Crucial and Controversial

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
by Gayle Koan

Goldberg, Maxwell H. pybernation, Systems, and the Teachinof
English: The Dilemma of Control. NOTE, 1972.

"To set up a debate on learning systems versus the teaching of
English is to pose a false dilemma." The writer's position is
that learning systems, relegated to their appropriate role in
the teaching of English--that is, as adjunct agent of instruction- -
can be productive.

Hodges, Richard E. and Rudorf, E. Hugh. "Searching Linguistics for
Cues for the Teaching of Spelling". Research on Handwriting and

NOTE, 1964.
Evidence from the Stanford University research studies indicates
that a methodical approach to the teaching of spelling with use
of oral-aural cues may well prove to be more effiCient and
powerful than the present methods which rely upon visual and hand
learning approaches.

Mich, Ivan. Deschooling Society. Harper Row, 1970.
Illich's belief is that schools area blight on society because of
cost, control of population and failure to produce happier people
better able to find their way in life. He proposes alternatives
for educating people in his deschooled society.

Kozol, Jonathan. Free Schools, Bantam, 1972.
A first hand account of experiences encountered in working with
people netting up free schools, because they are incensed at the
failure of the public schools, Kozol discusses funding, legal
problems and curriculum for the new schools.

Macrorie, Ken. Untaught. Hayden Book Co., 1970.
"Engfish" is letting the medium get in the way of the message and
most English teachers do things to produce "Engfishers." This
book suggests how teachers can prevent that from happening and
help students to willingly write effectively the "truth."

Mager, Robert F. Pre arin Objectives_ for Programmed Instruction.
Fearon Publishers, 19 26 .

In this programmed book that is easily and quickly rend, the
woaId-be -objectives writer is taken step by step through the
process. The ultimate goal of the good behavioral objective is
clarity and specificity.

Maloney, Henry, ed. NeilisirE:riImeratives. NOTE, 1971.
(A collection of essays which are annotated below.)

Kelly, Ernece B. "Who Let the Students IV."
The urgency of giving students an important hand in establishing
curriculum and policy in their schools so that the present
lifelessness and uselessness can be replaced with vitality and:
relevance is discussed.
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Marckwardt, Albert H. "Dartmouth and After: Issues in English
Language Teaching."'

The writer discusses points of agreement and disagreement among
the members of the Dartmouth Conference as well as progress on
follow -up plans. The effect of the Conference on the field of
linguistics is dealt with at some length.

Martin, Nancy, "A Language Policy across the Curriculum."
Talk between students and teachers is looked at so as to
evaluate quality of questions and responses.' An inquiry
into the development of writing abilities at the secondary
level indicates too much of student writing is recapitulation
of work done in lessons or derived from textbooks or notes.

Minor, Dolores. "Base for Creative Affirmation.'"
A straightforward appraisal of some changes in attitude,
curriculum and method needed to improve education for today's
student in general and for the black and/or inner city student
in particular is presented.

Simpkins, Edward. "Education and the Fourth Reform."
The fourth reform is " . . . a movement that will claim the right
indeed, the obligation, of schools to accomplish with technology
the critical goals that remain unfulfilled through total
reliance upon human efforts."' Envisioned is the English
classroom where instruction is augmented by machines which
help to keep material up to date and free teachers for new roles.

Summerfield, Geoffrey, "Creativity."
The writer issues a warning to English teachers to recognize
that creativity is continuous and continuing not something that
can be reduced to a Tuesday afternoon and certainly nothing
that can flourish in a system that is intolerant of individuals
different from each other.

Wiihelms, Fred T. "English: Liberal Education or Technical Education."
The teaching of English as it is now done with Silas Marner and
red inked, formal, compositions mum* give way to a new humanities
in which artists, musicians, scientists, psychologists, AV material
and comfortable chairs in carpeted areas encourage eacL young
person to " . . . rise a little closer to the potential he has
because he is human."

Maloney, Henry, ed. Accountability and the Teaching of English. NCTE,
1972.

(A collection of essays which are annotated below.)

Forehand, Garlie A. "Evaluation Decision-Making and Accountability."
This is a middle orthe road,stance.on accountability seeing it
as an attempt, however crude, to establish criteria of responsibility.
Though we can oppose a pnrtioular set of prooedureo, we are
obligated to working, in a Setter way, toward the goals of assuring
responsibility to the public interest.
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Morreau, Lanny E. "Behavioral Objectives: Analysis and Application."
The writer deals with eight misconceptions about Behavioral
objectives and goes on to discuss and illustrate their planning,
structuring, and writing as well as procedure for teacher
application.

Seybold, Donald A. "Objectives and Humanistic Behavior: A Progress
Report and Philosophical Perspective from the Tri-University Project."

The author believes "We have all too often retreated into the
warm womb of humanism to escape demands for specificity." He
suggests that we are protesting too loudly against the present
demand that objectivity and humanity be mixed--that indeed
they are mixable. He feels that if we as English teachers do
not do our own thinking and writing about behavioral objectives
and do it in terms that allow honest working prodUsts, that the
job will be done by outsiders to the field of English and then
we really will be saddled with narrow, trivial, non-humanistic
objectives, The article discusses at length the first draft of
the Catalog of Representative Performance Objectives in
English-Grades 9-12 that was produced by the Tri-University Project.

Squire, James. "What are the Humanistic Goals in Teaching English?"
Teaching the skills for literacy may lend themselves to
behavioralizing but those beyond, of language learning and
literary education, will be trivialized by them.

21241:ILA8391Llvioi...._219.0ijisitket. NOTE, 1970.
A collection of essays annotated below.)

Beck, Isabel. "Towards Humanistic Goals through Behavioral Objectives."
The writer challenges the title of the session for which the
paper was prepared suggesting it should be "Humanistic Goals
and Behavioral Objectives rather than op-because she sees
objectives as a technique.

Hogan, Robert F. "On Hunting and Fishing and Behaviorism."
The writer's contention is that " . some things difficult
to identify, much less to name and measure, are essential to
the satisfying life and, if the educational process is to have
any connection to life, essential to the educational process
as well." The hunting mentality is no-nonsense, mission centered
and excludes student established and modified objectives.
Though English teachers must respond to the community they must
not capitulate to it and must sometimes "go fishing" not knowing
exactly what their "strike" will be.

Moffett, James. "Misbehaviorist English: A. Position Paper."
The writer takes a negative stand on behavioral objectives for
three reasons::
1) They cannot describe or measure what is inherent in English

teaching.
2) The learner must have a hand in formulating objectives if they

are to be workable and published goals inevitably preclude this.
3) Behavioral objectives will be used by the government for all

the wrong reasons.
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Seybold, Donald A. "A Response to 1Misbehaviorist English,"
In reply to Moffatt's concerns about behavioral objectives
Seybold acknowledges that there are dangers inherent iA and
limitations of, them but reminds that all pedagogical tools can
be misused just as they can, in the hands of careful caring
teachers be productive.

Summerfield, Geoffrey. "Behavioral Objectives: Some Inquiries."
The writer questions the writing of behavioral objectives from
the standpoint that we run the risk of describing in simple,
bland terms a complex and sensitive processeducation. The
question of finding the right kind of language is also raised.
And finally, if it is really possible to write in explicit
terms our aims for a literature program. No answers are offered,
only questions.

Thelen, Herbert A. Education and the Human Quest. University of Chicago
Press, 1960.

Our present system of educating people does not produce enlightened
individuals who can act intelligently. To do this four central
issues must be acknowledged and patterns of activities designed to
implement them put into use.
The issues :.

1. What is the school's role?
2. What balance is wanted between individuality and conformity?
3. Ia'knowledge passed on or must each child rediscover all for

himself?
4. What is meant by "equal opportunity for 0.1'11

The models for activities::
1. Personal inquiry.

Group investigation.
3. Reflective group investigation.
4. Skill development.

Writing:: Voice and Thought reprinted from College English. November, 1968.
Elbow, Peter. "A Method for Teaching Writing."
The writer suggests that in judging the quality of writing more
attention ought to be paid to whether it produces the desired
effect in the reader than if it is "true" or if it is in "good style".

.

"Revealing a self in words" or producing writing that is "alive"
should be the primary goal.

Russell, Robert. "The Question of Compositibn--A Record of a Struggle."
An interesting discussion of how one English department with the
help of the rest of the departments in the school were able to
abolish required freshman composition in favor of an elective
course. Students who wrote well enough in their other courses to
get passing grades did not feel they needed a composition course.
It was only when other teachers demanded better writing that the
need for composition instruction caused the student to turn to
the English Department elective course.
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A Notation of My Personal Growth

by Valjoan Myers

Dixon, John. GROWTH THROUGH ENGLISH. London: Oxford
University Press, NATE, 1967. 114 pp.

In this synthesis of ideas from the 1966 Anglo-
American seminar in Language Arts at Dartmouth, John
Dixon paints English as experience, because through
English, or language, a child relates to his society;
he uses language to "order his experiences." Not
only can the student grow, but a teacher of English
can grow by creating opportunities for interaction
and improvisation in the classroom. Just as the drama
that "builds images of human existence," Dixon's book

air dramatic; he has built an image of classroom well
worth realizing.

Hoffmann Banesh. THE TYRANNY OF TESTING.. New York:
Collier Books, 1964. 217 pp.

You've deliberated about the grading and testing
processes. Have you devoted'hours, then, to making up
objective tests as a fair evaluation method? No way,
says Hoffman, can an objective test be of value if the
student is not given the option of explaining his choice
for a multiple choice test question. Besides stifling
creativity and perhaps the student himself because scores
may determine who goes where, "this flight from subjec-
tivity" into ambiguity and machine scored monsters such
as the SAT has created power centers in Princeton, New
Jersey. This scathing attack on the giants has motivated
me; out go the standardized tests and the multiple choice
tests without a choice.

Judy, Stephen, editor. LECTURE ALTERNATIVES IN TEACHING
ENGLISH. Prepared by The Committee on Lecture
Alternatives in the English Classroom for the MCTE.
Ann Arbor, Michigan: Campus Publishers, 1971

Dr. Judy's introduction, "Lecture Alternatives and
The English Class"(pp. 2-10), focuses on our need to
consider English as a set of experiences reading, writing,
listening, speaking--rather than as a body of knowledge.
His vision of the student-centered classroom may not be
utopian, not if we diversify our roles and return, for
example, to the truth that a person learns to write by
writing; he is not "taught."
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Pat Courts, in his article "A Student-Centered
Composition Course" (pp. 57-63), relates how he was
"taught" by his students to allow them to teach them-
selves above and beyond the student-centered theory he
carried into the room. I cheered, sighed, or empathized
with him as he moved into the process of writing? into
the debacle of an improvisation with nothing to improvise,
and even into the hallway as his black leader led the
class. I can cheer even more loudly now because he has
just shared such an experience with me--my first student-
centered course!

Robert Graham, of Oakland schools, moves with Dixon
and Moffett and student-centered theory into the realm
of drama, a realm that begins simply in conversation,
for conversation is drama, (That in fact, may be the
"New English.") Dr. Graham creates a schematic "Talk-
Drama Simplex"--and presents concrete patterns we can
follow to direct, or more correctly to non-directly
direct, the students along this "experience maturity
scale" from conversation and mime, to discussion and
role playing, to scripting or interpreting drama.
Just as Dr. Graham moves from the abstract to the concrete
in "Talk-Drama as an Alternative to the Lecture"
(pp. 25 -3t), so does the entire book for there in the
appendix are five pages of lecture alternatives in
teaching English!

Kohl, Herbert. THE OPEN CLASSROOM. New York: Random
House, 1969. 116 pp.

If you haven't yet adopted the theory of an open
classroom, Herbert Kohl inay convince you that the theory
is not only adoptable, but actually practical--even if
for only ten minutes a day. If we accept disorder
(which isn't really chaos), we may gain an enriched
experience because the students will have an enriched
environment. Enriching--a key word for Kohl's little
handbook.

Macrorie, Ken. UPTAUGHT. New York: Hayden Book Co.,
Inc., 1970.

Meet the man and his students in UPTAUGHT and that
elusive "Engfish" might weave itself out of your writing.
Then, on to the classroom. Journal or not, I looked for
an index. But perhaps there is no need for an index
because the entire book is worth rereading! Determining
the "hard core" lesson plans for your own "third way" is
the reader's responsibility, but Macrorie certainly
motivated me.
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Moffett, James, A STUDENT-CENTERED LANGUAGE ARTS
CURRICULUM, GRADES K-13:- A HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1973. Pp. 45-66,409-436.

From Tolkients HOBBITT to Moffett's discourse the
iHoughton Mifflin Company deserves to be an entry in its

own American Heritage Dictionary.

In the HANDBOOK section "grouping for interaction"
(pp. 45-66), Moffett directs even a novice into student-
centered practice with a rationale, directions, and
suggestions. Whether you group your students once a
day or once a week, whether your students are second
graders or seniors, here's a worthwhile how-to-do-it,
whether you are teaching the universe of discourse or
not!

Moffett, James. TEACHING THE UNIVERSE OF DISCOURSE.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968. 215 pp.

The logic, the ideas, the vocabulary--Moffett's book
is a universe in discourse itself. No wonder we've had
trouble defining poor, fragmented "English." But
viewed as discourse, as an experiential and sequential
progression through the levels of abstraction for the
student to a consciousness of abstraction and mental
growth, we can answer Mr, August Franza of Syosset,
New York, that Englih is not absurd, nor decadent, nor
ready for interment14.

In chapter 3, "Drama: What is Happening" (available
as a phamplet from NOTE), Moffett urges us to capitalize
on the drama of what is happening to the student; he
leads us to view a play as a "soliloquy by a ventrilo-
quist" and he suggests we allow the students to create
"dia-logical" dialogues in improvisations as opportun-
itie to acquire language skills- -to specify, relate,
expiate, to make their language operational.

And he gives us another how-to-do-it manual. Thus
Moffett offers personal growth both to the student and to
the teacher of "discourse." As a teacher of discourse--
"research paper" and "drama through improvisation"
Moffett's writings and recommendations will be woven into
my universe.

JOINIFIMAINIWO

/August Franza, "Abolish English," ENGLISH JOURNAL,
September, 1970, pp. 798-99.
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Rodgers, Carl. ON BECOMING A PERSON. A THERAPIST'S
VIEW OF PSYCHOTHERAPY. Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1961. Part VI, pp. 273-313.

What a neat introduction to Carl Rodgers, to
student-centered teaching. (From a man who proclaims
he can't teacht) He applies the psychotherapist's
position to the school teacher and suggests we
communicate our empathy and acceptance without
assuming an authoritarian role. Certainly this is
a humanistic approach.

Schrank, Jeffrey. TEACHING HUMAN BEINGS. 101 SUBVERSIVE
ACTIVITIES FOR THE CLASSROOM. Boston: Beacon Press,
1972. 192 pp,.

This nwhat-to-do-until-the revolution-comesft handbook
may be indispensable if you are struggling with the
what, how, and why of teaching.

Schrank's chapters on a need for sense education
and on "violations" as the root cause of violence
certainly prove his thesis that the student needs to
unlearn the idea that he cannot establish his own
self-concept. And those subversive activities only
subvert the negative self - concepts'

A myriad of methods, media, and materials--I dare
you to read this book and to take the Hidden Assumptions
test without looking at the answers.

Secondary School Theatre Conference Special Committee.
A COURSE GUIDE IN THE THEATRE ARTS AT THE SECONDARY
SCHOOL LEVEL. American Educational Theatre Asso-
ciation, Inc., 1968,

Again the philosophy of improvisations to language .

arts to personal growth--this time the emphasis is on
the speech or drama classroom, on the process of theatre.
(And this course guide is complete with behavioral
objectives')

Section III, Exploring a Drama Through Improvisation"
(pp. 33-50), offers you a course that will allow the
students to experience both life and art; the suggested
activities offer you and the students options galore for
speaking, improvising, and writing. (Other sections
included in the guide are theatre, acting, and production.)
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The seven supplementary articles included in the
COURSE GUIDE IN THE THEATRE ARTS range from structuring
a theatre arts curriculum to chamber theatre. In
"Improvisation" (pp. 82-87), Laurence Olvin discusses
not only the importance of this tool of creative
dramatics, but some of its fundamental principles as
a "series of notes" on the use of improvisation.

Williard Welsh moves directly into the classroom
and onto the stage. In "A New Approach to Play
Analysis in the Classroom" (pp. 98-102), Mr. Welsh
illustrates the best qualities of exploring drama
through improvisation--its"emphasis upon student gains
rather than play production for an audience and its
easy adaptability to classroom time." He outlines an
improvisational approach for THE GLASS MENAGERIE, and
the exciting ideas he suggests deserve a hearing in any
classroom--you don't really need the label drama or
a stage.

Simon, Howe, and Kirschenbaum. VALUES CLARIFICATION,
A HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL STRATEGIES FOR TEACHERS
AND STUDENTS. New. York: Hart Publishing Co.,
1972. 397 pp.

Strategy Number 7, the Value Survey on page 112,
may prevent you from reading the test of the 79
strategies in this book because you might stop to
determine how you would rank the relative importance
to you of, for example, A Comfortable Life, An Exciting
Life, A Sense of Accomplishment, Wisdom, or Peace.

But do go on. The Fall Out Shelter Problem may
create electricity in your classroom as the students
recognize the value of value clarification.

TEXTBOOK SURVEYS:

Judy, Stephen and Pat Courts. THE CREATIVE WORD. Senior
level. To be published this year by Random House.

From baroque worries to the
this book lives up to its title
short stories to "Probes1" the
with creativity.

impact of technology,
and to the series. From
students will respond

Ward, E. Graham, ed. James Moffett, Sr. ed. REPORTAGE
AND RESEARCH, Books 1 and 2. Level 4. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1973.

Just right for a dramatic approach to research paper.
From Consumer Reports on hamburger to Carlos Castaneda,
here too is creativity.
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Bibliography of American Indian at4 Mexican Sources: Junior

by Mary DeMott BES1 COPY AVAILABLE

The following bibliography is primarily an inventory oC the
sources available to me at Dwight Rich Junior High School in
Lancing, Michigan. It is the product of (1) digging through our card
catalog and general shelves to find what is currently available,
(2) comparing what is available to other libraries' holdiuGs and
various fiction catalog entries for junior high and high school
ethnic studies, (3) reading much ethnic-oriented literature, and
(4) incorporating "new" materials as * (reviewed: place on library
order for students), *T (reviewed: place on library order for
teachers), or P (preview before ordering).

The film and other media bibliographies will be useful primarily
to Lansing area teachers. They pull together ethnic materials from
the Lansing Instructional Media Center Catalog (IMC), the Lansing
Public Library Film Catalog (LPL), and the Dwight Rich library (DR).
The items marked P are those that should be previewed before renting
or placing on requisition lists.

I have not included a bibliography of Blaok Studies resources.
There are many available district-wide. However, our existing fiction
bibliography (75 titles, 1971) needs to be updated and drastically
revised for several reasons: (1) The market has been flooded with
so-called "black literature," and many non-reviewed titles are
already on the shelves; others need to be reviewed and ordered.
(2) The existing fiction bibliography lists all novels that have
black characters, regardless of their role or importanoe, It is
quite useless as an aid in finding truly interracial or intercultural
reading, (3) Many novels labeled "black literature" or "inter-
racial literature" merely reinforce old stereotypes -- or create
new onest

The shortcomings I've mentioned will be evident to some degree
in the bibliographies I've supplied below. Please use them as
reading guides for you as teachers to beoone aware of "new-market"
Indian and Mexican American publications. I suggest that you pre-
view for readability at your students' interest and reading levels,
for validity of interracial-intercultural relationships, and for
literary stereotyping of ethnic groups. My next project will be
to read and review all of the entries according to these precepts.

AMERICAN INDIANS: FICTION
Allen, T.D. Doctor in Buckskin, Harper, 1951.
Arnold, Elliott, frOken Arrow. Sloan and Pierce, 1954.

. The Spirit of Coohise. Scribners, 1972.
. WETte Oalcori7 -Knopf, 1955.

Bell, Margaret. Tie Totem Casts a Shadow. Morrow, 1949.
Benchley, Nathani177 75riTY Earth, and su Last Forever. Harper

and Row, 1972.
Bonham, Prank. Chief. Dutton, 1971.
Bulla, Clyde Rob(017 Indian Hill. Crowell, 1963.

P Capps, Benjamin, A WoTIFF-37 tn-People; A Novel. Buell, 1966.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. U7614 of the wrinTnecs. MaoMillan

Company, 1936,
Cone, Molly. Number Four. Houghton Mifflin, 1972.
Cronyn, George1777-1"d7-71erican Indian Poetry. Ballantine Books,

Inc., 1972.



Crowell, Ann. A roil for the Bluebird. Scribners, 1969,
P Culp, John. The right-Reath-Frs. Hon, 1965.

. The Re7Eless Land. Sloane, 1962.
P Fa TT Thomas. The 'Ordeal of Runn.ing Stundin . McCall, 1970.

Freedman, Bened177. Pirs. ffrlee70-617/0 -Pc ann, 1947.
Gates, Doris. North747k. Viking Press, 1945.
Henry, Will ThW177t-767path. Random House,

* Jones, Hettie,FW7-Trees Sand Shinin : Poetry of the North
American Indians. Dial. Tress, .

Key, WTWEEZFr:=Fokeollia. Westminster Press, 1957.
Kjelgaard, James Arthur. Wolf Brother. Holiday House, 1957.
Lauritzen, Jonreed. The 0756.177fre Younpl Hunter. Boston,

Little, Brown, 17-571.
Lensic, Lois. Indian Captive: The Story, of Mary Jamison.

Frederick 1781-61ces Co., 19T-17_
P Marriott, Alice Lee. Indian Annie: Kiowa Captive. McKay, 1965

AY
MoGiffin, Lee. Pony Soldier. Dutton7-761.
Means, Florence OrannWTT:Cur cu is Broken. Houghton Mifflin,

Z5
;447e The Rains Will Come. Houghton Mifflin, 1954.

P l7ontgome y Jean. M Wrath of Coyote. Morrow, 1966.
P O'Dell, Scott. Sing; the-Toon. Houghton, 1970.

Rosenberg, Ethel. The`-T` ear of the Three-legged Deer. Houghton
Mifflin, 1972.

Sandoz, Mari. The Horsecatcher. Westminster Press, 1957.
CO Shippen, Katherine. LightToot: The Story of an Indian lloy.

Viking Press, 1950.
Speare, Elizabeth George, Calico Captive. Houghton, 1957.
Steele, William O. Year of the Bloody_ Sevens, Harcourt, Brace,

and World, 19637-
P Vernon, Glenn R. Indian Hater. Doubleday, 1969.

AMERICAN INDIANS: RECENT NONFICTION (1970 -4)

P Armstrong, Virginia Irving, comp. I Have Spoken; American Histox
Through the Voices of the Indians. gage Books, 71971.

Brown, Dee Afagn1477711urra RTOTrtt Wounded Knee; An Indian
History of the Amer can WegT7--Holt, RinehaR7-and Winston,
1970.

Clark, Ann Nolan. Circle of Seasons. Farrar, Straus and Gerou)
1970.

Collier, John. American Indian Ceremonial Dance: Navajo, Pueb3
Apache, Zumi. Bounty Books, 1972.

Gurko, Miriam, Indian America; the Black Hawk War. Crowell,
P Hamilton, Charles Everett, ed. my of the Thunderbird; the

American Indian'ILOwn Story. University of Oklahoma Press
1972.

P Hertzberg, Hazel W. The Search For an American Indian Identity
Modern Pan-Indian Movements. Syracuse University Press,

HoranT=e-s,Davicf. McKenna -Hall Portrait Gallery of American
Indians. Crown Pu lisher"g77912.

Josephy, Alvin M., comp. Red Power; the American Indian's Pir,ht
for Freedom, 1971.

Levenson, Dorothy. Homesteaders and Indians. Watls, 1.971.
McLuhan, T. Touch Treranyrx nTf-Portrait of Indian

ExistenoW7--nuTIon, 1971.
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Shooris, Earl. The Death of the Groat Spirit; An E19x for the
American In=n. gew AmMcaanbrary, 107T.

.

Vlahos, Olivia. New World Beginnings, Viking Press, 1970.
Whiteford, Andrewffargr. North American Indian Arts. Golden

Press, 1970.

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES: NONBOOK MEDIA

FILMS
IMC:459-02
IMO:2778-03
IMC:1054-02
IMC:3000-01
IMC :1055 -02
IMC:2730-02
IMC:3432-02

IMO:1044-01
IaC:2500-01
LPL:3-15+3-16
IMO:3165-03
LPL:3-36
IMO:3018-03

IMC:2733-02

FILMSTRIPS
rk0:315-04
P

IMO:1409-04
IMC:1410-04
IMC:1413-04
IMO1415-04
IMC:1417-04
IMC:1421-04
P

IMO :142404
I110:1425-04
IMO : 4152-04
IMC :1427 -04
11,,C: 1449-04
IMC :1.455 -04

RECORDS
VG:751-06
IMC:762-06
IMO:761-06

American Indians of Today (1967): 16 minute color
Custer: The American Surge Westward: 33 minute color
Indian Dances (1956): 11 minute color
Indian Influences in the US (1970):. 11 minute color
Indians of Early America (1958): 22 minutel3W
Indian PowPow: 12 minute color
Monument Valley: Land of the Navajos (1971): 17 minute

color
Navajo Indians (1959): 10 minute BW
Navajo Silversmith (1968): 10 minute color
Real West (Gary Cooper): 51 minute 13W
Tahtonka: 30 minute color

Tahtonka: Plains Indians Buffalo Culture (1970): 28
minute color
Warriors at Peace: 12 minute color

American Indian
Ancient American Indian Civilization
(Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation)
Indian Boy and Girl
Indian Ceremonies
Indian Child Life
Indian Clothing
Indian Communication
Indian Crafts
Indian Cultures of the Americas: 6 color filmstrips
(Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation)
Indian Decorations
Indian Food
Indian Games
Indian Houses
Masks of North American Indiana
Our Indian Neighbors Today

American Indian
Authentio Music
Star Maiden and

Tales for Children
of the American Indian
Other Indian Tales

SOUND FILMSTRIPS
bh:1=97M-A American Indian: A Dispossessed People
DR:K970.3-A Apache Today

Conflict of Cultures: Conquest of the Borderlands
(Multi-Media Productions)

DR:K970.3-N Navajo Today



TRANSPARENCIES
Great Indian Cultures of the Southwest
(Visual Materials, Inc.)

EXHIBITS
rg0:6-11
IMC:59-11
IMC:60-11

American Indian Artifacts
American Indian Dolls
Indian Pottery
Michigan State University Museum

MEXICAN AMERICANS IN THE UNITED STATES: FICTION

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

P Allen, Steve. The Ground is our Table. Doubleday, 1966.
P Azuela, Mariano, Two Nover7 of M.671.67: The Flies; The Bosses.

UniverAty ofUglTnina-PreW7371970.
Barry, Jane, A Shadow of Ea les. Doubleday, 1964.
Bishop, Curtis. fanBFUa . ppincott, 1967.
Bonham, Frank, vIVroMirio. Dutton, 1970.
Bryan, J.A. Com77) the Bower. Viking, 1963.
Galarza, ErneWr67 Barrio 22z. University of Notre Dame Press,

1971.
Laklan, Carlio. Mi rant Girl. McGraw, 1970.
Lampman, Evelyn S ey. U572 the Road. Atheneum, 1972,
Madison, Winifred. Maria-truIia7-MfTncott, 1971.

P Mankiewicz, Don M, Triar.--Ulper, 1955.
P Paz, Octavio, ed, Ann Anthology of Mexican poetry, Indiana

University Press, 1965.
*T Rivera, Tomas. ...And the Earth Did Not Part. Quinto Sol

0Publications, 11.
*T Romano-V, Octavio and Herminio Rios-0, ed. El Espejo - The Mirr;

Selected Chicano Literature. Quinto n7 PublicatiM,-170
1961.

Valdez, Luis and Stan Steiner, ed. Aztlan: An Anthology of0~.11
Mexican-American Literature, laiWir719777

VasquZET-NrCha="Micano, 1oubledasr, 1970.
* Villarreal, Jose Antonio. pocho. Doubleday, 1970.

MEXICAN AMERICANS: CURRENT NONFICTION

* Acuna$ Rudolph. Cultures in Conflict. Charter School Books
Inc., 1970.

A Mexican American Chronicle. American Book ComPanY, 1'

. The cry of Mexican Americans. American Book Company,

* Bailey, H.M. and Maria Celia Grival3a. Fifteen Famous Latin
Americans. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1977:

Burma, John H., comp. Mexican-Americans in the United States:
A Reader. Canfield Preset1 77r

T Carter,IVEs p. Mexican Americans in School: A History of
Educational grrFFE7 donege ENTraW6g-NamMuTtrion nogn,

Dobrin, Arnold. sw Life - La Vida Nueva; T he Mexican American
Today. Dodd7-MeE7719777

dalarza, Ernesto, Herman Galle6os, and Julian Samora. Maxie
Americans in the Sonthwest, McNally and Loftin, 1

orob15177n-67- ne-Frelirarti:IMV7icua Poo le, the Nation's Jecon
armai MinoriTY7--PF4-1574715, .

Johnson, Henry S. and William J. Hernandez-M. Educalalla the
Mexican-American Judson Press, 1970.

*
*
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
P Kostyu, Frank A. Shadows in the Vallm; The Story. of One Mania

Strumlt for Justice. U3abreTay, 1776.
Lamb,MithSTairt7n71Mican Americans: Sons of the Southwest.

Ocelot Press, 1970.
*T Litsinger, Delores Escobar. The Challenge of Teaching Mexican-

American Students. Amernin BoOk Oompany, 1 73.
XT Ludwig, Ed 'aid James Santibanez, eds. The Chicanos: Mexican

American 'Voices. Penguin Books, 7571.
* Meier, Matt and l'eliciano Rivera. The Chicanos; A Historjr of

Mexican Americans. Hill and Wang, 1972.
P Molnar, Joe. Crate: A Mexican-American Child Tells Her Own

Story. Franklin Watts, 1922.
Moore, loan W. Mexican Americans. Prentice Hall, 1970.
Moquin, Wayne, comp. A Documentary History of the Mexican Americana.

Praeger, 1971.
Nava, Julian. Mexican Americans Past, Present,. Future. American

Book Company, i9.
P Rendon, Armando B. Chicano Manifesto. MacMillan Company, 1972.
*T Robinson,7 Cecil. With the Ears of-Strangers; The Mexican in

American LiteTWTUrr. ITErVen'ity of'ArizoirPress,T97,
P Romano-V, Octavio fgnacfo, comp. Voices;.Readings from EL GRITO,

A Journal of-Contemporary Mel-El-ER-American Thought, 1967-
T97T7-7qUiRTo So u cations, 1977--

P Samora, Julian with Jorge A Bustamate F. and Gilbert Cardenas.
Los Mojadast The Wetback Story. University of Notre Dame
fiess, 1971.

Simmen, Edward, ed. The Chicano: From Caricature to Self-
Portrait. Mentorrooket 1971.
. fgrri-and Promise: The Chicano Today, Mentor Books, 1972.

Steiner,77nre-7.--157Eza:-hrgexrean Americans. Harper, 1970.
*T Stone, James C. and-Uorign DenVi, ed. leaching Multi-Cultural

populations, Five Heritages. Van Nostrand 173761d Co., 1971.
TebbeI,-TOTE-WITliani ant Ramon Ruiz, South by Southwest; The

Mexican -American and his Heritage. DoablelaY7779,
Weiner, Sandra. Small raiid'i7-Ag Hands: Seven Profiles of

Chicano Migrant Worr-e-5-ana-neir exliTTF67 Pantheon, 1970,

MEXICAN AMERICAN STUDIES: NONBOOK MEDIA

FILMS
nrr5-81
P

INC: 3199-03

LPL: 3-23

FILMSTRIPS
UR:07.2

PICTURES AND
IMO:/5-11
IMC:76-11
IMO:77-11
P

Chicano: 23 minute color
Chicano from the Southwest: 15 minute color
(Encyclopedia Britannioa Educational Corporation)
The Mexican-American: His Heritage and Destiny (1970):
29 minute color
Portrait of Mexico: 33 minute color

Mexico: The Country and its People

EXHIBITS
177373, assorted articles
Mexico Diarama
Mexico dolls
Portfolio of Outstanding Americans of Mexican Descent
(Eduational Consulting Associates)
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
SOUND FILMSTRIPS

Aw.akening: The Great Migration
(Multi-Media Productions, Inc.)

P Children's Songs of Mexico
(Bailey Film Associates)
Mexico's Indian Heritage
(Bailey Film Associates)

Minorities Have Made America Great, Set II

P

IMC:90-15

TAPES
INC:708-13 Mexican War, Gold Rush, etc.: cassett

GENERAL INTERRACIAL-INTERCULTURAL MEDIA * * * **

BOOKS: ?ICTION (A few favorites!)
P Brooks, Charlotte, ed. The Outnumbered; Stories, Essays,, and

Poems About MinoriTWGrou s hy Americars Lead Writers.
Dossonre'n. The Family No o y Wanted. Little, Brown, and

Company, 1954.
Mather, Melissa. One Summer in Between. Harper and Row, 1967.
Lee, Harper. To Kill a Mockingbird. Lippincott, 1960.
Means, Florence Crannell. Us Malfb s. Houghton Mifflin 1966.
Neufeld, John. Edgar Allan. ps, 1968.

NONFICTION
Stone, James 0. and Donald DeNevi, ed. Teaching Multi-

Cultural Populations, Five Heritages, Van NZ6117nd
Reinold Co., 1971.

Wynne, Patricia. Urban America -- Problems and Promises; A
Student's Res, ZUFE; Book. W.H. Sadlier, Inc., 1971.

FILMS
77139-02
LPL:3-79
P

IMC:2145-01
P

IM0:3016-02
LPL:2-6
IMC:999-01
IMC:2923-02
IMC:3482-03
IMC:3464-01
IMC:3137-03
IMC:3237-03
P

IMC:3135-03

IEC:3015-03
LPL: 368-9
hPLI3-78
IMC:1026-01

America, the Melting Pot (1965): 15 minute BW
Black and White Uptight: 23 minute color
Bill Cosby on Prejudioe: 25 minute color (rental)
(Pyramid Films)
Brotherhood of Man: 11 minute color
Comparative Geography: A Changing Culture: 17 minute
color (Bailey Film Associates)
Felicia (1970): 12 minute BW
Hawaii's Asian Heritage: 20 minute color
House I live In (1947): 10 minute BW
The Hurdler (1970): 16 minute color
No Hiding Place (1971): 50 minute BW
One People (1971): 11 minute color
Our Immigrant Heritage (1970): 32 minute color
Pearl S. Buck (1966): 30 minute BW
The Perfect Race: 20 minute color
(Pyramid Films - rental)
Spud's Summer: Interracial Understanding (1970):
26 minute color
The Tenement (1970): 40 minute BW
US#1 - American Profile:- 54 minute color
Weapons of Gordon Parks: 23 minute color
Who are the People of America? (1957): 10 miaute 1114

PILMSTRIPS
IMC:3215 -04 150 Million Americans
DR:FS973.2-0 Our Cultural Heritage



SOUND FILMSTRIPS BEST COPY AVAILABLE
IMC:10S-15 Dare to be Different
1MC:138-15 Exploding the Myths of Prejudice
P Interaction of Man Series (1969), Rand McNally
DR:K325.1-N Nation of Immigrants

TAPES
717TTl-o8 Series on Culturally Different

ADDITION?: I would also incorporate, or at least make available,
the following literature: "Beauty Is Truth," a revelation that it
is di:l'icut for an adolescent who is "different" to be honest about
her feelings; Here I Am, a collection of poems relating self-images;
Ill,Lht in the Forest; Wnovel that relates the story of a boy caught
between two cultures (Add this to Indian fiction.); "On the Sidewalk
Bleeding," a story about the damage labels can cause; The Outsiders,
an example of economy-based cultural differences and the uses of
labels and stereotypes; Search for America, Holt's Impact Series
(especially "I, Too, Sing AmeriTg,"The Land of Room Enough," and
"One Friday Morning"); Sounder (on record); "The Strangers That
Came to Town," a story about a small town's intolerance toward
PoJish newcomers.

It may be worthwhile to add experiences of American immigrants.
Consider, for example: Fifth Chinese Daughter (Wong)

Giants inthe ( Rolvaag)
JourrlaToTopaz (Uchida)
rgreyi (Borgh
Kirsti (Miller)
Listen a Heart (Turngren)
n-15nggrnme (Bernary Isbart)
Na e

Antoniarather)
nanWTri the Mist (Turngren)

*X.**X-

This final bibliography, General Interracial-Intercultural
Media, was not added as an afterthought but as a gentle suggestion
for the utility of bibliographies of ethnic materials. I am pro-
posing that ethnio studies should be an integral part of every unit,
not separate entities. The quest for humanism in the classroom is
befuddled by a week of Black Poetry here, a week of Mexican American
literature there, and a week of Jewish contributions - whenever.
However, to create a multi-cultural approach to any thematic unit
or study of literary forms, teachers must be aware of the materials
available. By compiling these bibliographies, I've become a bit
more aware. More important, by reading many of the entries, I've
become suspidious. Beware that minorities aren't being exploited
by the very authors, editors, and publishers who claim to immortalize
"their cause." Is it possible, for example, that Frank Boaham is
an expert spokesman for black ghetto youth (Duranico Street),
Chicano ghetto youth (Viva Chicano), and Indian college youth (Chief)
--all in one lifetime?Does he or any other author need to be an
expert? Is it important that sterttypes are alive and thriving in
much so-called 'lethal° literature?" You and your students can be
judge -- and jury!
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How To Get Some Mail: Good Sources of Information About

ChildTWIT's Literature

by Maggie Parish
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE), 508 South Stith Street,
Champaign, Illinois 61822. Publishes Elementary English, ,Englisli
Journal, and much, much more.

2. Children's Book Council, 175 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10010.
Three dollars puts you on the mailing list to receive The Calendar,
which comes out four times a year and tells about everything that is
currently happening in Children's Literature, Includes recent prize-
winners, current bibliographies, free or inexpensive materials, and
background information on books, publishers, authors, etc.

3. American Library Association, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois
60611. One copy of Notable Children's Books for the current year
is available free. Publishes many other bibliographies of books
for children and adolescents.

4. New York Public Library, Fifth Avenue at 42nd Street, New York, New
York 10018. Publishes a yearly list, Children's Books and Recordings
Suggested As Holiday Gifts, as well as other, specialized lists:

Stories: A list to tell and read aloud
The Black Experience in Children's Literature
Libros En Espanol (an annotated list of children's books in Spanish)
Films (a catalog of the NYPL collection)
Books for the Teen Age (for the current year)
No Crystal Stair: A Bibliography of Black Literature (for
adolescents)

5. Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office is the
source of what is probably the most useful (and cheapest) yearly list of
distinctive children's books, named Children's Books 1972 (or the current
year). This is prepared by the Library of Congress, which also puts
out some fine specialized bibliographies.

In the Fall and Spring there are usually special sections in the Sunday
editions of the newspapers of large cities which are about children's books.

Horn Book Magazine, 585 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116, is
devoted exclusively to Children's Literature.

Both Children's Book Council and American Library Association publish
pamphlets on how to put on a book fair, profitably.

Two current bibliographies published by American Library Association which
might be of special interest are: Paperback Books for Young People, An
Annotated Guide to Publishers and Distributors by John T. Gillespie and
Diana L. Spirt, $4.50; and A Multi Media Approach to Children's Literature,
A Selective List of Films, Filmstrips, and Recordings Based on Children's
Books by Ellin Green and Madlynne Schoenfeld, 3.75.
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A. THIS WORKS FOR ME

A Panithiopliconica of Teaching Ideas

--Newspaper. When studying the newspaper, I order copies of The
State Journal and we make a newspaper scrapbook clipping out examples of
headlines, cutlines, banners, features articles etc. They each make their
own original scrapbook.

--With my 7th graders I try to help them get the idea of biography by
having them get in pairs and interview each other. They then write a life
story on the person they interviewed. They learn about each other and
so do I! Interview information includes the name of the person, name of
his interviewer, age, birthday, parents' background, place of birth, number
of brothers and sisters (names and ages optional), hobbies, favorite place,
favorite sport, favorite singer or group, activities, a funny story or
other information.

--This suggestion may be all too obvious. When I'm reading aloud to
my 7th graders, I make sure that they have "doodle paper" if they want it.
They can listen and draw (or just draw!)

--When I find a short story I really dig but that's too hard (or not
enough copies) for my 7th graders, : tape it (or have one of them tape it)
and they can listen. Good listening practice as well as practice in
reading with expression.

--Write a story about a day in the life of a pig. You may want to put
it in play form -- for example:
Gloria: Otis, I'm getting worried!
Otis: What's bugging you, dear?

--Use the following bits of information and write a story:
A knife with peanut butter on it.
A red spot on the floor.
A dog with a leash sitting by the red spot.

--Using Music to Teach Poetry. In launching a poetry unit, I choose
a song that is most popular with the junior high youngsters at the time.
I make copies of the lyrics so that each student can follow the lyrics as
the song is being played on tape or record. After listening to the song,
I discuss lyric poetry or that poetry that can be set to music -- that poetry
that expresses emotion, feelings, moods, etc. We then discuss the song
heard in relation to the mood convoyed, the emotion that might have evoked
the creation of the song, etc., etc. Such an approach captures the
youngsters' interest and after that it is quite easy to hold it throughout
the unit.
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--I use the photographic essay to motivate my pupils for my composition
units. The students choose their topic or theme, take their cameras and
take their pictures to illustrate the theme, mount the photographs on poster
board, and write or talk about the pictures. Sometimes, of course, they
let the photographs do the total "telling" of the essay.

--For Vocabulary Expansion. I use the section in the Reader's Digest
entitled "It Pays to Enrich Your Word Power" and set up on index cards the
word lists and definitions and on the backs of these cards the answers.
(Note: Whenever the answer appears on the next page in the periodical,
the answer page must be Xeroxed.) The activity may be done in sets of 35
(or classroom sets); however, I do them in sets of 15 for students who
complete their class work early. The students enjoy this activity because
they can turn the card over and check their accuracy in the process of
increasing their storehouse of words.

--I group youngsters in my class and through so doing teach a variety
of skills. The group chairman has specific responsibilities and each group
has a progress sheet that must be submitted at the end of each class
period. This way the group chairman and the teacher can monitor the progress
of each member.

--Using the Newspaper to Teach Reading. I. cut frames from a comic strip
story from the newspaper and permit the youngsters to add their own to
complete the comic story. Seventh graders love this activity. For older
youngsters, I ask them to write their own captions for cartoons taken from
the editorial page.

--Book Report Variations,
1. If you met the main character in this book five years from now,

what would he or she be doing, how would he or she have changed?
2. Pretend you're interviewing a character in the book. Write down

your questions and his answers.
3. Draw several pictures you could use to illustrate the book you read.

--Although I read you're "not supposed to do this" when reading plays,
we often break during an exciting part and role play an ending. Then we
compare the author's ending with ours.

--You can get cheap paperbacks from Salvation Army stores and St.
Vincent De Paul's for your classroom library.

--Throughout the year I give students a chance to write up evaluations
on me. Risky but meaningful. One part of the form is objective, the other

open-ended.

--This year I had great success with journals, At the beginning of
fall, about the 7th week of school, students kept journals, writing in them
once or twice a week. I gave them open-ended ideas (I get angry when. . .)

or they could write on anything. In the spring we did modified journals
(Rap Rags I called them) with creative writing.
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--On particularly dull days, I spark up my 7th grade classes by
reading a three-minute mystery from a book of the same name (Sokol - author).
This gets us thinking and talking.

--Instead of a "book rci?ort" have your students become book salesmen
and try to convince other utudents to read a book. Have them make book-
jackets and write a blurb,

--A good dramatic activity for 6th and 7th grade students is "bag
skits." Bring in several paper bags each containing several items of
junk -- empty egg carton, squirt gun, doll, hammer, spool of thread, etc,
Have the studebts form groups of 5 or 6 and give each group a bag. In 20
minutes each group should come up with a skit based on the objects in the
bag,

- -Send students out into the hall or outside for 15 or 20 minutes for
the purpose of finding and describing in.minute detail an object'which
interests them. The purpose is to describe so accurately that someone
would be able to draw it from the description. When the students return,
have them exchange papers and come up and try to draw on the board the
object described. This can provide some stimulating discussions on
writing descriptions.

_At the conclusion of a unit on advertising our bth and 7th graders
had an egg sale. Each student created a campaign, using one or several
of the techniques we had studied, to sell an egg, Students from other
classes came in and were given money to purchase five eggs, The students
were amazed at which techniques worked and why.

--After Thanksgiving vacation the students form small groups to work
on holiday plays -- they may write their own or find one. Much class time
for the next two weeks is spent rehearsing the plays. The week before
Christmas break we go out to nursing homes and elementary schools and
perform.

--Students pair up and go on a "blind walk" -- either inside or out.
One student is blindfolded and pretends he cannot hear, The other student
leads the first about, trying to explain things without using the senses
of sight or hearing. This leads to good writing assignments describing
feelings, etc. and good discussions.

--Have "show and tell" for your "older" students. They love to bring
in hobbies or items of personal significance and talk about them, I have
discovered that many otherwise reluctant students shine when they are able
to share in this way.

--8th graders are more willing to edit what they've written (rather
than merely rewrite!) when a typewriter is available to type the final copy.
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- -In an elective course in role playing and dramatics the students
enjoyed the following: one person begins an activity (usually without
words). As the rest of the class realizes what the leader is doing, they
join in and add to the situation. To start them off, for example, I eras
lying flat on the stage floor, hands folded. The first few participants
created a traditional funeral scene, complete with tears. Several others
took the role ofcomforters. The class clown created a new dimension
with a look of relief and left laughing. The kids initiated really clever
situations.

--My 8th graders get involved with vocabulary development and word
study (j.refixes, bases, and suffixes) when they realize how much they
already know. I begin with number-connected morphemes and soon the board
is covered with their input.

An open-ended writing assignment that had very interesting results:
when I looked in the mirror this morning, I thought I saw Some
students become very introspective, but most students create horror
stories!

--The story "Night Drive," for example, is most effective taped,
Stop the tape at intervals and ask for a factual report and a prediction
based on facts-to-date. This intrigues my 8th graders and provides basis
for discussing plot development, characterization, etc.

- -When students write their own situations for role-play they tend to
get more involved. I set up the following requirements for their "set-
ups": Place

Characters
Problem

They quickly learned to cite ages of characters and specific problems for
rest of class to act out. They were far more creative than most lists
of situations I've found in .texts! Sample:

Place: outside restroom
Characters: 5-year-old boy, shoppers
Problem: stuck zipper

--Students in my Freshman English class made a tape to go along with
the novel, The Pigman. Different songs that paralleled the themes in the
book were written down for the class, and the comparisons drawn by the
students. A series of tweleve songs were presented that included music
as far back as the 3018.

--In a 9th grade unit on modern mythology, the students drew their
own advertisements and wrote the captions. Examples were Mercury tennis
shoes, love potions, goddess salad dressing. . , They also were to
check the grocery stores and other advertisements to find how many carry-
overs we have today from mythology. We found a dozen.
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- -During a 7th grade exercise on role-playing, students were asked to
watch a TV program without sound and write what they thought was being said,
and what bodily movements were used to express an idea. It was very inter-
esting and humorous when the discussion came and students who had listened
to some shops that others had not explained what actually had happened.
students were able to see how close or how far away they were.

--When doing a 7th grade identity unit using the book "I've Got a
Name," a five-page questionnaire was designed in which the students could
tell me a little bit about themselves, their problems, likes and dislikes.
Students worked at their own rate on this, and really seemed to have fun.
Types of questions asked were

1. If you could have your name on any type of button, what would
the button look like and say?

2. Fill in the following protest signs:

ob)ecl 4z)

3. You have just been told you can fly anywhere in the world for
dinner and spend any amount of money. When would you go, what
would you eat?

4. Your name appeared in Saturday's headline -- what was the
headline?

--A three-day unit vas spent on War poetry in 9th grade where students
had the opportunity to see many different attitudes toward war throughout
the ages, and methods of describing war. Poems such as "War Is Kind,"
"The Man He Killed," "Dulce at Decorum Eat" and modern protest poems and
selections by Joan Baez and Buffy St. Marie were used. The students had
no idea that war had ever been considered a glorious thing, and the dis-
cussion was very beneficial.

--In a 9th grade English unit, the students made a poetry anthology.
They were to choose a theme and cover all different areas or approaches
to the theme. For instance, if the theme was Love, such relationships as
child/animal love, boy/girl love, love for a certain food could be in-
cluded. Seven of the poems could be from seven different poets and they
were to write three of their own. The materials were presented in booklet
forms, with illustrations and a short biography of their favorite poet.
Much of the work was mere copying but students helped one anottlr, had
the opportunity to read many poems, understood much better the concept of
theme, and enjoyed the projects

- -For a fun exercise using words, I gave the students such phrases as
"pulling the wool over one's eyes," "High-brow," "big-wig," "Stick-in-the-
mud," "best-man'," etc. They were to write the origin or history of the
words, and then I read them the actual origin. It was a very fun and
productive exercise.

- -In a 7th grade poetry unit, we spent two days on "Create a Poem,"
The students brought in magazines and newspapers, and using all different
sizes and colors of letters they pasted their own poems on construction
paper.



--This worked ON me. Let the students draw up an extra credit reading
list of books which pertain to the theme of the course. That way, students
will read the books, because they know other students liked them. (Plus
the incentive of extra credit!) At least they're reading!

--With 8th-lOth graders, I bring in assorted, unrelated and sometimes
totally absurd objects to be used as props in improvisations. Students
in groups of 3 or 4 must work together for approximately five minutes to
develop a skit which somehow involves the object I pass out to them, They
are generally enthusiastic and eager because it seems like more fun than
work.

- -I have a large cardboard box full of assorted word games which I
have duplicated from newsstand books; The resources in the box are used
for vocabulary building and I reward each puzzle completed with an 'extra
credit" point. Many students do as many as 5-10 puzzles a day,

--From a paper bag full of topics students pull an "idea slip," are
given thirty seconds to think and then are asked to speak to the class for
one minute about the topic. The "ideas" are usually simple and sometimes
silly, i.e. "pickles," "bubblegum," "Ben Franklin," or "telescopes."

--Making mosaics, mobiles, or classroom-size murals in teams is a
great way to involve everyone in the discussion of a book or story if
they are asked to depict theme or character, etc.

--In diocussion period following the reading of a literature selection
in our text, Robert's English Series -- Grade 8 or 9, students are
organized into two teams which they give names to, and they receive a
point for each correct contribution or answer. Students are called on in
a certain sequence by using seating charts so that each person has to
participate. If the student cannot answer when it is his turn, the
question automatically goes to the next team. This activity stimulates
more interest and excitement and increases attention to the reading.

- -On the first day after an extended vacation period students are
asked to write at least a page, preferably two, on the most impressive
or exciting experience of the vacation period, such as a trip, a visit
to an unusual or interesting site, an unexpected event, a job, etc., for
20 or 25 minutes, and these essays are read orally to the class for the
rest of the period and completed the following day if there is not
enough time.

- -One oral reading technique is that one student volounteers as
chairman and calls on others to read in whatever manner he chooses until
the selection has been completed.' Sometimes he leaves the final portion
for himself to read and he may call on the teacher to be a participant.
This same principle operates in organizing for presentation of a drama.
Two students are selected as directors. They assign characters and carry
out complete reading of the play, changing the cast each day to enable
all students, if possible, to participate in dramatizing the play.
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--A class was taken to the library and given the assignment (which was
explained before leaving the classroom) to select a book for an oral
report on a specific theme, such as "Animals," "Adventure and Mystery,"
"Sports," "Tales of the Supernatural," "Teenage Problems," "Humor," "People
Worth Knowing and Knowing About," etc. For one assignment they had a
choice of two themes. On the day or days of sharing the reading reports
they were given a time limit of 3-5 minutes and had to adequately cover
the following points:

1. Title and author of the book
2, Number of pages, publisher and copyright date
3. Summary of plot
4. Theme or how the book was related to general theme
5. Your opinion of the book

--Communication(6th grade). To emphasize the human element in commun-
ication, a record is played -- like a section of War of the Worlds by
Orson Welles. Four students are chosen ahead of time and three go out of
the room before the record is played. After hearing it, one of the three
is called back in and the first student tells him what he heard, Then
the second student tells the third, etc. It demonstrates very clearly
how and why rumors are created and information is often incorrectly given.

--Reading Poetry(6th grade). We read a lot of poety aloud, but not
until I give a rousing rendition of "Casey At the Bat" do the kids really
emote. I think watching the teacher give it all she's got gives them the
courage they need. They really love it.

--Creative Writin (6th grade). I read the students a short story I had
written but didn t tell them the author. After reading it, we discussed
how the author uses events in his own life to create a fictional story.
I give them concrete examples from the story. They write one then and this
assignment has been really successful. I ask them not to write it in the
first person because if they do, they stick too much to the actual events.

--Creative Writing(6th grade). The students were Riven a dltto with
three random lines and asked to draw a picture incorporating the lines
into their drawing. They colored them and worked quite awhile on them.
After they finished I asked.them to write a story about their own picture.
It is important not to tell them that they are going to write a story until
they've done their picture.

--Book Report(6th grade). The students wrote about the same characters
in the book -- these were fictional books but they made up an episode not
in the story. They had to keep the author's point of view and charac-
terizations. They could also change the ending or add to the ending.

--Book Report for Biography and Autobiography. The students (6th graders)
after reading the book told the story in first person. They could choose
part of the book or the whole thing except how and why they died. They
dressed in costume to tell their stories.
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\
--Creative Itnl(6th grade). After reading biographies or autobio-

graphies the students wrote their own, but from the viewpoint of 90 years.
The idea was to write their life story the way they hoped they would live
it. They were wild and a lot of fun.

--This idea has worked with eighth and ninth grade. Do a five line
poem, (a) one word -- a noun (b) two words describing noun (c) three words
telling what noun does (d) four words telling Low you feel about noun er
how it makes you feel (e) fifth word repeat line one -- take a record
without words and read the poetry. (It will make your own song.)

--This idea worked in 8th and 9th grade. Write down as many names as
you can think of(from Nixon to Batman). Cut them up and put them in a hat,
Have kids pick partners if they want before names are handed out. Kids
will take the two characters and work them into a play using costumes,
make-up, etc. (The best I've seen -- Robinson Crusoe and Marshall Dillon.)

- -This idea worked in 8th and 9th grade. Discuss stereotypes such as
super hero, nanny, old school marm, good guy sheriff, butler, etc. Tell
the kids to write a paragraph using opposite characteristics. Good lead
into a short story unit.

--This idea worked in 8th and 9th grade. The object ie to tell two
stories, one true and one completely false. Write down ahead of time
which is the real story. Then see how many students can pick out the real
story. The teacher should go first. Gets students over their initial fear.
Also, can show connection between creating a story in mind or, on paper.

.-Divide the class (8th and 9th grade) into small groups (3, 4, 5
groups). (This follows a unit of editorial writing or writing a newspaper.)
Give each group one long ditto. After one week each group will present
their one-page newspaper. (Stories can be from around school to outside
of school depending on how clever kids are.) Staple the four or five pages
and sell if good enough.

--If you MUST teach speLliing: I have found most kids can pass a spelling
test on a "list" of words, but can't spell the same words in a composition.
Instead of a "list," take the words you feel need work (from a prescribed
text or from student compositions) and write an interesting paragraph. On
"test day" dictate the entire paragraph. Students are exposed to the word
in proper context as well as properly structured sentences and punctuation.

--After you have discussed or written papers on acute observation or
objective reporting, arrange with someone ( a student, teacher, or stranger)
to walk into your room and cause a "scene" of some kind -- an argument,
giving you orders, bawling you out -- the more believable the better.
Then, with no discussion, ask them to write exactly what happened. As they
compare results, they usually see that it is almost impossible to be truly
objective. A good discussion usually results about _awl individuals distorted
facts in particular ways.
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--Study dialect differences (including slang) by collecting the comic
strips Pogo and L1'1 Abner (southern), Doonesbury (youth counter-culture),
and Wee Pals (Black, Jewish and others).

--Spe117a-Poem(for reluctant poetry writers). Write your own first
name -- or any word -- vertically. Make up a word or sentence that begins
with each letter and is related to the subject. Example:

Running off the rooftops,
Annointing the night.
Inside it's warm and dry.
Nearly home.

--In studying mythologies, groups made up their own set of modern gods
and goddeases and presented them to the class.

-7Each student took a paragraph or section from a story and thought
about it -- then told something it brought to his mind.

In studying ancient literature we studied hieroglyphics. Each
student made up his own message for posterity, marked it into clay, and
baked it.

.--We made shoebox(inverted) floats -- each symbolizing a story or poem
we liked. Students enjoyed guessing which story we meant.

- -We took turns getting up in fron of the room and saying, "I like
"I do ," etc. Each student gave clues until someone guessed who he
was(from class readings). Then that person took his turn giving the clues.

--We read many short, easy-to-read plays (the librarian gave us stacks
of Drama magazine). Then everyone chose to be a writer, actor, director,
or producer. Writers wrote surprisingly good little one' act plays.
Directors directed actors and producers functioned. It was a great success.

Mikler: A Grammar Substitution Game.
1. Divide into two groups. Both groups can plan what they will do

at the same time, then question and answer each other.
2. Each group thinks up a few sentences each of which contain one or

two mans, a verb and at least one modifier.
3. Then made-up non-words should replace the words they substitute,
4. Then figure out and write down three sentences using your sub-

stitute words. Use each substitute word at least twice within the three
sentences. Use ordinary English for everything except the words you in-
vented. The ordinary words should give clues to the meaning of the made-up
words. Example:

The students study the worn yellow book.
substitute: prage atropn kleg mikler
1. The students prage the kleg mikler today.
2. Meg Mikler are atropn by use.
3. The atropn kleg miklers were praged last year,
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--To Urge Creativity. Students select pictures from magazines: 2
animals, 2 of people, 2 of places, 2 of anything with no idea of why they
are selecting them. Then they are to make a story using these pictures
in some way, Any way they can make them fit somewhat realistically is
alright. They are forced to make unrelated pictures fit together in some
imaginative way.

--Computer Sheet. To get atudenta to think about and write about char-
acters and characterization, On ditto, make a list of 20 things that
someone might do. Put a $ next to things costing money, a * next to things
that are done alone, an N next to things done just recently, a P next to
things that are done alone, etc. , making up various categories. Give
sheet to students and discuss computer print-outs. Using this data, have
students describe the character.

--Transparency Show. Students can make their own transparency shows
using a theme, to portray characters, create a mood for the classroom.
By using clear contact paper, pictures from magazines, and background
music, they may create their own productions. To make transparencies:

1. Use elay-based magazines (Look,-Life, etc.).
2. Cut a piece of clear contact paper to fit picture.
3, Peel contact off and place sticky side on front of picture.
4, Use a single-edged razor blade to rub the contact on picture

(get out all bubbles),
5. Soak in warm soapy water until backing peels off easily.
6. Spray sticky side with hairspray and let dry.

--Library Research. To get my freahamn students into the library and
using it right away, I give them a type of scavenger hunt. Either the
librarian or myself explains the various places to find materials: books,
periodicals, information files, map files, reference area, A-Irmaterials.
I then give them a list of 15-20 subjects to find something out about.
They are short subjects which require using all types of materials.
They get into small groups of 3 or 4 and have one week to find answers,
and tell the location and material used. Ea(111 group has the same list
of questions. The top 3 groups get some type of reward which fits the
class -- they may suggest reasonable rewards themselves before starting
the project. Thus, they have a reason for using all types of materials
and will learn how to find them much quicker.

--Picture Books. I often have students in a class which may require
more reading than some of them can possibly do. To make up for this, I
have these students make picture books for the elementary. They use a
small Instamatic and take pictures of anything they wish, keeping in mind
a certain theme or idea so they can make a story to go with it. The
boys make wooden covers with designs burned in during shop class. When
they tave several rolls of film used, they bring the pictures in, decide
on their order, and then write their story underneath the pictures. The
words must be correctly spelled and sentences make sense before they can
be added to the picture'.
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--Writing a Paper. Even low-level readers grasp this form and can
produce a paper for any class. It takes only a few minutes to explain on
an individual level.

Introduction
A. Create interest
B. State topic
C. State purpose
D. State points you will use to develop your purpose (idea)

1.

2.

3.

II. Point 1
A. Examples
B.

III.Point 2
A. Examples
B.

IV. Point 3
A. Examples
B. "

V. Conclusion
back topic to reader

B. Re-emphasize your purpose
C. Use clincher-phrase and sum-up by giving your opinion of

information used

to prove your purpose

to prove your purpose

to prove your purpose

--Add-a-Letter Word Game. Put on dittos or on board.
Start with the letter (give letter)
Add a letter to make a word meaning
Add a letter to make a word meaning
Add a letter to make a word meaning
Add a letter to make a word meaning
Example:
Start with
Thus so

Male child son
Part of face nose
Loop in a rope noose

--Scrambled Sentences.
1. Students work hard and never tire of doing this game.
2. It gives them a good sense of how words function within a

sentence according to meaning.

-- Newspaper Clippings. Have file of folders on subjects. This takes
a long time to gather, but is worthwhile in creating reading interest,
writing of reports, discussions, etc.

1. I label each folder by File 1 etc,
2. I sort articles by such titles as: What do you Think?, Read a

Book(reviews), Women's Lib, Sports, Girl Stuff, World Travel,
Entertainment, Take a Michigan Vacation, Secrets from Washington, etc.
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--Classroom Decoration; Symbolism; Inter-personal. . . . Have students
make their own coat-of-arms using symbols only:

ot do 4...fot
7hiy yivrejori 41

-t yek gar owe yerr-
lell, whil7401, yesx

9024e yrcakji .rUereir

96w Agoei4 'Plea*/ wow te04 inr 716 oiree4tjoh.

--Approach to Lord of the Flies(9th grade). Tell students that Piggy's
glasses, Simon, the beast(there is one!), the Lord of the Plies, the fire
etc., are all symbols. It's up to them by the end of the unit, to figure
out what the symbols represent. Makes for lively discussion and creative
thought and careful reading -- great challenge.

--New Approach to Language,. Have students develop their own sound-
symbol system, number system, grammar system. Be creative, trying to leave
out inconsistencies that occur in other languages they know, i.e. spelling,
pronunciation, etc. Have students publish their own book in this language.

--Creative Writing/Approach to Literature Exercise. Pasi four sheets
of paper to each student: character, conflict, point of view, setting.
Each student should "create" the required information. The information
can be completely unconnected. Collect all papers. Pass one of each
out at random to all students. Have students write a story to satisfy
all four requirements.

--Small Group Consensus Exercise. Create a situation or problem which
as to be resolved by the group ranking the importance of 10-15 items. No
compromise tactics permitted. The students rank the items individually
and then try to come up with a group ranking that all can, at least in
part, agree with.

--Shotgun writing in class with lights out -- students write words,
phrases, or sentences, whichever comes to them. Follow up with same
conditions except music playing loud and soft. Look for ideas to stimulate
ideas for paragraphs.

--Groups of 3-4 students present sections of Fabien's Communication:
The Transfer of Meaning. The students must use at least two methods of
communicating during their presentation -- in addition to speaking.
Videotape the presentations and play each for discussion of effectiveness.
This project gets us into communication theory.

--For definition of abstract ideas, have students interview personnel
directors in their business community to discuss such terms as dependability,
accuracy, promptness etc. The idea is to encourage the students to accept
abstract ideas only with specific examples. What does a dependable person
do in "X" company.
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- -Use communication games designed to foster friendship. These games
are described in a book, Communication Games. The objective is to get the
students talking to each other and to create a good atmosphere. This is
important at the community college level because students aren't particularly
close.

--Have students develop the theme of the many faces of love. They could
make films, a collage, collections of articles and poems etc. The only
restraint is that they ,cannot do the boy/girl affection face of love.
This project encourages students to look at a common term from many per-
spectives. It goes nt--R well with Fabien's idea about how we learn to
experience our envfroittru'

--Students use ti.e ref. ,:=Ice book, Editorials on File to discuss tone
and point of view. T' tact ,00k a student will find several editorials on
a subject from new4japers all around the country. This project also lends
itself well to discussing abstract and concrete ideas in editorials.

--Words of Praise. Seat your students in a circle. Beginning at the
head of the circle, instruct each student to say some word of praise to the
one just behind him. Each word of praise, however, must begin with one
letter of the alphabet -- the letter C, for example. The first student
might say to the girl next to him, "You are a charming lady." She might
say to the boy next to her, "You are a chivalrous gentleman." This con-
tinues on around the circle. Whenever anyone is unable to think of a word
of praise, he is automatically out. If you want to make it a little less
difficult, especially in large groups, allow your students to use the
first three letters of the alphabet in order. That is, the first person
uses the letter A, the next the letter B, the third the letter C,

- -car-avan. This game is a fun game for all students interested in
automobiles. List the statements given here and see how many of your
students can supply the word to which each statement refers. You will
inform your students that each word begins with c-a-r.
1. A kind of candy. (caramel)
2. To cut or slice. (carve)
3. A rug. (carpet)
4. A vegetable. (carrot)
5. A bird. (cardinal)
6. A Christmas song. (carol)
7. A fish. (carp)

8. A product of coal. (carbon)
9. A beautiful flower. (carnation)
10, A load of freight. (cargo)

- -What is on a Penny? Supply each of your students with a Lincoln head
penny, pencil and paper, plus the following list. See how many can find on
a penny -- within a given length of time -- the information called for by
the list. Answers are supplied in parentheses.
1. An oriental fruit. (Date)

2. The name of a country. (America)
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3. The top of a hill. (Brow)
4, A large body of water. (C -- sea)
5. A beverage. (T -- tea)
6. A rabbit. (Hare -- hair)
7, A messenger. (One sent -- one cent)
8. What Patrick henry preferred, (Liberty)
9. Flowers. (Tulips -- two lips)
10, A part of corn. (Ear)
11. A part of a bird, (Feathers)
12. The result of a wedding. (Tie)
13. The ego, (Eye -- I)
14. A portion of a river, (Mouth)
15. A sacred place, (Temple)

16. A sharp object found on barley. (Beard)
17. An application of paint. (Coat)
18. A victorious word. (Won -- one)
19. The aroma of perfume. (Cent -- scent)
20. A statement of faith, (In God we trust)
For adults, this exercise was used to show a play on words and meanings.

--What is sy Future? Divide your students into two sides. Seat them
in two rows facing each other, Give each student a slip of paper and a
pencil, and instruct him to write a twenty-five word prophecy of what is
going to happen to someone in the. opposite line. Then have those in one
line pass their slips of paper around so that each one has a different one
and does not know what is on it. He is not to read it until his turn comes.
Have the first student in one line ask the one opposite him, "What's my
future?" That one reads what is on the slip of paper he holds. After he
has read it and everyone has had a good laugh, he then asks, "And what
is my future?" Then the one opposite him reads what is on his slip of
paper. This continues on down the line until each member has been ques-
tioned and has a chance to read his slip of paper. This game is especially
good when used before various holiday vacations or before school is
dismissed in the summer.

--States with Indian Names. The American Indian left a wealth of which
the people of America are sometimes unaware. Many of our states, not to
mention hundreds of cities, received their names from the Indian. Listed
below are a group of states including Alaska, which have Indian names.
Beside each state is the meaning of that name. Mimeograph each of these
states in numerical order; then in mixed-up alphabetical order, list the
meanings of the states. See how many of your students can properly
identify state and meaning. The game will have an added value that after
you have read the correct answers your students will be reminded of some
of the rich meaning left by the Indian for our heritage and many will want
to do "follow-up" research or reports on what else the American Indian left
us.

1. Alaska (The great land)
2. Alabama (Here we rest)
3. Arkansas (Go on the smoky water)



4. Connecticut (Long river)
5. Dakota (Friendly)
6. Idaho (Gem of the mountain)
7. (The turn)
8. Iowa (Drowsy ones)
9. Kansas (Smoky water)
10. Kentucky (At the head of the river)
11. Massachusetts (The place of great trees)
12. Missouri (Great muddy river)
13. Michigan (Fish weir)
14. Minnesota (Whitish water)
15. Mississippi (Great river or father of waters)
16. Nebraska (Shallow waters)
17. Ohio (Beautiful river)
18. Oklahoma (Red people or beautiful land)
19. Tennessee (River of the great bend)
20. Texas (Friendly)
21. Wisconsin (Wild rushing river)
22. Wyoming (Broad plain)

--Proverbs. Below are a few proverbs which can be used in a number
of ways. They are most successful when used as a pantomime assignment.
1. Don't cry over spilled milk.
2. Too many cooks spoil the soup.
3. Absence makes the heart grow fonder,
4. Out of sight is out of mind,
5. The early bird catches the worm.
6. A rolling atone gathers no moss.
7. A penny saved is a penny earned.
8. Actions speak louder than words.
9. Haste makes waste.
10. Every cloud has a silver lining.
11. Birds of a feather flock together,
12. Beauty is only skin deep.
13. Beggars can't be choosers.
14. Water never boils while you watch it.
15. A new broom sweeps clean.
16. Make hay while the sun shines.
17. You can't teach an old dog new tricks,
18. A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.
19. Don't count your chickens before they're hatched.
20. Don't cross a bridge until you come to it.
21. A stitch in time saves nine.
22. Don't put off until tomorrow what you can do today,
23. It takes two to make a quarrel, but only one to start it,
24. A miss is as good as a mile.
25. Time and tide wait for no man.
26. Nothing ventured, nothing gained.
27. If wishes were horses, beggars would ride.
28. Necessity is the mother of invention.



29. Where there is a will, there is a way.
30. A barking dog never bites.

--Do you Know These Misses? This is a game to challenge students to see
many "how mamis;WW" they can identify.

1. What Miss carried the Gospel around the world? (Missionary)
2. What Miss is made up of various, possibly unrelated items? (Miscellaneous)
3. What Miss is dishonest? (Misappropriate)
4. What Miss gives you the wrong instructions? (Misdirect)
5. What Miss often gets into trouble? (Mischief)
6. What Miss is a poor business woman? (Mismanagement)
7. What Miss never seems to find her proper place in life? (Misfit)
8. What Miss is always doing the wrong thing? (Mistake)
9. What Miss brings trouble and disappointment? (Misfortune)
10. What Miss is often found in carelessly edited newspapers? (Misprint)
11. What Miss often misunderstand the meaning of what you say? (Misconstrue)
12. What Miss is brought before the judge? (Misdemeanor)
13. What Miss is disobedient? (Misbehave)
14. What Miss do a young lad and lassie make good use of at Christmastime?

(Mistletoe)
15. What Miss is not a miss? (Mister)

--Resume, Many adult students have courses and job experiences in
their background that are transferable to their transcript as credits.
During the first few days of class attendance, students are asked to write
a resume of their life including any hobbies they might have, any jobs
they've held, etc. from the time they left school until the present time.
Students receive credit for an English composition and the counselor eval-
uates the written work and gives out credits. Some adults have received
anywhere from three to twenty credits. This one piece of written work
makes for a great many joyful adults.

--Library. How to use the microfilm machine:
1. Students born in Jackson, look up birth announcement in Jackson

Citizen Patriot.
2. Newspaper headline on your birthdate.
3. Other interesting information on same microfilm (movies, advertisements,

etc.).

-- Poetry, What animal are you? (Read Delmore Schwarz's "The Heavy
Bear" and Donald Hall's "Summer in the Stomach.")
(a) Write about yourself as the creature you think you most resemble.

(May be a poem or'an essay.)
(b) Include a likeness of the creature. (Photo, drawing, soap sculpture,

papier mache, etc.)

--Noyel. A Clockwork Orange: write a journal entry in "nadsat" or
make up your own language.
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--Poetry. Cf. Rod McKuen's "Thoughts on Capital Punishment" and
William Stafford's "Traveling Through the park," Discuss overt didacticism,
hokey sentimentality, vs. powerful "pure" image and effectiveness of
implicit message.

- -Expository Writing. Analogy: write about students who correspond to
comic strip characters, e.g. Charlie Brown, Lucy, Zonker, B.D., the Miss
Peach characters.

--Expository Writing, For unit on apathy: say "hi" to five students
whom you do not know. Write observations, reactions in journal. Save
entry for reference (possible future paper on student apathy).

--For Using a Thesaurus. 1001 Ways to Do Vocabulary book has exercise
on foreign words. The definition and country is provided and the students
find the word. They use the thesaurus to open up lists of synonyms -- then
go to dictionary to ascertain foreign origin.

- -To Average Grades. The kids do their own averaging on a form we
devise together. We discuss weighting certain assignments and they do the
math. It alleviates any misunderstanding about how the grade was "dis-
covered."

- -For Vocabulary. Each student every 2-3 weeks selects 5 words he
wants to teach to the class and brings them to their attention any way he
wishes -- i.e. quizzes, posters, poems, mobile, etc. One boy brought a
guitar and sang his words.

--To help kids get into helping each other proofread their writing,
make a form and make proofreading as an assignment.

1. What is your initial reaction to this paper? (Keep comments
constructive and positive.)

2. What were the part6 of the paper you liked most and why?
3. If you were asked by the writer for suggestions to improve the

paper, what would you say?
Content --
Form --

- -Who Are You? (used with 11th and 12th college-bound) Each student
has a blank sheet of paper. You ask, "Who are you?" and tell them to put
their answer on the top line. Then ask, "Who are you really -- way down
deep inside?" Repeat this a third time, allowing them time to write after
each question. Then tell them to explain on another sheet what their
responses reveal about themselves.

--Pre-Test Review in a ethology Class. (11th and 12th college-bound)
Two teams. Student from one team defines or describes a mythological char-
acter and selects person from other team to supply (and spell if desired)
name of character. If student selected is incorrect, esker and his team
receive a point. If student replies correctly, he and his team receive a
point. Each student asks and is asked a question before anyone may ask or
be asked a second time.
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--Pre-Test Review for Romeo and Juliet. (9th grade college-bound)
Two teams. First student reads passag2 from play; selects member of
other team to supply person speaking and person spoken to. Play for in-
dividual and team points.

--Poetry Notebook.
I. Composition -- students write poems
II. Appreciation -- students read and copy poems they like
III. Interpretation -- oral interpretation
IV. Illustration -- pictures used to illustrate poem

Three dimensional cover illustrates student's personality.

--Reluctant talkers are involved by holding five-minute buzz sessions.
Directions: Count 1-2-3 for each student. Small groups of three work
together to solve a problem. Example:
How to get telephone from longwinded parent?
How to pass a course when teacher is difficult?

--Brainstorming Sessions. For 5 minutes before or after the bell. List
on chalkboard words 1-5. Ask class to give three meanings. Permission to
confer with peers. Examples: nursery, cop, clean, ice, monkey, pot. Seems
to encourage promptness to class. Orderliness maintained before dismissal.

- -English Literature becomes exciting when thematic human experiences
are used and literary selections are grouped in categories. Examples: hero
worship, man and nature, search for truth and justice.

--Sight and Sound Shower. Using an idea, create a dialogue with a
classmate. Use pantomime or improvisation. Demonstrate for class. Later,
add record to create mood or reinforce idea.

--First Compositions. Select three persons whom you wish to talk with
or meet. Talk about anything. Last three minutes select a writer and
record ideas to share. Second session (next day), list on chalkboard topics
from all groups. Share excerpts with group. Follow-up session -- vol-
ounteers to code areas which need improvement,

- -Trace folk blues (Mississippi Delta) to city blues (Chicago) to Rock n'
Roll (Chuck Berry, Beatles, Rolling Stones) to where are we now as a re-
flection of folk and popular culture. Warning! Don't play stereo too loud
for 65-year-old principals.

- -Low track 9th graders love to read plays. Just about any subject will
do, not necessary to act out, but can take it from there.

--Comic book super heroes are a springboard to story-telling. Student
can assume any mode he wishes, tell his story (lightly based on comic hero)
any way he wishes, keeping in mind (as all good story tellers know) that
whatever he tells is the truth.

--Create own folk tale by passing story around class -- good as illustration
device -- easy to get out of hand, but funny as hell when it does.



--Soft Rock -- Donovan, Joni Mitchell, Joan Baez, Judy Collins, Tom
Rush, Paul MacCartney, John Lennon, etc., etc., etc. -- as a stepping stone
into poetry -- can stand on its own as well.

--One of the best projects a student ever did for me was a game centered
around Monopoly but based on Science Fiction stories, In order to play the
game, the students must have read the stories for the details and directions.

--Improvisations have always worked better for me if I first create a
situation that the students are confronted with daily or at home. Examples:
Father's mad because you put too many miles on the car.
Girlfriend breaks date so you ask someone else and discover first girl
had another date.

--Have students pretend to be the author of the book they've read and
be interviewed on questions about why they wrote the book.

--Explain basis of an image to class (as "compares what you see with
something you imagine it looks like -- viz. metaphor, simile, etc."). Give
plenty of examples (raid Imagist poetry movement).
1. Have them each write three images.
2. Mimeo and distribute to them and have them write a story, essay, description

etc. which contains one of the images.
(You could show how writers of prose use images, as the wafer-sun in Red
Badge of Courage.)

--Mount pictures on construction paper with a line or question you
write which starts student writing. Example: Picture of boy and girl close;
you write in margin,"What's happening here? -- write what you imagine their
dialogue to be."

--Send to networks, local news shows, ad agencies, etc. for any 16 mm.
scraps they have. Splice together in random fashion and have students
write their reactions. (It'll be incredible. Commercially-made stuff is
infinitely more interesting to them than "educational" film.)

--On blue cards list 100 short story titles. On red cards list 100
first lines to short stories. On yellow cards list 100 last lines to
stories. Have them draw one of each category, and make a short story with
the given titles, first and last lines. (Use actual short story parts.)

--Ask each student for five possible writing topics and type on ditto
and have students keep copy in folder for which they're "stuck." Example:

a day in the life of a pencil.

--Assign- students a number to keep papers anonymous. Then pass around
so everyone in class comments on everyone!s paper.

--Gather sll kinds of material about your life -- things which indicate
who and what you are, e.g. photos, mementos, souvenirs, magazine pictures, etc.
Make a collage about "This Ts Me.", Hang them around the room. Have
students guess which one belongs to whom.



--For Creative Writing. Make a "Happiness Is" album gathering pictures
of your family, friends, pets, and events. Use ancient and recent pictures.
Write quips under each picture.

--Take a walking tour of the city, village, school yard, etc. Write a
tour guide to the city, village, etc. as if you're a travel agent trying to
lure people to the area.

--To teach about symbols and communication, students take poster board,
scraps of material, yarn, colored paper, bits of metal, etc. and make ab-
stractions. After 2-3 class periods, gather them in and have members of the
class find meaning in them. Then the artist tells what he thought he was
trying to do.

--After studying British Literature, a group of students may wish to
make a "Johnny Carson" show about British authors, poets, and dramatists.
Students can be very creative in making advertisements, finding appropriate
music, and writing dialogue for the characters. Either videotape or record
the show,

- -Composition Assignment. (11th and 12the grades) Write a story using
different points of view. Example: a crime seen through the eyes of --

A. Police
B. Victim
C. Criminal
D. Witness

--Have students write dialogue for a film with no sound in creative
writing class (11th and 12the grades).

--Vocational English Class. Have the teacher or another student take
the part of a job interviewer. Let each student in the class "apply" for
a job. Videotape these.

- -Expository Writing. Ask students to explain how to do a simple task.
Drawing a diagram on the board, for example. Let a student attempt to follow
directions from another's paper.

- -Expository Writing. Set up class "newspaper" interviews. Two students
will interview each other in turn, and then write a news profile on the
individual.

--A take-off on "This Is Your Life." An episode specializing in a
character from a story.

.,-Sell ra-Book-athon. In Professor Harry Hill style, the student attempts
to sell his probuct, a book, to the populace.

--Magazine Mania. Bring in fifty'different magazines of all different
types and have students play musical magazines, then relating the most
interesting articles.



--Have students answer ads in the neswpaper -- either employment or
want-ad.

--Students wrote their own Indian myths, illustrated them, and then read
them to grade-school children.

--Have groups of 3-4 write 30 minute scripts. They can use any type
of format: commercials, interviews, etc.). Tape them and play them back to
class.

--Twelve Angry Men, Assign parts and act out, It was originally for
TV, thus it can be done in one class period(10th grade).

--Character Sketches. Pick favorite comic strip, follow one character
for a week, cutting out strip, then write characterization sketch using
strip to back you up(9th and 10th grades),

--Foetry Writing. Listen to protest songs, then discuss, Have kids in
groups write own protest poetry, ditto off and share with class.

- -Break students into 2-3 groups. Have one student in each group start
a story. After a given time-limit, pass it on to the next student and so
on. At the end, have one person from each group read the story aloud.

- -Research Papers(llth and 12th grades). Rather than the traditional
form, write the papers in first person -- I, the Alcoholic

I, the Divorcee
Kids research from actual sources or from written essays. Usually they
really get into it.

- -Speeches. -- How To Do It? Have students demonstrate some activity,
process, etc. Some amazing results.

- -Communication Game, Have scraps of paper with objects, one student
at board with back turned and slip of paper. He must give directions to
person at board with no clues. Class tries to guess what person at
board is drawing along with person at board. Students soon learn the
problem of not getting immediate feedback during directions,

--Write dialogues with characters from readings. Do some orally.

--Compose ballads on the board with class. Start from scratch.
Students pick topic. Teacher does first few lines and students jump in

--Role play a news broadcast -- gives insight into timing problems in
rehearsing and work in writing.

--A set of wooden one-inch letters of thealphabet(double vowels, con-
sonants, etc.). Students work in groups of two and play word games like
scrabble and cross-word etc,
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--When doing a novel, have students vote on and select their own book --
even if the teacher feels it's not "academic" enough. Students will usually
read it.

--Use and play music in your classes as much as possible. Have students
bring their own favorite records or albums. It makes them excited (interested?)
in coming to class -- relaxes them.

--Have students keep a journal of feelings. Do not expect sophisticated
entries, but just those that express feelings that they have at a certain
moment in their lives.

--At the beginning of the year, pass out interest inventories to the
kids. After the kids have filled them out, look at them. Construct the
curriculum for them -- even if some texts and materials are required, direct
the discussions and activities to the students' interests. Example: Lord
of the Flies. While I was giving students time to read in class, a small group
of boys were "goofing around" in the corner. I went over, listened to their
conversation -- about dope-smoking -- and asked them who would most likely
smoke -- Jack or Ralph? Why? GREAT DISCUSSION!

--Motivation for Reading. Make up puzzles for the students to solve --
but the solutions only coming from a particular thing you want them to read.
Crossword puzzles are loved by the kids if the solutions aren't all difficult.

--For the Slow Reader. Although the students may hate to read, they love
to talk. Scope provides unended mystery stories to complete. Have the
class as a whole or in groups finish the play, assign parts and tape them --
sound effects, etc. They'll want to listen to them a million times. You
can type the script out and have them follow their own creations in print!

- -For Slow Readers. If you have time, make up a reading guide for the
particular piece of literature the student is reading. Have statements,
questions, ideas, etc. for each page read. Line guide up beside the book
page so your statement matches up with the particular paragraph or line
it refers to: CU d4.

Ip
I
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--Introduction to Drama.
A. Pantomime: Type out various situations on individual cards. Pass

out cards to students -- have them think about how to pantomime them out
and have each student perform them the following day. (The class guessing
the situation -- but not like charades.)

B. Improvisations: At the beginning of class, stage an improvisation
with you and another person acting in front of class (class unaware it's
not real situation). Discuss effects. Then have kids in groups or indivi-
dually improvise.



Play writing: Group kids (5 or so), have them assign a writer,
director, producer, actors, etc. -- make up own short play or skit. Act
out in front of class.

--Improvisations. Collect items, place in paper bags. Give bag to
'student(s). Let them have ten minutes to make up skit using all items.
Put on for class,

--If kids are working individually, provide them. with rewards when
they have accomplished something -- or have been working hard, Examples
15 minutes for chess, puzzles, free reading, painting, scrabble, etc.

--Thematic Units. Pick theme (better yet have students pick theme).
Make boxes of artifacts related to the themes with writing ideas, reading
ideas, thinking ideas -- any activities related to or extended from the
themes.

--When teaching kids to write -- have them "correct" -- respond to
each others' writing in small groups. Make sure kids understand they
aren't being graded or judged by the others. Usually, kids are more
motivated to do a good Job.

--I made a film on alienation with recordings of records and poems
to go along with it. Before letting the kids hear my production, I let
them view the film without sound. They were to respond, making suggestions
as to the sounds they would put with the film -- songs, poems, stories,
dialogue, etc.

--Sir Patrick Spens. After reading "Sir Patrick Spans," an old
Scottish ballad, I had my students write a letter pretending they were the
king and telling why they thought Sir Patrick had to make the journey that
brought his death. The kids used paper sacks or coffee or tea to make
their paper look old, .They burned the edges or tore them, made old seals
or wound them on fancy sticks. They looked great but the.content was as
good. Using their text, they used Old English words and language
appropriate to the times. They were excited about this.

--Symbols, In studying communication we learned about signs and symbols.
I had my students make a symbol or sign to replace a word or words now used
as a sign. They did this on squares of black or white construction paper
and it made an interesting bulletin board.

--Poetry. Have the first person in each row write down a sentence or
line of poetry, It is then handed back to the next person who adds a line
and so forth until the last person in the row, who reads it. it should be
explained that it must make sense but should rhyme. It also helps with
vocabulary.

--Stories. The kids in junior high still love ghost stories, Have one
student start a ghost or mystery story and continue around the room until
everyone has added to it. Of course the last person has to finish it or
the teacher could,



poetry. I combine an ecology and poetry unit together by using the
lyrics and recordings of many of the popular songs on the charts. There are
many songs the teacher can bring in but better yet, get the kids excited
about playing records and begin to listen to the lyrics of their own and
begin bringing them in.

--Writing. One idea that is fun is to pick a song, the tune of which
everyone knows and have the class write a song of hope or protest. We used
"You are my Sunshine" and one verse I made up and one the kids made up.
This could be done in groups and then presented and sung.

--Novels. When my seventh graders read Surftwater I had them write a
letter from one of the characters (most of them chose "Ma") to a relative
or friend discussing some of the events that were happening in the book.
In this way I knew whether or not they were reading and understanding.

--For Composition: Profile of a Class.(from Scope magazine) Each
student surveys the class on important personal information or current
issues and brings the results back. The questions provide leads to me
for topics for discussion and finally writing.

--Grading. -- in a writing class where all work in class is graded.
Every five weeks students prepare a cover sheet on the work done in the
class. The teacher provides the master sheet. Students fill In individual
grades in appropriate blanks. A grade chart is provided and students can
figure out their own grades progressively without waiting until each card
marking period.

--Use of Book of Quotations. Students are asked to pick a quotation
and write a composition the quotation suggests. This is backing into the
procedure of having students use quotations to emphasize or substantiate
their own writing.

--Vocabulary. Use of the thesaurus and dictionary. Give students
definitions of words which have come into the English language from other
languages. Students are to fill in the well known word. This gives students
the need to look up several words of similar meaning and makes them aware
of etymological descriptions in the dictionary.

--Cut political cartoons from Time and other magazines; base writing
assignments on implications in them.

- -Buy 12,000 Students and Their English Teachers. Source of ideas
and plans from CEEB (College Entrance Examination Board), Princeton, N.J.

--Play Stan Freburg record -- "Stan Freburg Presents the United States
of America" -- (Capitol Records) -- excellent satire on American history
and letters.

--Works of Richard Armour can lighten the job of teaching the heavy
classics, especially ,English Lit Relit and Twisted Tales from Shakespeare.
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--Use short films from Pyramid Films, especially INTIMan Creates
and The Searching la for writing and discussion.

--Write Advanced Placement Program, CEEB, Princeton, N.J. for back
copies of exams -- source of good essay material,

--Hang mobiles up all over the room. If the students are turned off
by what's going on, they can stare at those.

--Buzza/Cardozo prints, Sensitivity Cards and Posters are great stuff
for bulletin boards and writing starters.

- -Take advantage of theater discounts offered by the Fisher Theater in
Detroit. Write for details and check into similar plans offered by local
theaters.

--Send students to shopping mall. Have them sit at fountain for ten
minutes and record impressions for writing starters,

--Did you know that the St. Patrick's Day blizzard of '73 was really
a storm of jealousy between Artemis and Athena? My students enjoyed
writing and sharing their own myths after we inductively determined the
patterns of mythology during our ten week Classical Mythology mini-course.

--Why not give your students of mythology an opportunity for revenge
after struggling through names like Neoptolemus (Achilles' son)? Ask
students to create a composite hero or heroine, selecting his characteristics
or attributes from Greek or Trojan mortal heroes of the Trojan War,
identifying the contributors, i.e., "Paris' eye for beauty," and naming
the hero. One response -- Jacks

--General level science fiction students can be creative, especially
when they're inspired by Ray Bradbury's Martian Chronicles. Throughout
our study of the book, the students had options to write news reports,
editorials, interviews, advertisements, or to illustrate events through
drawings or collages -- all from the Martian point of view. The result:
a television news documentary or a Martian magazine!

--General level students respond to writing their own short science
fiction stories if the class as a group establishes characters and conflicts.
After the students worked in pairs "ending" the story, the results were
typed, illustrated and mounted on the bulletin board. The result --
pride in a significant accomplishment.

--Students of Black Lit (or as in my case, Literature of Social
Criticism) can respond intellectually, emotionally, and creatively to
Elizabeth Eckford, one of the "Little Rock Nine," Arkansas, 1957, or to
Martin Luther Kipg if they assume a role for letter writing and are
answered by another role-playing classmate.
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--Ralph, Piggy, and Jack of Lord of the Flies are figures in very
dramatic conflicts that students can readily recreate in the classroom.
Students can prepare value questions that go beyond that narrative of the
book for the role-playing volounteers (and they do exist!) for this or any
novel. The result -- electricity in the classroom.

--Microfilm Assignment. Have students find microfilm of the newspaper
published on the day they were born. Write paper explaining what happened
that day. Alternate: have students find lesser news items from microfilm
of paper issued on day World War II ended, JFK was assasinated, or D-Day, etc.

--Writing from Original Research. Have a group of 5-7 students devise
a short questionnaire on a topic of current interest. Station them at
various places on campus to collect 10-20 replies. Have students prepare
graphs to accompany their commentary on student response.

--American Heritage Paper. Choose any copy of the American Heritage
magazine, find a quiet place to read, read an article that appeals to you,
and paraphrase it.

--Making a Magazine. Have students collect cartoons, poems, pictufes,
graph showing student attitude on a subject,a professionally written essay
and the student's original essay on a topic of current concern. Make this
into a "magazine" complete with table of contents, advertisements, etc.

-Idea Box. Mount pictures, cartoon, advertisements, etc. on poster
board along with suggestions for composition. Have students choose cards
from the idea box and write papers in class.

- -Personal Collage Illustrating Theme. Ask students to illustrate
a personal essay with a collage. A picture of the student and items he
specifically mentioned in the paper are the only items allowed on the
collage.

--Free Writing from Ink Blot Tests. Put a few drops of ink (washable)
on each student s paper. Let him make the ink blot and then write what
he saw. Have students share papers.

--Behavior Modification Project. Early in the year ask students to
choose a goal for themselves: keep room orderly at home, get along better
with family, lose weight, clear up complexion, improve piano playing, earn
money for summer vacations, play chess, etc. During semester, have students
work on their project, read articles and books, and report periodically
on progress.

--Erma Bombeck. Bring in copies of Mrs. Bombeck's columns to illustrate
how specific details liven up an essay. If possible, rewrite the column
omitting the spicific examples. This illustrates the value of using
specific details.

st
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-- Mini - Research, Research the etymology of a word to determine whether
the meaning of the word has changed over the years, (Sample words: villain,
sabotage, escape, bonfire, silly, bachelor, hospital, parasol, rival, crime,
plan, hustle.) Be sure your library includes the OED and books of word origins,

--Journal Assignment. Write about something that has impressed you --
or interested you -- recently. Tell of a personal incident, a movie, a book,
a conversation, an idea you had, an impression, or a series of impressions.

--Research Assisnment from Movie Reviews. After discussing the types of
criticism or points of view from which movies may be discussed, have groups
find all available reviews on a movie the group has seen in common. Have
students base their written work on this research; include a bibliography.

--Self-Image Propaganda Paper. Ask students to write papers in which
they tell three things about themselves that they are proud of.

--The Use of Dialogue. Ask groups of 2-4 to devise stories using
quotations from these suggestions:

1. Policeman telling speeder that he's getting a ticket,
2, A 17-year-old trying to get into an R-rated movie.
a Boy telling girlfriend to lose weight.
4. Irate customer returning purchase.

--To involve everybody in reviewing for a big test or final exam, try
playing "Hollywood Squares." This works especially well for classes dealing
with a quantity of factual matter. I use it just before the semester final
in my Mythology classes. This is the way it works:
A. Choose one student to act as scorekeeper at the blackboard, He will
draw a large tic-tac-toe board. The teacher should act as MC so she can
give the harder questions to the more capable students,
B. The teacher asks for nine volounteers to be the "stars." (The kids
have a great time joking about being Paul Lynde, Charlie Weaver or Karen
Valentine.) Arrange a group of desks for the celebrities: 3 rows of 3.
C. Select 2, students to be contestants (even poor students can be
successful at this since all they have to do is agree or disagree with the
celebrities). }lave one take X's, the other O's. Flip a coin to see who
starts. Object of the game is to line up X's or 0's as in tic-tac-toe.
D. Play begins when the first contestant chooses a star. The MC then
asks the star a question (multiple choice or short answer). The star has
two options: he either gives a straight answer or bluffs if he doesn't know
the answer. The contestant then either agrees or disagrees with the star.
If he agrees and the star is right, he gets a mark in the corresponding
box on the board, He also gets a mark if the star is wrong and he disagrees.
If the contestant disagrees when the star is right, his opponent gets the
mark.
E. Play continues until someone wins or it is a draw. The contestant
must get the mark to win (game point) on his own, not by default, Also,

in this version, there are no secret squares. The winner then becomes
the defending champion and is challenged until he loses. Challenger

goes first.
F. Questions for the game may either be made up by the students or taken
off old tests,
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--Any Speech or English teacher who teaches telephone courtesy will
find the Michigan Bell Teletrainer a big help. I use it as the basis of a
four-day unit in my Business English class, but it can also be used in
junior high. Michigan Bell loans the Teletrainer telephones and teaching
guides full of role-playing situations to schools free of charge. They
also have an excellent movie entitled "How to Lose a Good Customer Without
Even Trying." Anyone planning to use this should call well in advance to
get it reserved. All calls should go to Mrs. Carol Green at the Grand
Rapids office. Call 616-459-9813 (call collect). This gets the entire
class involved. I have students improvise their own situations to make
sure that everyone gets at least one chance on the telephone. After each
call, we discuss what they did well and what they could have done better.

--Tired of teaching those trite, unimaginative short stories? Give
your students the option of beginning with one or several lively opening
sentences. These sentences should appeal to a variety of adolescent
interests and experiences: football, love, arguments with parents, lone-
liness. Scholastic Book Services offers a master ditto called "Sentence
Openers" designed to spark the imagination of students who can't think of
anything to write about. The address is: Scholastic Book Services

902 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632

--The Cinquain is a form of poetry that can be used with students from
elementary to high school. A cinquain io made up of five lines following
a fixed pattern:
Line one: Select one word (a noun)
Line two: Write two adjectives that describe line one
Line three: Think of 3 "ing" verbs to describe line one
Line four: In 4 words, make a statement about line one
Line five: A synonym for line one
Examples:
People
Cold, unkind
Hurrying pushing, shoving
Never care about anything
Humans?

Voice
Quiet, loud
Whispering, talking, yelling
Different pitch and tone
Communicator

Then have them dittoed off.

--Another idea that can be used for creative writing or poetry comes
from Kenneth Koch's book Wishes, Lies, and Dreams. Have the students write
as many lines as possible beginning with 'the words "I wish. . . ."

Examples:
I wish I had a money-tree that grew twenty, fifty, and one hundred dollar bills.
I wish I could wipe away all tears cried in sorrow.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

I wish I wouldn't get gutters when I bowl.
These can be dittoed off and/or used as a take-off point for a longer piece
of writing. One possibility would be to have the student take any wish on
his list and write a paragraph on how his life would change if it came true.

- -Instant Poetry. Take sheets of art or wrapping paper and tape them
all over the room. Put one-line titles (like "Loneliness is. ." or
"Why. . .") and have the students number off according to the number of
titles, then break into small groups and go to their title. After about
5 or 10 seconds, they move to the next title until every student has
written a comment under each station. Put their comments together for an
instant poem on each title.

--Folder Collage. Each student-is given a folder in which he or she
keeps his or her classwork. The student is to decorate this folder in a way
that makes it uniquely his own. They may use magazine or newspaper pictures,
photographs, drawings, etc.

- -Radio Drama. Have students break into small groups and write radio
scripts of a story they have read (usually only a section will suffice).
They are to provide music, sound effects, etc. When they have finished,
they are to tape them; and later, present them to the class,

--Student Journals. Students are to keep journals in which they may
write anything they wish. They are not graded on material or composition.
These really help ingetting to know your students better, You can ask
that students date their entries, but on a junior high level, they often
forget.

--Slide Shows, Have slide presentations made by the students to
illustrate a poem or story they like. These may be either contact prints
from magazines or photo slides they have taken.

--Write a daily journal to encourage the habit of writing, I don't
correct entries, The entries are feelings about something.

--A Story Starter Box. Give lead-off sentences from which children can
develop stories.

--Write stories to musical records, giving interpretations to the records.

--Have a picture or slide file. Students can select a picture or slide
to write about.

--Use tongue twisters to increase articulation for preparation for
drama unit.

- -Let the Ghosts Be

verbal skills, It is a
Procedures

1, Students and

your Guide. Objective:to increase verbal and non-
prerequisite for story writing and telling,

teacher should sit in a circle,
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2. Play the recording "Haunted House."
3. Solicit different responses.
4. Light several candles and darken the room.

a. Begin by asking the students to build a short ghost story.
b. As the story progresses around the circle, it should build

to an exciting and surprising ending.
5. Have the students write or prepare a story for the next session.
6. Sit in circle with candles -- volounteers will read or tell

several stories.
Very successful project.

--Shifting from the simple and familiar to the more complex and un-
familiar literary works. Example:

1. Before studying "The Rape of the Lock" begin with a simple TV
cartoon program (Flintstones).

2. Compare the Flintstones' feud with cowboy and western TV feuds.
3. Ask the students for other examples (discuss and exchange

humorous experiences concerning feuds without using the actual
names of persons).

4. Then give the students a little history about Pope's inspiration
for writing his mock epic.

5. Move into the work by using role playing, improvisation, and
group discussions.

--Preparing the students for a unit on satire. Procedure:
1. Ask each student to write a humorous essay describing an actual

situation in his school.
2. The essay should be written with the idea in mind that the situ-

ation should be charged.
3. Read several of the stories to the class.
4. Then move into the satire of Swift, etc.

--Building a character with descriptive words and phrases. The ob-
jective is to extend the students' verbal and non-verbal word power skills.
This process was successful for my 10th graders. Procedure:

1. Ank each student to list several of their favorite TV personalities.
2. Ask the students to write 20 words or phrases describing the

person's best points and lesser qualities.
3. The student may then be asked to do a word collage.
4. The collage may be used in a group activity. For example, the

students may present their collage before several teams; the
team winning the most point will be. crowned "Stars fol. Today."
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